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Jonathan
ust what is the absolute sound, and
how do you get there from here?
What the heck are we looking for
as we endure the mirth of others while
purposefully setting up our high-end
systems? Is it, indeed, the sanctified
sound of acoustic instruments in real
space? Can we ever really achieve that?
Or is it the accurate realization of the
signal on the master tape? Or—as was
recently suggested at the New York
Noise single-ended lovefest, covered in
this issue's "Industry Update" — are
some of us looking for the emotion and
the artist's intent?
I've asked alot of people these questions in my interviews, and was asking
them of myself when Ifound myself
squeezed into an incredibly small space
at the Village Vanguard trying to hear —
no, make that glimpse—guitarist Jim
Hall on the distant stage. While Iurge
everyone to hear live music as often as
possible, "live" ain't always what it's
cracked up to be, and the Vanguard is a
terrible venue — an over-amplified
acoustic nightmare not at all suited to
the elegant, intimate stylings of Mellow
Master Hall. I'd walked over that night
intending to hook up with a fellow
Stereophile scribe, only to be dismissed at
the bottom of the stairs ...
"Sorry, sold out — come back for the
next show."
"Press," Iprompted. "My name should
be on the list."
Hurried conference with another
harried individual. "Okay," he barked.
"One seat left."
"Uh, Iwas hoping to sit with my
friends. They're probably already here..."
He looked at me as if Iwas completely off my rocker.
"Look, ya wamiit or not?"
Suddenly, the club's owner stepped
over.
"All right, that's enough. Out."
Iwas astonished. "No, it's okay," Istammered. "I'll take the remaining seat—no
problem."
On my way, Ipassed my colleague,
comfortably ensconced with three
friends at atable halfway back in the
dark, narrow cavern that is the Van
"Uh, you weren't here ... "he bleated
as Ipassed.
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Grifr.
"Back row banquette, to the right!"
barked the harried one.
...and make it snappy, Ithought to
myself.
The Vanguard was hot and sweaty, its
red, dim-lit walls looking like Hell's
waiting room. Iglanced to my left: the
bar area was full, each precious stool
occupied by aJim Hall devotee busily
slamming drinks. In fact, the room was
packed with Hall devotees. Ieyeballed
the Korean gentleman to my right,
who'd grumpily moved over to accommodate my bigger-than-normal derrière. He was flanking agroup of 10
Korean tourists who filled up the rest of
the rear banquette. One of the ladies
sported asurgical facernask. Iguess she
had acold. Isuddenly felt atickle at the
back of my throat.
Just in front of me sat aprofessionallooking couple in business dress. Every
few minutes the brunette ran her fingers
through the back of her medium-length
do and shook it out. Unconsciously
coquettish, orjust ridding herself of itchy
flakes? Fortunately, the lights dimmed,
and Jim Hall and fellow musicians took
the stage. Stretching my neck, Icould
just make him out in the distance.
Just as Ithought it couldn't get much
worse, Ifelt afleshy thump on my right
shoulder—the guy next to me had fallen asleep. He awoke and muttered an
apology, then, head back, began aslow
crawl of asnore. Two guys next to the
hair-shaker kept looking back at him
with mixed malice and amusement.
What's proper club etiquette? Jab the
offender in the ribs and hope he doesn't
kill you, or make like a good New
Yorker and see no evil? Ichose the latter.
Finally, one of his lady friends copped
wise that the sonic boom wasn't from
the air conditioning and poked him
awake. By mid-concert, afull third of
the équipe was head down, diggin' it
deep ... or sawin' wood.
If Itold you Ididn't enjoy Jim Hall's
performance that evening, would you
hold it against me?
Later that night, Istayed up late listening to CDs and LPs of Halt Charlie
Byrd, Wes Montgomery, and Bill Frisell.
It was tremendously satisfying. Iwon-

It

Scull

dered: Do audiophiles even realize how
lucky they are? That's the saving grace of
the High End — you can experience
truly moving musical moments whenever you like, in the privacy of your own
home — even in your jammies.
High-end has brought so much joy to
my life. It's brought me doser to the wonde4 emotion, and nobility of music. It's
opened my mind to grow and learn — to
touch something or someplace inside that
never would have been touched had I
limited myself to a diet of the latest
Bollywood Blockbusters.
And Iknow you're out there too,
lookin' for it, like me. The e-mails and
letters tell me so. The subscription numbers tell me so. Your wild-eyed enthusiasm tells me so.
There will always be aHigh End —
those individuals who appreciate music
for its own sake. That's why all of you
must take on the responsibility of sharing
your passion. Do your part to spread the
word. Grab afriend, relative, or neighbor
and haul his or her butt into the listening
chair. Play some great music — something that turns you on — and have
some fun. Let 'em hear just how utterly fantastic two-channel can be. Some
will react to the immediacy and accessibility of the music. Some might
become audiophiles.
Listening to music is ahigher-order
function than watching home theater.
What you see is in your imagination,
not handed you on aplatter as you lie
there, unblinking, like alox in front of
your 72" monster monitor. Knocking
down the barriers — the mechanical
elements of audio playback — gets you
closer to the music. That's when the
magic begins to happen.
The absolute sound is the one in your
head — that utterly special connection
between you and the music. Your highend audio system can be the portal to
many fascinating worlds. Get out there
and infect someone today.
-is
Jonathan Scull's new position
Iam pleased to announce that Jonathan

has joined Stereophiles full-time staff as
senior editor, with his primary responsibility being to organize our equipment
reports. Welcome J-10.
-jA
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If you 'are.that rara individual who knows what he wants
and

'cognizes excellence when he hears it; who doesn't

rely on someone else's opinion or guidance; who makes his
own purchasing decisions; who has the power; who is a
leader; who can afford the best; who is not afraid to spend
less to get more... Aronov Audio has your amplifier!

Call 888-4-ARONOV for abrochure and the
location of the dealer nearest you, or visit our
web site at www.aronovaudio.com
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Paradigm® Reference speakers... eminently
satisfidng state-of-the-art sound that
heightens the sheer enjoyment of music
and home theater.
Visit your nearest Authorized Paradigm®
Reference Dealer today and experience
these spectacular speakers for yourself
Compare them to the most expensive
speakers you can find. You'll be amazed.

J./

P.AFLADIGM® REFERENCE
THE ULTIMATE IN HIGH-END SOUND FOR MUSIC AND HOME THEATER.'

In the US. contact AnahoStreant. ALPO Bar 2410, Niagara Falls. NY 14302 tel 905.632.0180
Canaria. contact Parade'''. 205 Annagnn Blvd. Miansauge ON L5T 2V1 W 905.564.1994
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Letters
Meat and potatoes
Editor:
Your website now has more meat with
its potatoes. Keep up the good work!
Eric C,aulley
Plano, TX
ericcaulley@eds.com
Kudos to Baird
Editor:
Kudos to Robert Baird for his excellent
in-depth look at the life and times of the
genius who was Professor Longhair
(January'99, p.171). As afive-time veteran of the Mardi Gras, Icouldn't think of
getting through that time of year without
hearing Fess's "Go to the Mardi Gras."
Also having literally bumped into
Fess's protégé, Marcia Ball, and zydecoed with the late, great Roddn' Dopsie
during Carnival at the legendary uptown bar/laundromat known as the
MapleLeaf, Iwill never forget the pleasure of witnessing the Fess tearing the
roof off the American Legion hall at a
local concert in the late '70s. From the
moment the beer (which was included
in the ticket price) started flowing to the
last notes Mn Byrd pounded out on the
88s, it was truly aBacchanalian festival
rivaling that of Mardi Gras in New
Orleans. Iconsider myself fortunate to
have had the pleasure of seeing this legend perform live.
Rich Bicoff
Philadelphia

analog lovers, and what aheterogeneous
mix of people we are: golden ears, conservatives, realists, simple folks who love
music and crave to dig it at its best no
matter what, people who refuse to accept
that the money they spent on LPs during
their lives was ill-spent, people who get
their kicks out of boasting their membership in clubs of enlightened minorities, people who have rediscovered their
lost treasures, or discovered they owned
atreasure (their LP collections), people
whose jaws fell wide open when they
recently heard adecent turntable-based
system.
Joao Carlos Atuelmo
Portugal
.... or maybe not
Editor:
Ihave been asubscriber to Stereophile
since Vol.8 No.4 (August 1985), and for
the most part have been very happy
with your magazine. However, after
reading Michael Fremer's "Analog
Comer" in January 1999, I am no
longer ahappy subscriber. Ihave aproblem with political comments printed in
amagazine that is not about politics!
Stereophile is ahi-fi magazine, and should
remain ahi-fi magazine.
Therefore, I find it necessary to
request that you cancel my subscription
immediately. Iwill seek out anew hi-fi
magazine that sticks to the subject that I
subscribe to.
Michael Huth
Upper Darby, PA

Kudos to Michael...
Mikeys blood
Editor:
Ibought the first issue of Stereophile I Editor:
came across because of an article by
In response to the lynch mob baying for
Michael Fremer. Four years later, his
monthly column is still the main reason
for me to read Stereophile
Letters to the Editor should be sent
His voice proclaiming the merits of
to The Editor, Stereophile, P.O. Box
analog has been an oasis in the digital
5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502-5529.
desert — although lately there seem to
Fax: (505) 983-6327. E-mail:
be more critics and common people
Letters@stereopliile.com. Unless
"converted." He plays the role of amesmarked otherwise, all letters are
siah, telling the people that there's still
assumed to be for possible publicahope, that better days are coming: dration. If you have problems with
matic improvements in analog compoyour subscription, call (800) 666nents and their sonic abilities, even the
3746 or visit www.stereophile.
dawn of CD and the arrival of DVDcorn. Please note: We are unable to
Audio (and/or SACD; heaven forbid
answer requests for information on
another format war).
specific products or systems.
He brings the news no one else gives
Stereophile, June 1999

Michael Fremees blood, I have no
intention of canceling my subscription
to Stereophile To paraphrase Churchill:
Never before has so much been
whinged by so few! Yes, Pm from the
UK, the spiritual home of the snotty
complaint, but this manner of throwing
toys from prams takes the biscuit. Your
correspondent was doing what you pay
him to do — express an opinion —
which is why the rest of us buy the mag.
Now that the rebels have so much free
time on their hands, methinks they
should go get alife! William Greenwell
umigwell@globalnet.w.uk
Contact sports
Editor:
In aletter in February (p.17), Alberto
Arebalos cites physical contact between
stylus and groove as an argument
against the LPs sonic potential. Well, rd
liketo point out that when you hear a
live violin, it is only because of physical
contact between the instrument and the
surrounding air, and between the air
and your ears!
Dennis Colin
Barnstead, NH
The music's in the vinyl
Editor:
My positive experience with vinyl parts
company with the letter entitled "Pure
Nonsense" in the February '99 Stereophile (p.17). Writer Alberto Arebalos
cites many reasons why CDs are better
than vinyl.
A decade ago, Igot re-interested in
audio and purchased aCD player. Then,
four or five years of shopping for the
best-sounding CDs, listening, updating
equipment, and tweaking all gradually
improved my system. Ihad good, clear,
transparent sound, but felt something
was missing. Icould never quite get all
the music. Ioften found myself turning
up the volume in search of more.
Eventually, other players and transports
were tried. These gave improvements,
but not the total satisfaction I was
searching for
One day I intercepted a few old
records headed for agarage sale, played
them on my old '60s turntable, and was
very surprised to find music on that
vinyl — abig improvement over CDs.
9

Letters
high-prices multichannel DVD-Audio
hardware, Ihope you will start writing
about the currently available multichannel music — DTS. Yes, Iknow it took
forever for them to get the stuff out.
Yes, Iknow there are only afew dozen
titles. Yes, Iknow DTS has been a
favorite whipping boy of everyone in
the business because of their slowness
and hardball hardware tactics. However,
DTS has an advantage: You can listen to
DTS-encoded multichannel music now,
with the only incremental investment
being the cost of aDTS decoder. Lord
Addicted
knows we won't be so fortunate when
Editor:
DVD-Audio comes along. My checkHigh-end audio is more expensive for book cringes at the thought.
married guys. Because I'm married, I
From my perspective, the quality of
must pay 50% more for every piece of 5.1-channel DTS discs varies widely.
high-end equipment Ipurchase. Here's For example, of the discs I've heard so
the formula: acertain piece of equip- far, Junior Wells's Come On In This House
ment costs xdollars. Iunsuccessfiilly try is the most sonically satisfying (perhaps
to keep my wife from finding out about because it is aTelarc recording, which
it. She asks me how much, Itell her it usually bespeaks high quality). Others,
cost 0.5x dollars. Now she thinks she is such as the Eagles' Hell Freezes Over and
entitled to buy herself some useless the Moody Blues' Days of Future Fazed,
thing for 0.5x dollars. So, the bottom while entertaining, are more gimmicky
line for me is that my piece of high-end and remind me of old quadraphonic
equipment costs me 1.5x dollars. You recordings. They are very "effects-orisingle guys don't know how expensive ented." Symphonic and classical music
high-end audio really is!
appears to be areal challenge, as most of
Addicted,
Jeny Slavata the recordings Ihave listened to seem to
Brookfield, WI put you at the conductor's podium or
next to the clarinets rather than back in
The multichannel future
the hall afew rows.
Editor:
Iimagine that, as in the first stereoMultichannel systems are undoubtedly phonic (and certainly quadraphonic)
the future. What scares the floobie gas recordings, early mixes will tend to
out of me is the speaker cable that needs emphasize "cool effects" over alive or
to be run behind the listener. With ref- studio music experience. Perhaps in
erence 8-footers going for around two the case of '70s and '80s music such as
grand, what are we going to spend on the Moody Blues, that's probably how
24' runs?!? I'm getting the cold sweats the artist would have recorded it at the
just thinking about having to justify the time anyway, and that might be the
cost to my wife.
Keith Dinsmore "truest" way to mix the music. For
iceninel @eanhlink.net classical music, though, Idon't really
want to be sitting onstage — it would
Multichannel recordings
be too fatiguing.
Editor:
Stereophile can exercise some leaderAs aloyal subscriber to Stereophile, I ship in this field by evaluating the curcontinue to read with great interest rent crop of multichannel discs and by
your reports on the development of helping consumers and professionals
DVD-Audio, the SACD vs DVD- seriously consider how best to record or
Audio controversy, the status of the mix certain types of music, so that when
IEEE 1394 specification, all the hubbub DVD-Audio finally arrives, and we
about possible players (without digital poor early adopters put that third mortoutputs) in 1999, and the rest of the gage on our house to go buy the equipinteresting news on multichannel audio ment, we can actually hear the sonic
hardware and firmware.
benefits of the format.
Joel Mack
What I've missed is your usual insight
joeirnack@lw.com
and perception on the software. I
recently purchased several DTS music J Gordon Holt reviews some of the DTS surdiscs, and Ifound them to be quite
round-encoded CDs in this month's "Quarter
interesting. For all the noise about new Notes.»
formats and soon-to-be-released-atSince my rediscovery of vinyl, Ihave
unpacked and relistened to my own
record collection. Vinyl gives me the
good sound that Ihave not been able to
capture from CD.
As aresult of my favorable experience with vinyl, Ipurchased a new
Basis turntable and Graham tonearm. I
now just listen and no longer have to
search for that missing something that
CDs hide so well. Vinyl must do something right.
Ray Tarp
LivermoreCA

lo

He prefers two-channel, but...
Editor:
Allow me to climb to my podium: I
prefer two-channel stereo to any other
form of home entertainment, period.
That said... for audiophiles to revolt
against surround-sound or video/sound
formats for music is alittle odd, is it not?
For them to hurl painfully ineloquent
insults is something Iwould have been
spanked for when Iwas five.
For decades, audiophiles and the
engineers who produce their toys have
been some of the most progressive folks
around. What the hell sense does it
make to declare the current state of the
art absolute? Who are we, some religious cult preparing to declare that technology is the devil? If so, I'll give up toilet paper tomorrow.
The problem with such formats (especially video) is that two-channel audio is
several orders of magnitude more refined.
Dim the lights, grab an Old Fashioned
and asmoke (or whatever your pleasure!),
and you can have anything you want, in
your room, in 3-D. Turn on the matching
video and you have asorely two-dimensional atrocity. (If you don't believe me,
try the James Taylor DVD —the surround cheapens the sonic tapestry, the
video makes it ajoke.)
When surround and video catch up,
however the combo should be truly, truly
great. Both of these, or surround at the
very least, have to be the future. Which is
the holy grail: the ultimate illusion, or the
oddly misplaced (and pathetic) pleasure
of having ahobby to ourselves?
For now, howeve4 just let the clowns
pushing horse$#!% A/V formats at the
local sound shops go home to their Bose
(with direct/reflecting technologymm) —
it doesn't hurt you, and if you alienate
enough people with your juvenile antics
to damage the future of this industry,
may impotence befall you. (If it hasn't
already —tension levels do seem alittle
high
Brian Ravnaas
bravnaas@hotmaitcom
Accuracy
Editor:
In reply to Agim Perolli's thoughtful
response ("New or old accuracy?,"
March '99, p.14) to my letter ("New
Accuracy," January '99, p.19), Ibelieve
that we have distilled alegitimate difference of opinion about the goal of high
end audio. Agim agrees with me that
"the goal of the entire recording/playback chain is to reproduce the original
musical event faithfully," but believes
that the "playback-only part of the
chain" (le, high-end audio) should have
Stereophile, June 1999

Nautilus '800 Series

"Speakers of the
First Class"
..."speakers of the first class.
Right out of the box, they exude
arightness of fit and finish"

"The first thing one notices
is the bass... the bass of
the N803's is much closer to
the sound of reality than most
speakers even approach."

..."The second striking characteristic
of the N803's is the sweetness of sound."

."Truly, this is fine engineering
in the service of great art."

Adam Walinsky
The Absolute Sound
April /May 1999
Issue# 117
Quoted by permission
www theabsolutesound corn

Tel 978 664 7870 •F. 978 664 4189
yaw, Owspeaker, corn
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An important event in music history
occurred when Beethoven gave us his love
letters in music.
Without adoubt, the most important
event in the history of Cary Audio was the
creation, in 1989, of the single-ended, class
A, zero feedback triode amplifier: the
CAD-300-SE. Ever since, the Cary sound has
given amuch greater meaning and purpose
to music reproduction in homes
throughout the world.
The distinguishing
characteristic of the Cary
sound is the ease, warmth,
and emotional impact
the music will have on
you, the listener. Cary
Audio is honored to
help you share
musical history.
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Letters
adifferent objective — that of reproducing the master as faithfully as possible. I
understand the theoretical notion that it
is the responsibility of the recording
system to imbue the master tape with
the original musical event, and the
responsibility of the playback system
simply to retrieve that event from our
vinyl or digital discs. Were it only so
easy! Unfortunately, this pleasant ideal
does not accord with the reality of the
vinyl and digital discs we have to play.
Agim's supposition about the logical
extension of my view —that the goal of
high-end audio is to reproduce as closely as possible the sound of the original
musical event — is correct: If aplayback
mechanism could reverse errors in the
master and thereby re-create more realistically the original musical event, then
I believe the playback mechanism
should do so. Iwould support whatever is required to re-create in our homes
as realistically as possible the original
musical event, regardless of whether we
should have to make such adjustments.
Ron Resnick
New York, NY
ronr@hanny.com

ing to recorded music are not enjoying
an "absolute" musical experience? Who
is to say that akid listening to rap on a
boombox is not enjoying an "absolute"
musical experience?
Ithink part of the problem is that
audio magazines concentrate too much
on physics and not enough on "metaphysics." Iknow we are about to enter
the 21st century, and "metaphysics" is
something that has been hardly talked
about in the last few hundred years, but
if anything is a"metaphysical" experience, listening to music is. For me, the
quality of the experience of listening to
music has much more to do with my
mood than with how it is delivered to
me. Ifrequently go to live concerts, and
if Iam tired or out of sorts, Ido not
enjoy it nearly as much as when Iam at
home, listening to my stereo in agood
frame of mind.
Ibelieve that music is connected to
something outside of ourselves —
something extra-human, if you will —
and that our ability to get in touch with
those Platonic paradigms has more to
do with our enjoyment than anything
else. This might sound far-fetched in
this age of science, but it certainly
would not have sounded far-fetched in
Bach's day.
Iwould be interested in seeing if you
get any responses from other readers on
this topic. Iwould like to know if other
people feel that they are put in touch
with "something that preceded us and
will exist after we are gone" when they
listen to music.
David Del Bourgo
Woodland Hills, CA
ddelbourgo@msig.corn

you get, at best, asneer. The sensibilities of Generation X are different from
the generations before them, as is true
of all generations —but the High End
seems to hold itself above it all.
Until the High End gets off its high
horse, extinction is certain. When was
the last time any high-end publication
even tried catering to ayounger crowd?
Or any shops? Iwas in a shop last
autumn when in walked what appeared
to be a 21-year-old male, dressed in
jeans and aT-shirt. No one even asked
if they could help him. He was looking
at some things Iwas also looking at, and
asked me several questions. By the
nature of the questions, Icould tell he
was serious about these items and had
done some homework. He ended up
buying these items, and Icouldn't help
but think that if Ihadn't been there to
answer his questions, the store would
have lost that sale! How many sales have
been lost because of snobby attitudes?
Rich Allen
Address withheld by request

lust reach out
Editor:
I'm aGeneration-Xer, and Barry Willis'
"As We See It" (April '99, p3), conMetaphysics
cerning our lack of interest in high-end
Editor:
audio, was neither tactful nor true.
There has been a lot written in the
Furthermore, he implied that our genpages of Stereophile and other high-end
eration lacked the appreciation for anyaudio magazines comparing the experithing "high," including art and music.
ence of listening to live music to that of
Well, beyond being aGeneration-Xer,
recorded music. Of course, The Abso!ute
I'm asuccessful artist, listen to SchuSound refers to live music as the
bert, read Balzac, and am very interest"absolute" musical experience, and the
ed in high-end audio. Like many peolate Fi magazine has compared listening
ple regardless of generation, I don't
to recorded music to the experience of
have the income to invest in high-end
looking at the reproduction of apaintCan you blame Gen-Xers?
audio, so Iuse my humble boombox to
ing rather than looking at the painting
follow the pursuit of excellence by lisitself. Writers in Fi have claimed that Editor:
My compliments on two excellent tening to NPR, and to mostly small
the reproduced experience in both
instrumental works such as string quarcolumns in your April issue: "As We See
cases (music and painting) pales in
tets and solo piano. Yes, Iknow how
comparison to the live experience. I It" and "The Final Word." Ithink Larry
Archibald's "Final Word" answered
inferior the sound is, but it doesn't
find this view to be not only "elitist" (I
deter my willingness to learn about the
some of the questions posed in Barry
am not using this term in the pejorative
Willis' "As We See It." I'm 38, but I world around me. In the end, this is
sense), but untrue.
know many Gen-Xers, and know for a what matters.
Almost everyone learns to love music
My only contact with high-end audio
by listening to recorded music. Most
fact that the bitterness that Archibald
has been through the mull dealers, and
comments on turns away many new
people listen to recorded music, not live.
I've often been met with rather unWhether on aboombox while walking adopters. Post aquestion on awebsite or
friendly highbrows. Idon't see how attiask any two audiophiles and, more often
down the beach, in acar, or in some sort
tudes such as this, comments like Dan
than not, one winds up with averbal
of home system, music is enjoyed greatslugfest over who knows best. It sounds
D'Agostino's, and articles such as Mr.
ly over wires and speakers. Ilearned to
enjoy music before ever hearing it live. I as if the equipment is more important Willis' are going to change anything.
We're willing. We're waiting. We're
than the music. This will turn off anycan still remember when Iwas ayoung
interested. Just reach out! David Hunter
body, but the typical Gen-Xer will
boy, before I'd ever heard live music, lisNew York, NY
tening to Bruno Walter conducting quickly abandon any interest at all in
high-end audio. Can you blame them?
Wagner over a5" speaker and becomGen-Xers also are more interested in We're out there
ing totally caught up in it. Icannot
combining video with audio, but bring Editor:
imagine amore complete musical expethis up in most high-end circles and As amember of Generation X, Ifeel
rience. Who is to say that people listenStereophite, June 1999
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Letters
compelled to respond to "As We See It"
in the March Stereophile While most of
us Generation Xers can't afford products
from companies such as Krell, Mark
Levinson, and Conrad-Johnson — you
know, such stuff as dreams are made
on — many of us, through purchasing
used and modifying older equipment,
have put together very satisfying stereo
systems. My own system consists of a
Carver C-11 preamp, modified Dynaco
ST-70 amplifier, NHT 23A speakers, a
SOTA Sapphire turntable with AudioQuest PT-6 arm and Ortofon MC-20
cartridge, and an NAD 502 CD player.
I don't believe in surround sound
(although Iknow it exists), and don't
have atelevision. Ifind more entertainment in listening to Bill Evans than Ido
listening to the sonic drivel pandered by
eMpTyV. Iknow alot of friends who
also work hard with modest budgets to
obtain quite outstanding sound.
I object to the assumption that,
because few people under 30 attended a
particular performance of Madama
Butterfly, there is adecline in new audiophiles. Iwould, instead, offer that there
is a decline in people with six-figure
salaries who can afford such events. The
cost of live performance is outrageous
these days, and Iam not about to spend
my hard-earned cash to see the San
Francisco Symphony at Davies Hall (one
of the worst-sounding halls I've ever
been in) when Ican see performances at
the San Francisco Conservatory's Hellman Hall for less, and usually see a
much more enjoyable performance.
The implied assumption that people
who don't listen to classical are not
audiophiles is unjustified. Personally, I
find classical music stagnant. When one
considers that composers such as Bach
and Beethoven were known in their day
as improvisers, it is unfortunate to hear
the bulk of classical pieces played note for
note as the score dictates, with any emotional variation being mere coincidence.
Music is apassion. Ibelieve that music
and art are what make life worth living,
and that work is what we do to survive.
There are Generation X audiophiles out
there, and they work every bit as hard to
achieve sonic bliss as any other audiophile, albeit on atighter budget Please
don't think that because we don't go to
see extraordinarily expensive performances, that we don't exist.
Greg Morgan (a marginalized Gen-Xer)
gmorgan@usabalcom
Jumping the Gen-X gun
Editor:
Barry Willis's commentary predicting the
Stereophile, June 1999

imminent extinction of the "audiophile"
(April, p3) was alarming and thoughtprovoking. But Barry might have jumped
the gun. Let's not forget that the improvement in the musical experience that audiophlle systems afford is mostly appreciated
while listening to classical and jazz—
decidedly mature musical tastes. Imean,
how much can grunge, heavy metal, and
rap benefit from agreat sound? The other
issue is disposable income, which grows
with age.
If there is aproblem with this hobby
and industry, it is putting the cart before
the horse: A passion for high-quality
sound reproduction sounds hollow if it
does not stem from an insatiable love
for music. Most everybody likes music
(just like Barry's stepson), but being an
audiophile is about loving music (at
least, Ihope that's the case). It's hard for
me to imagine atrue music lover who
does not long for ahigher reproduction
quality, even if he or she cannot afford
it at the time.
It is up to Stereophile and other highend publications to make it easier for
music lovers to own audiophile systems
by reviewing components and systems
that mere mortals can afford. Dare I
suggest starting anew magazine? With
Stereo Review out of the picture, it may
not be such acrazy idea.
Keep up the good work; I'm abig
fan. And more music reviews, please.
Alicia Sorensen
Arlington Heights, IL

hyperactive Rotel amp. She appreciated,
as did I, understanding dealers, who
were quick to offer loaners during the
down time and home auditions of new
products, as we developed through the
digital age from sore ears to something
approaching musical nirvana.
As atestimony to the imaging qualities of the 805s, now driven by Bryston
and Sonic Frontiers, a CBC stereo
broadcast featured a contemporary
piece of music into which was woven
the cawing of crows. Now one of
Roxy's favorite recreational activities
was chasing the crows and ravens that
populate this northern community
(Prince George, BC) on our morning
walks. She must have thought she was
going blind, because — right there! —
midway between the speakers and alittle behind, were crows, cawing. Joining
the raucous birdsong was the barking of
an excited and confused dachshund,
who began a hunt by circling each
speaker stand in turn. Alas, they must
have flown away unfound. We put on a
CD and calmed down.
I have greatly appreciated the
expanded music section in Stereophile,
the recommendations of "Records To
Die For," and especially the ongoing
recommendations of your writers, particularly Sam Tellig. In return, let me
offer some of Roxy's favorites.
The last piece she listened to before
going to... ah, how shall we put it — a
place where music is no longer mediated through electronic devices ... was Sir
It's the amps what kills you
Alexander MaciCenzie's Violin ConEditor:
certo in C-sharp minor, Op32, on
Please tell Jonathan Scull and Nagra
Hyperion, with violinist Malcolm Stew("Fine Tunes," April '99, p.63) that it is
art accompanied by Vernon Handley
current that kills you, not voltage. Shame
and the Royal Scottish National Orcheson them for not knowing their physics.
tra. A solid concerto, worthy of appreci77m O'Connor ation, if not quite as engaging as
71m.Oconnor@ecolab.com
MacKenzie's Piano Concerto. Real favorites, and highly recommended for
Roxy is dead!
both musical and sonic qualities, are any
Editor:
of the symphonies of Edmund Rubbra,
Roxy the foxy dcode (dachshund) is
but especially Nos.4 and 11, on one disc.
dead! It saddens the heart. Over the last They are all recorded by Chandos and
10 years, Roxy has listened to (a very
are currently available. Rubbra's work
conservative minimum of) 15,000
comprises a spiritual journey of some
hours of classical music. And what a depth, and amusical talent of immense
repertoire she has heard. She knew the
significance for one so little known. Add
standard fare cold, but really enjoyed
to these Bliss's A Colour Symphony on
relative obscurities — Tubin, Wallace,
Naxos and Herbert Howells' Hymnus
MacCunn, Bax, Rubbra, Korngold, and
Paradisi on Hyperion. They never fail to
many others. When it was time to lislift the spirit and calm the fevered brow.
ten, she was there ahead of me, patientIguess Ihave to listen alone for a
ly waiting.
time, until the heart heals, and maybe
She has also been through high-end
another companion will share my hours
reproduction miseries with me, sufferwith the greatest of life's blessings,
ing twice through frozen midrange/ music.
Rod Ferguson
woofers on my B&W 805s caused by a
rodfer@pgonline.com
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:an the new Mark Levinson N°360
trid N°3605 digital processors
iecode 24 bit/96 kHz DVDs?

can be reprogrammed to handle any
DVD-based signal, including 192 kHz
sources.

:an they decode HDCD discs?
re they upgradable?

Powerful DSP engines are employed
for digital filtering, HDCD decoding
and more. They work like your computer, running Madrigal's processing
programs. This flexible architecture is
accessed by an RS-232 port on the
back where new software can be
downloaded for future upgrades
which could include arange of new
digital formats and features.

)ci they offer state of the art decodng for standard compact discs?
[he N°360 and N°360S introduce a
iew digital architecture that helps us
Inswer these questions and more.
rhey redefine the concept of being
Jpgradable.
e
4 Madrigal-designed digital interface
/
1
'eceiver allows these processors to
handle standard CDs as well as
24/96 recordings today. Just plug it
nand it works. In the future, the DIR

The N°360 and N°3605 are designed
to resolve the highest bit-rate and
sampling frequency formats from
DVD. Having met this technical challenge has led to the N°360 and
N°360S achieving outstanding per-

Mark Levinson products are designed and manufactured by Madrigal Audio Laboratories. Inc.
P.O. Box 781. Middletown, CT 06457 U.S.A.
wvov.madrigalcom FAX (860) 3461540
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formance from CD. They reestablisF
the proper role of the separate
processor for the audio purist who
wants the best performance and
long-term value. Wouldn't it be nicl
to have aproduct that was compati
ble with virtually every format you
can imagine, and even some you
can't? Audition them at your Mark
Levinson dealer and you will discov
why they are the answer to your
questions, and maybe even your
prayers.
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Industry
JAPAN
Jon Iverson
It was reported on April 8 in EE7imes
that Sony has made known its plans for
the first generation of Super Audio Compact Disc (SACD) players, to be released
in Japan in May. For the last several
months, Sony has been suggesting that
the SACD format would be going head
to head with the competing DVD-Audio
format, despite overtures from the DVDAudio Working Group to join in asingle
all-encompassing specification.
But at the 1999 Consumer Electronics
Show in Las Vegas, several companies
hinted at players that would play all formats. Prototypes shown by Yamaha and
Denon led some to speculate that Sony
would have to follow suit to remain competitive. Not only has Sony decided to
include DVD-Audio in its DVD products
for release in Japan; another twist in the
recent Sony announcement is that the
Japanese SACD discs would not be backward-compatible with existing CD players. This appears to contradict what Sony
has said up until now — that SACD must
be compatible with CD players to succeed. Sony even went so far as to demonstrate sample SACD discs playing on
portable CD players at last year's HI-FI
Show in Los Angeles. But critics at the
time felt that to provide the dual layers of
data required for backward-compatibility
with CD players would price SACD discs
out of the market. This appears to be the

Update

reason for Sony's change of heart in Japan.
Shigeo Maruyama, president of Sony
Music Entertainment (Japan), Inc. (not
Nobuyuki 'del, president of Sony, as
improperly attributed in the EETima article) states that "We are considering offering hybrid discs with the condition that
their cost would not differ [from that of
single-layer discs], but in reality, the cost
becomes very high."
A Sony spokesman points out, however,
that the announcement is for the Japanese
market only. Rick Clancy, from Sony
Corporate Communications, says that
there are still three options for SACD: 1)
one "Red-Book" CD layer and one
SACD layer, 2) one SACD layer, or 3)
two high-density layers. Clancy emphasizes that it is up to the record labels to
decide which types of layers to use, and
that Sony does not attempt to control
how alabel will use the SACD format.
The SACD players will be based on
the Direct Stream Digital (DSD) coding
format developed by Sony, which will
be encrypted to prevent digital copying.
The players will also have built-in D/A
converters with no digital output for the
DSD information, and will start at over
$4000 US. Initial software releases will
come from Sony Music Entertainment
and will feature 13 discs with two-channel audio, with 10 or so additional discs
slated for release each month. Players
arc expected in the US sometime later
this M.

US: PHILADELPHIA
Michael Fremer
For perhaps the first time in well over a
decade, a major American symphony
orchestra has been recorded in the analog
domain. Digital has become the storage
medium of choice for recording symphonic music, for reasons having more to
do with editing and ease of sequencing
than with sound quality (though most
classical producers probably prefer or
think they prefer, the dead-quiet noise
floor of digital).
On February 3, 1999 at the Academy
of Music, the Philadelphia Orchestra's
longtime home, Water Lily Acoustics'
Kavi Alexander set up his 1", two-track
tubed open-reel tape recorder, built by
Tim de Paravicini. In one four-hour session he recorded Liszes Les Préludes and
three concert overtures by Dvorak — In
Nature's Realm, Othello, and Carnival —all
under the baton of conductor Wolfgang
Sawallisch.
Water Lily, asmall label, was given the
rare opportunity to record the world-class
orchestra because, incredibly, the Philadelphia is currently not under contract to
any major label. The session was recorded at 15ips with proprietary equalization,
using apair of de Paravicini tube microphones in aBlumlein-derived M-S configuration, with summing accomplished
passively through the input transformers in de Paravicines mike preamps.
Given the Academy's notoriously dif-

the-atom.com/cas, or call Carl Richard
at (860) 745-5937.

featuring designer Phil Abbate at 4014
Woodridge Court, Deluth. For more
information, call (770) 622-9737, or visit
www.rnindspring.com/- diucicsaudio.

Calendar
Those promoting audio-related seminars,
shows, and meetings shouldfax (do not call)
Steven Stoner the when, where and who at
(505) 983-6327 at least eight weeks Wbre
the month of the event— the deadlinefor the
August 1999 issue isJune 1, 1999. Mark the
fax cover sheet "For the attention of Steven
Stoner—Dealer Bulletin Board." We willfax
back aconfirmation. Ifyou do not receive confirmation within 24 hours, pleasefax us again.

FLORIDA

The South Florida Audio Society
invites you to join their monthly meetings. For more information, contact
Manny Acosta at (954) 436-3679 or
mannyacosta@worldnetattmet.
GEORGIA

CONNECTICUT

For membership information about the
Connecticut Audio Society, visit www.
Stereophile. June 1999

• Sunday, May 23, 2-5:30pm: The
Atlanta Audio Society is hosting aloudspeaker design and demonstration clinic

LOUISIANA

For information about Big Boys Audio
Toys Society, New Orleans' first and
only high-end audio club, e-mail stock
joc@hotmail.com.
Audio Resource (3133 Edenbom Avenue,
Metairie) is hosting the following seminars, 7-9pm. Refreshments will be
served. For information and reservations,
17
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ficult acoustics, the sound is remarkably
rich and full-bodied. Reportedly, orchestra members were "thrilled" when they
heard the playback, which required only
minimal post-production editing. Water
Lily plans to issue gold-alloy CD,
SACD, and DVD-Audio discs of this
session, followed by vinyl and perhaps a
24-karat gold CD.
UNITED KINGDOM
Paul Messenger
When Robert Trunz sold his interest in
and left B&W in 1997 (see "Industry
Update," February 1997), he took with
him the Blue Room operation, which
consisted of the eponymous record label
and three memorably cute and bulbous
Pod loudspeakers: the House Pod, Techno Pod, and Mini Pod.
The curvaceous, colorful, and acoustically well-founded enclosures of the original designs were made of fiberglass in a
process both costly and environmentally
unfriendly. Following asubstantial investment in new tooling, the Mini Pod is now
back, and features anumber of improvements over the original.
By molding the enclosures from ABS
plastics and sourcing the two drivers from
Tonagen, Blue Room can sell the new
Mini Pod at roughly half the price of the
original. The UK price is expected to be
under £200/pair, which represents arelatively modest premium over more conventional, similarly sized wooden-box
speakers. As afashion/lifestyle component, the new Mini Pod should provide
serious competition for established trendsetters like the B&W Solid and JBL
Control One. Plans are afoot for direct
marketing via the Internet (check out
www.minipod.com and www.blue
room.co.uk).
The new Mini Pod is roughly 1.5dB

more sensitive than the original, thanks in
part to the use of a silk fabric-dome
tweeter in place of the original metal
dome, achange introduced primarily to
improve the ru 14:edness of this grilleless
design. The high-gloss isocyanite-acrylic
painted finish is retained, though the red
option has been replaced by silver.
(White, blue, and black remain available.)
The tripod foot arrangement is also
retained, but now allows some tilt adjustment, an optional wall bracket is also
being prepared. Not only are the speaker's materials more environmentally
friendly than before, but it has aradical
packaging system that is also recyclable.
US: SOUTH CAROLINA
Barry Willis
Holding his thumb and forefinger together to reveal barely asliver of light, Chris
English said, "This close. We're this close."
He wasn't tiling about how far apart we
were sitting, but about how close
Threshold is to being back in business
after an attempted restructuring last year
did not work out.
A household name among audiophiles for two decades, Threshold went
into limbo in January 1998, when crushing debt and slumping sales due to the
Asian economic crisis drove it and sister
company PS Audio into the ground.
Randy Patton was the principal owner of
both companies at the time, having purchased PS Audio using Threshold as collateral. The PS name has since been
spun off and reacquired by one of its
founders, Paul McGowan.
Threshold is in a similar process,
English said when Ispoke to him at the
end of March. The company's former
national sales manager —and probable
vice president of sales and marketing, if all
goes according to plan — met me at

Rabata, adelightful Japanese restaurant in
Mill Valley, during atour of Northern
California audio dealers.
"The company was heavily in debt as a
result of several unsound decisions that
had been made along the way," he
explained. "It eventually got to the point
where we couldn't buy parts or pay
salaries. It got so bad that at CES that year,
Randy and Icame to aserious parting of
ways. Ihad months of vacation time due
me, and Itook it."
English set himself up as an independent consultant and began working with
several other audio manufacturers.
Meanwhile, both PS Audio and Threshold ceased doing business, creditors obtained their remaining assets, and Randy
Patton bailed out. English, however, who
had invested many years in the company,
was unwilling to see Threshold disappear or have its name sold off to amass
marketer, as has happened to other highend brands.
English and partner Ed Woodard, a
longtime behind-the-scenes-player in the
audio industry, worked closely with
Threshold's creditors to ensure the company's survival. English continued the
story: "Ed managed to convince everyone
involved that selling off Threshold as salvage wouldn't yield anywhere near
enough money to satisfy the outstanding
debt —well in excess of $600,000. The
long and the short of it is that the PS
Audio people got some satisfaction, and
the bank walked away and wrote it off as
bad debt. We were able to buy the company for atoken sum." He diplomatically
declined to mention the price.
Acquiring the name debt-free was a
major coup, but revitalizing the company is an arduous process involving lining up investors, setting up production,
and reestablishing relationships with

Calendar
call Jay Valentino at (504) 885-6988.
•Thursday, May 20: Richard C,olburn
of Mirage Loudspeakers
•Wednesday, May 26: Geoffrey Marks
of Velodyne Acoustics
• Wednesday, June 2: Luke Manley of
Vacuum Tube Logic
•Thursday, June 10: Alasdair Patrick of
AudioQuest
•Thursday, June 17: Don Youngstrom
of Martin-Logan
• Thursday, July 1: Matt 'nicker of
Wilson Audio Specialties
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MASSACHUSETTS
Ensemble Music Systems and Home
Theater (1060 Massachusetts Avenue,
Arlington) is sponsoring the following
seminars, complete with refreshments
and door prizes. For information and
reservations, call (781) 648-4434.
•Thursday, May 20, 4-8pm: Geoffrey
Poor of Balanced Audio Technologies and Vm Garino of Nordost will
demonstrate their products.
• Thursday, June 3, 4-8pm: Dana
Carlson of Madrigal (makers of Mark
Levinson and Proceed) and Steve Grod

of Revel will demonstrate their products, including the Proceed DVD player and Revel's ProForma series loudspeakers.
MICHIGAN
• Wednesday, May 19, 7pm: Overture
Audio (Ann Arbor) is hosting Terry
Medalen of Sumac°, who will demonstrate Sonus Faber, Vienna Acoustics, and
REL Sub-Bass Systems products. Call
(734) 662-1812 for more information.
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Fantastique!
Berlioz wrote amasterpiece.
We play it with the same passion.
Asymphony worthy of the name.
High fidelity equipment worthy of the music.
Rotel's RCD-991, aCD player worthy of your attention.
Custom-wound toriodal transformers. FIDCD® capability.
Twenty-bit Burr-Brown PCM-63 DIA converters. Adjustable
dither to fine-tune system sound. An analog stage carefully
crafted from the finest parts available. Balanced and single
ended outputs for maximum flexibility.
All this because Rotel listens. Just as Berlioz broke new
ground in percussive orchestration, we break new ground
with exceptionally detailed yet cohesive reproduction.
Regardless of whose music you want to hear.
Berlioz and Rotel. Prize-winning compositions.
Award-winning components.
Hi Fi Fantastique.

54 Concord Street
N. Reading, MA 01864-2699
Phone: 978.664.3820
Fax: 978.664.4109
www.rotel.com
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dealers — all reasons for English's current tour. "We are close to having our
start-up capital," he said with agrin.
"Just afew more people to talk to, and
we should be over the top."
Production will be moved from
Southern California to South Carolina,
near Clemson University, where warehouse space costs less than athird what
it does on the West Coast. "We plan to
take advantage of the tremendous talent pool at Clemson. Many of our raw
parts — chassis and heatsinks, metalwork and transformers — will be
sourced locally, which will result in
huge cost savings." Atlanta, a major
business center with a huge modern
airport, is only two hours away by car.
Many high-tech manufacturers have set
up plants in South Carolina, prominent
among them automaker BMW.
"Dealers are eager to see us back in
business," English noted. "At least 90%
of our former dealers have expressed
support, and many others have made
inquiries. Some have even asked about
investing. The distribution network is
basically intact."
Threshold's product line will consist
primarily of amplifiers and preamps,
which have always been the company's
strong suit. "The T-series will be
revived," English emphasized, "in particular the 12 and D preamps. The
output sections of T-series power amps
are being redesigned for normal bipolar
transistors. The IGBTs [insulated-gate
bipolar transistors] we were using
before are no longer available."
In addition to two-channel high-end
products, English wants to introduce a
"high-value" line, including an integrated amplifier and multichannel amps for
the home-theater market. "We aren't
going to make transports or processors,"

he said. "There are too many other people doing that for it to make sense for
us. Threshold is going to concentrate on
doing what it has always donc best."

Besides servicing products that go
back decades, Lowther still makes five
variations of the old A-series PM-type
drive-units. The "A" is for alnico, or
Alcomax, the costly aluminum/nickUNITED KINGDOM
el/cobalt alloy that was used for the first
Paul Messenger
permanent magnets, back before the
While covering the last two UK shows
invention of the cheaper ceramic fer(see "Industry Update," December '98,
rites. Lowther now has aceramic-driven
p33, and May '99, p21) Iwas surprised
range, but the alnicos remain enthusito find at least two new loudspeaker asts' favorites.
companies demonstrating designs based
Lowther might have been among the
on Lowther drive-units — strange, 6"
last to use ceramic magnets, but they
full-range devices quite unlike anything were one of the first to use rare-earth
else on the market, but with ahistory
magnets for the main drivers. Last year
that goes all the way back to the 1930s
the company introduced anew range of
and the very earliest days of hi-fi. It was
DX-series drivers using high-power
an era when sources were monophonic,
neodymium magnets, which offer simibandwidths and amplifier power were
lar properties to the classic designs but
very limited, and the search for realistic in a lighter, more compact form.
dynamic reproduction was the only
Another recent innovation — a techgame in town. Horn loudspeakers and
nique, code-named "Hi-Ferric," that
electromagnetically energized drivers
coats voice-coil wire in a magnetic
were the order of the day.
material —is claimed to improve tranMy own records don't go back that
sient and damping performance.
far, but acopy of aBritish Hi-Fi Year
All Lowther drivers are based on simBook from 1959 includes a load of ilar lightweight paper twin-cone diaLowther products: awhole variety of phragms, with central phase plugs to get
tube amplifiers and tuners, and numerthe last vestiges of high-frequency outous drive-units and complete loud- put from the voice-coil. The models are
speaker systems. But the Lowther-Voigt primarily distinguished from other drivcompany has had such alow profile in
ers by their magnets, all of which are
the UK hi-fi marketplace during most
exceptionally powerful — the top,
of the 20-odd years I've been in the
PM4A model registers an astonishing
business that I'd half assumed it had
2.4 Tesla (24k Gauss), weighs 22 lbs, and
gone the way of most ancient brands.
costs £499. As aconsequence, sensitivity
Shame on me! Lowther is alive and
ratings arc in adifferent ballpark from
well, and still makes versions of many of the market norm: 96-99dB/VV/m is
its classics, as well as some equally interthe typical range.
esting new technology. It just doesn't
The snag is that the maximum cone
play the usual hi-fi magazine/retailer excursion is quoted at ±1mm. Horn
marketing game, preferring instead to
loading is thus more or less mandatory,
do business via word of mouth and a not only to keep such short excursions
network of "Owners' Clubs" and distightly controlled, but also to provide
tributors around the world.
extra bass energy to match the strong

Calendar
NEW HAMPSHIRE

Ensemble Music Systems (166 D.W.
Highway, Nashua; 200 LaFayette Road,
Route 1, North Hampton) is hosting the
following seminars, complete with
refreshments and door prizes. For information and reservations, call (603) 8889777 or (603) 964-8383.
•Monday, May 17, 5-7pm and 7-9pm
(Nashua): Robert Harley of The Perfect
Vision and The Absolute Sound will discuss
new digital technologies, including
DVD-Audio and Super Audio CD.
• Friday, May 21, 4-7pm (Nashua):
Geoffrey Poor of Balanced Audio lied>
20

nologies and Vin Garino of Nordost
will demonstrate their products.
• Thursday, May 27, 4-7pm (Nashua):
Michael Kelly of Aerial Acoustics and
Doug Blackwell of Transparent Audio
will demonstrate their products.
• Friday, May 28, 4-7pm (North
Hampton): Michael Kelly of Aerial
Acoustics and Doug Blackwell of
Transparent Audio will demonstrate
their products.
•Friday, June 4, 4-8pm (Nashua): Dana
Carlson of Madrigal (makers of Mark
Levinson and Proceed) and Steve Grod
of Revel will demonstrate their prod-

ucts, induding the Proceed DVD player
and Revel's ProForrna series loudspeakers.
NEW YORK

For information on the monthly meetings of the Musicalaudiophile Society,
the Audiophile Society, and the Gotham Audio Society, call David Nemzer
at (718) 237-1094.
For information on Audio Syndrome
(East Meadow, Nassau County), aclub
catering to obsessive-compulsive audio
neurotics once amonth from September through June, call Roy Harris at
(516) 489-9576.
Stereophile, June 1999
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HPS-250
250 watts, 12" active woofer,
18"h x 15"w x 20"d
HPS-500
500 watts. IS" active woofer,
20"h x 19"w x 22"d

HPS-1000
1,000 watts, 15" active woofer,
two 15" passive radiators, 22"h x 20"w x 24"d
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today:
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is one of the great brands of Harman International.

MI
Harman International
HEAR

US

EVERYWHERE.

Audiophile dreams come true with the introduction of the

Omega Series Amplifiers & Pre-Amplifier
Let your ears be the judge!
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5070 François-Cusson, Lachine, Québec, Canada, H8T 1B3

T

:
514-636-6384 e: 514-636-1428

Web site: www.classeaudio.com

Industry
put with nickel chokes and nickel-core
output transformers.
But my eyeballs really popped their
sockets at first glance of the spectacular
Ms. Frances Blanche. She's the proprietor and head solder-jockey at Frantone Electronics, makers of the Hep
Cat, Peachfuzz, and Acoust-A-Boost
guitar effects pedals. She can also be
found, along with J.C. Morrison, at the
Electro Harmonix division of New
Sensor in downtown Manhattan (212US: NEW JERSEY
529-0466). Blanche is something over 6'
Jonathan Scull
tall, and was decked out in heels, black
The New York Noise Audio Design
leather, and long, tight stretch gloves.
Exhibition, held Saturday, March 13, in
Oooh-la-la —Mrs. Peel and Betty Page,
J.C. Morrison's cavernous warehousecum-loft in Hoboken, New Jersey, was
all rolled into one! 1)uring abetweendemos stretch Inoted apair of handcuffs
billed as anoncommercial lovefest for
dangling from the ceiling, and even spothobbyists and music lovers who apprecited her smackin' ablack leather crop
ate low-power single-ended tube amps.
into her palm near the end of the show.
A number of DIY enthusiasts were
The linefor discipline starts hen; boys!
invited to play, display, and say afew
Iwas much taken by J.C. Morrison's
words about their singular creations.
impassioned "we do it 'cause we love it"
Poking my head in at 11:15am, the first
opening remarks. He recalled the early
thing Inoted, consummate professional
days, post-WWII through the '60s,
that Iam, was a huge box of bagels.
when hi-fi was populated by hobbyists
Yahoo! Several encompassing mouthfuls
later, and nursing a cuppa hot java, I who were happy to roll their own. J.C.
turned to eyeball the growing scene.
closed the circle by observing that now,
Entropy and chaos. Frenetic levels of in "the twilight of two-channel," hobbyists were once again back at it with the
activity around the speakers. And what
same fervor and longing that started it
kind of speakers were those, anyway? As
all. His goal that day was, first and foreIambled over to investigate the roughmost, to have a really great, fun, and
hewn multi-element towers, Isuddenenjoyable time, and to show that there's
ly became transfixed by The Mess (as
some wag dubbed it): ahuge, sham"room for imagination and improvement," as he put it. His last Goal of the
bling heap of capacitors, transformers,
Day was simply that the good times in
and other esoteric effluvia built — no,
growing — mosslike on a large four- search of musical truth prove contagious.
I'd say he and his co-host, Blackic
wheeled dolly and attended by
Pagano, succeeded very well indeed.
alchemist Dave Slagle. Up top, mercury-vapor regulators glowed bright There were just under 200 people
crowded into J.C.'s loft at the height of
orange within electric-blue mesh plates,
while a pair of Unobtainium-brand
the show, and the intensely good vibe
was palpable. Attendees arrived from all
Type 50 output tubes provided the out-

Update

midband output. Horns might be
unfashionably large and suffer from colorations, but an era that has already
rediscovered the delights of singleended tube amplification should surely
investigate the loudspeakers that were
originally developed to handle those
early tube designs.
For further details, see www.lowther
loudspeakers.com.

Above: J.C. Morrison stands by his speaker, along
with Fran Blanche (in black leather) at the New
York Noise Audio Design show. Below: "The Mess"
amplifier has wheels, will travel!

over New York, New Jersey, New
England, Florida, Seattle, California,
Canada, and even Japan.
In his keynote address, Herb Reichert
(previously Audio Note NY) de-

Calendar
• Sunday, May 23, 10am-4pm: The
Western New York Audio Society will
host its annual Swap Meet at the
American Legion Stephen Sikora Post,
950 Payne Avenue, North Tonawanda
(Buffalo area). For information, call
(716) 266-1108, or e-mail H23@compu
serve.com.
NORTH CAROLINA

For information about the Charlotte
Audiophile Society, call Tom Moore at
(704) 643-2930.
• Friday and Saturday, May 21 and 22,
Stereophile, June 1999

llam-7pm: Premier Audio/Video (Charlotte) is hosting Terry Medalen of
Sumiko, who will demonstrate Sonus
Faber; Vienna Acoustics, and REL SubBass Systems products. Call (704) 5548300 for more information.
OREGON

• Friday and Saturday, June 25 and 26:
The Art of Audio (3625 SW Hall
Boulevard, Beaverton) is holding its second annual "State of the Art" Expo.
Representatives from leading audio and
video companies will be on hand to

answer questions and demonstrate the
latest technologies. Call (503) 643-5754
for details.
PENNSYLVANIA

• Thursday, June 24, 6-9pm: Northern
Audio Exchange (Pittsburgh) will host
Mark O'Brien of Rogue Audio for a
demonstration of the new "Ninety
Nine" remote-control tube preamplifier
and M120 monoblock amplifiers.
Refreshments will be served. Call (412)
366-5055 for reservations.
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Update

bunked the Twilight of the Gods scenario. "We're always at a new beginning" in our quest for the true meaning
of music and the High End, he insisted.
That elusive truth can be found only in
systems "capable of communicating the
artist's intent." He continued in this vein
as Ikept one eye on the mesmerizing
mercury-vapor regulators and the other
on Ms. Blanche. Woof! [Down, boy.]
A word about the J.C. Morrison
speakers: Each channel comprised three
open-baffle assemblies in acurved-line
array, with 18 Pioneer TAD 1600 series
midrange drivers wired in series/parallel to keep the impedance manageable.
A single Raven 2ribbon tweeter is positioned at the top of the middle array.
There's also arear-firing tweeter 'round
back, the whole shebang augmented
with apair of 15" isobarik-loaded subwoofer pairs. J.C. apologized (unnecessarily, Ithought) that the 100dB-sensitive speakers weren't perhaps ideally
matched to each of the assembled
amplifiers — there hadn't been time to
tweak the crossovers. Really, though,
you'd never know it to hear the excellent results. Bear Labs Silver Lightning
cables and interconnects, tended by
chief bear Randy Bradley, linked the
components.
Each demonstrator was introduced
by Ms. Mayuko, the reigning Diva and
Queen Bee at an infamous downtown
Manhattan drag queen club. Yeah, Ilove
New York too. Mayuko was fully kitted
out in colorful Geisha costume — areal
piece of work, and anatural in front of
the camera. She was ably assisted by
J.C.'s (real) girlfriend Miho Tanaka, and
another young lady called Alci.
Bob Danielak (www.geocities.com/
TimesSquare/1965/music_etc.html)
broke the ice with the Darling 1626
"powered" (heh-heh) half-watt amplifier.' "Cost me $10 for the tubes, $50 for
the transformers, and $25 for other
parts." Surprisingly big sound for so
flealike an output. Bob also treated us
to a DC-coupled version of same.
Naturally, he had to ride the gain to
avoid distortion. "It's the first half-watt
that counts," quipped fellow scribe and
Chesky producer Steve Guttenberg.
Next up, Steve Berger of April
Sound (aprilsound@earthlink.net), the
importer of Tango transformers, lit the
filaments on his transformer-coupled
parallel 2A3 monoblocks, knocking out
ahefty 5-6W. Steve's aHerb guy: "I'm
1"Single-ended" doesn't refer only to 300B designs.
The majority of amps at NYNADE were powered by
2A3s, and even Cary Audio makes a2A3 amp.
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not gonna bother telling you much
about the amp. If your ass wiles, your
feet tap, and there's asmile on your face,
well, that's what I want." Ellington,
Adderley, and Beethoven all sounded
sweet and naturally musical.
The peripatetic Doc Bottlehead followed. Doc, John "Smooth Plate"
Tucker, and Mike "Air Gap" LeFevre of
MagneQuest Transformers quickly
wired up one of the few commercially
available systems at the show. Doc's
known for his $399 ParaS.E.X. (Single-

The Darling 1626
half-watt amplifier
offered surprisingly
big sound for
so flealike an output.
Ended eXperimenter) amplifier kit,
much beloved by the Sound Practices DIY
crowd. Check Does website (www.bot
dehead.com) for parts, kits, and preassembled components, and read up on
the Foreplay preamp and Afterglow
amp! Hey, would Ikid you? Along with
the B-Glow 300B amp ($899 without
tubes), MagneQuest also wired up the
B12 Electronic Tonalities DAC and
eXtreme Audio Xc,eption preamp to
make some really impressive sound.
Brooklyn's Jeremy Epstein (ellenoler@
eardilinknet) had awell-finished, parallel, 1626-powered 1
3
4W single-ended
amp that made a very accomplished
musical presentation. The old-time jazz
he played held everyone in thrall in a
deep time warp. Stewart Ferrell's
monoblocks followed, built around a
pair of trick Permalloy transformers
originally found in the 1951 Radio
Craftsman C500s. In fact, Stewart's
amp was built up in aC500 chassis/
transformer package and powered by a
pair of 300Bs. It's good for about 20W
in push-pull... sacrilege! "Give 'em awatt
and they just go nuts!" cracked the suddenly hilarious Mr. Guttenberg.
Andy Fuchs (afuchs@erols.com) then
took the spotlight to tell the tale of his
nicely finished, all-tube, 1
/
4W Zeus OTL
headphone amp. It's designed to drive
low-impedance dynamic headphones
like Grados or Sennheisers, and was
available for audition and purchase at
the show. It runs $1995 direct from
Fuchs Audio Technology, and sounded excellent during aquick listen on a
pair of Grados. In the wings is amore

cost-effective version that offers much
of the same performance at something
under $500.
New York single-ended celebrity
Komuro-san next set up apair of beautifully turned-out double-845 push-pull
monoblocks putting out adisconcerting
50Wpc. J.C. opened IComuro's demonstration with amonologue about their
fateful first meeting at Fi, the late and
much-lamented
single-ended/horn
emporium at 30 Watts Street (really!) in
lower Manhattan. Komuro swayed the
crowd with "Downtown," and another
spiffy number by the Ventures. Surfs
up, dude-san.
Mike LeFevre (www.magnequest.
com) once again took up the cudgel
with acute-as-the-dickens DC-coupled
2A3 monoblock called the Paraglow. It's
based on the Bottlehead Afterglow
amp, with parallel feed and MagneQuest permalloy output transformers. It
produces 2-3W and sells for $1150 and
up, or $900 without tubes. "Under a
thousand bucks and good PPW —
pounds per watt!" enthused the
estimable Doctor Bottlehead.
Larry Dean Moore (1-moore@onu.
edu), aformer Bell Labs RF engineer
and designer with Lucent Technologies,
traveled all the way from Ohio to join
the festivities. He brought along his nattily finished 3W amp, the single-ended
Ten Squared. It's built around an exotic
tube, the 10Y, that's used as adriver and
is interstage-coupled to asingle-ended
10Y output stage with permalloy transformers. It also features a solid-state
power supply that sounds, says Moore,
as good as duyeron-rectified tube supplies. If you say so, Larry! He had trouble with one amp, but wowed the
crowd in mono.
Next up was the show's co-sponsor,
the redoubtable Blackie Pagano (blackie
@mail.infohouse.com). He cut quite the
figure, dressed all in black with adoowop hairstyle and some fairly comprehensive tattooing about the bod. Blackie
is the proprietor of Tubesville Technical Services, at 153 Ludlow St. in
lower Manhattan (212-529-7345).
Basically aguitar-amp guy, Blackie didn't go into much detail regarding his
28Wpc push-pull 300B design, other
than to note that cosmetics are just as
important to him as sound. The amp sat
on its bottom-mounted transformer,
which doubles as the supporting base
for the amp. Needless to say, it not only
looked cool but sounded great. Blackie
gave credit and paid homage to J.C. and
another low-power legend in the audience, Arthur Loesch, for the basic, now
Stereophile, June 1999

much-modified design. J.C., too, lauded
Loesch as the SET group's spiritual menton From what Iunderstand, aside from
his legendary talent for circuit design, Mr.
Loesch spends his days practicing atmospheric science using applied math, chaos
theory, and adose of wave physics. In
short, abona-fide audiophile!
Afterward, Dave Slagle (dslagle@
earthlink.net) redefined "home brew" by
wiring up The Mess and blowing all and
sundry away with "Gimme One Good
Reason," by the soulful Tracy Chapman.
It was truly amazing. Slagle dwells where
most audiophiles fear to tread. Finishing
up the day in an extremely satisfying way,
an enthusiastic Mr. Yoshioka set up his
beautifully finished 12W single-ended
amp, powered by the sturdy, triple-nippled 6C33C output tube and Tango
transformers. The superb music he made
capped the festivities.
My thanks to J.C. and Blackie, the
hostesses (of either gender), and all the
participants for a fun-filled, interesting,
and highly contagious Ph-CH001 afternoon. Iwish more audiophiles would get
out there and share their passion for
music and enjoy themselves as much as
these gals and guys.
UNITED STATES
Barry Willis
Owners of Apogee Acoustics loudspeakers are apparently being left to
twist in the wind by a/d/s/, the company that took over Apogee and subsequently shut it down (other than to
apply the brand to arange of switchmode power amplification modules).
Service will no longer be available for
the ribbon speakers, according to Apogee owner Matt Carnicelli.
Carnicelli is seeking to organize an
Apogee Acoustics Users Group in the
hope of convincing acurrent manufacturer or former Apogee technician to set
up arepair facility and stockpile spare
parts. "Otherwise, when our ribbons go,
so do the speakers," Carnicelli recently
posted on the Internet, "and that would
be ashame."
He believes members of the group
would benefit from each others' knowledge. "We also see the group as avaluable
resource for Apogee owners wanting to
share their experiences of ancillary equipment, and thus derive the greatest
amount of pleasure from their speakers,"
he wrote.
Matt Carnicelli requests that all interested parties reach him via e-mail —
mcarnicelli@bigfoot.com — or via snail
mail at 35 25 77th Street, Queens, NY
11372.
Stereophile,
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Synergistic is aY2K compliant comp,'

"The Power
Plant is delivering
so much more
midrange, so much more
in the way of dynamics,
and so lifelike a sound on
highs that Iam finding it
scary. It actually is a
problem in my space,
because just when the
going gets really good,
it gets too loud for my
downstairs neighbor."

• A new

state-of-the-art
backward
compatible
technologyActive
ShieldinqTM
• Enhanced
performance
levels throughDiscrete
SteldingTM
• A free guide
for matching
cables to your
systemExplorer's Guide
2nd Edition
TM

• Free Cable
Matching ServiceOn-Line Cable
Diagnostic
Program
TM

• Lifetime
upgrade programLifetime Passport
Protection Plan
TM

Sytirrttistk Research"'
501 Superior Ave.
Newport Beach CA
Tel: 800.578.6489
Fax: 949.642.2900
Int'l: 949.642.2800
Net: www.
SynergisticResearch.com
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"Where to start?
Dynamics are better.
Clarity is much improved.
A muddiness in the bass
is gone; bass is
subjectively deeper
but also considerably
cleaner and tighter.
Iknow Ishould plug the
Chang back in for
comparison, but...well,
Monday, maybe.
For now, the music's just
too good...0h, drum solo!
Drum solo! ZOWEE!
Let me know when you're
intending to send three
armed guys to try to
wrestle the Power Plant
away from me again.
I'll need to hire six
armed guys to fight
•uys off...."

1.1
PO Boy 2037
Avon. CO. roo

WWW.PSA UDIO,COM
R77-772-8340
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ittle compares with the power and majesty of an orchestra. And nothing
compares to the sonic picture of the event as stunningly portrayed by
the Grande Utopia or its sibling, the Utopia. The technological
breakthroughs that made them possible -W sandwich cone laminate,
Telar 57 high frequency driver and the luscious exotic hardwood
cabinets -are now available in three new Utopias -the Mezzo, the Mini
and the Sub Utopia. Smaller in size and scale, these new loudspeakers
earn the designation "Utopia" with their natural performance of music.
Batons are optional.

Grande Utopia
70 000

Mezzo Utopia
S13 000
- --t

-1111

Utopia
$30 000

Mini Utopia
6500

Sub Utopia
S3500

For more information call 1-800-663-9352
USA: Audio Plus Services P.O. Box 3047 Plattsburgh NY 12901
Fax: 450-585-5862 www.audioplusservices.com
Canada: Plurison C.P. 537 Station Youville Montreal Qc H2P 2W1 450-585-0098
Fax: 450-585-5862 www.plurison.com
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o, Kevin, how come you
made the badge so big?"
Iwanted to know why
the VAC badge loomed so large on the
front of the power-supply transformer
of the VAC Renaissance 30/30 Mk.III
stereo amplifier. Iwas speaking with
Kevin Hayes —president, founder, and
chief designer of the Valve Amplification
Company.'
"We did the badge that size because a
lot of people were talking about the VAC
logo being understated and hard to see,"
Kevin explained. "The badge was adirect
response to customers and dealers."
It does get attention.
"I don't know," said my friend, The
Dude. "It looks like something Puff
Daddy would wear around his neck."
"I was thinking Seiji Ozawa 30 years
ago, when he first came to Boston."
Or Leonard Bernstein in the late
1960s, for that matter. Lenny, too, was
spotted in aturtleneck, wearing something like the VAC badge.
Too bad the badge won't budge. If I
could detach it, I'd hang it around my
neck and wear it to rap concerts and
hi-fi shows.
Okay. No more comments on the
amp's appearance. Love it or loathe it, I
suppose. You may like it. And aside
from the badge, Ifind the amp attractive. Kevin says he aimed for an "architectural" look. The transformers, in particular, are like acity skyline. The Pathos
Twin Towers integrated amplifier aims
for asimilar effect.
The amp's output transformers are
"accented" in gold. And there are
gold-plated cylinders to place (at your
discretion) over the eight power-supply condensers.
Of course, those 300B output tubes
are some of the best-looking around.
They glow blue in the dark.

Mark the Third is abig improvement.
Not to worry. Owners of earlier versions can upgrade: $1309 if you're coming from Mk.I status, $859 if you're
upgrading from Mk.II. Information is
available on VAC's website.
Rated at 32Wpc into 8, 4, or 2ohms,
depending on the tap selected, the VAC
Renaissance 30/30 Mk.II retails for
$6490, with your choice of Golden
Dragon 4-300B output tubes (China)
or J.J. Electronic 300B tubes (Slovakia).
Same price.
Ilistened with both sets of output
tubes and prefer the Chinese variety.
The Slovaks sound somewhat leaner
and more incisive, the Chinese more
lush and atmospheric — more classic
300B, if you will. In other words, the
Golden Dragon 4-300B tubes are
closer to the classic Western Electric
300B sound.
The amp is completely hard-wired,
built by hand: No circuit boards. Its output stage is cathode-bias class-A, but
push-pull rather than single-ended.
Kevin Hayes has some strong sentiments on this matter, as he tells Tellig in
amoment.

Tellig

tube is atube is atube...
As you might recall from one of my earlier columns, Kevin Hayes is the man
who came up with that immortal line,
inspired by Gertrude Stein, "A tube is a
tube is atube is atube."
tthink he was sorry he said that,
because the statement has been misinterpreted. For the record: Kevin is not
staying that all tubes are alike, but rather
that atube is atube and not asolid-state
device — a statement with which I
agree. And for many, the 300B output
tube is the ultimate in tubeness.
Whatever that is.
Kevin's interest in the 300B goes
back some time. Years before he started
producing the Renaissance series of
300B amplifiers, Iasked him about the
300B tube. Iwas using apair of pushpull 300B Audion Silver Night amplifiers at the time, and Kevin had begun
importing Golden Dragon 300B tubes
from China. Iheard apurity of sound
with the Audion amps and the 300B
tubes that Ihadn't heard before, from
tubes or solid-state.
"A 300B is a300B is a300B is a
300B," Itold Kevin.
A

An evolution
I never heard the VAC Renaissance
30/30 MILI or II in my own system. But
those who've listened at length to the earlier versions, and whose ears Itrust, say
1VAC, 807 Bacon Street, Durham, NC 27703. Tel:
(919) 596-1107. Fax: (919) 596-2037. Web: www.vac
amps.com.
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ust make sure you reach for theright remote. Namely, the one for our new AVC-2500 Audio Video Controller.
It's an elegant surround processor, dual-zone preamplifier, D to A converter, and tuner all wrapped up in one
very neat, very convenient package.
Everything about the AVC-2500 proclaims its preeminence in the world of home electronics. For starters,
we teamed up with a group of remarkably gifted engineers. In fact, they're the same experts who Lucasfilm
has hired to redesign and upgrade the electronics in THX theaters worldwide.
We realize all that advanced technology is meaningful only when you can figure out how to use it. That's
why our unique on-screen display gives you total access by balancing both breadth of control and ease of use.
You can even customize each of the different sources, digital inputs, or even radio stations with names you
make up yourself or select from its comprehensive library of names.
For more information on our AVC-2500, visit our website. Or better yet, experience one at your
Parasound dealer. And see what it's like to be the master of your universe—or at least your home theater.
• Project guided by audio design legend Dr. Maui Otala

• Composite-video, S-video, and Component-video switching

• Full 24-bit processing using three Motorola 56009 processors

• Automatic digital audio and video input selection

• Dolby Digital, DTS, and Dolly Surround processing

• Digital inputs and surround modes arc assignable to sources

• Home THX Uhra certification

• Discrete analog line drive stages,four layer military-spec circuit boards

• Proprietary bass management eliminates smear and distortion

• Intelligent on -screen display and backlit learning remote control

• Independent dual zone control of audio and video systems

• ItzlZrence quality FM/AM stereo tuner with 20 presets

• 100% automatic calibration of channel levels and delay times,

• External analog 5.1 inputs assureforward compatibility

including sub channel; calibration mie included

• I() tear limited warranty

Parasound Products Inc. •www.parasound.corn •950 Battery Street •San Francisco, CA 96111 •800-822-8802 •In Canada. call 604-988-2966

Sam's
Kevin allowed that this was so, and
that he was doing some "listening" with
the 300B. He was being coy. He was
actually developing his Renaissance
series of 300B amplifiers.
But right from the start, Kevin was
not sold on designing a single-ended
300B amplifier.
Power is only part of the problem.
There's only so much power you can get
out of asingle standard 300B tube —
ideally, 7-8W, but no more than
10-11W. True, you can get up closer to
20Wpc if you parallel apair of 300B
tubes and run them single-ended, but
most SET purists say you lose some of
the single-ended magic when you do. I
tend to agree. (We'll get to the rest of
this single-ended vs push-pull business in
amoment.)
Kevin eventually introduced his original VAC Renaissance 30/30, with two
300B output tubes per channel, running
push-pull. He also came out with the
Renaissance 70/70, astereo job rated at
70Wpc — and, for those with deep
pockets who lust after power and sonic
purity, the Renaissance 140/140 monoblocks. Look at them (on the VAC website): eight 300B tubes per amp, 16 total
in stereo. All three amps are currently
available in Mk.III incarnations.
The Renaissance 30/30 Mk.III,
which Ireceived, is the most affordable.
It may be as much amplifier as you
need. Don't assume that this is asmall
amp — that it behaves like a singleended 300B amp that puts out watts in
the single digits. This amp has the
power to drive avariety of real-world
speaker loads without the dynamic
compression so typical at, say, 8Wpc.
The amplifier also does quite well into
low-impedance loads. Kevin says it's
okay down to 2 ohms. Don't forget:
Many nominal "4 ohm" speakers drop
to between 2 and 3 ohms; you might
want to try the 2ohm tap.
Ihad the amp for more than six
months, during which time Iwas enjoying myself far too much to finish the
review and thus have to return the amp.
Sorry for being so selfish. In fact, to get
me to write the review when Idid,
Kevin figured he had to promise me
another VAC amp as soon I'd returned
this one. Stay tuned.
The amp drove all the speakers Ihad
in my living and listening rooms,
including the Verity Audio Fidelio,
Audio Physic Anniversary Step (a step
up from the regular Step), the Triangle
Lyrr, the B&W CDM1 SE, and the
B&W Nautilus 805. Note that the
Audio Physic Step is rated at 84dB senStereophile, June 1999
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Western Electric 300B output tubes.
That would be eight matched pairs, or
$6400 worth of output tubes.
Good thing the 300B is available
from a variety of sources: Golden
Dragon, generic Chinese, Svetlana and
Sovtek (Russia), J.J. Electronic (Slovakia), and KR Enterprise (Czech
Republic). If you shop right, you can
find reasonably good 300Bs for about
$100 each, or $200 per matched pair.
What's so special about the 300B?
Ihad the VAC
Why is it the object of such veneration — especially in Japan, where the
Renaissance 30/30 Mk.III
renaissance of triode (single-ended
and push-pull) began?
for more than six months,
Linearity.
Whatever 300B tube you use, and
during which time
whether an amp operates single-ended
Iwas enjoying myself
or push-pull, there's amagic to the sound
that says, "A 300B is a300B is a300B."
far too much to
Again, not that all 300Bs sound alike.
The 300B has immediacy and harfinish the review.
monic rightness, which makes an
amplifier —just about any 300B ampliSorry for being so selfish.
fier —sound more like live music and
less like hi-fi; je, less like reproduced
sound. Some audiophiles talk about the
140s. Perhaps you should curb your lust "goosebump factor."
The 300B sound can engage you like
for power.
On the other hand, the 140 mono- nothing else around (unless it's a2A3).
blocks do sound spectacular. Some- All of this applies to the VAC Renaissance 30/30 Mk.III.
thing happens when you have gobs and
As Isaid earlier, Inever heard the eargobs of tube power. There's an ease to
the dynamic presentation — more of a lier versions in my own system. But I
did hear them elsewhere —for me, they
sweeping, panoramic sound. Ilove the
came very close to producing 300B
single-ended triode sound for its spedal magic, but dynamic compression is sound at its best. The Renaissance
30/30 Mk.III basically gets you the rest
an issue.
of the way there.
Kevin has proved, once and for all,
Where?
that you don't have to go single-ended
Well, as far as you can go with pushto get superb sound from the 300B —
by all accounts, one of the most linear pull 300B sound, which is not quite the
same as single-ended 300B sound.
output tubes ever produced. (Some afidonados swear by the even less power- There are advantages and disadvantages
to each. Kevin Hayes, as we'll hear in a
ful 2A3 output tube, which also lends
itself to push-pull operation as well as
second (I promise), believes the advantages of push-pull outweigh any disadsingle-ended.)
vantages. Ithink he's made the strongest
The 300B was originally introduced
in 1935 by Western Electric and, almost possible case with his Renaissance series
of amps.
miraculously (it was revived from the
What do you get from the push-pull
dead), is still being produced by Westrex
Renaissance 30/30 Mk.III that you don't
(under license from Lucent Technologies) at the original Western Elecget from asingle-ended 300B amp?
More power.
tric factory in Kansas City. Iwon't get
into the sonic differences between variEven when you parallel two 300B
tubes for single-ended operation, you're
ous 300B tubes,2 but Iwill say that the
still limited to about 30Wpc max. The
Western Electric is the classic 300B. The
tubes cost about $800 retail per 30/30 Mk.III has more than 30Wpc, and
you can hear the difference: Less dynammatched pair. Ouch!
Let's say you wanted to tube apair of ic compression. Tighter bass. If the bass is
VAC Renaissance 140 monoblocks with
still not tight enough for you, you can
firm it up by dialing in some negative
feedback with the Renaissance 30/30.
2 Peter van Willenswaard is working on a 30013
comparison.
But if you do, Ithink you trade off some

sitivity and a nominal 4 ohms —not
your easiest load. The Triangle Lyrr,
while rated as 93dB sensitive, goes
down to below 3ohms.
See what Imean? Do you need one
of the larger amplifiers in the Renaissance series?
If you do, you'll have to fork over big
bucks: $22,580 for apair of Renaissance
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•Very high output, high efficiency
•Innovative coaxial/D'Appolito time
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Sam's
sonic purity. This shows up in aslight
smearing of detail on transients, and some
loss of harmonic rightness or immediacy.
This is the area —dynamic power —
where, compared to the little 8-, 9-, and
10-watters, the Renaissance 30/30 shines.
The 300B's superb linearity is also
preserved, which shows up as truth of
timbre. With most nontriode output
tubes — the EL34, KT88, or 6550—I
always hear alayer of sonic grunge. The
Renaissance 30/30 sounds breathtakingly clean — like somebody got out
the Windex. This is avery-high-resolution amplifier with an extremely low
noise floor.
So what does a good single-ended
300B amp have that the Renaissance
30/30 might lack?
First, not all single-ended 300B amplifiers qualify as "great." A lot depends
on the design. Even more hinges on the
build quality, especially the quality of
the output transformers.
Having said that, when listening to a
top single-ended 300B amplifier, Ihear
something Idon't hear with the 30/30:
Even more ambient information. More
harmonic immediacy and purity. More
palpable presence. Musicians just seem
to be more there.
But Ilose dynamic range. The sound
is more compressed. Large orchestral
works sound smaller in scale.
Of course, it's possible that we're getting excessive second-order harmonic
distortion with our favorite singleended amplifier. And we like it. It may
also be that a particular single-ended
amp acts as atone control that suits our
system and pleases our ears — taming
an otherwise overly aggressive tweeter,
for instance.
Let's ask Kevin.
"A single-ended designer has the
challenge of dealing with the unbalanced DC magnetization force in the
output transformer caused by the unidirectional flow of DC current to the
output tubes," he explained. "You can
deal with that in three ways. One way is
simply to let it happen, in which case
you see distortion on the order of 20%
at bass frequencies.
"Now some claim that you can't hear
this double-digit distortion if it's only
second-harmonic distortion, but this
isn't truc. If you go back to the old
Radiotron Desigmes Handbook from the
1940s, radio designers would deliberately introduce large amounts of secondorder harmonic distortion at low frequencies to cause an effect they called
'synthetic bass.' It was used to make
small table radios sound bigger.
Stereophfie, June 1999
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tube pushing, the other pulling. It
would be interesting to get Kevin Hayes
and, say, Dennis Had, of Cary Audio
Design, in adebate.
But we're not going to resolve the
matter here, and perhaps there's no reason why we should even try to. A pushpull amp can do things asingle-ended
amp can't do, and vice versa. From a
practical standpoint —power, the ability
to deal with awider range of speaker
impedances, economy —push-pull wins.
From apractical
For sonic purity, Iprefer single-ended.
But things are never so simple.
standpoint—power,
Single-ended is no guarantee of a
the ability to deal with
great design — even with a300B output
tube. And just because an amp is pushawider range of
pull doesn't make it bad. The Audion
Silver Nights were proof of that — subspeaker impedances,
stantially better than the single-ended
economy—push-pull wins. Audion Golden Nights, which sounded,
to me, compressed and comparatively
lifeless. But maybe Ididn't have the
For sonic purity,
right speakers!
Iprefer single-ended.
Even some diehard triode aficionados
have made the same point that pushpull, too, deserves consideration. And a
number of small Japanese companies
very lush— but when it comes time for
the music to go fast or clean or cleat I that specialize in triode tube amps, like
Sun Audio, produce single-ended and
find they generally cannot do it. So to
me, single-ended is like agiant tone conpush-pull amps — for different applications and different tastes.
trol you cannot turn down.
It will be interesting when we talk
"If you happen to like that sound and
it works in your system, then it's afine
with Vladimir Lamm, of Lamm Audio,
thing for you to buy, use, and enjoy. But about this topic — maybe next month.
Ifind that Icannot listen to asingle(I currently have his ML-2 single-ended
monoblocks for review.) Lamm believes
ended amplifier for any length of time
that it's very expensive to do singleand be happy.
ended right: $30,000/pair in the case of
"The other two ways the designer
the ML-2s, for arated output power of
can approach the problem is to use an
18Wpc into 8ohms. See what Imean
air-gap transformer. But if you do that,
you get coupling anomalies in the out- about economy?
Here's my take on this:
put stage. You get frequency-response
deviations of up to ±3dB in the audio
If triode tube amps appeal to you, listen to as many different types as you
bandpass. Again, you have agiant tone
can. By all means, listen to the Lamm
control you cannot adjust.
ML-2s if you get the chance — even if
"The third way is to use shunt feed on
$30k is well beyond your budget. (It's
the output stage. That's avery heavy, very
certainly beyond mine.)
expensive approach; at the end of the day,
Give single-ended amps a hearing,
Idon't feel you have any advantage over
just so you know what they're about.
aproperly executed push-pull circuit.
"Now to alot of people, class-A means
Give the push-pull VAC Renaissance
30/30 Mk.III ahearing. (I don't know
single-ended and push-pull means classof any other push-pull 300B amps you
A/B. This is not true. The VAC Rencan easily audition.) And don't fall into
aissance amplifiers are push-pull, caththe trap of assuming that if amplifier A is
ode-bias class-Al, which means that
every tube is always running at all times,
tight, then amplifier B must be wrong.
In hi-fi, it just ain't so!
and there is no cutoff and no saturation
It's great to have such choices. This is
anywhere during the cycle of the music
what the High End is all about!
through the tubes. The design is as pure
There is that badge, though...
as you can get."
One audiophile friend thought it so
As pure as you can get? Some singleended designers might disagree, arguing cool that he took one look at the amp
and spread his arms, as if to take winis
that sonic purity is compromised when
"VACmanr he exclaimed.
you divide the waveform: one output

"This works because of the nature of
second-order harmonic and the nonlinear nature of the human ear. The
human ear and brain
in amissing
fundamental, if you will. Ibis tracks
very well with what Itend to hear with
single-ended designs.
"Single-ended designs can be very
warm, very enveloping, very euphonic,
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We're blushing!
"With sound like this, Y2K looks to be a
great one.
'It's amazing-we're well into the Digital Age,
but it now appears that TACT Audio, a Danish
company, is the first to realize the full potential of digital audio by radically simplifying the
signal path from digital source to speakers.
Yeah, yeah, sure we've all seen and heard that
sort of hype before. We all know that even at
the most excessive, cost-be-damned levels of
the high end, where technology is continuously reshuffled and repackaged, the edge of the
art only creeps forward in barely perceptible
increments. Well, get ready for agiant step.
The Millennium's technology is so original, and
the sonic revelations it unleashes are so great,
it may require a total realignment of our
expectations for reproduced music and
sound."

Hold on to your ears: The fi(delity)
in "hi-fi" just got a lot higher.
Right from the get-go everyone flipped over
the look and feel of the Millennium. As you
can see from the pictures, it's just plain gorgeous, with amassive and beautifully
machined alloy faceplate, agiant free-spinning
flywheel for volume control, and asuper-clean
industrial design that screams elegance. But it
was the sound that blew 'em away. One of my
pals listened for ajust aminute before concluding, "The Millennium will make every
speaker sound like asuper-detailed electrostatic without any of the 'stats weaknesses."
Everyone gushed "Wow! or "I've never heard
anything quite like this before."

"The sound of the TACT Millennium seems
slightly brighter than our Mark Levinson

"Listening to, no, make that through, the
Millennium can be amind altering experience. Ibecame addicted to the
Millennium's holographic imaging,
midrange palpability resolution way down
at the quietest levels, extended high frequencies, and arhythmically precise bottom
end; for transparency/information freaks
who savor every scintilla of sound,
the Millennium has no peer.

reference amps, but not overly bright or
thin. It is more as if several filtering layers of distortion and artificial, electronic reverberation(especially in the
midrange), presumably generated
by conventional analogue circuits,
have been removed."
'The sheer fidelity of the
Millennium is immediately superior
to any analog gear we have ever
heard, including the best LP's!
This was probably the biggest surprise during our first listening session.'

The Millennium exerted an almost unbelievable degree of control over those speakers drivers; in my opinion. ALL other amps,
regardless of their pedigree, sound vague or
sloppy in comparison."
"We eagerly await the home theater version;
until then, this looks like the audio product
of the year -or maybe the millennium."

(HI Fl & Elektronik, Denmark
May, 1998)

The Millennium's revelatory sound even won
over one of my most rabid audiophile friends,
whose keenly analytical sensibilities were reeling after only a few minutes. This fella loves
vinyl, and only grudgingly listens to CDs.
But he was transfixed.
"No grain, very extended high frequencies,
incredible layering of depth," he ticked off,
shaking his head in disbelief "The sound is
completely free of the loudspeakers."
Steve Guttenberg, (Digital Home
Entertainment, December 1998)

"I doubt there'll be another audio revolution
so great, until we are born with phono sockets
growing out of our foreheads..."
Steve Guttenberg, (Home Theater
Magazine, December 1998)

"The Millennium heralds new times"
"If you have already used all superlatives, what
do you when you come across something that
is not just alittle bit better? In my case, I
just
sat there looking stupid while Ienjoyed music
so fluid, so light, and so immediate that it
somehow defied the idea of being reproduced. Here comes the old war horse:
It sounded much more like live music than
anything else Ihad heard at the Show,
or anywhere else for that matter"
"Iexpect not waves, but aregular Tsunami to
hit not just the high end, but the whole audio
industry"
Robert Joergensen
(www.soundstage.com, July 1998)

Stan Vincent (HIFI CHOICE, UK May 1998)

TACT RCS 2.2 "Knocking down
walls"
'The RCS rendered adramatic, wholesale
improvement in the musical presentation.
Taking it out of the system instantly unmasked
the colorations introduced by the room, making them stick out like asore thumb."
"With the RCS, abass drum can cut through
the sound of abass guitar with depth and
impact. Inow hear the dynamic envelope of
each drum rather than having the attacks blur
into acontinuum.
"I also used the RCS' subwoofer crossover with
the Revel Gem and Sub-15. The improvement
in bass clarity dynamic agility and pitch definition was staggering."
Robert Harley (Fi Magazine, July 1998)

Please visit our web site to read
even more reviews and to get
information about TACT Audio!

www.tactaudie.com
TACT Audio, Inc.
201 Gates Road, Unit G
Little Ferry, New Jersey 07643 USA

TacT
"uccici

Phone

201 440 9300

Fax

201 440 5580

e-mail

info@tactaudio.com
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've been waiting for the right occasion
to crack open asealed-in-the-polyethylene-bag lA pressing of The Byrds'
Mt Tambourine Man Ibought afew years
ago from aveteran Columbia Records
publicist Today was the day. Wiz reissue
producer and Sundazed Records prez
Bob Irwin has just graced me with test
lacquers of that album, which he'll release
soon on 180gm vinyl, along with Turn!
Turn! Turn; Notorious Byrds Brothers, and
Sweetheart tf the Rodeo—with others to
follow (I hope).
These Irwin-produced sets were
issued three years ago to great acclaim
on Columbia/Legacy CD (with some
cuts, like "Mr. Tambourine Man,"
mixed analog in stereo for the first time),
with lots of great bonus tracks, photos,
studio chatter, etc. The new LPs, mastered all-analog using Irwin's customrebuilt Ampex ATR-100 playback deck,
will contain the remixes, plus one bonus
track per side, fitted in without compression. The plan is to issue the LPs
with gatefold jackets to allow the inclusion of never-before-seen photos from
the original sessions and other cool stuff.
The sound from the lacquer demolished the original LP (not to mention
the 20-bit SBM CD) in terms of dynamics and resolution of inner detail, but
tinibrally and otherwise, as you might
hope, the integrity of the original mix
and mastering has been preserved. The
bonus tracks on the first LP are "She Has
aWay" and the instrumental "You and
Me" — a treat for fans of McGuinn's
Rickenbacker 12-string fretwork.
Sundazed's catalog has many other
great 180gm vinyl reissues, including
Albert King's Stax/Volt classic Boni
Under aBad Sign. Check it out! (www.
sundazed.com)
Tuner fishing
"I knew Don Scott, and you're no Don
Scott."
True. Scott used to write technically
informed tuner reviews for Stereophile, and
Iam no Don Scott. But I'm going to write
about FM here anyway, if only for ashort
spell. The signal, after all, is analog.
How many audiophiles listen to the
radio through their hi-fis anymore?
Few, Ibet. FM radio, once an audioStereophile, June 1999

The Byrds first pressing, still sealed in the bag.

phile haven rich with classical music stations and live broadcasts — especially in
the early '60s, at the inception of FM
multiplex stereo broadcasting — today
more closely resembles the steaming pit
of garbage AM had become by the time
of FM's ascendance. AM, of course, has
become worse: aviper's nest of kook
political and religious talk-radio shows,
all-news stations ("give us 20 minutes
and we'll tell you absolutely nothing —
over and over again").
Many younger audiophiles, brought
up on a diet of cheap, phase-lockedloop digital tuners and stations that play
tricks with the signal to make it "punch
through" and attract dial scanners, have
never heard how good FM can sound.
Station engineers who took pride in the
sound quality of their signals have given
in to the demands of advertising departments and the bottom line. And the
"pro audio" CD players used at most
stations don't help.
Nonetheless, if you're fortunate
enough to have an adventurous college
radio station or three in your area, or the
occasional gem of acommercial or listener-supported station, FM can be
musically and sonically rewarding. Most
of these =dons not only don't compress

their signals, they are conscientious
about trying to sound good. You can
hear live concert broadcasts on some,
and even decent vinyl playback.
Unfortunately, many college radio
stations — located on the crowded left
side of the dial between 88 and 92 —
are seriously underpowered. Unless
you're close to the transmitting tower,
they're often difficult to pick up.
Ilive not far from WFMU, an eclectically programmed treasure of astation
formerly associated with Upsula College,
an institution that unfortunately went
downsula. The station then reinvented
itself as an independent entity. Today,
thanks to savvy management, the dedication of the volunteers who staff it, and
generous listener support, VVFMU is
alive and well. But reception, especially in
stereo, is problematic, and Ican't be more
than 10 or 15 miles from the transmitter.
So when Ipicked up anice McIntosh
MR67 vacuum-tube tuner (ca 1963-68)
at agarage sale for $50 afew years ago, I
decided to get my FM act together. I
called Steve Rowell at Audio Classics
(www.auclioclassics.com) in Vestal, New
York (near Binghamton, home of
McIntosh), and arranged to have the unit
restored by Richard Modafferi, the origi33
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nal designer of many Mdntosh tuners
and now employed by Audio Classics.'
My tuner was overhauled to factory
specs (or better) and modified with new
caps, output signal wire, and Cardas
jacks. Ialso scored an original wooden
cabinet Most important, I bought a
rotor and Channel Master FM antenna,
which Ihad installed on my roof by a
local specialist — a colorful, pre—cableTV vet. While he was up there, Ihad
him hang aVHF/UHF antenna as well.
Local stations look and sound so much
better than they do on cable!
The sound of the MR67 is intoxicating: rich, warm, detailed, expansive, and
quiet. Ikeep thinking of the guy who sold
it to me, telling me all about his ICenwood
receiver's digital PLL tuner and how
much better it was —but if Iwanted to
take that old thing off his hands, Icould
have it for $50! rm sure the Mac MR78 I
got for nothing at another garage sale
(long story) is technically better, but the
romance lives in the tubes.
The rotor-antenna combo sucks in
stations from all over the dial like avacuum cleaner. Ican sometimes pick up different signals on the same frequency by
rotating the antenna. I've lo14:ed stations
from the southernmost parts of New
Jersey, the tip of Long Island, and from
Connecticut, some from small towns I've
either never heard of or never expected
to pick up with an FM radio. Some
nights I'll just sit down and fiddle with
the rotor and the tuner dial to see what I
can pull in. Now that's entertainment!
Who needs the Internet?
More important, Ican now dial in
WNYC, WFMU, WFUV, WKCR,
WBGO, and other great metropolitanarea stations, all free of noise and multipath distortion. These stations feature
eclectic programming, live concerts, special events, and radio personalities who
actually have personalities. I've "downloaded" hours of great free non-MP3
music to MiniDisc. The investment in
the tuner, restoration, and antenna-rotor
have more than paid for themselves.
With avintage tuner or even anew
one from Stereophilès "Recommended
Components" list, the key is a good
antenna. With rotors going for about
$70 at RadioShack, and good FM antennas priced about the same, you can be up
and running for afew hundred bucks.

1Be sure to visit www.sundial.neri-rogerr, awebsite
presided over by Roger Russell, former director of
acoustic research for McIntosh. Russell's well-organized site is amust for any reader wishing to know
more about McIntosh Laboratories or the history of
audio. Cool!
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Tubey or not tubey?

Another radio
Someone once told me that, every year,
Bose spends more money to advertise
and promote its Wave radio than the
entire "specialty" audio industry combined
devotes to promoting all of its products.
Is that true? Idon't know, but Iwouldn't
be surprised. Anyone who believes the
hyperbole attached to Bose's advertising
of that plastic radio — that it gives you
"concert hall" sound, and that it equals
the sound of an entire rack of components — deserves what they get.
No doubt when you pay $399, or
whatever Bose charges for the Wave,
you're paying big time for the advertising
campaign built into the cost. Hey! Maybe
it's just as well that "high-end" audio
companies don't advertise quite as much.
I've heard the Bose Wave, and it's a
pretty good little radio. But Henry
Kloss's new Model 88, available from
Cambridge SoundWorks, is a much
better radio at half the price: $199.99.
Kloss has always been ahero to me, and
to millions of audiophiles who grew up
in the 1950s, '60s, and '70s with AR,
ICLH, and Advent products. So when I
ran into him at the taping of The History
ofAudio last summer (the program premiered on the History Channel last
December and is in regular rotation), it
was acharge. But when he called me to
ask if I'd like to hear his new radio, it
made me all tingly inside. The answer,
of course, was "Yes!" The Model 88

arrived the next week.
Kloss revolutionized the radio market with the original ICLH Model Eight
back in 1963 — agenuine hi-fi classic
that you can sometimes find at garage
sales, if you're lucky. Using frequency
contouring (equalizing the signal to
compensate for the deficiencies of the
loudspeaker), Kloss got a very small
speaker to sound BIG. He used the
same technique in his "stereo in asuitcase" — another classic that put alongoverdue knife in the heart of the pulldown-changer/flip-out-speaker stereos
found in college dorm rooms in the late
'60s. After issuing the Advent 400 in
1974 — another classic radio, though
not nearly as cool-looking as the Model
Eight — Kloss inexplicably left the FM
radio market. Guess who jumped in?
So, for what he told me was his final
project before retiring, Kloss is back
with the Model 88 — acompact (14" by
41
/"by 81
4
/
8"), neat-looking stereo radio
with abuilt-in, front-ported, 4" longthrow "subwoofer." Kloss told me that
to get both the sound and the tuner performance he wanted, he couldn't use an
off-the-shelf tuner chip; the Model 88's
tuner is built from discrete parts.
The remote-controlled 88 sports an
AM/FM tuner (with agood-sounding,
wideband AM section), two Aux inputs
(for aCD player, tape deck, or even a
computer), a 12V DC power jack for
use on boats, and an F-connector for an
35
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Dynaudio Tweeters are hand built under laboratory conditions in
one of the coldest places on earth. They also feature our unique
Magnaflux cooling system. The heat produced by the Dynacoil
voice coil is dissipated to the magnet system through amagneticfluid cooling liquid. The magnets are tightly connected to the driver's aluminum front plate which dissipates massive amounts of
heat to the outside. That's why aDynaudio will stay cool -up to
more than 1000 watts transients. We know. Do you'.
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external antenna. There are six AM and
six FM presets. The 88 is not aclock
radio, but there is aclock option that
will turn the radio on from across the
room via infrared remote.
The 88 pulls! Using just awire stuck
in the F-connector, Igot WBGO and
WFMU —a feat anumber of expensive
A/V receivers couldn't pull off. The 88
logged an impressive roster of local and
not-so-local stations using just the wire.
"Concert-hall" sound? "Replace an
entire wall of components"? Hell no, but
Kloss doesn't make such absurd claims.
The sound of the Model 88 is impressively robust—especially the bass, given
the radio's small size — and since you
can adjust the bass level, you can achieve
apleasing balance wherever you end up
placing the radio. The 88 can sound
somewhat hard if you crank it, but at
reasonable volume it sounds pleasingly
rich and full-bodied. And it will play
loud without distorting. I measured
dynamic peaks of well over 100dB on a
Gershwin piece broadcast over WQXR,
and there was plenty of headroom left;
the 88 wasn't breaking asweat.
Kloss has created agreat final product — especially given its $200 price.
(Available from Cambridge SoundWorks, (800) 367-4434.) Thanks for 45
years of great audio products, Henry, and
enjoy your retirement!
Wally plays with afull deck
The redoubtable Wally Malewicz has
been doing some research on the variability of phono cartridges' vertical
tracking force (VTF) relative to their
stylus height, and he's come up with
some interesting measurements. With
the Graham 2.0 arm, for instance, 2
grams measured with the stylus at the
record surface became 2.1gm at 2mm
above the record surface, and 22gm at
4rnm above the record surface. Fulcrum-type stylus-pressure gauges like
the inexpensive Shure place the stylus
about 5trun above the record surface. To
set VTF accurately, Wally recommends
setting the gauge on astack of playing
cards next to the platter, and using as
many cards as needed to level the gauge
beam with the edge of the record.
The Graham isn't the only arm
whose VTF changes with the distance
above the record surface. Wally measured aWilson-Benesch arm and found
that 2gm at the record became 2.15gm
at 2rnm above, and 230grn at 4rnrn
above! The Immedia and VP! JMW,
both of which have large masses well
below the pivot point, also show this
kind of variation.
Stereophile, June 1999
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Each of the three Wally Scales sold by
Malewicz now comes with adeck of
cards. Two of Wally's scales are electronic, with digital readouts, and are
accurate to 0.1 and 0.02gm. The third,
accurate to 0.05gm, is abalance-beam
type that uses a high-quality unipivot

which can be used with any turntable
using an AC synchronous motor. Shortly
thereafter Ireceived VPI's $1000 SDS
motor drive, which replaces the PLC
controller VPI used to supply with TNT
turntables, and which also works with
any 'table driven by an AC motor.
I've lived with the SDS for a few
I'm uncomfortable
months, and it's avery effective device
that includes anumber of unique feawith pivoted arms that
tures. Like the Walker drive, the SDS
provides aprecise, stable, highly filtered,
don't feature antiskating.
amplified, pure sinewave that causes the
turntable motor to turn more precisely.
How can distortion
The result is greater overall musical
authority, including tighter bass, cleaner
sound "better"?
transients, and better attacks.
bearing. (All three are available through
The SDS's variable-frequency generaPro Audio Ltd., 111 S. Drive, Barrington,
tor allows you to precisely adjust the
IL 60010. Tel.: (847) 526-1660.)
motor speed so you can spin the record at
Wally lugged his oscilloscope and
exactly 33'hrpm, 45rpm, or anyplace in
Audio-Technica cartridge analyzer to
between. Any platter or pulley mechinthe 1999 CES to demonstrate to me the
ing errors that might cause the speed to
necessity of antiskating provisions on a be slightly off can be corrected. You can
pivoted arm — not that Ineeded concontrol both output voltage (eight values
vincing. First he played atrack from the
between 72 and 115V) and frequency
A-T test record, with antiskating applied
(52-66Hz for 33%rpm, 71-90Hz for
to the Graham arm. Both right and left 45rpm). The unit outputs 115V at startsinewaves were reproduced without visup, then quickly drops to alower voltage,
ible distortion. Then he disabled the
which generates less electrical noise and
antiskating and played the tracks again.
results in smoother operation.
This time the right channel was clearly
The SDS comes factory-set for 72V
distorted, with jagged spikes at the tops
operation — its lowest setting — which
and bottoms of the waves, indicating is sufficient to bring VPI 'tables up to
that the stylus was losing contact with
speed and keep them there. Other voltthe groove. This is why I'm uncomfortages can be chosen via a calibration
able with pivoted arms that don't feamode. This allows the front-panel conture antiskating. How can distortion
trols to access other functions, including
sound "better"?
telling you how many times the unit has
been turned on and off since it was built,
Motor drive wars!
and, more important, how many hours it
In last November's column, Iwrote
has run. That can be very helpful in
about the very effective $1500 Walker keeping tabs on how many hours of play
Precision Isolated Power Motor Drive,
your cartridge has logged — assuming

Motor drives caught in the act
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THE ANT CAN

LIFT TEN TIMES ITS WEIGHT.

So don't be surprised when you hear the PSB Alphas in a
home theater or music system -big performance, small package.

"What has always impressed me most about Paul Bartons'
designs (and Ireviewed many ofhis creations over the years)
is their musicality. The little PSB Alpha bookshelfspeaker...remains
abenchmark for sonic performance in the $200/pair range."
Lawrence B. Johnson
Stereophile Guide to Home Theater, Vol.3 No.3

PSPPAKERS
b
888 772 0000
www.psbspeakers.com

Analog

Lewis Electronics Absolute Polarity Control: Viagra joke optional.

you don't leave your motor spinning for
long periods without playing records.
When you switch on the SDS, the
voltage and frequency settings light up
via green front-panel LEDs. You can vary
the frequency up or down in 0.01Hz
increments. A 33/45 switch allows you
to change speeds without moving belts
and pulleys, and each speed has its own
frequency and voltage parameters.
While the Simon Yorke Precision
Analogue Disc Transcription System
required more than 72V to start on its
own —probably due to its 24-lb platter
and small motor — Ileft the unit set to
72V and used my hand to bring the system up to speed. After all, playing records
should be ahands-on experience.
Like the Walker drive, the SDS
cleaned up the Yorke's sound in subtle
but significant ways, and made playing
45s somewhat more convenient — no
belt to change. Ialso like the idea of
being able to dial in 33'/. with ultra-precision, though the Yorke's machining
tolerances are virtually spot-on.2
Which drive did Iprefer? I can't
answer that —the Walker went back for
revision over amonth ago, and just came
back today. The revision included frontpanel speed adjustment (before, you had
2 Speaking of Yorke, the new "baby" Simon Yorke
announced at CES, the S-9, is now available, and can be
seen at www.recordplavencom. The arm/table combo
sells for $5500 complete. Distribution: Sounds of
Silence. 14 Salmon Brook Drive, Nashua. NH 03062.
Tel.: (603) 888-5104. www.soundsofsilence.com.
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to open the chassis) and amotor phase
switch. These changes make the Walker
control almost as convenient as the VPI,
but at $500 more, it should offer better
sound to be competitive. I'll let you
know what Ihear next time.
The SDS is available from VP!
Industries, 77 Cliffwood Avenue #3B,
Cliffwood, NJ 07721. Tel.: (732) 9468606; fax: (732) 946-8578.
Lewis Electronics
Remote Polarity Control
Absolute polarity. Can you hear it? It's
easy enough to find out. Play asimply
milted recording and listen carefully.
Then shut your system down and
reverse speaker leads on both channels.
Listen again. Try this with afew records.
Maybe you'll hear that one position
gives you more air, cleaner reverberation, better dynamics, etc. Maybe you'll
hear nuthin'.
The idea is that playback should
maintain absolute polarity with recording — your speaker should push air into
your room — a compression — at the
same points in the musical waveform
that air was pushed at the microphone
diaphragm. If the recording and playback are out of absolute polarity, your
speaker will be in its rarefaction phase —
ie, going in the opposite direction —
when it should be compressing.
Consultant, fanatic columnist, and fervent 78rpm partisan Clark Johnsen has
even written abook about this subject,
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entitled The Wood Effect (available directly from the author at The Modern
Audio Association, 23 Stillings Street,
Boston, MA 02210. Tel.: (617) 3578040. The special price for Stereophile
readers is $10).
If you hear the difference when
switching polarity back and forth, you'll
be happy to know that the Lewis
Electronics Company (5675 SW 74th
Avenue, Miami, FL 33143, (305) 6672601) sells a$600 device that allows you
to switch LP absolute polarity from
your listening position via awirelessremote-controlled polarity-inversion
box. You plug your phono cables into
the box, and the box into your preamp
phono stage (using the supplied short
jumper cable). The box, controlled by a
transmitter and receiver, instantly
reverses both leads, using what sound
like relays, gears, and switches. Build
quality is strictly FtadioShack, but the
interconnect jumpers are of very high
quality, physically and sonically.
As long as your phono stage input
impedance is 500 ohms or below, you
shouldn't hear clicking or popping. I
didn't. Nor did Ihear any differences I
could be sure of, using minimally miked
recordings like the Fritz Reiner/CSO
Also sprach Zarathustra from 1954 (RCA
LSC-1806), Ustad Ali Akbar Khan's
Sarod (Water Lily Acoustics WLA ES01), and János Starker's set of the Bach
Suites for Solo Cello (Mercury Golden
Import SRI3-77002). Ialso heard no
perceivable "loss" with the box between
the phono cables and preamp input,
which is a.qood thing.
Apparently, some folks arc more sensitive than others to differences in
absolute phase. Isuggest trying it at
home; if you hear a difference that's
important to you, consider the Lewis
device. Just remember: If you load your
cartridge with 47k ohms, you may hear
pops when switching.
At press time, Lewis Electronics
informed me that the lack of any audible
clicking means that the box may have suffered shipping damage and may not actually have changed polarity. If that's the
case, I'll listen again with another unit.
Next time...
Multicartridge survey, Thorens' threespeed TD 295 Mk2 turntable, Kuzma's
Stabi Sturntable/arm, and Pagode and
Zoethecus stands.

3Note that this will only work with aphono cartridge
as source. Swapping hot for ground will not invert
absolute polarity for an active source like aCL) player
or FM tuner.
—JA
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Balanced Audio Technology is pleased
to introduce its first special edition
product: the VK-50sE. The VK-50sE
features BAT's exclusive high-current,

The 6H30 SuperTube:

low-impedance 6H30 SuperTube.

a BAT exclusive.

Eight 6H3O's form a powerful gain-

In simple terms, the 6H30 triples

stage that is combined with larger

or quadruples all the "goodness"
of the industry standard 6922.

transformers, upgraded power supply,

One listen will tell you just how

Vishay Bulk Metal' foil resistor

good that can be!

upgrades and more to create a new
pinnacle of preamplifier design.
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ow that we've gained a basic
understanding of speaker setup,
cable dressing and hygiene, and
electrical theory, it's time to consider
where and how to site your equipment.
I've seen all sorts of weird, jerry-rigged
shelves and poor component placement,
some of the worst in pricey systems
whose owners really should have known
better. But you can achieve astunning
level of improvement from ahaphazardly set-up system — even an entrylevel one — when it's rearranged so as to
let the components breathe.
How do components breathe? Well,
for starters, let's understand that the end
cible, that pile of books on the floor, and
mgady's étagère are poor places for your
system. Rigidity and mass are the name of
the game, although Linn and others have
successfully espoused low mass as long it's
coupled with high rigidity. If you
absolutely can't manage an audio rack,
here are afew basic precepts to follow.
Place individual components on the
sturdiest shelving or tabletop possible,
especially the record player... hell000! If your
turntable sits on aspringy, sagging, poorly supported shelf; expect it to sound that
way. If footfalls send the tonearm wildly
skipping, news flash: that's not the best
place for it. And the same can be said for
the other front-end components, especially
CD players and separates... or even (perish the thought) receivers.
If you must site your components on
bookshelves, knuckle-rap the shelves to
find the most solid and inert spots, and
place your components there. You'll find
the best location near whatever vertical
supports there may be. If the shelves are
held up with metal brackets, you're in
trouble. Don't even dream of putting
speakers on such ashelf, or your books'll
jump around with every tune you play.
If you must hide your components in
the bowels of an étagère or sideboard, do
the knuckle-rap test. But first, beg and
plead to be allowed to place the components atop whatever piece of furniture
you're considering. Failing that — hey,
shit happens—if the shelves within
droop, sag, and rattle like loose dentures,
consider adding brackets to make amore
solid support. Go on — no one will
notice them.
Stereophile, June 1999

Watch out for heat buildup in closed
cabinet spaces. Iknow one experienced
audiophile in aworst-case situation: leaving the cabinet doors open to ventilate
the equipment blocks the direct sound of
his speakers. He's got atube preamp and
ahot-running DAC — it's aheat wave
when you open the doors. Mules not really good for the equipment. Fortunately,
the power amplifier, also tubed, sits

Place components on
the sturdiest shelving or
tabletop possible.
behind acouch between the speakers.
And let's not even discuss the glasstopped coffee table sitting between the
speakers. Sigh.
But say you're lucky, like me, and your
mate adores music —you can get away
with alittle more than the average longsuffering audiophile. Audio-specific racks
come in many forms, from the most basic
to multiple air-supported platforms like
the new Townshend to sculpture created
by Vollcmar Drubbisch at pARTicular
Contemporary Design in San Francisco.
Remember, you're looking for high rigidity and whatever mass you can afford to
purchase. As shelf systems increase in
cost, they often themselves comprise
vibration-damping materials.
If, like several of my audio buds, you're
working with an entry-level Salamander
rack, two shorter ones will do you better
than one tall (and swaying) rack. Place
your rack in alocation with alow probability of inducing feedback or acoustic
breakthrough. Corners are the worst
places, which is why Ialways recommend
the corners behind the speakers as the
right places to begin using room-treatment products.
Another absolutely crummy place to
set up your rack is to either side of the
outside or inside edges of the speakers,
especially your LP player and phono preamp. You don't want the sound from
your speakers to address itself quite so
1Especially, in my experience, some of the mote prized
and costly NOS (new old stock) items.

Scull
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directly to your low-level and most thoroughly microphonic equipment. (Microphonia is the tendency of objects to vibrate
or resonate.) While most audiophiles are
aware that tubes can be microphonic, 1
circuit boards —and the individual components mounted on them —can vibrate
and adversely affect the signal. That's not
just audiophile paranoia, by the way. On
an oscilloscope, you can readily see the
disturbances created by resonances in
solid-state components. In fact, Balanced
Audio Technology's manufacturing process includes checking circuit boards for
their resonant characteristics so that vibration-sensitive parts can be located at the
boards' null points.
The same thing goes for your room:
Place your equipment rack at an acoustic
null point and you'll experience fewer
problems with external structure- or airborne resonances that affect the sound.
An easy way to home in on the right
place is to take astroll through the area
you're planning to use while playing
material with strong bass and dynamics.
You'll know the ideal location right away
—there'll be no bass bloat, and no high
frequencies will jump out at you.
Now that you've found agood place
for your rack, how should you arrange
the components within the rack? This
depends on how many shelves you have,
but in general, whether placing components on arack or shelf or hiding them
away in asideboard, avoid stacking such
items as preamps atop power amps. If
you've been reading "Fine Tunes," you'll
understand the evils of induced 60Hz
hum, and there's no better way to get it
than this. For the same reason, it's best to
keep components that generate low-level
signals—like aphono stage— well away
from power supplies, amplifiers, or digital
components, which also radiate spurious
high-frequency signals. If the phono stage
is integral to the preamp, apply the same
rule to the entire unit. In fact, in almost
every respect, line-level signals should be
treated the same way as aphono stage's
more minuscule output.
Next month: the ins and outs of audio
shelves, materials to place under front-end
components and amps, and footers and
equipment supports and how they relate to
internally generated resonances.
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LOUDSPEAKER CABLES

Twenty years of avant-garde
manufacturing and engineering enables
KIMBER KABLE to offer the most
significant 'sane' loudspeaker cables
in High End audio.

The Monocle, BiFocal (biwire) and
TriFocal (triwire) cables allow signal to
flow untouched by external vibration
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and RF influences. Each model
has been engineered and precisely
manufactured by KIMBER KABLE
to deliver the highest fidelity while
maintaining aconservative price.

Visit our web site or contact us for more
information and your nearest dealer.

Monocle X -$58o eight foot pair*
Monocle XL -$88o eight foot pair*
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hate housework — the constant batde against dust bunnies and grimy
kitchen dirt — so I'm always surprised by how much Ilove spring cleaning. Maybe it's the ritual Ilike — asign
that the gray winter sky will soon be
sunny. Or maybe the mingled aromas of
Windex and Mr. Clean hit me with nostalgia for spring cleanings past.
So when spring rolls around this
year Igather my cleaning supplies
and remind my audiophile: "This
is it — a chance to refresh and
renew our lives!"
i
On his face is the pained look of
achild who's just been told it's time
to shop for school clothes.
Ithrow open my bedroom closet with unbridled enthusiasm — so
much to discard, so little time. The
big Hefty bags come out and
clothes go flying: Didn't wear it this
season? Donate to Salvation Army.
Did wear it? Keep.
I hear the vacuum cleaner
revving up in the living room.
"Honey!" Iyell. "Don't forget to
sprinlde powdered cleaner on the
carpet first!"
Three Hefty bags full of
wardrobe purgation later, the vacuum's still going strong. But our
apartment is more the size of
Barbie and Ken's Dream House
than the Getty Mansion. Ilisten
closely. Yes, it's the Hoover, not the
VPI record cleaner. (I've been
fooled before.) Iclamber over the
it-looks-horrible-on-me-but-I-spenttoo-much-money-on-it-to-give-it-away
pile and go into the living room to see
what's going on.
My audiophile is smiling as he vacuums his Martin-Logan ReQuests.
Ibegin slowly. "Hon-ey... ?Whatcha doin' ... ?"
He pops his head around aspeaker.
"You know Itold you how the system
was sounding alittle dark and closed-in?
Well, electrostatics, with their charge,
tend to draw dust. So Ithought athorough vacuuming was in order."
"Hmmm. Well, you're gonna vacuum the carpet next, right?"
"Ohhh, yeah ... of course."
Ireturn to the bedroom, leaving a
Stereophile, June 1999
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trail of footprints in white carpet-cleaning
powder.
Ipull the lemon oil from my arsenal
and start on the bedroom set. The scent
of lemons fills the air as the luster of the
wood comes alive and aspring breeze
fills the room. A half-hour later, Inotice
how quiet it is.
Too quiet. Our system is never off.
Even during the day, when we're both

causing that murkiness in the midrange."
"But you are going to vacuum the carpet, right?"
"Oh yeah ... sure, sure..." He squints
at the new shine on an RCA plug.
Lysol and Scrubbing Bubbles in
hand, Imove on to the bathroom. Just
as I'm beginning to see my reflection in
the tiles, my audiophile asks where the
Hefty bags are. Great! Now we're talking! There's nothing Ilove more
than throwing things out.
A half-hour later there's ayell
from the living room. "Hon! You
gotta see what I've done!"
Igo into the living room, ready
to be wowed. A new trail of whitecarpet-cleaner footprints the same
size as my audiophile's feet leads to
our hall closets, which long ago
were converted to record shelves
and storage for audio stuff. He
points proudly to the inside of the
closets. Isee no difference: dangling
cables, tubes stuck everywhere, test
gear and tools piled on the floor.
He can't believe Idon't sec the
difference. He points to the floor
by the couch, then at the Hefty
bag, then at the closet.
"I filed all my new LPs, and
pulled out the duplicates to give to
my friends," he explains.
"That's really nice, honey, but...
you are going to vacuum the carpet?
Aren't you?"
"Oh. Of course."
Iorganize the linen closet, my
out, the system plays on —my audioaudiophile organizes his cable collection.
phile is always burning something in. I Iclean the stove, he cleans his stylus. I
sometimes wonder how many people
dust the bookshelves, he dusts his
hear the music blasting, ring our doorConrad-Johnson. Ichange blown-out
bell, and, when no one answers, walk
light bulbs, he tests and changes tubes.
away thinking we're unfriendly. Oh well,
The day is winding down, and I'm
it's New York City. Maybe they'll cut us
exhausted. Idrag myself into the living
some slack.
room. My audiophile is sitting in the
Iput down my cleaning cloth and
sweet spot listening to his system, abig
walk back to the living room. My audiosmile on his face. The carpet is still dustphile sits in the middle of his system, all
ed with white cleaning powder.
cables and interconnects unplugged.
Iopen my mouth to say something
The Hoover sits in the corner. The carand he looks over at me and says, "Gee,
pet is still white with cleaner.
honey, you know, I'm really glad you
'Hon-ey...? Whatcha doin'
?"
made me help with the spring cleaning.
"Ohh ... I'm cleaning my intercon- The system sounds so much better."
nects. Hadn't realized how long it's been,
You can't argue with logic. Iplug in
and you know how they tend to oxidize,
the Hoover.
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ershwin's Work4 Herbie Hancock's latest, Grammy-winning album on Verve, is aremarkable recording by an
extraordinary pianist who possesses the uncommon
ability to communicate with equal artistry on
both the visceral and intellectual planes. Since
flashing across the jazz scene with Donald Byrd
1111b
in the early 1960s, Hancock has exerted aprofound influence, both as akeyboardist and a
composer. An innovative stylist who has stead,
E
fastly refused to acknowledge aesthetic hierarchies or highbrow notions of political correctness, Hancock has endured as one of the few
jazzmen to bring any semblance of star quality
to the
Now,
artthrough
of iimmpprroovviissatio
the poetic
n.
prism of atribute
to composer George Gershwin and his contemporaries, Hancock has fashioned one of
his finest recordings — an epic, multi-course buffet. But
the recital might just as well have been called Hancock's
World —it portrays the creative arc of his entire career as
none of his other recordings have.

Stern

"You know how much this record cost?" Hancock asks,
referring to his cast-of-thousands blockbuster. "You know how
many records I'll have to sell to pay for this?"
"Man, Idon't even want to know," Ireply.
"It sounds and feels very expensive."
It was, but to apurpose. Ican't think of any
other jazz artist who could have put it together, let alone pull it off with such unified vision
and purpose. Hancock and producer Robert
Sadin showcase the keyboardist in solo and
piano-duo settings; amid Afro-Cuban percussion ensembles and chamber groupings;
fronting singers and jazz combos; not to mention ambitious meldings of symphonic music
and improvisation. And in tandem with acast
that includes Joni Mitchell, Kathleen Battle,
Stevie Wonder, Wayne Shorter, Chick Corea,
and the Orpheus Chamber Orchestra —performing works
by George Gershwin, Duke Ellington, WC. Handy, Maurice
Ravel, and James P. Johnson — Hancock demonstrates his
immense depth and range as an arranger and improviser.
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Chip Stern: A lot of young pianists today seem unaware that
jazz piano existed before Herbie Hancock in terms of voicings and
rhythmic development, and certain references that might have been
apparent in your contemporaries aren't really that obvious in your
playing— people like The/onions Monk and Bud Powell.
Herbie Hancock: They influenced me linearly rather than
harmonically. The first time Ireally paid attention to jazz
was when Iwas around 14, and Ihad already been playing
classical piano for seven years. Before that, Ididn't like it.
Stern: Hadn't you heard it?
Hancock: Iwas listening to rhythm & blues — Imean, Ilistened to what the rest of the kids listened to. My mother
encouraged me to listen to classical music. She put on the
classical stations, and on Saturdays we listened to the opera.
Stern: Don't be common now, Herbert.
Hancock: Right, right. And the kids liked Cab Calloway,
they liked Fats Waller. That sounded kind of old to me, but it
was cool. But it wasn't like listening to the Five Thrills and the
Midnighters and the Ravens and all those other doo-woppers.
So what happened was, there was aballad that somehow got
on this r&b station. When Ifirst heard it, Ijust didn't pay
attention. But they would play it every day, afew times aday,
and after aweek went by it started getting to me. Then Istarted waiting for them to play the song. It was "Moonlight in
Vermont," [by guitarist Johnny Smith with Sun Getz]. But I
thought that Iwas too young to be able to appreciate whatever that was. Ifigured you'd have to be at least 19.
We used to have avariety show every semester (in high
school). That's when Iheard this guy Don Goldberg, who
had ajazz trio. He was my age and he was improvising —
doing something on my instrument that Icouldn't do. So it
was mostly curiosity that made me get into jazz. Iwanted to
find out — how do you do that? That's when Ibegan to listen more and check it out. And then Iliked it. Istarted
studying by listening to records and copying things. So by
the time Iactually went to college, where Istudied harmony and theory and counterpoint formally, Ialready knew
that stuff. Because I'd learned it in the streets.
Stern: Weren't you an electrical engineering major in colltge?
Hancock: Iwas my first two years. And then Ichanged. I
took piano lessons my first two years in college. But when I
changed my major to music composition for my third and
fourth years, that's when Ibegan studying in earnest.
Stern: That &ginning sounds veryfewish: Mk get asensiblejob, Hoibie"
Hancock: Yeah. That was the whole idea — do something
sensible. But the reason Ichanged to music is because one
day Ilooked in the mirror and said, "Who are you trying to
kid? [laughter]You don't have achoice. You have to do this
and you know it."
Stern: Who were you listening to in yourformative years?
Hancock: George Shearing. Istill do things that show a
George Shearing influence. On the end of "Dolphin Dance"
there's apart that has what used to be called "George
Shearing Triplets," and alot of musicians don't play it right
because they never listened to that. Anyway, after that was
probably Errol Garner and Oscar Peterson.
Stern: The pianists you mention, even Oscar Peterson, while he
does alot oflinear stu, are all two-handed pianists — real big, thick
Stereophile, June 1999

Left to right: Robert Sadin, Herbie Hancock, and Kathleen Battle

chords and voicings.
Hancock: There's one thing Ishould mention. My fingers
aren't very long, so Icouldn't play tenths with my left hand.
Istarted to realize that the bass player always played the root
note anyway, so Isaid, "Why do Ineed to do that?" Because
Iwanted to get all of those other textures that were on top of
the basic chords. So Istarted re-voicing things so that my
hand would be, musically speaking, in other inversions, and
not play the root — leave that to somebody else. Then Istarted playing with what the inversions were, because there were
different positions you could put the chords in.
Stern: So you started thinking from the top down instead of the
bottom up.
Hancock: Yeah. Because it was the colors that were on the
top that were interesting. But as far as my ear and musical
understanding were concerned at that time, you needed the
bottom to support that. So Icould get these big, lush chords,
because Ifigured out away to compensate for the fact that my
fingers aren't that long. When Irealized that in order to play
those other colors Ihad to change my hand position, what I
did essentially was to play in my left hand what alot of pianists
were playing in their right, just from achordal standpoint.
There weren't alot of people doing that until Iheard Bill
Evans on Kind ofBlue, and he blew my mind. Because Icould
hear the classical influence; Icould hear Ravel and Debussy,
you know. Then Iheard Chicago pianist Chris Anderson
doing stuff that sounded old, but in amore modern context.
Stern: A hallmark ofyour mature harmonic expression is your ability to create this space where you can sort of modulate between lays
veryfreely without undermining the basic harmonic structure or being
limited by it. And Ithought, tvhen Iheard you early on with Miles,
that Iheard Bill Evans and abit of Ahmad initial and abit of
Wynton Kelly. Iknow that Miles was supposed to like all of his
pianists to voice like Ahmad.
Hancock: Miles never told me how to voice anything. Any
time he would give an instruction that sounded like asuggestion of something specific, like how to voice something,
it would always be wrong. But Ithink he sensed that we
respected him enough that we'd go searching for what he
really meant. Because then Iwould find something. Isaid,
"Hey, Miles, what do you think about something like this?"
And it would be different from what he told me. And he'd
go, "See?" It took me awhile to realize that's all he wanted
to do — provoke me into finding the solution myself.
Stern: When you played with Miles, you were able to approximate
the funky approach of Wynton Kelly and the harmonic openness of
Bill Evans, all in one pianist. So he could save asalary.
Hancock: It was kind of funny. When Ifirst joined Miles I
just wanted to hear him play, right? In the first few months
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both Tony Williams and Itried to play what we thought
would make him comfortable. And what we thought would
make him comfortable is what we heard on the records. So
Tony was playing like Jimmy Cobb, and Iwas trying to play
sort of like Wynton on the more up-tempo things, and Bill
Evans, particularly on the ballads. So Iwas influenced by
Wynton Kelly, but not awhole lot.
Stern:Just in terms of that context?
Hancock: Right. But when George Coleman would play,
George Coleman had more of aTrane kind of influence in
his playing. So then we would open up and Tony would play
all of those multiple rhythms —that whole orchestral way of
using the drums. And one day Miles said, "You know, why
don't you play behind me the way you played behind
George?" And that
changed everything.
Most of what we
did was constructed on top of 4/4. It
was primarily Tony
Williams'
influence
that brought about
the phrases in five
and seven on top
of playing 4/4. I
mean, he was an

Stevie Wonder, Herbie Hancock and Joni Mitchell

innovator. Iheard him play stuff Inever heard anybody even
conceive of. But Ithink having such abroad spectrum to draw
from, like listening to classical music and the free jazz cats,
became the launching pad for his own innovation.
Stern: He played in such acatalytic way it kept everybody on their toes
and meant you could readifor innovative things yourself Try stuff too.
Hancock: Oh, that was Miles' main purpose. He told us that
he paid us to practice on the stage. So basically what he
meant was that he wanted us each to be working on something all the time. He didn't give adamn about perfection.
He would make the band — he would pull it together. But as
long as we were trying to develop something, creating from
the moment — creating from the heart with sincerity —
that's what made him happy. That's what gave him that kick,
and that's what inspired him to play.
Stern: That's why he probably encouraged you guys to pursue modernist directions, even though he didn't particularly carefor people like
Omette Coleman and Cecil Taylor.
Hancock: You can't always believe everything Miles said.
Because Iknow alot of the things he said in print he didn't
believe, you know. Isuppose if Isit down and figure out
why... he just didn't like critics. He didn't like the whole
idea of taking things apart like that. He never told us he didn't like Omette, because Tony definitely loved Omette and
Don Cherry. And who was closer to him than us? As amatter of fact, one time Miles came off the stage, and as he went
by us he had this smile, and he said, "I sounded alittle like
Don Cherry tonight."
Stern: When Ilisten to The Complete Live at The Plugged
Nickel box Iimagine it must've bugged Miles to think, '7 have the best
Stereophile, June 1999

band in the world and only three people in thejoint are applauding."
Hancock: Well, actually, there wasn't alot of applause
because they didn't understand what was going on. And
franldy, neither did we. [laughter] It's filmy you should mention that, because before we played that particular gig, the
band had gotten so good at being able to just create music;
the empathy between us had gotten so good that.., it had
gotten real predictable and boring. We knew we had to do
something to throw ourselves out on the edge.
Tony Williams came up with the idea that we were
going to play like anti-music. The idea was, "Only play the
opposite of what any one of the other musicians would
expect you to play." We figured it would be like an antidote
to the mediocrity we'd fallen into, and the antidote to that
was to just jump off the edge. We weren't worried about
Wayne. [laughter] Wayne would fall in ... it ain't going to be
athing, you know. And we knew that we had the support
of Miles; that he'd understand that whatever we were
doing, it wasn't frivolous. Iguess the idea was, if we approached it from that standpoint, pushed ourselves out that
far, eventually some median kind of position would be
reached within each of us individually.
Stern: Ithink the term is called "deconstruction."
Hancock: Yeah! Actually, you know, that's brilliant... that
fits perfectly.
It was so great to have that freedom —we could almost hide
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behind Miles and experiment. So we walk in the club and we
see these tape recorders. "Oh, no, they can't record this. This
is just ameans to an end — it's atransition that we have to do
if we're going to continue to move forward." But we weren't
going to back up just because we saw tape recorders. We
decided we were going to do that. We felt if we were playing
with Miles, we can't wimp out. You know? So we went ahead
and still did what we said we were going to do. Imean, some
things worked, some things didn't.
Stern: Sort of like lifé.
Hancock: Yeah, right. When the record finally came out and
people started raving about it, Ihadn't heard any of it. And
then they sent me the record and Iwas almost afraid to play
it. But Iwas wondering —"What are they talking about?"
And yes, that was us. Idon't know that it sounded that good.
Ihear that everything isn't perfect. But there's an honesty.
Stern: Your early electric solo bands had that quality. You went out
on the edge with Mwandishi to try to do something new in apersonal way, to really play collectivejazz with modem electronics. And then,
when that played out, you took an authentic shot at trying to put a
funk edge on jazz, instead ofthe other way around with PaulJackson
and Mike Clark.
Hancock: As Head Hunters started to evolve, Icould tell it wasn't going to be areal funk album, but I
just let it take its course.
You know, I'd stopped enjoying what Iwas doing with
Mwandishi. We had gotten so free it either sounded incredible
or it sounded totally like noise. And it was sounding more and
more to me like noise, and Icouldn't do anything about it. I
dreaded playing with that band. There was something missing
for me. Ifelt that was Iso busy in space... part of me is the
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earth. I mean, my background is also from the
rhythm and blues, and Iwas
already listening to Sly
Stone and James Brown and
people like that, and so was
Miles. It was Miles who
kind of opened me up
again. "It's okay to listen to
everything." Ididn't have
to be ajazz snob. So I

gestion and then rd go, "Oh, okay, that's right." Then Iwould
kind of massage that alittle bit and find something that we
both agreed with. Stevie suggested that New Orleans-style
beat, which was agreat solution for an acoustic setting.
Stern: Ithought it was Stevie playing drums and organ.
Hancock: No, Idid the organ. And Irarely play the organ,
so Itried using my Clavinet approach, and it kind of
worked. When Ifirst began playing with the Head Hunters,
Iwas trying to play in... it really wasn't aguitar style. It was
like aflavor.
Stern: Gershwin's World, which won two Grammy awards this

dil iti
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thought, why not see how to develop what was really the
rhythm and blues from my childhood and the funk of
black commercial radio formats? What would it be like
if Idid that?
Ididn't have Miles to stand behind then. Irealized Iwas
risking everything Ihad built up to that point, because it
might be terrible and Iwouldn't gain anew audience —rd
lose all the audience Ihad before. But Idecided to go for it,
and Head Hunters came out fine. It was something new. I'm
still proud of it. And Ididn't do it myself— it was the whole
band that did it.
Stern: Iremember when !first heard `Actual Proof" That was like
abebop top and a
funk bottom.
Hancock: Yeah, yeah. (Drummer) Mike Clark murdered
that one. That's like the best thing that he did. It was just
incredible. Ihad written the basic melody for amovie called
The Spook That Sat By the Door. Iwas trying to write apiece
that would showcase the drums, and that's why it has all
those stops and starts in it. But see, whereas other funk bass
players played the same pattern every day. Paul's approach
was more like that of ajazz player. Paul never played apattern. Oh, he might play apattern, yeah... that would be
today. The next day it would be totally different. Ifinally got
him to stop doing that in concert, especially on the tunes
that people knew. So when we kicked off that tune, he had
totally changed the bass part from what we'd rehearsed, and
when he asked me if Iwanted him to go back and play the
old bass line, Itold him, "No, because this new bass line is
just akiller. [laughter] Idon't even know where 'one' is. Ilove
that. I'll just have to figure out anew Clavinet part to go
with it. Can you remember what you did?" Icouldn't figure
how he could remember it, because it was so convoluted.
But he remembered. He's got that pulse — extremely bright
guy — and he's also convoluted himself.
Stern: That musical approach seems to be part of the mix on
Gershwin's World, when you give "St. Louis Blues" alubejob with
Stevie Wonder.
Hancock: Stevie is like an r&b singer with ajazz sensibility — a very harmony-conscious composer. Iwanted to
indude what Ifelt about what Stevie Wonder feels like to me.
He's alot more involved with jazz than people realize. He
knows how to improvise. In asense, Itook the training that I
got from the jazz funk stuff and applied that to "St. Louis
Blues." Stevie and Iworked on the construction. Ikind of started it out, but when Iwould get stuck, Stevie would offer amgStereophile, June 1999

year, is the best record you've done in along time.. It's like areally
expansive acoustic fusion record, awhole compendium of personal
explorations. A Hancock Home Companion, as it were A lot of f
ferent music comes together under your aegis. It's very risky, very personal —there's areal edge to it, like you're reachingfor something old
and something new It's as much about your world as it is about
Gershwin's, and you're finally dealing with your classical roots again
after ashort hiatus of 40 years.
Hancock: Iwanted to personalize it. Iknew there would
be abunch of recordings honoring Gershwin, and Ididn't
want my record to be just another one of those records.
Been there, done that. The only thing that's going to make
it my record is to do the things that Ido to the music. And
not just improvising; it's the construction — I'm acomposer,
too. The reason Icalled this Gershwin's World is because the
music we hear from George Gershwin came about because
the music that moved him was jazz and the blues. Iwanted
to give credit where it was due.
Stern: There were people who influenced him and people he was
influenced by. It was sort ofaback-and-forth thing.
Hancock: Exactly. That's why there's (tunes on the record
by) Ravel and James P. Johnson and WC. Handy and Duke.
The reason for WC. Handy is that that kind of represents
one of the founding fathers ofjazz and the blues, and it's a
piece everybody knows. Ithought that would be important.
And we've got the African influence in there through
"Fasdnatin' Rhythm," which is not actually the song.
Stern: But it is a
fascinating rhythm.
Hancock: Right. It just represents that concept, so there's
sort of acorrelation there. But the thing is, Iwasn't trying to
make everything relate to Gershwin. Because it's not
Gershwin's record, it's my record. Iwas trying to make
Gershwin mine.
Stern: And not be politically correct.
Hancock: If anything, Iwanted to be politically incorrect.
Ilike opening doors, not just walking through the existing
ones. If I'm going to be effective at this point in my life, I
need to demonstrate acertain kind of vision, aworld
viewpoint to the younger generation. Inever said that I
was going to make ajazz record when Idid this. Isaid I
was going to do this tribute to Gershwin. Ididn't restrict
myself to jazz, but Iknow my foundation is there. Iwanted to stay as far away from anybody else's record as I
could. Not to be reactionary, but to reexamine as many
conventions as possible.
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HERBIE HANCOCK: The Complete Blue Note
Sixties Sessions
Herbie Hancock, piano; Hubert Laws, flute; Wayne
Shorter, Dexter Gordon, Hank Mobley, George
Coleman, Jackie McLean, saxes; Donald Byrd,
Freddie Hubbard, Thad Jones, Johnny Coles,
trumpet, flugelhom; Grachan Moncur Ill, Gamett
Brown, trombone; Grant Green, guitar; Bobby
Hutcherson, vibes; Paul Chambers, Ron Carter,
Buster Williams, bass; Billy Higgins, Tony Williams,
Mickey Roker, Willie Bobo, Albert 'Toone Heath,
drums; others
Blue Note 95569 (6 CDs). 1961-69/1998. Alfred
Lion, prod.; Michael Cuscuna, reissue prod.; Rudy
Van Gelder, eng. AAD. TT: 6:37:19
Performance
Sonics ***
HERBUE HANCOCK: Sextant
Herbie Hancock, piano, Fender Rhodes electric
piano, Clavinet (with Fuzz-Wah and Echoplex);
Bennie Maupin, saxes, bass clarinet, more; Eddie
Henderson, trumpet, flugelhom; Julian Priester,
trombones; Patrick Gleeson, synthesizers; Buster
Williams, acoustic 8 electric bass; Billy Hart
drums; Buck Clarke, congas, bongos
Columbia/Legacy CK 64983 (CD). 1973/1998.
David Rubinson 8 Friends, Inc, prods.; Bob
Belden, reissue prod.; Fred Catero, Jerry Zatkin,
John Viena, engs. AAD. TT: 39:11
Performance ***
Sonics ***
HERBUE HANCOCK: Thrust
Herbie Hancock, Fender Rhodes electric
piano,
Clavinet,
synthesizers;
Bennie
Maupin, saxes, bass clarinet, alto flute; Paul
Jackson, electric bass; Mike Clark, drums; Bill
Summers, percussion
Columbia/Legacy CK 64984 (CD). 1974/1998.
Herbie Hancock, David Rubinson, prods.; Fred
Catero, eng. MD. TT: 38:52
Performance ***1/2
Sonics ***1/2
THE HEAD HUNTERS: Return of The Head Hunters
Herbie Hancock, Billy Childs, Patrice Rushen, piano,
keyboards; Bennie Maupin, saxes, bass clarinet;
Darrell Smith, keyboard programming; JK (Joel
Kipnis), guitar; Paul Jackson, bass; Mike Clark,
drums; Bill Summers, percussion; N'dea
Davenport, Trevant Hardson, vocals; others
Verve Forecast/Hancock 314 539 038-2 (CD). 1998.
JK, the Head
Hunters,
prods.; Michael
Schlessinger, prod., eng. DDD. TT: 54:04
Performance ****
Sonics ****1/2
HERBUE HANCOCK: Gershwin's World
Herbie Hancock, Chick Corea, piano; Joni Mitchell,
Kathleen Battle, vocals; Stevie Wonder, harmonica, vocals; Wayne Shorter, James Carter, Kenny
Garrett, saxes; Eddie Henderson, trumpet; Ira
Coleman, bass; Terri Lyne Carrington, drums; Cyro
Baptista,
percussion;
Orpheus
Chamber
Orchestra; others
Verve 314 557 797-2 (CD). 1998. Robert Sachn,
prod.; Rob Eaton, Clark Germain, Todd Whitelock,
Rob Rapley, Dave Darlington, engs. DDD. TT:
67:25
Performance ****1/2
Sonics ****1/2
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Newly

Reissued

ver the course of his 35-plus-year
career, the innovative pianistcomposer Herbie Hancock has
delivered an amazing array of jazz and
jazz-related works. There's been the
mix of boogaloo, gospel, and spang-alang rhythms that propelled the original
"Watermelon Man" (from Takin' OA;
the ethereal flow of "Maiden Voyage"
and "Dolphin Dance" (from Maiden
Voyage); the in-the-pocket funk bravura
of "Chameleon" (from Head Hunters);
the excessive drum thumps of "Rockit"
(from Future Shock); the sizzle and bite
of his engaging interpretation of Don
Henley's "New York Minute" (from
The New Standard) — in short, arollercoaster ride through contemporary
improvised music that's exhilarating
way more often than not.
A recent flurry of Hancock projects,
both new and reissued, serve as a
microcosm of Hancock's career. They
illustrate his songwriting gifts, his ability to "deconstruct" (a jazz buzzword
for "reharmonizel and revitalize older
material, and his almost surreal improvisational skills. They also sometimes
demonstrate his occasional willingness
to pander to the marketplace, to favor
(it seems) what will sell over what
makes good music.
Blue Note's 6-CD box comprises all
seven albums that Hancock made while
signed to the label from 1962 to 1969:
Takin' Of My Point of View, Inventions and
Dimensions, Empyrean Isles, Maiden Voye,
Speak Like a Child, and The Prisoner.
Alternate takes are included, plus a
handful of Hancock tunes that he recorded with fellow Blue Noters Donald
Byrd, Bobby Hutcherson, Jackie McLean, and Wayne Shorten Of the 54
tracks, only ascant three were not written by the leader.
There's no reason not to have this set
(it retails for about $100) in your collection, unless you don't like post-bop jazz
or you're reining in your CD spending
for awhile. Each disc has several time-

tested gems: great songs played in A-1
style by agrand collective crew, headlined by aChicago native who was only
21 when these proceedings kicked off.
He might have been just ayouth back
then, but he played and wrote like a
longtime jazz vet. The other tracks are
never less than worth alisten.
On Takin' Off, "Watermelon Man"
plays second fiddle to such accompanying tracks as "The Maze," asomber yet
uplifting piece that exhibits superb efforts from Freddie Hubbard, Dexter
Gordon, and Hancock. The waltz,
"Three Bags Full," is deep as well. And
while "Blind Man, Blind Man," from
My Point of View, is decidedly a"Watermelon"-type groove, the lyrical tunes on
that disc are more persuasive, especially
the sumptuous "A Tribute to Someone,"
in which Byrd, Hank Mobley, and
Hancock play heartfelt solos.
Inventions and Dimensions is the first of
three enterprising albums that balance
probing, harmonically open numbers
with those that spotlight mellifluousness. Here, "Succotash" and "A Jump
Ahead" are examples of an encroaching,
edgy modernity, while "Mimosa" is
exquisitely tender. The subsequent
Empyrean Isles and Maiden Voyage feature
then-Miles Davis bandmates Ron
Carter and Tony Williams, plus
Hubbard (and George Coleman on
Maiden). The rhythm section all but
breathes as one, giving the music acaptivating elasticity and life. Such evergreens as "Cantaloupe Island," "Maiden
Voyage," and "Dolphin Dance" are abetted by the rip-roaring "One Finger
Snap" and Carter's comely "Little One."
Hancock expanded his ensembles to
six and seven pieces, respectively, for
his last two Blue Note dates, Speak Like
aChild and The Prisoner. The bands arc
actually small orchestras emphasizing
a creamy low-brass-and-woodwind
sound, and the compositions are like
concertos, mainly showcasing Hancock.
The luxurious music moves from serene

1
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("Speak Like a Child," "Goodbye to
Childhood") to subtly brazen ("Firewater," 'Riot"). The doser is asurprise:
the boogaloo-ish "Don't Even Go
There," from aHancock r&b date that's
never before seen daylight.
The tracks off others' albums indude
"Yams," a killer slow blues from
McLean's Vertigo; "The Collector," a
rangy piece from Shortees Adam's Apple,
and Hutcherson's take on "Maiden
Voyage," from his Happenings album.
Sonically, audiophiles won't find
much to rave about on these CDs
made from two-track analog recordings. The aural images are of only
modest size, and often the horns are
speakerbound. But—and it's an
important "but" — Hancock's dark yet
luminescent piano tone is almost
always captured beautifully.
Sextant (1972), which along with Thrust
has just been reissued on Sony/Legacy,
came after Hancock's three-year tenure
at Warner Bros. It continues his forays à
la Miles' Bitches Brew (on which Hancock
performed) into expansive funk-to-free
pieces, works on which he uses electric
and, ultimately, electronic instruments.
These three extended tracks are heady,
offering averitable sea of sounds, from
hard-driving solos to bleeps and blips.
Hearty rhythms underpin "Hidden
Shadows," which lopes along in 19/4,
and the wild, alluring "Hornets." On
both, trumpeter Eddie Henderson plays
pithily in aMiles bag, and Hancock offers
propulsive, dynamic keyboard passages.
The audio is abit cramped, but lively and
sometimes nicely detailed.
After Sextant, Hancock struck paydirt
with Head Hunters, which, buoyed by the
monster hit "Chameleon," has become
one of the best-selling jazz albums evec
Thrust, from 1974, is essentially "Head
Hunters: The Sequel," propelled again
by crunching back-beats and crafty interplay from the band, now trimmed down
to five. But there's nothing to equal
"Chameleon" here. The lead-off "Palm

1
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Grease" is fairly uninspiring jazz/funk,
but 'Actual Proof' and "Spank-A-Lee"
have zesty Hancock solos, plus dandy
drumming from Mike Clark "Butterfly"
is one of the prettiest contemporary
tunes ever. Overall, the sound's not too
bad, though hardly ...ansive.
Return of The H
Hunters is, as its
title alludes, alate-'90s look at the previous period. Hancock guests with
Bennie Maupin, percussionist Bill
Summers, Mike Clark, and bassist Paul

HERBI
MNCOCK
THE
COMPLETE
BLUE NOTE
SIXTIES
SESSIONS

Jackson, who
toured
(without
Hancock) under the Head Hunters
name in the 70s. Though the disc starts
slowly — the opening "Funk Hunter"
is fairly de rigueur, except for Hancock's solo — it gathers steam. "Watch
Your Back" has an appealing N'dea
Davenport vocal and Trevant Hardson
rap, pianist Billy Childs cooks it up on
"Frankie and Kevin," "Premonition"

II

finds Maupin delivering ace bass-clarinet passages, and Hancock is in with a
fleet-lined effort on "PP Head." Large,
live sound, too.
His latest album, Gershwin's World,
Hancock's third album for Verve,
where he's been since the mid-'90s (he
left Columbia in the late '80s), is quite
different. It's like afar-ranging concert,
an "event" (in the leader's words), if a
sometimes strangely sequenced one: eg,
aStevie Wonder vocal is followed by a
piece with piano and chamber orchestra, then aCorea-Hancock duet, etc.
While this is conceptually the kind of
crossover album that can and does
appeal to awide nonjazz audience, it's
also an artistically rewarding project
that features material by Gershwin and
those who influenced him, and vice
versa (hence the title).
There are many choice moments,
like Joni Mitchell's stunning, breathy
vocal on "The Man ILove," replete
with simpatico tenor-sax interludes
from Shorter. Or the two orchestral
numbers, where Hancock, seemingly
no longer satisfied with playing anything straight, offers inspired improvisations on Gershwin's "Lullaby" and
the second movement of Ravel's Piano
Concerto in G. Or the pianist's refashioned "Embraceable You," played solo,
and gloriously. Or the jazz ensemble
pieces, such as "It Ain't Necessarily
So," which features amuted, Miles-ish
trumpet turn from Eddie Henderson,
and moving, restrained thoughts from,
of all people, James Carter.
A handsome soundstage and
crisply detailed audio add to the worth
of this powerhouse, mid-career statement. Gershwin's World shows that
Hancock can be innovative and experimental as he deftly continues the
search for new listeners while
attempting to keep those already in
his corner. Longtime fans can't help
but wonder what's next.
—Zan Stewart

It is becoming increasingly difficult to decide where jazz starts or where it slaps,
where Tin Pan Alley begins and jazz ends or even where the borderline lies
between classical music and jazz Ifeel there is no boundary line. Duke Ellingi on
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seem alike superficially, our tastes, moods
and styles vary as do the sands in the
desert. That's why the cookie-cutter,
one-size-fits-all sales approach just does
not work. Bringing together people with
the audio/video system of their dreams calls
for aspecial sensitivity to our individual
traits. That's why at Sound by Singer
we custom tailor our business to fit your
needs, not the other way around.
Here are three ways that we make owning
the world's most enjoyable audio video easy.
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How to Buy a$40,000 System for a
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your home easier than Sound by Singer.
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At Sound by Singer, we make your
audio dreams come true!
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"A breakthrough in sub-$2,000 CD players.. .[The ARCAM Alpha 9] withstood direct
comparisons to players/DACs costing several times as much, and made small potatoes of
the differences. Iwas particularly impressed with the bass extension, detail, and power...
its broad soundstage was truly thrilling with large and small ensembles, with superb
resolution of the music's inner voices. Iwould be hard-pressed to justify buying amore
expensive CD-only player."
Kalman Rubinson, Stereophile Vol. 22 No.1
"Significantly, Inever felt shortchanged by having a$1,599 CD player at the front end
of $60,000 worth of electronics and loudspeakers —the Alpha 9was that musically
compelling, communicative, and expressive. The Alpha 9is not only agreat-sounding CD
player, but atremendous value. Frankly, Iwould have recommended the Alpha 9for
its sound quality had it cost $3,000. What more can one say!"
Robert Harley, Fi — The Magazine of Music & Sound
*"But Idon't, so Ibought an ARCAM Alpha 9. It's the only CD player using a24-bit
chip set based on the Ring DAC technology inside the $12,000 dCS Elgar and the best
professional studio converters. Sure, I'd rather have an Elgar, but sometimes getting
through life requires setting priorities."
Dave Wright, (Happily Married) Alpha 9 Owner

ARCAM
For more information on the complete range of ARCAM amplifiers and CD players
call 1-888-ARCAM-LTD or visit www.asIgroup.com
Arcam is distributed in North America by:
Audiophile Systems, Ltd., 8709 Castle Park Drive, Indianapolis, IN 46256 (317) 849-7103 and
Emerald Audio Resources, RR1, Palgrave, Ontario LON1P0, (905) 880-7170
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Sonus Faber
Amati Homage loudspeaker

A

fter establishing areputation for
building small, magnificentlooking, very expensive, standmounted loudspeakers, the Italian manufacturer Sonus Faber has hit the
ground running. First came the moderately priced ($3500/pair) floorstanding
Concerto Grand Pianos, and now the
company's "statement" loudspeaker, the
Amati Homage —a $20,000/pair visual
stunner that earns its keep almost by
looks and touch alone.
The Amati Homage is Sonus Faber
designer Franco Serblin's moment of
truth: a fairly large, floorstanding,
almost full-range speaker (the low-frequency response is rated to 24Hz)
meant to be without sonic, structural, or
aesthetic compromise. But while everything Serblin has learned about building
and voicing loudspeakers has been
incorporated in the Amati's design,
there's more to come. The Amati is the
second of three "homages" to Cremona-based violin makers. The first
was the Guarneri ($9500/pair including
stands), issued in 1993 and reviewed for
Stereophile by Martin Colloms in the July
1994 issue. Whatever Serblin's planning
for Stradivari, hold on to your gold card.
Game plan
Serblin's first goal was to design as resonance-free astructure as he could, for a
three-way speaker that would extend
further down in frequency than any
he'd yet built. The cabinet's lutelike
shape was inspired by adrawing by
Stradivari. (Sonus Faber holds an international patent on the design.) Such
looks are dramatic and make good
brochure copy, but what do they have to
do with loudspeaker design?
Plenty, it seems—the Amati Homage's magnificent form follows its function. The lutelike shape eliminates parallel cabinet walls — especially the back
wall — and helps control or eliminate
standing waves. The curved side walls
add tremendous structural rigidity.
According to Serblin, the tapered form
eases the transmission of the speaker's
back wave to the ports and results in
cleaner energy evacuation. When you
think about it, the funnel shape makes
Stereophile, June 1999

Sonus Faber Amati Homage loudspeaker

Description: Three-way, floorstanding, dynamic loudspeaker. Driveunits: 1.2" (28mm) soft-dome
tweeter, 7" (180mm) paper/carbonfiber/titanium-cone midrange unit,
two 8.3" (210mm) rigid paper/carbon-fiber-cone woofers. Crossover:
first-order "attenuated," 200Hz and
2.5kHz. Frequency response: not
specified. LF extension: 24Hz. Measured impedance: 4ohms nominal.
Measured sensitivity: 92dB/W/m.
Power requirements: 30-300W.

Dimensions: 46" H by 10'h" W by
22 3
4 "D. Weight: 154 lbs each.
/
Serial number of units reviewed:
024 "Anno 1998 Fecit."
Price: S20,000/pair. Approximate
number of dealers: 24.
Manufacturer: Sonus Faber, 36057
Arcugnano (Vi), Italy. Tel: (39) 444288788. Fax: (39) 444-288722.
Importer: Sumiko, 2431 Fifth Street,
Berkeley, CA 94710. Tel: (510) 8434500. Fax: (510) 843-7120.
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"I agree with Inner Ear publisher/editor Ernie Fisher that
the SPM is the finest cable available at any price"
BARRY WILLIS, STEREOPHILE, DECEMBER 1997

"I've never had anything quite like this happen during areview
before -one product simply blows out everything else
you have ever experienced before."
DOUG BLACKBURN ON SPM CABLES,
SOUNDSTAGE, OCTOBER 1997

"Flatline trades not one iota of sonic prowess
for its convenience. It is simply one of the
most enticing cables we've ever come across."
*****

WHAT HI-FI?

N
Nordost Corporation, 42
MA 01701 U.S.A.
Tel:001-508-879-1242 Fax: 001EMail: nordostflatline@msn.com
http://www.nordost.com

ham,
8197

Nordost (UK) Ltd., Unit 7, Aber Park Industrial Estate,
Aber Road, Flint, Flintshire CH6 5EX
Tel: 01352 730251 Fax: 01352 731273
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Amati
complete sense: there's very little internal surface for the wave to bounce off of.
Like those of other premium SF
speakers, the Amati's side walls are constructed of slats of wood, each slat built
up of 21 sheets of varying thicknesses of
maple laminated with ahigh-viscosity
polymeric glue. Between each slat is an
inlay of solid maple, aniline-dyed black.
The slats are heat- and pressure-curved
in adevice that looks like aboat-hull
former. The cabinet's top and bottom
are of thick, solid maple.
All drive-units perch forward of the
cabinet edges, with the midrange and
tweeter angled back from the bass drivers. The sculpted and partly angled front
baffle is of 1 MDF covered in stippled leather. Aside from looking handsome, the leather provides topical
damping, and is not only the gasket
material for the drivers but ameans of
breaking up and diffracting energy
along the baffle surface. The ported
back piece is sculpted from asolid piece
of aniline-dyed Balkan maple with a
closer grain than the side walls.
Additional internal resonance control
is provided by strategically placed copper/lead structures and subcabinetry.
Each driver has its own chamber, though
there are dual woofer ports, the two
woofers' backwaves fire into acommon
chamber and out both ports, which are

located almost halfway up the back. The
midrange driver is also ported. The cabinet is richly finished: hand-applied stain
and seven coats of special varnish result
in adeep, lustrous, glasslike finish. Each
speaker weighs asolid 150 lbs.

The finished Amati
is simply one of the
most stunning-looking
large loudspeakers
ever built by anyone.
All those other speakers
look silly next to it.
The finished product is simply one of
the most stunning-looking large loudspeakers ever built by anyone. Upright
caskets, refrigerators on spikes, Robbie
the Robot —all those big speakers look
silly next to the Amati.
What's inside
Serblin's goal was to design ahigh-efficiency, low-compression loudspeaker
that would be fast and detailed yet
dynamic and full-bodied. The highcompliance, low-compression drivers,

And what about the Audio Physic Virgo?
espite my Amati ravings, my
Dlong-term
reference, the Audio

Physic Virgo, need not apologize for
its performance. It is still avery special loudspeaker. The proof is that
Audio Physic has had adifficult time
selling the excellent $10k/pair Avanti, which is priced between the Virgo
and the $19,000/pair Caldera. (From
what I've heard of the Caldera, Ifind
it inexplicable that this speaker is still
placed in Class Bin Stereophile's "Recommended Components" rather
than Class A.) The Virgo is that good.
Compared to the Virgo, the Amati
offers lower apparent distortion and
resolves low-level dynamic contrasts
far better than the Virgo, and better
than any dynamic speaker I've heard.
The Amati's rich, pure midrange
causes asensual meltdown the Teutonic-sounding Virgo can't approach,
and the Italian speaker has fewer cabinet colorations —particularly in the
midbass. The Sonus Faber's senses of
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"touch," of emotional communication, overwhelm the Virgo — and
every other speaker I've heard.
The Virgo does offer greater
"slam," "physicality," and (at least in
my room) disappears more effectively, leaving abigger, more open soundstage. A few visitors have concluded
that while they were moved by the
Amati's ability to touch their hearts,
they still prefer the Virgo's "balls."
I, on the other hand, find myself
pining away for the Amatis. How to
convince my (nonaudiophile) wife to
spend that kind of money? Amazingly, that was the easy part. After her
first audition of the Amatis, she stood
up and found herself saying—almost
involuntarily, as if Beetlejuice himself
had taken over: "I don't care how
much they cost — we have to have
them!" Guys, this direct quote says
more about the Amati Homage than
my whole damn review.
—Michael Fremer

Homage

custom-built to Sonus Faber's specs by
Scan-Speak, consist of two extra-rigid,
lightweight, 8" paper/carbon-fiber cone
woofers, with the cone material "handthrown" to randomize the fibers (and
break up resonances) and individually
damped; ahigh-compliance, 7" multiple-coated paper/carbon-fiber midrange cone with ahyperbolic titanium
phase plug (to break up high-frequency
beaming); and a28mm, non-ferrofluid,
multiple coated soft-dome tweeter protected by agrate.
The crossover operates at 200Hz and
2.5kHz, features first-order slopes, and
is impedance shunt-loaded. Judging by
the photos, Sonus Faber uses high-quality capacitors and inductors. In fact,
importer Sumiko told me that the parts
cost for the Amati's crossovers totals
around $800. By the time you get to
retail, that's more than $6000/pair for
crossover parts alone! The internally
mounted network is set in abox and
potted with resin to control the effects
of vibration. Van den Hul supplies the
internal wiring, WBT the large, substantial binding posts.
You pays yer 20 grand and that's what
you get. You also get the speaker up off
the floor on four beefy, beautifully
machined spiked feet. These attach to
heavy crossbars screwed into the Amati's
bottom, and allow you to level the speaker and adjust the baffle's rake angle. You
also get the "black pasta" grillecloth —a
messy mass of stringy, stretchable stuff
that attaches to two pegged metal plates
that affix to the speaker front. When
stretched, the black strings magically
align, creating the sexiest, most transparent (visually and sonically) grille covering ever (though Ileft them off most of
the time).
Get down! Set up!
When Ispotted this beauty at CES, I
asked to review it —once I'd moved to
my new, larger listening room. Sumiko's
Stirling Trayle responded, "Why not
review it in your room now?"
Trayle knew my room, having set up
Sonus Faber's Concerto Grand Pianos
there for my review in May '98. After
the difficulty I'd had with the large Aerial 8s in my room, Iwas abit hesitant,
but lust won out over reason. (What
else is new?) If he didn't think the room
was too small for so large aspeaker, who
was Ito argue?
What athrill it was carrying these
rounded, tapered, slippery, 150-lb
speakers down my steep, narrow basement stairs! With the help of afriend, I
placed them precisely where my refer59
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Writing about the Budget Component of
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•
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Amati
ence Audio Physic Virgos had been, as
that location - about aquarter of the
way into the room, wide apart, and
toed-in to the listening position seemed to work best with every other
speaker I've had in the room, give or
take an inch.
After afew weeks, Trayle paid avisit.
He and an assistant spent the better part
of aday fiddling with the speaker positions, playing the same CD track (Jennifer Warnes singing Leonard Cohen's

"Joan of Arc") over and over and over
and over and over and over again.
By the time he was finished all that
moving and regrooving, Inever wanted
to hear Jenny sings Lenny again-not
that I'd ever liked it that much in the
first place. And the Amatis were within
an inch or two of where I'd had them to
begin with! Better sound? Maybe
slightly. Enough to change aword of
this review? No. Did the importer feel
much better? Yes. That counts for alot

Homage

in this world. If he was happy that the
speakers were sounding as they should
in my room, my comments on their
sound would have afirm foundation.
Oh, my!
The Amati is rated at 92dB sensitivity,
so Iprobably could have driven them
with aFisher 500B receiver or aScott
299D. But Ihad three better choices:
The Conrad-Johnson Premier 12s, the
Ayre V-1, and the KR Enterprise

Measurements

O

nly occasionally do Ifind ahighsensitivity loudspeaker whose manutacturer's specifications agree with my
own measurements. "92dB/W/m," says
Sonus Faber of the stunning-looking
Amati Homage; my estimated B-weighted sensitivity came in at 92.5dB(B)/
2.83V/m. The speaker is amoderately
demanding load, however, as can be
seen from its plots of impedance magnitude and electrical phase angle against
frequency (figs.1 and 2). With amaximum of 7.8 ohms, but avalue below 6
ohms in the midrange and below 4
ohms in the bass and high treble, agood
4ohm-rated amplifier will be called for.
The woofer ports can be blocked with
emoomm,e4 ommOmme.e.1.eo.....m.Mm.m011 1
mom
,o

supplied plue. Fig.1 shows the impedance, plotted with both ports plugged:
the speaker behaves as a sealed box
tuned to 37Hz. With both ports open
(fig2), the speaker is now areflex design
broadly tuned to 24Hz. By using one
plug, two plugs, or none, the Amati's
low-frequency performance can be optimized for the room in which it is used.
The Amati's enclosure is extremely
dead to the knuckle-rap test, but Idid
find acouple of very low-level modes.
Fig.3, for example, is awaterfall plot
calculated from the output of aplastictape accelerometer fastened to the
speaker's side 12" from the floor. The
main resonance that can be seen is too
01.0/000.
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low in level to have any audible effect.
With two woofers loaded by two
ports, and amidrange unit in its own
subendosure loaded by athird port, the
Amati Homage's behavior in the
midrange and bass is complex. Fig.4
shows the responses, measured in the
nearfield, of all of these radiating elements. The top trace to the right in
figA is the midrange unit. This can be
seen to slope up through the mids, but
with aslight peak in its output at 70Hz.
The trace just above the midrange unit
at this frequency is the output of the
twin woofers, this covering the
30-180Hz bandpass, with the reflex
notch at alow 20Hz. The top trace to
the right of the graph is the output of
the woofer ports-very broad, and
somewhat suppressed in level. Finally,
the lower trace that peaks at the same
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Sonus Faber Amati Homage, electrical
impedance (solid) and phase (dashed) with
both ports plugged. (2 ohms/vertical die)

Fig.2 Sonus Faber Amati Homage, electrical

impedance (solid) and phase (dashed)
with both ports open. (2 ohms/vertical div.)
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Fig.4 Sonus Faber Amati Homage, low-frequency
acoustic crossover, measured in the nearfield.
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Fig.5 Sonus Faber Amati Homage, anechoic
response on tweeter axis at 50", averaged
across 30° horizontal window and corrected
for microphone response, with the complex
sum of the nearfield woofer, midrange, and
port responses plotted below 300Hz.
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VT8000 - three very different-sounding amplifiers that I'm glad Ihad on
hand. Ispent the first week listening
with the C-Js; I'd recently reviewed
them, and was most familiar with their
sound. Later Idrove the Amatis with
both the KR and Ayre amps.
The Amati is the most effortlesssounding large loudspeaker I've ever
heard. It was as if my favorite recordings
had been performing shackled all these
years, and suddenly were free to move
unhindered -physically and emotionally. Thefeeling of listening to the Amatis
was similar to my first exposure to electrostats, with adifference: this time, the
experience was not followed by the distinctive sound of what was actually
moving the air, or the "ghostly" sensation of literal transparency.
Listening to the Amati, Icame to
appreciate that "fast" doesn't mean
"etched" any more than "slow" has to
mean "soft." The Amati was lightningfast. This translated not into crisp transients, or grandiose gestures designed to
bowl you over, but subtle yet explosive
microdynamic attacks -those tiny, longhidden gradations of sound that live at
the bottom of the decibel scale suddenly
rose to the surface to make their presence
so obvious that Iwondered how Icould
have ever missed them. I've heard this
feat accomplished by tweeters in some
other speakers (like the Alón Circes), but
never before had Iheard it so convincingly delivered top to bottom.
I'm sick of "Guantanamera." Yo no soy
un hombre sincero. But Ipulled out the
Weavers' Reunion at Carnegie Hall, 1963
(Analogue Productions APF005) to get
an immediate handle on the Amatis'
soundstaging abilities, transparency, and
image focus. Instead, Iwas jarred by and
drawn into Pete Seeger's oh-so-familiar
performance. It sounded more emotionally and physically alive than Iever
remembered hearing it. The Amati
revealed tiny volume modulations, subtle nuances of amplitude phrasing Ihad
never been aware of.
This may sound like picayune stuff,
but don't be fooled: since the Amatis
did all of this equally well from top to
bottom, the immediate effect was to
create the most seductively liquid, living, breathing, startlingly subtle, totally
believable sonic picture I've ever heard
from aloudspeaker - with the Weavers
LP, and with every other record and CD
Iplayed.
The Amati was equally accomplished
at the top end of the dynamic scale. It
was able to portray those large-scale
gradations starting at very low relative
62

volume, meaning that the speaker didn't
need to be played loud to come alive it breathed music with ease, whether
playing quietly or cranked to silly-loud
levels. It didn't sound clogged and
caged-in at low volume, or squeezed
and constricted at high levels.
Could the Amati rock? Yes. Igave the
British pressing of the Clash's London
Calling aspin, and the tide song issued
forth with all the throbbing, jackhammer, bone-crunching intensity it requires

to communicate its meaning. Paul
Simonon's bass was deep, focused, and
convincing in both pitch and texture. It
never overloaded the room, nor did it
ever sound as if "one-note bass" was
coming from the speakers. The bass on
"Jimmy Jazz," which digs deep, didn't
suffer from overhang or bulbousness in fact, it was as distinct and lithe as I've
heard it, and the distant "walla" of the
crowd noise behind the song's silliness
was laid out in adistinct layer that was

Measurements
70Hz frequency where the midrange
unit has apeak is the output of the
midrange port. While all of these radiators seem well behaved outside their
passbands, their broad overlap will
complicate any predictions about the
Amati's overall bass behavior.
To the left in fig.5 is shown the complex sum (amplitude, phase, and distance
from the mike, assuming anominal
farfield mike position) of the individual
responses shown in fig.4. The coinci-

dence of the woofers and midrange unit
in the upper bass appears to give apeak
at 65Hz, with what is more like asealedbox, 12dB/octave rolloff below that frequency. An enigma!
Above the bass, the Amati's overall
balance is flat, though with three broad
depressions and three areas of excess
energy apparent. The lack of energy in
the lower midrange and low treble
might be thought to make the speaker
sound laid-back, yet Inote that MF
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clearly audible throughout the song.
Have Iheard greater bass slam on this
tune? Yes —but not greater resolution,
tonal authority, or subtlety of fingers on
electric bass strings. The Amati could
rock and play loud, loud, LOUD with
no sense of strain.
Icould pick apart the Amati's performance from top to bottom, extol its
sonic virtues one by one, and go on
about its ability to both exude harmonic
richness and resolve fine levels of inner

detail. But what's really special about
this speaker is its unerring touch and
seamless balance — tonally, spatially,
dynamically, and, most important, emotionally. Of course, these are things you
can't measure.
Iinvited the owner of my local wine
emporium down for alisten. He's aclassical music enthusiast, and I'd been asking him for about three years. This time,
Iinsisted. He asked to hear the Mendelssohn Violin Concerto in EMinor, so I

played him the Heifetz/Munch/BSO
recording (RCA LSC-2314). As Heifetz
scaled the upper registers, my friend
groaned with pleasure and involuntarily
pointed to where Heifetz "stood." The
Amati's reproduction of strings was, fittingly, exquisite: searing but never hard
or strident, even on the most revealing
recordings.
Iknew what my friend was feeling.
I'd been staying up until two and three
in the morning every evening since the

did not find the speaker lacking in
dynamics —quite the opposite, in fact.
The slight plateau in the upper
midrange might be thought to add to
the perceived recorded detail, while the
narrower peak in the presence region
might add abit of sparkle. Yet, again,
MF noted no problems at all in these
areas. Again, an enigma.
The Amati's horizontal dispersion
(figs.6 and 7) reveals very well-behaved
off-axis responses, though with aslight
lack of energy in the same presenceregion areas where there is asimilar on-

axis lack. This will be due to the relatively large midrange unit's starting to
beam at the top of its passband, and is
followed by the tweeter's usual wide
dispersion at the bottom of its passband.
Vertically (fig.8), abig suckout at the
upper crossover frequency will be evident for standing listeners, but there
should be only minor changes in balance for listeners with ear heights of
between 36" and 44". (The tweeter axis
is ahigh 40" from the floor.)
The Sonus Faber's impulse response
(fig.9) is conventional, though some

early reflections can be seen. The step
response (fig.10) reveals that the tweeter
and woofers are connected in positive
acoustic polarity, the midrange in
inverted polarity. The speaker's cumulative spectral-decay plot (fig.11) is basically clean, but with some very slight
modes evident at the top of the midrange unit's passband.
While some of the Amati Homage's
measurements are excellent, there is
nothing to indicate why Michael Fremer was so enamored of the speaker's
sound. Indeed, some of the measurements, such as of the speaker's bass performance, raise more questions than
they answer. But if ademonstration is
required of the fact that once the basic
science has been addressed, speaker
design still involves art, the Sonus Faber
Amati Homage provides it.
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Amati
Amatis arrived, doing the same thing:
pointing and making noises. Seated
before them, even the most experienced listeners are confronted by an
almost overwhelming sonic presentation — not of brute-force physicality
(I've heard speakers with greater slam,
impact, and visceral power, but not
pure, overwhelming emotional communication.) This speaker sings — in
the best sense of the word, as applied to
an audio component.
You can have your turgid, "analytical"
studio-monitor-type speakers. (I needn't name names.) The Amati imparted
the meaning of the music —the soulful,
intense truth of music, any music—with
greater clarity than any speaker ever has
in my listening experience. If that sounds
like blathering hyperbole... so be it.
If you need amore earthbound sonic
description, the Amati's tonal balance
was ideally rich: gossamer, airy, lush, and
particularly pure on top; warm and
highly resolved in the midrange; glow-

Associated Equipment
Analog source: Simon Yorke,
Kuzma Stabi Sturntables; Graham
2.0, Irrnnedia RPM2, Regs RB600
toneanns; Crown Jewel SE, EMT
TU, Lyra Parnassus D.C.t, Grado
Statement cartridges.
Digital source: Naim CDX CD
player w/XPS power supply.
Preamplification: Ayre K-1 preamplifier; Conrad-Johnson Premier 15, Audio Research PH3SE
phono stages.
Power amplifiers: Conrad-Johnson Premier 12 monoblocks, Ayre
V-1, KR Enterprise VT 8000.
Cables: Yamamura Millennium
6000, Cardas Neutral Reference,
Cardas Golden Reference, ElectraGlide interconnects; Yamamura
Millemiium 6000, Cardas Neutral
Reference speaker cables; Yamamura Quantum, Electra-Glide AC
cords.
Accessories: Sounds of Silence
Vibraplane active isolation platform, VP! SDS and Walker motor
drives, Finite Elemente Pagode
and Zoethecus equipment stands,
A.R.T. Q dampers, D.J. Kasser
Black Diamond Racing cones,
Walker Valid Points, Harmonix
feet, ASC Tube Traps, Shakti
Stones, Checkpoint laser speakeralignment tool
-Michael Fremer
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Mg, tight, and "cabinet-free" in the midbass; and delicate yet weighty and lithe
in the lower bass. The Amati combined
the bass weight of alarge speaker with
the stop/start low-frequency abilities of
asmall one.

The Amati's tonal
balance was ideally
rich ... it combined

Homage

home is the layering of the instruments."
Of course you can. The Amatis do it,
and so do many other fine speakers.
What the Amatis accomplished so well
in addition to this was (on good recordings) the convincing balance of layering,
individual instrumental focus without
"etch," and the presentation of the
whole orchestra in the spatial context of
the hall. In short, the balance Iheard at
Avery Fisher.

Fault lines?
Finding fault with the Amati is not an
easy task. Its deep-bass attack was peralarge speaker with
haps slightly soft, but that might have
been my room talking. An oh-so-slight
the stop/start
and barely perceptible "hooded" quality
in the lower midbass was definitely my
low-frequency abilities
room speaking. Ithought Inoted aslight
loss of sparlde at the very top, but when
of asmall one.
Iplayed ear-bleeder recordings, my ears
bled with the Amatis — agood sign.
Driver integration has been masterI'm really grasping to find fault with
fully accomplished, not just in terms of this speaker. It captured my heart with
frequency, but in dynamics and texture its harmonic rightness and low colas well. There was an exceptional sense oration, its unrestrained, nimble dyof "oneness" about the system's compo- namic performance, its ultra-low distornents — drivers, crossover, cabinet. tion, its spatial grip, and its uncanny abilWhatever John Atkinson's measure- ity to communicate the emotional conments end up showing, my listening tent and meaning of music with avitalidemonstrated awell-behaved, superbly ty and clarity that is, in my experience,
blended, coherent system with very, unmatched. If the Amati had faults or
very low cabinet coloration.
weaknesses, Icouldn't find them. I
The Amatis projected alush bloom of haven't heard every dynamic loudsound that radiated evenly and com- speaker in the world, or even most of
mandingly, presenting atall, wide, deep them, but Ican say without hesitation
soundstage with clearly defined spatial that the Amati is either the best there is
boundaries in all three dimensions. In a today, or one of ahandful of the best.
bigger room, the soundstage would Can Ishower now?
probably develop further compared to
what was possible in my room, but what Condusion
Igot was impressively well propor- Franco Serblin's goal was to create afast,
tioned, as were the images within that detailed, and dynamic full-range speaksoundstage. These big speakers worked er that did not suffer from compression
remarkably well in my small room, anywhere in the audible bandwidth.
never giving away their locations — even With the Amati Homage, he's achieved
in the nearfield listening position in that and agreat deal more. No matter
which Iwas forced to audition them.
how much science we throw at loudI've read reviews that downplay speaker design, in the end it will remain,
soundstaging and imaging as "hi-fi arti- like the building of musical instruments,
facts" unrelated to the live musical an art. There is no sure recipe for sucexperience. Really? Isat in row 24 of cessful loudspeaker design, but Serblin
the orchestra section at Avery Fisher is one of our great craftsmen. In acareer
Hall the other night, hearing and of great accomplishments, the Amati
watching the New York Philharmonic Homage is by far his finest.
perform aSaint-Saëns' Cello Concerto
Love may be blind, but you needn't
and Holses The Planets. Believe me, I proceed with caution. Go listen to this
could hear/see all of the sections of the speaker. It'll sweep you off your feet with
orchestra: Icould pick out precisely its physical beauty and graceful sonic perwhere the solo French horn was coming formance. I'm sorry it costs so much, but
from, and the locations of the other this is one expensive speaker whose build
soloists as well. As my nonaudiophile quality and performance are worth every
friend who had invited me to the concert penny. In fact, at $20,000/pair, it's probaremarked later, "What you can't get at bly underpriced.

the bass weight of
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Hales Design Group
Transcendence Five loudspeaker

p

au! Hales has been abusy guy
lately. In little over ayear, he has
designed and brought to production four new speakers in his Revelation
series;' his cost-no-object flagship, the
Alexandra, which had been seen but
not heard at anumber of shows, was
finally demonstrated at the 1999 CES;
and he has introduced the new Transcendence series, which replaces the
Concept series. (He's also produced a
brand-new baby girl during this period,
although Ibelieve his wife made asignificant contribution to that project.)
In creating the Revelation series,
Hales admits to having been particularly
cost-conscious in the selection of drivers,
but there were fewer cost constraints in
the development of the Transcendence
series. At $5990/pair, the Transcendence
Five is well past entry-level, but still
below the top-of-the-line $9790 Transcendence Eight, and positively bargainpriced compared to the Alexandra (no
price announced yet, but expected to be
in +$25k territory).
Description and design

The Transcendence Five bears considerable similarity to the $2195/pair Revelation Three. Each is a40"-tall threeway unit that features the diagonal
sculpted line in the grille that is aHales
signature. The Revelation Three's grille
is integral with the cabinet, with agrillecloth that's tricky to remove; the Transcendence Five's grille is aseparately
fabricated structure that can be slid off
easily if you want to hear the sound of
the naked drivers. (I do, and Idid.) The
Transcendence Five weighs 10 lbs more
than the Revelation Three, much of the
difference being attributable to the extra
weight of the grille.
The other obvious visible difference
is that the Transcendence Five's cabinet
has a backward-leaning stance. An
angled front panel is often claimed to
help time alignment, but this is relevant
only if the crossover itself is time-coher-

ISee my review of the Revelation Three in the Febniary 1998 issue of Stenvphile, and of the Revelation surround system in the February 1999 issue of Sten-ophile
Guide to Home
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Hales Design Group Transcendence Five loudspeaker

Description: Three-way dynamic
loudspeaker. Sealed-box system
tuned to 29Hz. Drive-units: 1" aluminum-dome tweeter, 5" magnesium-cone midrange, 10" polypropylene-cone
woofer.
Crossover:
24dB/octave. In-room bandwidth:
23Hz-26kHz (no limits specified).
Sensitivity: 87dB. Nominal impedance: 4ohms. Linearity: ±1dB.
Dimensions: 40" H by 11" W by 19"
D. Weight: 106 lbs.
Finishes: black, sapele, light oak,

natural cherry, stained cherry, pau
ferro.
Serial numbers of units reviewed:
381049 A/B.
Price: 85990/pair. Approximate
number of dealers: 47. Warranty: 5
years.
Manufacturer: Hales Design Group,
16812 Gothard Street, Huntington
Beach, CA 92647. Tel: (714) 8416884. Fax: (714) 841-2427. Web:
www.halesdesigngroup.com
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In loudspeaker design, state-of-the-art is never static; it is inevitable
that the best of tomorrow will surpass the best of today. In the deep
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every placement is acompromise.
The VANDERSTEEN Model 5is the only loudspeaker with adjustable,
active multi-band low-frequency room compensation for perfect bass in
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Perfect tone controls do exist!

The rdp-1 reference digital preamplifier: Stereophile's 1998 Editor's Choice and Joint Digital Source of the Year

"I used it to apply some mild EQ to tonally distressed recordings. Iused it to equalize out of existence some
room anomalies that Ihadn't been able to eliminate despite hours, even days, of moving speakers around.
Iused it to provide some tonal shaping on my live recordings. And no matter the circumstance, other than
the desired change in sound, the musical magic remained intact... So the Z-Systems rdp-1 is my 1998
Editor's Choice. With its transparent control of tone, it points to a.filture in which audiophiles can eat
their cake and have it too."
John Atkinson, Stereophile (Vol. 21 No. 12)
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Transcendence
ent; ie, first-order. The Transcendence
Five uses fourth-order crossovers, and
no claims are made for time-coherence.
So why the slanted cabinet?
It looks cool! Although audiophiles
don't like to admit that a product's
appearance is important to them (sound
is the only thing that matters, you
know), I've heard one speaker designer
(not Hales) state that if aspeaker doesn't
have the right look, most customers
won't even listen to it. The Transcendence Five's slanted cabinet does have
more élan than the Revelation Three's
rectangular box; many will prefer it for
just that reason.
A major difference between the Revelation Three and the Transcendence
Five is in the driver complement. The
R3's woofer is acustom Hales design,
but the midrange and tweeter are offthe-shelf Vifa units. The T5 uses the
same woofer as the R3, but the other
two drivers are different. The T5 tweeter, also built by Vifa, has, according to
Hales, much higher power handling
and an enhanced dispersion pattern.
The design lets Hales dispense with the
phase plug found on most metal-dome
tweeters (and the Revelation Three's).
But the most sophisticated driver in
the Transcendence Five is probably the
midrange. Built by SEAS to Hales' spec-

Associated Equipment
Analog source: fully updated
Linn LP12, Ittok tonearm, AudioQuest AQ-700Onsx cartridge.
Digital source: PS Audio Lambda II transport, Audio Alchemy
DTI•Pro32 anti-jitter/resolutionenhancement device, Sonic Frontiers Processor 3digital processor.
Preamplifier: Convergent Audio
Technology SL-1 Signature Mk.III.
Power amplifiers: Bryston 7BST (2), Sonic Frontiers Power 2,
Cary CAD-5'72SE (2).
Cables: Illuminati D-60/Orchid
digital links, TARA Labs The Two
interconnects, Decade speaker
cables and power cables.
Accessories: Chang CLS-9600
ISO power-line conditioner, Shakti stones placed on the digital
processor and DTI•Pro32, aBright
Star Little Rock atop the CD transport; PolyCrystal amplifier stand,
PolyCrystal cones under CD transport and digital processor, Argent
RoomLens (5).
—Robert Deutsch
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Five

as expansive asoundstage as Ilike, and
the sound seemed too confined to the
speakers. Please don't tell Casey, but,
once again, Iabandoned his careful
handiwork and started adjusting speaker
positions myself, moving the speakers
farther apart. The final position was with
the midrange driver of each speaker
101" from the listening chair, 113" beAs with all
tween the speakers, 38" from the back
wall, and 30" from the side walls (all
Hales Design Group
measurements from the center of the
midrange driver), the speakers set up
speakers of my experience,
along the 16' side of my 16' by 14' by 7.5'
listening room. The included angle was
the Five's quality of
about 700;the speakers were toed-in so
fit'n'finish is outstanding.
that they pointed almost (but not quite)
at the listening scat. This arrangement
resulted in a much more open, airy
sound than the narrow-angle setup, with
Hales matches drivers to within
awider soundstage and amore even
±0.125dB, aprocess that involves someresponse throughout the bass range.
times having to reduce adriver's sensiJust prior to the arrival of the Trantivity with aresistor network or adding
scendence Fives, my listening room
asecond magnet to increase sensitivity.
underwent abit of astructural change: a
Like the Revelation Three, the Transcendence Five sports Cardas binding 23" by 51" opening was cut in the ceiling (near one of the corners farthest
posts, but two pairs compared to the
R3's single pair, which allows for away from the speakers) and atrapdoor
was installed, allowing access to the attic
biwiring. The crossover uses polypropyand much-needed storage space for
lene capacitors and OFC air-core inducequipment boxes. This, plus the installators. In typical Hales fashion, the enclotion of aset of Argent RoomLenses (see
sure is very solid, with a4" sculpted bafVo120 No.11) and removal of most of
fle and 1" and 2" walls, all of MDF, and
the previously used acoustical treatfeatures extensive internal bracing. The
ment, has led to a change in room
Transcendence Five is supplied with
acoustics. I'm still trying to get ahandle
three brass cones that screw into the
speaker cabinet itself, amuch better on the exact nature of the change.
In any case, the frequency response of
arrangement than the loose felt-topped
the Transcendence Five (RadioShack
cones supplied with the Revelation
meter, Stereophile's Test CD 3, measuring
Three. As with all Hales Design Group
at the listening seat) showed asuckout of
speakers of my experience, the Five's
about 5dB in the 100Hz region that I
quality of fit'n'finish is outstanding.
was unable to eliminate by varying
speaker position. (The suckout was
Setup
greater when the speakers were closer
When it came to setting up the Trantogether.) The Revelation Three had a
scendence Fives, it was déjà vu all over
similar suckout in my room, but John
again. The ever-affable Casey McKee,
Hales' sales and marketing manager at Atkinson's measurements showed no
that time, came by for avisit to help set problem in the 100Hz region, so I
up the speakers and make sure that would assume that the suckout observed
with the Transcendence Five similarly
everything was working properly. He
spent an afternoon listening, measuring represents a room interaction. (The
Dunlavy SC-IV/A, set up in much the
distances, moving the speakers around,
same position, did not have this sort of
and checking toc-in with my Checksuckout; but the Dunlavy, with its overpoint P-770 laser alignment tool, until
and-under symmetrical positioning of
he finally announced that he was satistwo woofers, loads the room differently
fied with the setup.
than speakers with asingle woofer like
As in Casey's setup of the Revelation
the Transcendence Five.) Ican't say that
Threes, the speakers' included angle
Iwas aware of any suckout as such in
from the listening position was narrower
than my standard setup, but Ithought I normal listening, which may reflect the
general rule that valleys in the frequency
could get used to it. And Itried; Ireally
response are less audible than peaks.
did. However, Ieventually came to feel
Late in the listening period, I
that, just as with the Revelation Threes,
received another pair of RoomLenses to
the narrow-angle setup did not produce

ifications, this unit has amagnesium
cone and is said to behave in ahighly
pistonic manner to produce high sound
levels with minimal distortion. (The
Transcendence Eight has the same
midrange and tweeter as the T5, but
uses two aluminum-cone woofers.)
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"In my 20 years of involvement in the audio hobby, Ican't think of another product that
has offered as much performance for as little money as the MG1.6QR Highly—very
highly recommended." *Brian Damkroger, Stereophile, January'99
Fl MAGAZINE

"...from the top of their line to their bottom, Maggies® are still the fairest
values in all the high end...the lightning transients, the superb dynamic
scaling, the remarkable spaciousness, the nearly world-class inner detail, the
single-driver coherence, and sheer presencing power--all of which the Maggie
1.6's have in abundance...in my opinion, that's what the 1.6's are--the best
sound you can buy for fifteen hundred dollars." *Jon Valin, Fl magazine, July, '98
ULTIMATE AUDIO MAGAZINE

"...the MG1.6's left an indelible impression and join Maggies own 3.5's...as
the steals of the speaker world. Uncannily balanced. Unlike similarly priced
speakers, there was no lack of dynamics or tendency toward leanness. And
their size and appearance shouldn't be ahindrance in most homes."
*Myles Astor, Editor, Ultimate Audio, Jan./Feb., '98

*Quotes reprinted with permission

MG1.6/QR -Winner 1998 Golden Ear Awards The Absolute Sound Magazine
1-800-474-1646- FAX 1-651-426-0441
Visit our website for special offers --www.magnepan.com

III MAGNEPAN

1645 Ninth Street, White Bear Lake, MN 55110

PLINIUS
INTRODUCES THE NEW 8150 INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER 150wpc
REMOTE CONTROL W/ PHONO STAGE. Here's what the Reviewers have to say...
"The Plinius seems to relish the challenge of reproducing such complex orchestral music as Tchaikovsky
Swan Lake, the crashing cymbals, their slow, airy decay floating out over an orchestra cranking at full tilt,
made me put down my notepad and enjoy the experience..."
"No doubt there are many fine integrated amps in the $1,500 to $3,000 price range. But the Plinius 8150 is
not simply an excellent example. It is an exceptional one in this class, and one that Ibelieve will set the
standard for some time. -Neil Çader -The Absolute Sound Issue 115, Dec. 1998
"Suffice it to say: if the elves went around one night puckishly substituting PUNK'S 8150s for separate
components, in many systems it would be adistinct improvement The 8150's presentation is emotionally
involving and non-fatiguing. The music takes on both fullness and detail. Even anon-hobbyist is likely to
agree that it is worth the money, and worth the incremental dollars over cheaper integrateds."
-John

Marks -The Absolute Sound Issue 115, Dec. 1998

'The [PLINIUS 8150 IIhave been listening to is nothing short of
amplifiers. It is arare component that can mak
-John Marks,
http://www.planethiftcom

stupend

+thff6n in integrated
FUNIUS 8150 surely did."

The PLINIUS 8150 has been selected by the TAS staff sis arecipient of a
prestigious Golden Ear Award. The Best of 1998. All PUNIUS products have a10 year warranty
North American distributor ADVANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES

Dealer inquiries welcome

5550 South Garnett, Ste. 200 •Tulsa, Oh 74 146 •(918) 6 10-1296
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Transcendence
supplement the three already in position. These were placed to form amore
extended "wing" next to each speaker,
each new RoomLens offset just behind
the plane of the one already in place.
The addition of the extra pair of RoomLenses resulted in asignificantly wider
soundstage, greater bass extension, and
an even more "airy" sound. It had no
effect on the midbass suckout.
Sound
The Transcendence Fives arrived just
after Ifinished the review of the Cary
Audio CAD-572SE single-ended triode
amplifiers (Stereophile, December 1998),
so it was natural to try them together.
The combination proved less than ideal.
The sound was pleasant enough: very
smooth with no trace of harshness —
but abit too mellow, with restricted
dynamics, and bass that was much

Five

weaker than what Iknew the speaker to
be capable of. A pair of Bryston 7B-ST
monoblocks, used in the parallel mode,
provided amuch more suitable match;
the sound was then taut and dynamic
without becoming hard or clinical, with
excellently controlled low bass. (A
recent production pair of these amplifiers sounds even better.) The Sonic
Frontiers Power 2was another excellent
combination, a bit more "tubey" in
character (as expected).
The starting point for loudspeaker
performance has to be midrange quality.
If the midrange is good, the speaker's
other attributes can increase the overall
level of attainment; but if the midrange
is peaky, uneven, too laid-back, or too
forward, it's like having abuilding with
amajor structural fault, or an orchestra
with abad string section.
In designing the Transcendence Five,

Hales most assuredly got the midrange
right: it has asmooth, relaxed, tonally
neutral quality that is crisp when that's
called for, and highly resolving of musically relevant detail. That magnesiumcone midrange driver is awinner! I
could hear no metallic colorations, nor
any peakiness at the top of the driver's
passband —a reported characteristic of
this type of driver that the crossover
obviously has well under control. And,
in case you were wondering, good
string sections of orchestras sounded
very good indeed, with much the same
silkiness these instruments have in real
life. Voices, male and female, had avery
natural quality, with plenty of presence
but without sibilant emphasis. The integration with the tweeter sounded seamless, with tremendous coherence from
the midrange up to beyond audibility.
Coloration due to cabinet resonances

680Hz, and the phase angle is also
extreme —it reaches —49° at 385Hz, a
frequency where the magnitude is only
3.5 ohms. I'm not surprised that RD
found he needed the beefy Bryston
amplifier to drive these speakers.
Note the small wrinkle in the impedance traces around 170Hz in fig.1. This is
due to arelatively mild cabinet resonance —as can be seen in fig2, awaterfall plot calculated from the output of a
simple plastic-tape accelerometer fastened to one of the Five's side panels, 12"
from the base. This mode was present at
alow level on the front baffle but was
much stronger on the speaker's rear
panel, and is joined by astrong mode at
150Hz. The fact that this panel faces
away from the listener will work against
its audibility.

The woofer crosses over at around
400Hz to the midrange, which in turn
hands over to the tweeter at around
3kHz. The Transcendence Five's overall response, averaged across a30° horizontal window on the tweeter axis and
spliced to the nearfield woofer response, is shown in fig.3. It is impressively flat in the midrange and treble. A
very slight swayback can be seen in the
presence region, but all things being
equal, this should not be heard as alack
of impact. RD did note the "air" in the
T5's character compared with the
Dunlavy, and this might be associated
with the slight boost in the high treble
(though the speaker's HF dispersion
will also contribute to this perception).
The ultrasonic tweeter resonance is
very high in level, but this should not
be afactor in bandwidth-limited CD
playback. But play LPs with an MC cartridge having aresonance in the same

Measurements

T

he Hales' sensitivity was only modcrate, at an estimated 85dB(B)/
2.83V/m. However, its impedance plot
(fig.1) indicates it to be ademanding
load, especially in the middle of the
midrange. There the magnitude dips
below 2 ohms between 440Hz and
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Fig.1

Hales Transcendence Five, electrical
impedance (solid) and phase (dashed).
(2 ohms/vertical div.)
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- - - - - -- Fig.2 Hales Transcendence Five, cumulative spectral-decay plot of accelerometer output fastened to
side wall 12" from base. (MLS driving voltage to speaker, 7.55V; measurement bandwidth, 2kHz.)
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Hales Transcendence Five, anechoic
response on tweeter axis at 50", averaged
across 30° horizontal window and corrected
for microphone response, with the nearfield
woofer response plotted below 300Hz.
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Five

seemed to be at avery low level.
One of my finds of 1998 is Christiane
Noll: A Broadway Love Story (Varèse Sarabande VSD 5956). Noll is an up-andcoming musical theater performer —
she was in the Broadway cast of Jekyll
and Hyde', and is the singing voice of
Anna in the new cartoon version of The
King and I. Hers is aspecial voice, with a
unique timbre and wide range, and she
sings with areal sense of involvement.
The technical quality of the recording is
unlikely to give engineers at Chesky or
Dorian sleepless nights, but it does capture the beauty of Noll's voice, and the
Transcendence Five communicated every
nuance, expression, and variation in vocal
color. When she sings the ascending
phrase "Happiness comes in on tiptoe"
(in "A Quiet Thing"), there is only the
voice floating in mid-air, with no sense
that the sound is actually being produced

by bits of metal, rubber, and plastic.
The soundstage thrown by the Transcendence Fives (aided and abetted by
the two pairs of RoomLenses beside

was listening to was real, not areproduction. Imaging within the soundfield
was excellent, with a lot of threedimensionality to the images.
The Transcendence Five's dynamic
behavior was similarly exemplary, espeThe Transcendence
cially in the delineation of fine dynamic
shadings, such as Robert Silverman's
Five's dynamic behavior
subtle control of dynamics in his
recording of Liszt piano works (Stereowas exemplary,
phile STPH008-2). At the top end of
especially in the
the dynamic envelope (within reason),
the Transcendence Five was able to credelineation of fine
ate abig sound without evidence of
strain or distortion.
dynamic shadings.
Transient quickness proved to be
another of the Transcendence Five's
each speaker) extended well beyond the
strong suits. Plucked instruments, like
boundaries of the room, both laterally
guitars, and percussion with alot of
and in depth. The sound was quite
upper-treble energy had alot of "surdetached from the speakers, making it prisingness," with no apparent smearing
easier to sustain the illusion that what I of their transient onset.

Measurements
region as the T5's tweeter peak and you
might notice some intermodulation.

The T5's low-frequency behavior
seemed to be aperfectly competent

dB
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0.00

sealed-box alignment tuned to 29Hz,
exactly as specified —29Hz is therefore
the —6dB point compared with the level
at 100Hz. There seems no reason,
therefore, for the problem RD had with
the bass quality. It could well be that the
new attic trapdoor in his listening room
is afactor, but at low frequencies, most
things short of solid masonry are equally
transparent. In this respect, awooden
trapdoor is not going to be too different
from the original Sheetrock.
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Fig.4 Hales Transcendence Five, lateral response family at 50", normalized to response on tweeter axis,
from back to front: differences in response 90°-5° off-axis, reference response, differences in
response 5*-90° off-axis.
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Fig .6 Hales Transcendence Five, impulse
response on tweeter axis at 50" (5ms
time window, 30kHz bandwidth).
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Fig.5 Hales Transcendence Five, vertical response family at 50", from back to front: differences in
response 15°-5° above HF axis, reference response, differences in response 5°-10° below HF axis.
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Hales Transcendence Five, step response
on tweeter axis at 50" (5ms time window,
30kHz bandwidth).
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If there's an area where the Transcendence Five's performance was at all
disappointing, it was the bass. This was
asurprise for me, because the Transcendence Five uses the same woofer as
the Revelation Three, and Ithought
the Revelation Three's bass response
was one of its strengths. The Transcendence Five's bass extension was about
the same as the Revelation Three's,
reaching the low 30Hz region with
agreeable tightness and firmness — but
it seemed abit "slower" and not as
clear and highly resolved as the rest of
the range. The bass drum at the climactic conclusion of the first part of Russian
Sailors' Dance (Beachcomber: Encores for
Band, Reference RR-62CD) came
across as not quite integrated into the
sonic fabric, or as if the percussionist's
timing had been slightly off—and, having listened to this piece many times, I

The speaker's horizontal dispersion is shown in fig.4, with the offaxis curves normalized to the onaxis response. The cursor shows a
slight flare at the bottom of the
tweeter's passband, which will compensate for the slight on-axis depression in this region. Otherwise, the
off-axis radiation is well controlled,
indicating well-defined, stable stereo
imaging. Vertically (fig.5), the use of
fourth-order crossover filters results
in very little change in the speaker's
balance with height. Only astanding
listener will notice asuckout at the
upper crossover frequency. The
tweeter axis is an optimal 35" from
the floor, pretty much the average

know that this is not the recording.
Istill wouldn't want to rule out that
what Iwas hearing was aproblematic
interaction with the room, but Isuspect
that's not the entire answer. One explanation, perhaps too simplistic, may be
that the polypropylene woofer has trouble keeping up with the quickness and
resolution of the magnesium-cone
midrange, and its inherent character is
better matched to the Revelation
Three's polypropylene midrange. Inote
that the top-of-the-line Transcendence
Eight uses two aluminum-cone woofers; although the Transcendence Five's
bass performance is quite acceptable, I
can't help wondering how much better
it would be with one of the Transcendence Eight's woofers.
Comparisons
Although audiophiles often like to

height of aseated person's ears.
The Transcendence Five's impulse
response (fig.6) is typical of aspeaker
using high-order crossover filters and
is overlaid by the ringing of the tweeter. The step response (fig.7) indicates
that the tweeter, midrange unit, and
woofer are all connected with the correct positive acoustic polarity, but that
the speaker is not time-coherent.
Finally, the Five's cumulative spectral-decay or waterfall plot (fig.8) is
superbly free from resonance-induced
ridges — other than the tweeter's
ultrasonic mode, of course. Overall,
this superb measured performance
indicates excellent engineering.
—John Atkinson

"STEREOPHILE
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Fig.8 Hales Transcendence Five, cumulative spectral-decay plot at se (0.15ms risetime).
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Transcendence
claim that our standard of comparison is
live music, the fact is that it's hard to get
apiano or ajazz trio, let alone asymphony orchestra or rock band, into alistening room for comparison purposes.
What we really mean by this conceit is
that we try to remember what live music
sounds like in aconcert hall; our actual
comparisons arc with other soundreproduction equipment.
The last two speakers Ihad for evaluation were the Hales Revelation Three
($2195/pair) and the Dunlavy SC-IV/A
($7995/pair). Talk about hard acts to
follow! In my book, the Revelation
Three sets the standard in the $2000—
$3000 range, inviting comparisons at
double the price. The $7995 SC-IV/A
is Dunlavy's spectacular successor to the
speaker that was Stereophile's Speaker of
the Year and Component of the Year in
1994. The SC-IV/A is my reference
standard for providing Class A performance at areasonable price.
By the time Iwas listening to the
Transcendence Five, Ino longer had the
Revelation Three review samples, so I
was not able to make A/B comparisons.
But my experience with these speakers
is fairly extensive, so Ifeel reasonably
comfortable commenting on their similarities and differences. And, as might be
expected given the consistency of design
approach, the similarities are greater
than the differences. Both speakers have
afundamentally neutral tonal balance,
an open, easy, unstrained quality, and
both are able to project awide, deep
soundstage with very good imaging.
However, the Transcendence Five's
resolution in the midrange and treble
was superior, and the highs were
smoother. The treble superiority was
particularly apparent at high levels,
where the R3's tweeter occasionally
evinces abit of sizzle. There is no difference worth mentioning in bottom-end
extension, but, as noted earlier, Ifelt that
the Transcendence Five/Revelation
Three woofer didn't seem to fully
match the quickness and resolution of
the Transcendence Five midrange.
A pair of Dunlavy SC-IV/As costs
$2000 more than apair of Transcendence Fives, so perhaps it's not fair to
compare them — but who said life is
fair? Once again, both speakers offer a
neutral tonal balance and can be generally described as low-coloration designs,
but they definitely don't sound the
same. The Transcendence Five was abit
more laid-back and forgiving, with a
slightly sweeter presentation, and even
less grain through the upper midrange
and treble. This may or may not be
Stereophile, June 1999

Five

more "accurate" —I'm not about to go
down that particular road.
The Transcendence Five had amore
"airy" sound, and its tonal balance
changed less with listener position. The
SC-IV/A's bass performance was quite
superior, going down to the 20Hz area,
and there was better integration of the
bass with the rest of the range. The Tran-

Conclusion
With its tonal neutrality, timbral accuracy, high-resolution midrange and treble,
expansive soundstage, precise imaging,
crisp dynamics, and attractive appearance, the Transcendence Five is an outstanding example of the science and art
of loudspeaker design. Is it the speaker
for pm? Well, any price-conscious person
considering the Transcendence Five
should also listen to the Hales Revelation
The Transcendence Fives'
Three. The Transcendence Five is overall
abetter speaker, but it's not better in
imaging was excellent,
every respect (I prefer the Revelation
Three's bass-to-midrange transition), and
but the SC-IV/As'
it costs nearly three times as much.
was better still.
Assuming you can handle its price and
size, there's the $7995 Dunlavy SCIV/A, which provides greater bass extenscendence Fives' imaging was excellent,
sion and an even more sharply focused
but the SC-IV/As' was better still, providing sharper delineation of images
image. And if you don't find $10k too
within the soundstage (at the cost of a daunting, then by all means consider the
Hales Transcendence Eight, which
more limited optimum listening area).
sounded most impressive in several sysThe speakers were pretty much even in
tems at the 1999 CES.
dynamics, except when the program
Or, having listened to these and other
material had alot of bass content, at
contenders, you may decide that the
which times the SC-IV/A pulled ahead.
speaker that provides the best balance
The SC-IV/A is amuch taller and heavier speaker (6', 180 lbs) that visually dombetween price and performance is the
Transcendence Five. If you do, you
inates most rooms; the Transcendence
won't get an argument from me.
Five is more decor-friendly.
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Coincident Speaker Technology
Super Conquest Series II loudspeaker

U

sually, Ireview a component
after it has impressed me at a
show or in astore. Though this
approach reduces the possibility of abad
review — Ipre-select based on real experience —it does not minimize the possibility of disappointment. This makes me
asort of stand-in for the consumer who
would like to take something home for a
real shakeout, and only then decide to
buy it or send it back.
This case was different. Ihad no
knowledge of Coincident Speaker Technology until Wes Phillips called to ask
me to consider reviewing the Super
Conquest Series II. Some time back, it
seems, he had reviewed an earlier, quite
different Coincident product — the disappointing Troubador, in January and
February 1996, Vol.19 Nos.1 & 2— and
Wes hoped that Icould approach the
Super Conquest with fresh ears and an
open mind. Okay, I'd take acrack at it.
Not only that, Iwouldn't go back to read
the reviews of the earlier CST product
until I'd formed my own opinions.
Aside from the Super Conquest's
quoted high sensitivity, there seemed to
be nothing unusual about the speaker.
But after noting the Roman numeral
"II" appended to the serial numbers, I
learned that there had been an earlier
version of the Super Conquest. Series II
speakers can be distinguished by the
proprietary titanium-dome tweeter,
Coincident Super Conquest Series II loudspeaker
sealed midrange subenclosure, and mirror-imaged, side-firing woofers. Dehigher-order woofer rolloff because
In addition, Series II employs splinesigner Israel Blume asserts that the "oilthe woofer's directional high frequen- joint cabinet construction for increased
can" resonance of Coincident's dome is
cies arc aimed away from the listener.
rigidity and stiffitess.
well above the audible frequency band,
and its low-frequency resonance is a
very low 750Hz. The latter allows for
Description: Three-way, floorstandFinish: cherry.
implementation of afirst-order crossing dynamic loudspeaker. DriveSerial numbers of units reviewed:
over with the midrange unit.
units: 1" titanium-dome tweeter, 5"
509311, 509411.
The advantages claimed for the
polypropylene-cone midrange, 10"
Price: $2295/pair-S2495/pair, demidrange subenclosure include isolaplastic-cone woofer. Crossover frepending on finish. Approximate
tion from the woofer's air turbulence
quencies: 300Hz, 3kHz. Frequency
number of dealers: 8.
and the acoustic rolloff of frequencies
range: 26Hz-35kHz (no limits
Manufacturer: Coincident Speaker
below 200Hz, eliminating the need for
given). Nominal impedance: 8ohms
Technology, 51 Miriam Circle, Richa large high-pass capacitor in series
(7 ohms minimum). Sensitivity:
mond Hill, Ontario L4B 2P8, Canada.
with the midrange driver. Blume also
92dB/W/lm. Recommended ampliTel: (905) 886-6728. Fax: (905) 886maintains that the side-firing woofers
fication: 7-250W
2627. E-mail: coincid@ican.net .
Web:
allow flexibility in room loading, miniDimensions: 38" H by 10.5" W by
home.ican.net/- coincid/cstl.htm
mize interference between the mid11" D. Weight: 61 lbs. each.
range and bass drivers, and simulate a
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Arrival and setup
On slipping the Super Conquests out of
their shipping cartons, Iwas very pleasantly surprised by their nice finish,
graceful shape, and maneuverability.
Satin cherry veneer covers all visible
surfaces. The 1" titanium-dome tweeter and 5" polypropylene-cone midrange, both mounted high on the front

surface, are covered by asmall fabric
grille with Velcro fixings. The 10"
woofer is surface-mounted to the side
about athird of the way up, and there's
a2"-diameter port on the back. Just
below this vent, a small identifying
panel bears apair of gold-plated multiway connectors. The underside has
threaded inserts for the adjustable

spikes, which Ifound to be absolutely
necessary on my carpet.
That's it: no controls, no multiamping/multi-wiring, and, surprisingly, no cover or protection for the
woofer cone. On the other hand, the
Super Conquest shows subtle evidence of responsible design: nicely
chamfered front-panel edges, close

due to cabinet resonances of various
kinds. Fig2 shows awaterfall plot calculated from the output of asimple plastic-tape accelerometer fastened to the
Super Conquest's front baffle just below
the nameplate. A very strong resonance
can be seen at 266Hz, with others visible at 380Hz and 435Hz. These very
lively resonant modes could be detected
on all the cabinet surfaces; while predicting their subjective effects is difficult, Isuspect they have something to
do with ICR's problems with the speaker's transparency.
Fig.3 shows the Coincidenes frequency response on the tweeter axis at
50", spliced to the nearfield woofer and
port responses and their complex sum.
The response is significantly unflar, how
it affects the speaker's perceived character will depend on whether the listener's ears latch on to the three main peaks
or to the dips between them. The lack
of energy in the low treble will affect
both the listener's perception of dynamics —the speaker needing to be turned
for its sound to catch fire —and soundstage, which will be somewhat distant.
The midrange just below that region
might be heard as apeak, but from his
comments Igather that KR was much
more bothered by the lack of energy in

the lower midrange compared with the
regions to either side. Either way, the
lack of integration between woofer and
midrange needs to be addressed.
To investigate this further, Imeasured
the electrical drive signals at the three
unit's terminals. The result is shown in
fig.4. The rolloff slopes are all basically
first-order, 6dB/octave, but note the
absence of a high-pass filter on the
midrange unit. This unit therefore
extends down as far as permitted by its
subenclosure. A nearfield measurement
showed that the midrange driver actually extends to below 200Hz, its response
being 6dB down at 105Hz. This significant amount of overlap with the woofer
at the top of its passband is going to
make integrating the outputs of the two
drive-units difficult to achieve.
This lack of integration can be seen in
the lateral dispersion plot (fig.5). The

Measurements

D

espite its high specified sensitivity of
92dB/W/m, the Super Conquest
came in at an estimated 88.5dB(B)/
2.83V/m, which is still on the high side
of average. Its impedance (fig.1) ranges
between 4 and 9 ohms, with only a
moderate phase angle, implying it will
be arelatively easy load for an amplifier
to drive. The broad saddle at 26Hz in
the magnitude trace in the bass indicates
the tuning of the reflex port, which, all
things being equal, implies good lowfrequency extension.
As well as the step in the traces
around 25kHz, which will be due to the
metal-dome tweeter's oil-can resonance, slight wrinkles can be seen
between 200Hz and 400Hz. These arc

once° Canouffla • .ntrel ea.

• Pr.» Ise:V.1f .eç
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Fig.1

Coincident Super Conquest Series II,
electrical impedance (solid) and phase
(dashed). (2 ohms/vertical div.)

Fig.3 Coincident Super Conquest Series II,
anechoic response on tweeter axis at 50",
averaged across 3e horizontal window
and corrected for microphone response,
with the nearfield woofer and port
responses plotted below 300Hz.
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Fig.2 Coincident Super Conquest Series II, cumulative spectral-decay plot of accelerometer output fastened to front baffle below nameplate. (MIS driving voltage to speaker, 7.55V; measurement
bandwidth, 2kHz.)
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lat

Fig.4 Coincident Super Conquest Series II,
electrical crossover responses, measured at
the drive-unit terminals.
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Super
spacing of midrange and treble drivers,
and good physical stability, with or
without spikes.
The instructions are minimal. The
Super Conquests, toed-in about
15-20°, should be placed 1-3' from
side walls and 1-3' from the rear wall,
with 6-8' between them. Placing them
equidistant from the side and rear walls

is not recommended. The user is
advised to try different setups woofers facing inward, woofers facing
out -but is given little guidance as to
what to expect or listen for in deciding
between these options. Ibegan with
the speakers about 3' from the rear
wall, 2' from the sides, and with the
woofers facing each other.
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4.5 Coincident Super Conquest Series II, lateral response family at 50, normalized to response on
tweeter axis, from back to front: differences in response 90*-5* off-axis on woofer side, reference
response, differences in response 5*-90° off-axis on other side of woofer.
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Fig.6 Coincident Super Conquest Series II, vertical response family at 50", from back to front:
differences in response 15*-5* above HF axis, reference response, differences in response
5'-10° below HF axis.
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Initial impressions
Wrong. Something was very wrong. All
the balance was shifted to the left, with
no semblance of imaging. Why? One
tweeter was out.
With Israel Blume's phone support
and guidance Iunbolted the dead tweeter, found that it had become disconnected
from one of its leads, and fixed it with a

differences in response compared with
fig3 on the woofer side of the enclosure
are shown to the rear of the graph, those
on the side opposite the woofer to the
front of the graph. In fact, the upperrange lack of energy becomes accentuated to the speaker's sides, while the
lower-range lack starts to fill in to the
sides. 'The result will be aspeaker that is
very sensitive to small changes in setup
and location. But the off-axis behavior is
well controlled higher in frequency,
confirming stable imaging (at least in
the tweeter's passband).
Vertically (fig.6), the problem in the
midrange/tweeter crossover region
worsens below the tweeter axis (which
is 35" from the ground), but improves at
more than 10° above that axis. This suggests that the tweeter's electrical polarity
might be wrong for use with afirstorder crossover.
In the time domain, the Super Conquest's step response (4.7) indicates
that the tweeter is connected in the
same positive polarity as the midrange
unit and woofer. The cumulative spectral-decay plot (fig.8) is clean, but the
resurgence of energy in the upper
crossover region, following the initial
suckout in this region, again suggests
that the tweeter might work better with
its polarity inverted.
Some aspects of the Super Conquest's
measured performance arc fine, but in
several arcas Ifeel there is more to be
gleaned from the speaker's obviously
good ingredients.
-John Atkinson
1111111
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10000.0

Fig.7Coincident Super Conquest Series II, step
response on tweeter axis at 50" (5ms time
window, 30kHz bandwidth).
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Award-Winning
Five Gold Star CD Player:
Musical Fidelity X-Ray
Experience your CDs in awhole new light. Don't just
play them, X-Ray them with Musical Fidelity's new 24-

Inside the gracefully styled cylindrical metal chassis,
the X-Ray boasts an advanced Sony laser transport and a

bit X-Ray CD player. This aptly named innovation is
incredibly transparent, revealing every last angstrom
of musical detail.

state-of-the-art Burr-Brown PCM1716 24-bit processor.
The internal circuit offers remarkable 0.0025% total harmonic distortion and unbelievable 140 dB dynamic range.

What Hi-Fi?'s "Supertest" Verdict

Both coaxial and Toslink digital outputs are included
along with afull-featured remote.

Once each year editors of England's What Hi-Fi? magazine put their brains (and ears) together to decide which
CD player is the overall best value. This year's winner?
Musical Fidelity's exceptional X-Ray.

Summary: Don't Let The Money Burn
"This is aplayer that does music—it's as simple as
that —and does it across ahuge range of genres and
in awide variety of systems," raves What Hi-Fi? "It's

Outstanding X-RAY

also superbly built and we love the looks: if we had

The X-Ray stood out—both visually and sonically—from
the rest. "There's no restraint or softness in the way the
X-Ray plays music—instead you get the kind of insight
that ensures the machine lives up to its name—but at
the same time theres' never that apprehension that it's
all about to go horribly wrong. The music pours forth

($1,300) burning awhole in the corporate pocket,
this is the player with which we'd be going home."

in ahighly addictive manner," reported What Hi-Fi? s'
editors in February 1999.
`What the X-Ray has, in keeping with its oh-so-apt
name, are fabulously naked, Zeiss-inspired transparency,
the sort of detail retrieval which would make aHornsby
collector swoon, and top-to-bottom consistency which
means I'm making the X-Ray my sub-$1,700 reference,"

Order X-Ray With No Risk!
You won't find the X-Ray in any store in the US, but
it's very easy to get one. Call toll-free (800) 942-0220 and
tell us you want to "x-ray" your CDs. We'll send you the
amazing X-Ray for only $1,295 plus $19.95 shipping in
the US.
If you're not thrilled by the ultra-revealing sound of the
X-Ray, let us know within 30 days and you can return the
X-Ray for afull refund of the purchase price.

adds the bowled-over Ken Kessler in Hi-Fi News &
Record Review, October 1998.

!re!
AUDIO
ADVISOUgi

Audio Advisor, Inc. 4717A Broadmoor SE Kentwood, MI 49512
Phone (616) 975-6100 (800) 942-0220 •FAX (616) 975-6111 •www.audioadvisor.com
e AA, AUDIO ADVISOR, and design are registered trademarks of Audio Advisor, Inc.

Audio Advisor
is the exclusive US
distributor for
Musical Fidelity
products.

Super
swipe of my soldering iron. (The wiring
has been modified on current production;
this problem should not recur.)
I'd just dispatched the Genesis 500s
from my system. But even though Iwas
making mental accommodation for the
two speakers' differences in size and price,
the Super Conquests sounded murky and
diffuse, regardless of the amp used to
power them. I tried moving them
around, hoping to find a"sweet spot"
where the speakers would just come
alive. Patience ebbing, Iswapped them so
that the woofers now faced out, and
decreased the toe-in to about 10°. (My
usual listening distance is more than 12%)
Idon't think I've ever heard abetter
demonstration of the importance of
positioning and aiming than with the
Super Conquests. All of a sudden,
things jelled. The tonal balance from the
lower midrange to the extreme treble
was now smooth and well integrated,
and the soundstage was huge and structured. One of the most significant tests
of speaker performance is whether the
system can create asoundstage that has
width and depth, but that is not focused
in any way on the drivers or enclosures.
To accomplish this disappearing act, the
drivers' responses must be balanced and
their in-mom spatial characteristics well
controlled. A few speakers have done
this in my listening room: the EOS Signatures most consistently, the Genesis
500s usually, the Apogee Duettas often.
The Super Conquests did it too.

Associated Equipment
Analog source: Heybrook TT2
turntable, Rega RB300 tonearm,
Koetsu Black/Gold cartridge.
Digital sources: California Audio
Labs CL-20 DVD/CD player,
Burmester 970/969 CD transport/DAC.
Preamplifiers: Klyne 6L33P, ZSystems FtDP-1.
Power amplifiers: Bryston 7BST monoblocks, McCormack
DNA-1 (before and after Steve
McCormadc's mods), Sonic Frontiers Power-2.
Subwoofer: Canton AS-22 (selfpowered).
Cables: Interconnects: Cardas
Cross and Golden Cross, Straight
Wire Virtuoso JPS Superconductor Super-2 Balanced. Speaker
Cables: Straight Wire Maestro.
—1Calnian Rubinson

Stereophile, June 1999

Despite this talent, the Super Conquest lacked the exquisite dissection of
detail and microdynamics of the multi$k speakers listed above. When Iwas
not being analytical, the Super Conquest
delivered up the music sympathetically
and unaggressively. Yet when Iturned
my attention to the sound per se, Igot
the impression of reticence at the

While the Super Conquest
was reasonably clear, it
never gave me ashiver
of delight. Concomitantly,
there was no unnatural
highlighting or brightness.
extremes of treble and bass. Now, Idon't
listen to demo stuff like Harold Farberman's Peraission Fantasia (First Impression
Music FIMCD017) for the music, but to
get athrill or two from the crystalline
sparkle of the instruments. While the
Super Conquest was reasonably clear, it
never gave me ashiver of delight.
Concomitantly, there was no unnatural highlighting or brightness. Listening
to Ry Cooder's Buena Vista Social Club
LP (World Circuit/Nonesuch/Classic
RTH 79478), the Super Conquest conveyed all the nice details, from the sound
of finger on guitar string to the bizzz of
the muted trumpet, while voices and
piano were appropriately clear. Performers were arrayed around the room
behind the Super Conquests, and solidly
placed. In the last movement of Salonen's LAPO recording of Mahlees Symphony 4(Sony Classical SK 48380), the
Super Conquests placed Barbara Hendricks' voice alittle bit farther back than
with some speakers, but the voice was
pure and appropriately balanced with
the orchestra. On the other hand, the
dynamic bursts in the first movement of
this recording were more restrained than
expected. Overall, the Super Conquest
was just abit soft: the antithesis of hard
(good) and robust (not so good).
I tried the McCormack DNA-1
power amplifier, then the Sonic Frontiers Power-2, then — when it had been
returned from acomplete makeover by
Steve McCormack — the DNA-1 again.
But Ijust could not get agood, solid
whomp out of the Super Conquest. The
vacancy extended into the upper bass/
lower midrange, where it drained force

Conquest
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and depth from deep male voices. Baritone Thomas Hampson sounded too
much like tenor Jerry Hadley in their
big duet from Bizees The Pearl Fishers
(Teldec 73283). The brooding depths of
Leonard Cohen's "Everybody Knows"
(from I'm Your Man, Columbia CK
44191) were alittle shallow and lacked
menace. Feverish but unsuccessful
tweaking with the Z-Systems RDP-1
equalizer suggested that the problem
was not entirely in the amplitude
domain. The Super Conquest's nominal
woofer/mid crossover is at 300Hz, and
there is apanel resonance intentionally
situated at 350Hz (confirmed with the
knuckle-rap test). Moreover, the woofer
is on the lower side panel, far from and
aimed away from the midrange on the
upper front. Blume contends that this
arrangement minimizes interference
between the drivers, but it also conspires to make it difficult to deliver
smooth amplitude and phase responses
in the region of male voice fundamentals. What to do?
Sailing into port
As Isat down to translate these findings
into text, my PC flashed "YOU HAVE
MAIL!" It was Israel Blume with the
news that an improved, retrofittable
port design for the Super Conquest was
on the way. He said the new port "was
donc to tighten the bass of the speaker";
with it, "the low frequencies become
more seamlessly integrated with the
mids and highs." Is he psychic? Or was
it merely... Coincidental?
The old, 3" ports were glued in; Ihad
to unbolt the woofers and bang out the
old ports from the inside. After destroying
the old ones, it was easy to up the new,
ports into place. And, with the
woofers removed, Igot agood look at the
Super Conquest's innards: very solid construction with braced, asymmetric chambers for woofer and midrange; afew
robust, high-quality crossover elements;
and substantial hex-socket machine
screws to secure the drivers. Well done.
The new port did not affect the Super
Conquest's good performance in the
upper-midrange and treble regions, but
it certainly got the woofer to fill in the
upper bass. Low male voices were now
as well-balanced as the female ones had
been, and Thomas Hampson and
Leonard Cohen were resolutely macho.
Lower bass, too, was more full, tight,
and better defined. With the new ports,
the once-flaccid Super Conquest now
had some muscle tone, and was now
thoroughly enjoyable on awide range
of music. Returning to Buena Vista Social
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HARDWARE & ACCESSORIES SWE•fil
BEST PRODUCTS! BEST PRICE!
BEST SERVICE! GUARANTEED!!

MANY LIMITED
TIME OFFERS!!
ACT NOW!!

•11,

A Sampling of the Latest & Greatest Hardware & Accessories For Summer 99
$449.99

$499.99 with

I _____

"Blacknite"

Harmonic Recovery System
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ae
L,
Trade SCALL
Trade SCALL
Trade SCALL
Trade SCALL

THE GLIDER
Factory

Authorized
Trade-in Sale!
$CALL
$750 Or
Benz/Aestbetix Cartridge Demagnetizer
GILL -With Trade
"Everyone who's into analog is sm ym

Improves
Dynamics!

Restores
Harmonics!
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Available
he Glider Neva, Sounded Su Good for So Little)
This is akiller cartridge. ...more lifelike.
more holographic. more involving.... more musical.
...the Glider is way recommended." Lamar Bottrnell. Sterrophilr. Aug. Vb. 901.19 I/O

30 Day Money Back Guarantee!
"'
Price
Restores harmonics & impnwes dynamics of any stereo/home theater system.
HRS makes your CD's sound better than ever by providing ahigher level of
focus, timbre, texture & dimension. Installs easily between your CD player or BASIS Turntables & Accessories
Preamp & your system. Experience what the reviewers are raving about.
Models 1400, 2000 thru 2800 and Debut.
The sound was richer, fuller. more dynamic. The soundstage was wider &
Available with Rega RB250, 300, 900 and
deeper -more dimesional. I'm keeping the HRS & have asecond unit on order.'
Graham 2.0 Tonearms. Package prices are
Sam Tellig, Stereophile. Aug.98, Vol. 21 #8
Mode11400
available for all models!
$Call
"It adds alevel of vibrancy 8t substance to the music that is completely intoxicating
Sound Stage Magazine... .1111V '98
"It unlocks the music! Favorite recordings sound like new-found treasures!"
HW-1 91R Turntable w/ Audioquest PT-6 Arm'. SColl
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Quietline Noise Filters, Powerline Foundation 1, 2 & 3 Power Filters:

SCALL

"I's euried better tables. arms, cartridges, preempt, rattles. and isolation
scheme, ...none hare rive giren me ihe kinds of impros vinylnt', in noise
reduction. elarits.and elimination of mid-lietrehle ringing that these recordcleaning machines liare....lf sau listen to records, snu nerd arecord-clean4ZECORD CARE PRODUCTS, ing machine. Period." -Corry Grernbrnr. Merronhile..1fay '94, Vol.1715
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MODEL 1.5F1 - Auto Mad application. scrubbing. & rotation. Vinyl Woodgrain Cabinet
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Record Brush,Voc or Capstan Kit:
$14.99 Purifier 2 Cleaning FluidT6or..
$15.99
Dust Covers:
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CD Clarifier:

audiotruth & audioquest cables!
Interconnects Jade, Turquoise, Topoz, Ruby, Quartz, Opal, Emerald, Lapis & Diomond .. $CALL
Speaker Cables Type 2,4,6,Indigo,Crystal,Midnight,Forest,Argent,Clear,Sterling,Dragon $CALL
Emerald X4 Tonearrn Cable:
$129.99 Pro Tonearrn Coble:
$CALL
$7-99
PT-6, PT-7 & PT-8 Toneorms
SCall Binding Post Wrench
UllroConned 2: (w/cleaners) Ultra-high•purity contact cleaner No residue
$29.99
Record Brush: Anti-stat Carbon Fiber
$14.99
RF Stoppers: RF & Digital Noise Filter (set of four).
Juniors: $31.99
Seniors: $49.99
Loser Guide, Optical Clarifier/Cleaner -'Improves CD sound!'
$26.99
Sorbothone Little Feet IPock of 4)
$32.99 Sorbothane Big Feet: (Pock of 4)
$49.99

Creek Phono Stages: OBH-8/8SE and
Purist Audio System Enhancer Disc

OBH-9

$Call

NOW ONLY $129.99

The ultimate burn-in and detnattnetizatiors Disc! leMle..iin)
GrUV•Glide
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RECORD SLEEVES
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OUTER

$20/100 JPN Revealable

$30/100

ORDER TOLL FREE:
1-800-782-3472

1022 ROLLING BARREL Ro.
PENDLETON, IN 46064

ORDER BY FAX (765) 778-2669
E-MAIL: ElusDisc@aol.com
WEB: www.elusivedisc.com
FOR INFO (765) 778-2715

ANALOG SALE!!!

•Add Sumiko Blue Pt. Special' SColl
FREE erpert
•Add Benz-Micro Glider" .SColl
cartridge installation
Add The LIFT 8, get it installed for FREE'
teq ,, °,1
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Please ark ()boot our Pockoge Prices For ALL

VPI Turntable Mode'.

TURNTABLES:
KW-19 JUNIOR -A totally dead-solid acrylic planer, precision machined for direct
coupling to records, with reflex clomp and dustcover.
Fully Upgrodeoble to HW-19 Mork Ill ($599) /KW-19 Mark IV ($1199)
1419-19 MARK Ill -Stainless steel chassis, acrylic motor & ormboard, black acrylic
10Ib planer and spring suspension
KW-19 MARK IV -TNT bearing & spindle assembly. 20 lb black acrylic plotter.

SCALL
SCALL

SCALL
ARIES -Near TNT performance in an HW-19 size! Requires only a 22' x 16' space,
Features TNT 3/4 planer, bearing & motor. Beautiful black acrylic finish! Upgradable! .SCALL
TNT JUNIOR -Huge sound stage is balanced by a solidity only available from super
tables. Now affordable to a larger audience. 21 lb. Stainless steel motor assembly
elegge0
TNT SERIES 3 Li 4 -The ultimate in turntable technology. Analog product

of 1997

SCALL
SCALL

TONEARJAS:
THE JMW MEMORIAL -VPI has designed an all-out affordable
tonearm reference that is extraordinary in its ability to extract information from an LP's grooves. Soundstage is wide & deep with air &
separation between instruments. Feeling of solidity of images & top
to bottom coherency is unmatched. Also available in 12' version fo,
TNT 5-stor roted in TAS issue 106!

SCALL
SPECIAL LIMITED TIME SALE!
UP TO SO% OFF JMW TONEARM!

CLEANING MACHINES: eutell
"...Moe/Mind the 11W-16.5 to be an 0111.11 ttttt ling
pinformee The record surfaces are microscopically clean & are so pristine hut look new!" -Amin, Magazine

KW-16,5 -$Call!!!
110 or 220volt
Semi-Automatic
Ltd. Time Offer!!!

Features:
‘1111611111,1 liquid pump: Applies
liquid and scrubs rreonl al same rime:
&recta ttttt cleaning: pushbutton controls; "The
111,11dellIte record Cleaner On 1111' Mina!"

KW-17F -$Call!!!
KW-17F 220v -SCall
Fully automatic, Bidirectional cleaning!!
Cooling fan

ACCESSORIES:

1 Ltd. Time Offer!!! 1

POWER LINE CONDITIONER -Speed controller and power filter GREAT UPGRAIXII
$399.99
SYNCHRONOUS DRIVE SYSTEM -New flagship speed controller and power filter .
Kali
HW 19 STAND ALONE MOTOR
SCALL SMBE DISC -Set turntable speed
.$17.99
CARTRIDGE ALIGNMENT GAUGE$14.99 CROSS CHECK LEVEL(Newl) $9.99

SUM1KO

umweds and styli het longer

!hi( -1111t1
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CARTRIDGE & TURNTABLE

CARTRIDGES:
Blue Point Special Cartridge
Blue Point Cartridge

z
VISA

"ALL In-Stock orders shipped in 24 hrs!"

TURNTABLES:
KALI. Pro-Ject 6.1 Turntable
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Super
Club, Icould now follow bass lines easily, and distinguish the various drums by
tonality as well as by position. Macrodynamics and tonal balance were significantly improved, although I'd still characterize the Super Conquest as somewhat on the warm side of neutral.
This is not to say that the Super Conquest is the best thing since sliced bread.
Their superb spatial presentation placed
performers in avirtual extension of the
listening room, but didn't convey alot
about the acoustic space in which they'd
been recorded. Midrange transparency
and grain were acceptable but unremarkable. The Super Conquest is fairly
efficient; Idrove my pair pretty hard
with Reference Recordings' Exotic
Dances from the Opera (RR-71CD), to
which they responded without complaint, unleashing ahuge orchestral torrent. However, the big bass drums were
still abit woolly; Ihad to play the speakers much louder than expected to get
sufficient visceral impact. Some might
describe this as acase of "slow" bass;
due, Isuspect, to residual problems with
the woofer/midrange transition. On the
other hand, bass quantity and extension
per se were fairly impressive with organ
pedals and string bass.

Happy with the Super Conquest
except for its bass, Ithought it might
appreciate alittle low-end goose from
asubwoofer. Ileft the Coincidents to
run full-range, and rolled in the littlest
Canton powered sub, the AS 22
($595), from 75Hz down. That was
the finishing touch, for everything
from Bernstein's Mahler 6 to Eddy
Grant's electric bass! Large, complex
ensembles such as my pet sonic spectacle, the Willow soundtrack (Virgin
90939-2), were impressive in size and
weight. The Super Conquests' excellent imaging was now supported by
an appropriately solid bass foundation.
Conclusions
I'd almost finished this review before
receiving the new port; had Ibeen
swifter, I'd have described the Super
Conquest Series II as substantially
flawed. Sure, a pair of them could
throw asoundstage that Icould walk
into, but the speaker's restricted
dynamics, limited transparency, and
poor bass would have precluded arecommendation. Fortunately, Israel
Blume seems to have gotten things
right in the end. The new port is essential; those who already own Series II

MCD500 CD Player
MP100 Pre Amp
MA120 Power Amp
Distributed hi

wrenee Paquette Drive, Champlain, NY 12919
(514) 631-6448 •Fax (514) 631-1212
.artech-eleetronies.com
-eleetrnnics.com
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Conquest

Series

II

Super Conquests are advised to contact
their dealer about the revision.
My left brain states that the latest evolution of the Super Conquest is awiderange system capable of generating a
satisfying soundstage. It is easy to drive
and can play quite loudly. The Super
Conquest Series H has aslightly warm
tonal balance and somewhat limited
definition and slam in the bass. It may
not pound your chest with Telarc's bass
drum, but it will definitely reproduce it.
(For cheap thrills, add a sub or try
another hobby.)
My right brain says forget all that.
The Super Conquests will array awide,
deep soundstage in the virtual space
behind them. Instruments and voices
will live in that space and rarely draw
attention to the speakers themselves.
The speaker will reproduce the human
voice convincingly. For the two months
that the Super Conquests were in my
main system, their unassertive demeanor and generous imaging permitted me to listen through them and into
the music. If your thing is acoustic
music, classical or otherwise, you can
buy apair of Super Conquests, set them
up right, and virtually forget them. Isn't
life complicated enough?
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Acoustic Research AR-1 loudspeaker

E

xperienced reviewers know that
shows are the wrong environments for critical audiophile listening. Convention centers —especially
the one at Las Vegas — are huge, cavernous airplane hangers, not the intimate listening rooms reviewers thrive
in. Extraneous sounds from subwoofer
blasts and the constantly milling crowds
leak in to sully the music. Booths set up
by manufacturers on the show floor
have very thin, flexible walls, and no
bass treatment.
So the floor of the Las Vegas Convention center was the last place Iexpected
to hear apair of loudspeakers produce
three-dimensional imaging. But there I
was at the 1998 International Consumer Electronics Show, stopped in my
tracks by transparent, open sonics from
the prototypes of anew floorstanding,
three-way, tower loudspeaker with a
powered woofer — the Acoustic Research (AR) AR-1, then called the
P315H0. My notes from that day:
"Although the level of its internally
powered woofer was set too high, this
speaker had very transparent mids and
highs, unusual imaging, and made
vocalists sound unusually natural... be
sure you get this product for review."
That night, over dinner, Imentioned
the AR-1's transparency, relatively low
price (then intended to be $1999/pair),
and unusually high voltage sensitivity of
95dB/2.83V/m — aperfect match for
single-ended triode amplifiers. That got
Sam Tellig's immediate attention!
Afraid of being scooped, Iquickly requested the review assignment, filed a

Description: Three-way, floorstanding
loudspeaker with powered woofer.
Drive-units: one 1" (25mm) titaniumdome tweeter, two 5.25" (135mm)
aluminum-alloy cone midrange drivers, one 15" (375mm) side-firing,
acoustic-suspension woofer powered
by an internal 500W RMS amplifier.
Crossover frequencies: 100Hz active
low-pass, 36dB/octave; passive highpass at 100Hz, 12dB/octave; 2.5kHz
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Acoustic Research AR-1 loudspeaker

high-pass, 12dB/octave. Frequency
response: 18Hz-23kHz, ±2dB. Sensitivity: 95dB/2.83V/m. Nominal impedance: 8 ohms. Woofer amplifier
distortion: 0.1% THD at rated output.
Woofer amplifier S/N ratio: 90dB ref.
rated output.
Dimensions: 43.7" (1093mm) H by
10.6" (265mm) W by 22.5" (553.1mm)
D. Weight: 84 lbs (37.8kg) each.
Serial numbers of units reviewed:

A0001053, B0001004 (for P315H0;
no serial numbers for AR-1).
Prices: $2500/pair in black ash
(review pair) or cherry laminate.
Approximate number of US dealers:
300.
Manufacturer: Acoustic Research,
Recoton Home Audio Group, 5354
Getty Court, Benicia, CA 94510. Tel:
(800) 969-AR44. Fax: (707) 748-5945.
Web: www.acousticresearch.com
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Acoustic

Research

AR-1

International Jensen to Recoton Corporation, and moved to Benicia, California.
The new AR-I was designed by
Mike Park, Acoustic Research's VP of
engineering and lead design engineer.
For this new design, Park drew on the
company's previous design features:
acoustic-suspension woofers and diffraction minimization.
The AR-1 is athree-way loudspeaker
with a15" woofer driven by a500W,
Sunfire-designed amplifier. Its towerstyle enclosure is constructed from 3/4
particleboard with picture-frame internal bracing.
The tweeter is aI", plasma-transferred,
Description
diamond-hardened titanium dome. The
Over the past four decades, Acoustic
manufacturer claims the diamond dust
Research has been the source of several
increases the stiffness of the titanium
important loudspeaker innovations: the
1954 AR-1 introduced the first acousticdome by afactor of four, and raises the
suspension woofer, the AR-3 added a tweeter's breakup frequency from
18kHz to aless audible 23kHz. Sursoft-dome tweeter, and the AR9 imrounding the tweeter is an "energy-conproved timbrai response by minimizing
trol contoured baffle," made of foam of
diffraction effects. Although AR had
been located in the Boston area for most varying density, which controls the unit's
dispersion. This foam ring was used,
of its 44 years, it was recently sold by

show report, and waited upon the
arrival of review samples. These arrived
and Istarted on the review.
At the 1999 Winter CES, this speaker again sounded clear and transparent.
But AR had changed the midrange drivers, equalization for the internal amplifier, and rear service panel, and had
added atweeter protector, increased the
price from $1999 to $2500, and changed
the speaker's name to "Hi-Res Series
AR-1." Ihurriedly obtained the show
samples and listened again in order to
file this review.

Mike Park said, to produce asmoother
off-axis response pattern by eliminating
the edge-cancellation effects of the
speaker's narrow front baffle.
Above and below the tweeter are a
pair of 5.25" midrange drivers in a
D'Appolito configuration. Each of these
has amonocoque concave cone —with
no dust cap — made from avery stiff
magnesium-aluminum alloy. A 1" copper voice-coil is wound on an aluminum
former, this said to double the soundpropagation velocity through the cone
material and to lower the second and
third harmonic distortion compared to a
paper midrange cone. Each midrange
driver is housed in aspecially formulated, compressed-pulp subenclosure to
provide isolation from the woofer.
The 15" woofer is mounted near the
floor, on the cabinet's side —the speaker is supplied as asymmetrical pairs,
with left- and right-hand versions. Like
the other drivers, the woofer is magnetically shielded. It is driven by an internal, high-efficiency amplifier designed

Measurements

S

pecified at 95dB/2.83V/m sensitivity, the Acoustic Research AR-1 did
indeed go very loud with only afew
amplifier watts, my B-weighted figure
of 91dB(B)/2.83V/m still putting the
speaker up among the most sensitive I
have measured. And, as can be seen
from its impedance plot (fig.1), it drops
to 4ohms or below in only two places,
which would make it an easy load for an
amplifier to drive —were it not for the
increasingly capacitive phase angle in
the lower midrange and below. This,
and the dramatic rise in impedance
below 100Hz, are due to the passive
high-pass filter used to separate the
upper-range drive signal from the range
covered by the powered subwoofer.
The small wrinlde in the impedance
trace at 23kHz is due to the tweeter's
ultrasonic resonance, and there are a
Um*. .
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couple of small glitches in the fig.1
traces in the midrange, indicating the
presence of cabinet resonances of some
kind. Fig2 is a cumulative spectraldecay plot calculated from the output of
aplastic-tape accelerometer fastened to
the center of the side wall opposite the
woofer. A strong vibrational mode can
be seen at 66Hz; the subjective effect of
this is hard to predict, though Iwould
have thought it might make the speaker
sound alittle "slow" in the bass. However, LG noted no problems in the
pace'n'rhythm department. There is a
higher-frequency mode apparent at
360Hz, which could also be found on

the top and rear panels.
Fig3 shows the response of the AR-1
averaged across a30° lateral window on
the tweeter axis at 50" and spliced to the
nearfield responses of the midrange
units and woofer, as well as to the complex sum of the lower-range responses.
The level of the woofer output has been
chosen somewhat arbitrarily, but it can
be seen that its response basically consists of a bandpass centered on the
20-40Hz octave. The midrange units
peak up slightly before rolling off with a
steep slope below 130Hz. The net result
is a somewhat shelved-down lowermidrange region compared with the
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Acoustic Research AR-1, electrical
impedance (solid) and phase (dashed).
(2 ohms/vertical div.)
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0.38 dB, 66 Hz (17), 8.000 msec (1)
Fig.2 Acoustic Research AR-1, cumulative spectral-decay plot of accelerometer output fastened to side
wall opposite woofer. (MLS driving voltage to speaker, 7.55V; measurement bandwidth, 2kHz.)
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Edge of the Art -Ultimate Home Theater

Overture and Runco Present the
Ultimate in High Definition Television
Runco is the undisputed leader in high definition projection television. When you visit
Overture, you'll see all of these ultra-high performance Runco televisions at their
very best, including an exclusive presentation of the incomparable DTV-1100!
RUNCO'S SUPER HDTV: DTV-1100

When only the ultimate in video reproduction will do, there
is but one choice for discerning videophiles, the Runco
DTV-1100. The DTV-1100 redefines edge-of-the-art. And
with HDTV, this projector will make high definition
images come alive on your screen.
DTV-1100 S31,11S

RUNCO'S SUPER HDTV: DTV-991

Second only to the DTV-1100, this remarkable projector
delivers stunning brightness, resolution and color fidelity.
Runco's Accu-Chroma color filtering provides vivid, accurate
color reproduction. Auto-Assisted Convergence and Contrast
Modulaton further refine the performance of the DTV-991.
DTV-11/ S24,S

RUNCO'S SUPER HDTV: DTV-863

A new level of performance in its price range. Includes an
external video processor that processes the signal at 2.5 times
the normal NTSC scan rate. The result is aremarkably clear
and detailed image. Color and brightness are the best in its class.
DTV- R63 06,1/S

RUNCO'S HDTV MONITOR: DTV-5800

The finest rear-projection television available. Includes abuiltin high performance line doubler for the ultimate in resolution
from DVD, LaserDisc and satellite. The 5800 has RGB inputs
for DTV/HDTV signal recetpion. Enjoy stunning picture quality from HDTV and NTSC sources.
1014%00 51,141S

You're invited to audition Runco's finest projection televisions with the world's best
home theater audio systems. Don't miss these exciting presentations.
Please call 800-838-1812 for more information.

¿ OVERTURE
THE WORLD'S PREMIER AUDIO/VIDEO AND HOME THEATER STORE
Wilmington, Delaware •(302) 478-6050 •800-838-1812 •wwwovertureaudio.com
Where Your Purchases Are Always Sales Tax Free
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made from aformulated paper material
chemically treated with ablack polymer "Hydra-Plas" resonance-damping
compound to reduce distortion and
cone breakup. To further increase cone
stiffness, the dustcap is inverted. The

by Sunfire Corporation and licensed to
AR that uses atracking down-converter
(TDC). 'This amplifier features continuously variable power-supply voltages
slightly higher than and in sync with the
audio signal. Sunfire claims that the
design allows its TDC amplifier to
approach 85% power-conversion efficiency compared to the 20-30% of conventional designs. This amplifier can
thus be asmall, lightweight, cool-running, low-cost unit. Its built-in limiter
IPC (intelligent parameter control) circuit provides an excursion limiter, a
dynamic compressor, athermal rollback
limiter, active low-frequency equalization, infrasonic filtering, and automatic,
signal-sensing amplifier turn on/off.
The woofer is solidly, ruggedly constructed. It employs a110-oz magnet, a
vented pole-piece to improve voice-coil
cooling, ahalf-roll foam surround, and
atwo-layer, long-throw, copper voicecoil, 3" in diameter and wound on an
aluminum former to provide high heat
dissipation. Its rib-reinforced cone is

Amplifiers of very
low power-such as
single-ended triodes can easily drive the AR-1.
latest AR-1 includes equalization circuitry to allow the bass-level control to
act as anarrow-Q parametric equalizer
around 30Hz.
The AR-1 has an unusually high sensitivity of 95d13/2.83V/1m. Amplifiers
of very low power - such as singleended triodes (SETs) - can easily drive
the AR-1.
A second-order high-pass passive fil-

ter at 100Hz separates the woofer from
the dual 525" midrange units. A fourthorder active low-pass filter, set for
100Hz, is integrated into the woofer
amplifier. The midrange units cover the
audio spectrum from 100Hz up to
2.5kHz, where they cross over to the
tweeter via asecond-order high-pass
network. Mylar capacitors and lowDC-resistance iron-core and air-core
inductors arc employed in the crossover.
The new AR-1 features asingle pair of
multi-way speaker binding posts, instead
of the two pairs on the P315HO. Connections can be made with single banana
plugs, or the binding-post lugs (said to be
hexagonal, but round on the review samples) can be unscrewed to expose side
holes for speaker wire. In addition, the
new rear service panel contains adetachable AC power cord, awoofer amplifier
on/off switch, and apower-indicator
LED that glows red in standby mode and
green when asignal is sensed. There is a
line-level LFE input jack for the woofer
amplifier, and an LFE outputjack as well.

Measurements
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Fig.4 Acoustic Research AR-1, lateral response family at 50", normalized to response on tweeter axis,
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regions above 400Hz and below 70Hz,
though how this is perceived will
depend on how the speakers are set up
in the room. Again, LG noted no lack of
power to orchestral sound.
Higher in frequency in this graph, the
speaker's balance is pretty flat overall,
with the inevitable small dips offset by
equally small excesses of energy. The
top octave (between 10kHz and
20kHz) is depressed slightly before the
inevitable ultrasonic peak from the titanium-dome tweeter, but whether this is
heard as a mellowness or not will
depend on the speaker's dispersion in
this region. As can be seen in fig.4, the
AR-1 has wide dispersion above 5kHz,

Fig.3 Acoustic Research AR-1, anechoic response
on tweeter axis at 50, averaged across 30*
horizontal window, corrected for microphone
response, and spliced to the nearfield
midrange response below 375Hz, with the
nearfield woofer response plotted below
600Hz.
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Acoustic
Finally, there is asmall rotary gain control, labeled "30Hz Low Frequency
Level Trim," for adjusting the woofer's
output for room-placement effects.
Unlike the P315H0, the AR-1's gain
control no longer affects the critical balance of woofer and midrange outputs.
The control's settings now indicate asingle reference level for the woofer in normal environments, as well as allowing a
±6dB range of adjustments.
Threaded spikes are provided for leveling the cabinets. To preserve my living-room floor's finished wood, Itested
these speakers sans spikes.

ing sinewave sweeps. Ireversed the
loudspeakers so the woofers faced
inward, toward each other. Room rattles
stopped, and the overall bass response
was smoother.
Next Itried to find the best listening
position. Ibegan sitting 16' away from
the AR-is. However, my nearfield listening chair produced far better soundstaging and imaging. Most listening for
this review was done from this position,
speakers and listening chair describing
an equilateral 7' triangle, the speakers 7'
from the back wall and 3' from the side
walls. The AR-Is were also auditioned
in my 15' by 10' study, which is furnished with wall-to-wall carpeting, an
Setup
arca mg, and acouch.
Setup of the new AR-1 proved much
Next, Ichecked channel assignments
less time-consuming than the earlier
315H0 version because the woofer- and phasing using track 2on Stereophile's
Test CD 3 (STPH006-2). Final adjustlevel control no longer affects the
ments included listening to pink noise
midrange response. But position and
and low-frequency signal-generator
orientation of the speakers required trial
sweeps, and adjustments of listeningand error. Initially, the AR-1's side-firing
chair position for optimal soundstaging
woofers were set up facing outward, but
this caused awall cabinet to vibrate dur- and imaging. Standing up at my

so its treble will be well-balanced. The
cursor in this graph reveals that the
slight on-axis peak at 4kHz in the presence region will probably compensate
for alack of off-axis energy.
In the vertical plane (fig.5), the
speaker's balance is not too critical of

listener height. The tweeter axis is 34"
from the floor, but as long as the listener
sits with his or her ears between 30" and
40" from the floor, the AR-1's perceived
balance should not change too much.
And, as LG found out, standing will significantly dull the speaker's balance.
In the time domain, the AR-1's step
response (fig.6) indicates that the tweeter and midrange units are connected in
inverted acoustic polarity. Fig.7 shows
the woofer's step response. It actually
rings for quite along time, this presumably due to the drive-unit's constrained
bandwidth. Iwould have thought this

Research

AR-1

nearfield seat position caused mild
dulling of the sound when listening to
pink noise. This became more prominent nearer the speaker.
However, with the tweeter 33" above
the floor, my low seated position (at
which my cars are 37" above the floor)
minimized this dispersion anomaly as
long as Iremained seated. Icould hear
no changes in the pink-noise pattern -neither subtle dulling nor brightening-by slouching in the seat or by sitting
up straight.
The AR-1's powered woofer helped
minimize room effects on bass response
after Ihad optimized the speaker's location for best imaging and midrange timbre. Adjusting the new AR-1's bass-level
control-to maximum made the percussion opening of the Eagles' "Hotel California" (from Hell Freeres OV(7, Geffen
GEM 24725) sound overblown and
muddy. However, the midrange remained unaffected by this control, unlike the P315H0, where vocal chestiness or hollowness was produced in

might add asomewhat slow quality to
the AR-1's character; in my own brief
auditioning of the speaker, Idid think
the woofer region sounded alittle disconnected from the excellent midrange.
Finally, the AR-1's waterfall plot
(fig.8) has a very slight amount of
stored energy apparent at 4kHz where
there is an on-axis peak. But this is very
low in level, and, other than in the
region above 20kHz where the tweeter
modes dominate, the plot is otherwise
commendably clean.
—John Atkinson

Fig.6 Acoustic Research AR-1, step response on
tweeter axis at 50" (5ms time window,
30kHz bandwidth).
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Fig.7 Acoustic Research AR-1, nearfield woofer
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Fig.8 Acoustic Research AR-1, cumulative spectral-decay plot at 50" (0.15ms risetime).
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Acoustic
male voices by the extreme settings of
the earlier speaker's bass-level control.
The AR-1's high sensitivity allowed
my medium-powered solid-state power
amplifier, the 100Wpc Mark Levinson
No.331, to deliver high SPLs in my
large listening room. The AR speakers
were so sensitive that Icould still hear a
signal with the preamplifier volume
control cranked all the way down. The
Levinson No.331 delivered a strong
sense of pace and deep, well-defined
bass notes, but the sound seemed hard
and more in-your-face on dynamic
music. Switching to the more powerful
Bryston 7B-ST monoblocks (675W
peaks at 8ohms) significantly widened
the soundstage and sweetened the
sound. As aresult, most of my listening
tests were conducted with the Brystons.
Once the loudspeakers were situated,
the listening chair adjusted, and the
amplifier chosen, Ibroke-in the speakers
by playing my favorite rhythmic selections: David Hudson's Didgeridoo Spirit
(Australian aboriginal didgeridoo music,
Indigenous Australia IA2003 D), Fleetwood Mac's The Dance (Reprise 467022), and David Bowie's "Putting Out

Associated Equipment
Analog source: Linn Sondek
LP12/Lingo turntable, Linn Ittok
tonearm, Spectral moving-coil
phono cartridge.
Digital source: Krell MD-1 CD
transport, Adcom GDA-700 D/A
processor.
FM source: Day-Sequerra FM
Reference Classic, Rotel RH-10,
Magnum Dynalab MD-108 with
Model 205 Sleuth antenna amplifier, Fanfare FM-1 stereo tuners.
Preamplifiers: Krell KBL, Mark
Levinson ML-7A, Duntech MX10 head amplifier.
Power amplifiers: Bryston 7B-ST
monoblocks,
Mark
Levinson
No331.
Loudspeakers: Revel Salon,
Dynaudio Contour 3.0.
Cables: Silver Starlight 75 ohm
digital coaxial cable; Madrigal CZ
Gel-1, Krell C,ogelco Yellow balanced interconnects; Randall Research, AudioQuest Topaz singleended interconnects; Sumiko
OCOS and QED Qudos Profile 8
biwire speaker cables; Mark Levinson HFC-10 speaker cables.
—Larry Greenhill
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Fire," from the Cat People soundtrack
(MCA MCAD-1498). This breaking-in
proved important, for two sonic glitches
that had occurred only when the AR-1's
woofer was on gradually disappeared
during the first 10 hours of listening.
When driving the AR-Is below
32Hz at high levels, the left loudspeaker
made aloud rat-a-tat noise, as if it was
bottoming out. The noise heard during
continuous sinewave testing was never
evident during the listening sessions.
The amplifier in the left loudspeaker
seemed also to be set at amuch higher
level than the AR-1 Iwas using for the
right channel. Even so, the left AR-1
had useful output down to 28Hz, while
the right AR-1 didn't produce much
bass below 32Hz. Both the P315H0
and AR-1 versions of the speaker emitted turn-on/off pops and static transient
noise when Iturned on the external
driving amplifier, but the AR-1's noises
were much softer. These noises occurred with both the Mark Levinson
No.331 and Bryston 7B-ST monoblocks. It was best to turn on the external driving amplifier first, then switch
on the AR-1's internal amplifier.

sizzling, noirish tune reminiscent of the
sinister surf music that begins Pulp Fiction. Both the AR and the Revel Salon I
reviewed in March can pull off this feat.
The AR-1 had good extension into the
treble, with no sign of dryness, grain, or
dulling, as heard in the speaker's ability
to capture the wide soundstagc and
dreamy Wurlitzer atmospherics in the
same Willie Nelson song.
The AR-1's dynamic range was
impressive for aproduct in its price
range. Yet the AR did not have the
exceptional freedom from compression
of the most expensive systems, such as
the Revel Salon. In my large listening
room, it did limit and crunch on the
choral peaks of Elgar's Dream of Germstins. However, the 15" woofer provided
avery solid bass foundation for the closing moments of that piece, with aroom
lock not heard on the $5399/pair
Dynaudio Contour 3.0 that Ireviewed
in September 1998.
The AR-1's frequency balance was
free of anomalies and colorations. Timbre was very natural, particularly for
male vocalists. Willie Nelson's voice on
"Getting Over You," and on Across the
Borderline, was clear, clean, and totally
free of honk or hollowness. For the first
Sound
The AR-1 and P315H0 listening sestime, Iwas able to hear the slight
sions produced very similar findings. The
amount of reverb that had been added to
AR-1 is voiced abit brighter than the
arecording Ihad always remembered as
P315H0, making vocalists more promiclose-miked and dry. The best example
nent, but there were no other major difof the speaker's natural timbre was the
ferences in sonic profile. The AR-is
title track of the L.A. Four's Going Home
reached at least 32Hz in my room when
(Ai Music 2JD-10043). The tonal qualiswept from 40Hz down to 20Hz with
ties of the sax and guitar were startlingly
my sinewave generator, compared to the
real-sounding. The same rich but totally
P315HOs' 25Hz extension.
natural timbre can be heard in Buddy
As the sinewave sweep indicated, the
Miller's mando-guitar accompaniment
AR-1 had good bass extension. Its 15"
to Emmylou Harris' "Prayer in Open D"
woofer produced solid bass with good
on Spyboy (Eminent EM-25001-2).
pitch definition, allowing it to provide a
Image specificity was among the best
full room lock with the sustained organ- I've heard in my listening room. Soundpedal tones in Elgar's Dream of Gerontius staging was also precisely defined, as
(Test CD 2, Stereophile STPH004-2), or
heard with the L.A. Four's Going Home.
to play the subterranean synthesizer The AR-is seemed to disappear, leaving
chords from James Homer's "Assault on
the jazz ensemble precisely positioned
Ryan's House" from the Patriot Games on awide soundstage, guitar, double
soundtrack (RCA 66051-2) with drama
bass, drums, flute, and sax taking turns
and pace — but not the tight-as-a-nut
playing ducts and solos.
bass impact of the Revel Salon.
Or take Willie Nelson's rendition of
The AR speaker did have very decent Bob Dylan's "What Was It You Wantpace'n'rhythm, as Iheard when listened?" on Across the Borderline. Ispent one
ing to Tony Mangurian and Victor
Saturday demonstrating this cut to the
Indrizzo's turbocharged drum work on
public at aSummer CES some years
Willie Nelson's "Darkness on the Face
back, so Ithought Iknew it—so well
of the Earth," from Teatro (Island 314that Ihadn't listened to it all the way
524-548-2, HDCD). Very few speakers
through since. Irecalled this, too, as
can generate the steam-pressured sense
being very dry and close-milced, intenof pace from rimshots that turn Neltionally closed-in and claustrophobic.
son's seemingly light "Everywhere I Not so over the AR-1. The soundstage
Go" on the same album into achurning,
was very wide, with drummer Jim Kelt91
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ner and percussionist Debra Dobkin off
to the right rear, not squeezed into the
same sound booth with Willie. The different amounts of reverb added to each in
the mix were easily perceived. Even
though recorded detail such as this was
clearly evident, the presentation was not
hard, grainy, or analytical, as is often the

The AR-1 's
strong performance at
its new S2500/pair price

will be good news
to many audiophiles.
case in ahigh-resolution speaker. Hearing
Natalie Merchant sing the title song from
the soundtrack to One Fine Day (Columbia CK 69716) was arevelation — the
speakers disappeared again, replaced by
Merchant's strikingly realistic, superbly
detailed, natural-sounding voice.
The AR-1's resolution also enabled
me to retrieve and clearly follow female
vocalists when they had loud instrumental accompaniment. Sinead O'Connor's duct with Willie Nelson on
"Don't Give Up," from Across the Borderline, was heard more distinctly than on
the comparison loudspeakers. Eminylou Harris' birdlike voice stood out
clearly above the cauldron of sinister,
throbbing, churning bass synthesizer
notes in the opening to the apocalyptic
"Deeper Well" on Spyboy.
The AR-1's clear, transparent mids
and highs made listening to them emotionally involving. Iwas moved to tears
by the acappella "Calling My Children
Home," from Spyboy. Harris' ethereal
voice stood out separately — in location and in tonality — from Buddy
Miller's sweet tenor and the voices of
the rest of her band. Via the AR-is,
"Prayer in Open D" on the same
album showed off Harris' voice as
effortless, ethereal, clear, and translucent. The guitar work was crystalline
and airy, with silken tonality.
The AR's clarity and transparency
allowed Patti Austen's soft contralto on
"Only You" (Hothouse, N2K 10023) to
emerge from the background orchestra
more clearly than through the comparison speakers. And the AR-1's transparency was so good that Iheard — for
the first time —the subtle sweep on the
guitar in the opening of Bowie's
"Putting Out Fire."
Although most recordings came
Stereophile, June 1999

through with clarity, natural timbre, and
full dynamics, the AR-1 did not equal
larger, more expensive systems in all
respects. For example, comparisons of
soundstage depth strongly favored the
$15,500/pair Revel Salon speaker. The
AR-Is' imaging of the choral group on
"Lord Make Mc an Instrument of Your
Peace," from John Rutter's Requiem
(Reference Recordings RR-57C1)),
was presented in one plane, without the
depth — the sense of being in the chorus —and differentiation of individual
singers heard with the Salon. Some
compression was apparent when the
AR-1 was played at top volumes, changing its timbre for percussion instruments and male vocalists — on, for
example, Tito Puente's timbales solo at
the beginning of "Tito," on Arturo Sandoval's Hothouse (N2K 10023). Although the AR shows impressive extension at both frequency extremes, it
could not equal the seamless top-to-bottom integration, total freedom from
compression, rock-solid bass response,
and ability to involve me in the music
that Ifound in the Revel Salon —nor, at
less than aseventh of the Revel's price,
did Iexpect it to.
Conclusions
The AR-1's strong performance at its
new $2500/pair price will be good news
to many audiophiles. Tom Norton was
correct — the AR-1 has very transparent,
open, airy highs, tight bass, and an uncolored midrange, and apair of them image
very well. These qualities were just as
apparent in my listening room as they
were in the Las Vegas Convention Center. Furthermore, the latest model corrects aproblem — setting the woofer
level no longer changes the balance of
the midrange and woofer drivers.
But the AR-1's crystal transparency,
natural timbre, and good imaging were
confounded by problems in the speaker's powered, built-in woofer. Both the
P315H0 and AR-1 review samples had
turn-on and signal-sensing transients,
and one of the AR-1 woofers malfunctioned during the sinewave tests. These
problems were not evident once the
speaker had been turned on and was
playing during the listening sessions. My
lengthy audition showed the AR-1 to be
every bit as good as the P315H0 had
been. The AR-1's pace'n'rhythm, imaging, tiinbral accuracy, and transparency
rival the best. Irecommend this loudspeaker for a solid Class B rating,
although the prospective buyer should
check the speaker's powered woofer
before buying.
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Pass Labs X1000 monoblock power amplifier

p

ass Laboratories' X amplifier
series represents the efforts of
designer Nelson Pass to prove
that simple linear amplifier topologies
can be scaled to provide high-quality
audio performance at my high power
levels. The handsome X1000 monoblock under scrutiny here, the largest
and most powerful amp in the Pass stable, makes 1000W into 8ohms and a
mighty 2000W into 4 ohms. The
amplifier has no global negative feedback, and only two gain stages: the
front-end provides all the voltage gain
and feeds ahigh-current follower stage.
Pass's Supersymmetry' Balanced
Single-Ended class-A topology was actually granted aUS patent in 1994. Using a
balanced gain-stage, the distortion and
noise arc made absolutely symmetric at
the two outputs. The signal is amplified,
while noise and distortion are canceled.
In anutshell, this is achieved by precise
matching of the two halves of the circuit
and "cross-coupling" their internal drive
Pass Labs X1000 power amplifier
signals. (Sec the "Supersymmetry Explained" sidebar for details.)
amps. A smaller transformer generates
"swing the output stage rail-to-rail with
the ±99V rail voltages for the front-end
losses on the order of only avolt or so,
Symmetrical building blocks
circuitry. The voltage rails are passively
extracting every last possible watt."
.
Flic X1000s power supply begins with
filtered to produce aripple voltage of
The "balanced single-ended" front-end
only afew millivolts, "none of which
apair of big-boy toroidal transformers,
gain stage comprises adifferential pair of
individually rated at 1500VA continushows up at the output." In his humorMOSFETs with local negative feedback.
ous. From the paperwork, Igather that ous and very engaging manual, Nelson
They're biased by aconstant-current source
under actual conditions they'll do about
Pass goes on to explain that the extra and cascoded for best effect This stage
2000VA continuous per transformer,
front-end supply lowers the system's
develops the voltage gain and presents it to
and at least half that again for short peridistortion and noise and allows it to
alarge bank of follower MOSFET power
ods. Each transformer has its own circuit
breaker and rectifier bridge. The breaker current is set at 20 amps, although the
Description: Solid-state monoblock
set: <100mV. Power consumption:
breakers will allow transients on the
power amplifier. Maximum output
600W idle, 2400W maximum.
order of 300A to pass. To avoid ahuge
power (1% THD, lkHz): 1000W into
Dimensions: 19" W by 10.5" H by
inrush of current during charge-up, all
8 ohms. Maximum output voltage:
28" D. Shipping weight: 250 lbs each.
four transformer primaries are equipped
±45V. Maximum output current:
Serial numbers of units reviewed:
with inrush suppressors, limiting cur±30A. Frequency response: —0dB at
08892/08893.
rent to 100A or so.
DC, —3dB at 60kHz. Input impedPrice: 824,000/pair. Approximate
The transformers are potted in steel
ance: 20k ohms balanced. Damping
number of dealers: 35. Warranty: 3
cans to minimize mechanical and magfactor: 60 ref. 8 ohms nominal. Voltyears parts &labor, transferable withnetic noise, and the balance of the
age gain: 30dB. Slew rate: ±40V/ps.
out notice.
amplifier is crafted mostly of aluminum.
Output noise: 500pV unweighted,
Manufacturer: Pass Laboratories,
There are eight computer-grade capaci20Hz-20kHz. Random noise floor:
24449 Foresthill Road, Foresthill, CA
tors (large, old-style cans) at 25,000pF
approximately 2pV. Dynamic range:
95631. Tel: (530) 367-3690. Fax:
and 75V, making up over 240,000p.F of
155dB (random noise floor to peak
(530) 367-2193. Web: www.pass
storage capacitance (700 Joules of stored
output). Balanced common-mode
labs.com
energy). These are used to create the
rejection ratio: 85dB @ IkHz. DC offunregulated output rails, at ±75V at 30
Stereophile, June 1999
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transistors. "Originally it was assumed we
would have to endose this output stage in a
Supersymmetry loop to get the performance we wanted, but ultimately we
found that we could operate it without
feedback as long as we put ahealthy bias
current through it. For the X1000, that's
about 500W of dissipation per channel."
The 80 (ll output power MOSFETs
are actually HEXFETs from International Rectifier in TO-3 metal cans,
each taken from the same lot code (indicating the same wafer) and "hypermatched" to 0.5% gate voltages. "The
output stage can sustain transients of
about 12,000W, but it's never allowed to
dissipate more than 2400W for any
instant, even into adead short." Most of
the front-end transistors, the current
sources, and the cascode devices are
rated at 200V and 150W, but are run at
alow 2.5W each. "The speed-critical
gain devices in the front-end — the
actual balanced pair of transistors — are
rated at 20W, and we run them at 1W
each on the same heatsink for perfect
thermal tracking."
The circuit is completely DC-coupled, with no capacitors in the signal

path. Two film capacitors stabilize the
constant-current sources and two more
caps filter the Zener diode voltage references, "but that's it!"
Power from the supply caps to the
output transistors is conducted through
formed sheets of aluminum with alarge

If you're truly power-mad,
anumber of X1000s can
be arrayed to produce up
to 2000W per chassis.
surface area, the output devices bolted
directly to them. Wiring from the transistors to the speaker terminals consists
of 24 parallel runs of 10-gauge copper
cable. As you'd expect, all PC boards are
double-sided, with plated-through holes
and double-thickness copper traces.
Each monoblock idles at about
600W, or 1200W for the pair — about
the same as apro-size hair dryer. The
X1000 is biased for class-A operation up
to 128W peak, beyond which it drops
into class-AB. The amplifier typically

draws about 5A (continuous RMS)
from the wall during normal use,
reflecting the idle current running
through its output stage. If you're driving alow-impedance load hard it'll draw
more, but both channels can be run on a
single 20A, 120V AC line "without
problems in most cases."
If you're truly power-mad, anumber
of X1000s can be arrayed to produce up
to 2000W per chassis. Two of them can
deliver 4000W into 8or 2ohms, four
can deliver 8000W into 4ohms, and 16
will do 32,000W into 1ohm! The mind
boggles. "As a practical matter, we
would expect peak output levels on the
order of 64,000W for such arrays." Yes,
as apractical matter. Ahem. Your dealer
or Pass can supply you with the interface adapter(s) needed to run the amps
in series or parallel.
Each amplifier packs a detachable
20A IEC power-cord with aplug that's
larger than the standard 15A item found
on many components these days. The
MC-320 power cord (hot blade vertical,
neutral blade horizontal) requires a
modern, high-current NEMA 5-20 wall
socket, so you might have to call an elec-

Measurements

B

ecause of the Pass X1000's power
output and the restrictions of our
test load, Icouldn't perform our usual
V
3-power preconditioning test. Instead,
the amplifier was warmed up for one
hour at 50W into 8ohms before any
measurements were taken.
The X1000's input impedance measured 23.7k ohms. The output impedance measured between 0.18 and 020
ohms (the higher values were at
20kHz) — slightly higher than normally
experienced with solid-state amplifiers,
but not enough to be aserious concern.
The voltage gain was 30.14dB, and pin 2
of the (balanced) input is positive. The
signal/noise ratio (ref. 1W into 8ohms)
measured 78dB from 22Hz to 22kHz,
77.9dB from 10Hz to 500kHz, and
82.5dB A-weighted. DC offset at the
output was 40.5mV.
Fig.1 shows the Pass X1000's frequency response into 8ohms. (The 4
ohm response is essentially identical and
is not shown.) The deviation due to the
amplifier's output impedance with a
typical real-world load is clearly visible
in the simulated loudspeaker plot, but is
relatively benign. The 10kHz squarewave response in fig2 has avery fast
risetime and only asmall rounding of
96

the leading edge. The 1kHz squarewave, not shown, is virtually perfect.
The distortion curves in fig.3 show
quite low levels of THD+noise across
much of the band, increasing only at
higher frequencies and into lower
impedances. The waveform of the distortion at 2W into 4ohms in fig.4 has a
heavy second-order content, ahint of
higher even-order harmonics, and some
noise. The distortion waveform into 8
ohms is similar, and the waveform into
2ohms shows atrace of odd-order harmonics. Neither is shown here.
Again, because of the limitations of
our test load, Itook continuous power.0 .1010Oeion.
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output measurements only into an 8
ohm load. Actually, we used a load
slightly more rugged than usual — 8.4
ohms — if not durable enough for full-
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Pass Labs X1000, small-signal 10kHz
squarewave into 8 ohms.
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Pass Labs X1000, frequency response at
(from top to bottom at 6kHz): 1W into
8ohms, and 2.828V into simulated
loudspeaker load (0.5dB/yertical div.).

Fig.3

10,

10-

Pass Labs X1000, THD+noise vs frequency
at (from top to bottom at 10kHz): 4W
into 2 ohms, 2W into 4 ohms, 2.83V into
simulated loudspeaker load, and 1W
into 8 ohms.
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Pass
trician. The amplifier's chassis is connected to ground only through the
power cord. It is not attached to the circuit or to the amplifier signal ground.
"Under no circumstances should you
defeat the ground connection of the
power cord. For your safety, the chassis
of the amplifier should be earth-grounded. We aren't kidding." He isn't kidding.
The X1000 accepts only abalanced
input with pin 1ground, pin 2positive,
and pin 3 negative. "This is the first
amplifier that truly demands balanced
operation to obtain high performance.
If you don't have atrue balanced source,
you won't break the amplifier, but
you're not getting anywhere near the
performance you paid for." The rear
panel houses apower breaker switch,
two pairs of hefty paralleled output
binding posts, and a5-way connector
for remote turn-on.
Flicking the breaker switch on the
back panel lights asmall blue LED in the
meter and keeps the front-end warmed
up and ready for use. When the front
panel's Operate button is pressed, the
eerie blue meter light is activated and
the indicator runs up to something just

power testing into 4 or 2 ohms. This
slightly higher value, together with the
fact that the X1000 will cause the line
voltage to sag when driven to high

10
tome n

Fig.4

Pass Labs X1000, lkHz waveform at 2W
into 4 ohms (top), distortion and noise
waveform with fundamental notched out
(bottom, not to scale).

below half-scale. As the amp warms up,
the meter drops back abit, it shows the
level of bias current passing through the
output stage. No relay, no delay; you're
off, then you're on. If the meters bounce
at amoderate or low listening level, then
you're probably driving a very low
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mighty toasty after an evening of frolicking-good musical fun.

impedance load, or perhaps ashort. "If
your speakers are not known to be very
low impedance, say less than 4ohms,
then you should check this out." Yes, do.
Basically, the X1000 operates in pure
class-A at current levels that don't
bounce the meters. Then this gem: "Do
everybody afavor and try not to have
shorted output cables. It happens accidentally all the time, and the amplifier is
designed to survive, but Iwouldn't bet
the farm on it." He's ariot.
It took about an hour of warm-up for
the amp to sound its considerable best.
For the record, the blue-eyed beasts got

Supersymmetric supersound
The X1000 sounded extraordinary in
our system. Yes, the fanatical attention
to detail and simplicity of design made
for avery refined sound. But what continually struck me was the sense of endless power that seemed rooted way
down in mother earth's core. It was
essentially different from what I'm
accustomed to hearing from smaller
amps — those that manage to keep their
composure while running high, wide,
and hard. The X1000's authority in the
bass was comprehensive yet effortless.
The tremendous solidity and controlled
power delivery made for astable foundation upon which the music built.
Interestingly, as far as bass is concerned, the X1000 wasn't the deepestgoing or BIGGEST-sounding amp I've
heard. Its sheer power was expressed
more noticeably in the control, subtlety,
and tonal shading at the bottom of the
frequency range. It not only succeeded
in driving along many atrip-hop and
jazz session, but also fleshed out the

power, explains the discrete-clipping
power figure I obtained: 889W
(29.5dBW) into 8.4 ohms (113V line
voltage). The corresponding THD+
noise vs output curve is shown in fig.5.
Because of the X1000's balanced output
topology, it wasn't possible to investigate
its burst output power using the Miller
Audio Research Amplifier Profiler,
which grounds the test amplifier's negative terminal.
A plot showing the output spectrum
resulting from a50Hz input (600W
into 8.4 ohms) is shown in fig.6. The
second harmonic here is at -72dB
(0.025%). Fig.7 shows asimilar spectral
plot, here the result of a combined

19+20kHz signal. The residual indicates
the sum-and-difference tones created by
the amplifier with these frequencies at
the input — in other words, the intermodulation between these two tones.
In fig.7, the amplifier's output was
455W into 8.4 ohms—the highest output possible with a19+20kHz input signal before clipping was evident on a
'scope trace. (If anyone knows of arealworld tweeter that can take this much
power, let us know.) The IM distortion
here is -67dB at lkHz (about 0.045%)
and -32.5dB at 18kHz (about 2.5%).
There is nothing to complain
about in the Pass X1000's test-bench
performance.
-Thomas J. Norton

The X1000 sounded
extraordinary in
our system.
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Fig.6 Pass Labs X1000, spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC-1kHz, at 600W into
8.4 ohms (linear frequency scale).
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Be Of Sound Mind.

Pass
acoustics and space of the recording
venues. Transitioning up through the
mid- and upper bass was smooth, seamless, and free of aberration, if atouch
dry. That same lack of bloat, however,
contributed to ahigh degree of detail
and transparency. The lower midrange
was similarly smooth, tight, and transparent, but as it rose into the midrange
proper the real magic began. In aword,
the mids were yummy, rife with detail,
nuance, and texture, with ahealthy dollop of velvet. Very, very attractive, even
while remaining perfectly in control
and tight as adrum.
The transition to the upper midrange
and beyond was similarly unruffled and
smooth. The highs, while nicely extended and linear, were in no way what I'd

ever call sweet: The X1000 didn't sugarcoat. In fact, its utter control and grip
extending into the treble made for some
difficult listening on poorly recorded
material. In that way, the X1000 was a
bit of asnob —it was intolerant of bad
recordings or problems anywhere else
in the system. If anything was off, even
by ahair, Iheard it right away. It's just
not an amp you can plunk down, plug
in, and boogie down with. You've got to
work at it, matching the front-end to
perfection to achieve the X1000's considerable best. Without these efforts,
you'll be left unsatisfied and frustrated.
The X1000s did very well in re-creating the recorded acoustic. Interestingly,
this didn't take the form of heightened
transparency or an enhanced sense of
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air. Rather, their perfectly adequate air
might be characterized as atouch thick
and humid. Though this sounds like a
criticism, it's not — simply because the
air the amplifiers did re-create was
beautifully charged by the acoustics of
the performers in the soundfield. The
way the individual musical events propagated out toward me, and how they
related to and interacted with each
other, were superb.
Of course, this kind of power delivers
shattering levels of dynamics, in both
micro and macro senses. Yet Inoted a
lightness, afleetness of initial transient
and follow-on harmonic bloom that
belied the X1000's huge existence and
its powerful sound. This, Ifelt, helped
quite alot with the amps' superb imag-

Supersymmetry Explained
onegative feedback circuits might
N
be more accurately described, in
most cases, as local feedback only de-

signs. Some might argue that local
feedback is still feedback, but according to Nelson Pass, "there is always
some amount of feedback locally
around any gain device by the nature
of the device." He thinks that "no
feedback" describes acircuit in which
negative feedback doesn't extend further than asingle stage or gain device.
Conventional negative feedback,
local or otherwise, is used to make the
circuit's output look more like its
input. In Supersymmetry, feedback
isn't used in the conventional sense,
but rather works to make two halves
of an already symmetric balanced circuit behave identically with respect to
distortion and noise. According to
Pass, "This dramatically lowers the
differential distortion and noise, but
not in each half of the circuit considered by itself. Supersymmetric topology doesn't use operational amplifiers
as building blocks, nor can it be represented with operational amplifiers. It
has two negative inputs and two positive outputs, and consists of two
matched gain blocks coupled at one
central point, where the voltage is
ideally zero. The topology is unique
in that, at this point, the distortion
contributed by each half appears out
of phase with the signal, and we use
this to reinforce the desired signal and
cancel noise and distortion. This
occurs mutually between the two
halves of the circuit, and the result is
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signal symmetry with respect to both
the voltage and current axis, and antisymmetry for distortion and noise.
This means that the distortion and
noise of each half appears identically
and cancels.
"If you build such asymmetric (balanced) circuit, you get much of this
effect already. If you drive amatched
differential pair of transistors without
feedback with abalanced signal, you
will see abalanced output whose distortion and noise are typically atenth
that of either device alone, purely out
of cancellation. With Supersymmetry,
the same differential pair's characteristic can be made so identical that the
differential output will have only 1
/mo
the distortion and noise of either
device alone....
"Supersymmetry does not reduce
the distortion and noise present in
either half of the output of the balanced circuit. It is the balanced deerential characteristic that improves dramatically, and that leads to one singular requirement of Supersymmetric
operation: it must be driven by abalanced input signal and produce abalanced output signal. Supersymmetry
makes the two halves of the balanced
circuit behave absolutely identically.
Constructing the two halves of the
circuit with identical topologies and
matching the components precisely
achieves a20dB or so reduction in
distortion and noise, and amodest
amount of local feedback achieves
another 20dB. This is easily accomplished with only one gain stage

instead of the multiple stages required
by conventional designs, so it results
in only one `pole' of high-frequency
characteristic that is unconditionally
stable without compensation. In fact,
if you build aSupersymmetric circuit
with multiple gain stages, it doesn't
work as well. Ironically, the Supersymmetry concept not only allows for
very simple gain circuits, but actually
requires them for good performance.
" `Balanced single-ended' is a
phrase Iuse to refer to differential
use of two single-ended class-A gain
devices. The classic differential pair
of transistors (or tubes, for that matter) is just such atopology. Balanced
single-ended is an oxymoron in the
sense that most single-ended enthusiasts believe that the most desirable
characteristic of single-ended circuits
is their generation of even-order distortion components by virtue of
their asymmetry. Purists will point
out that abalanced version of asingle-ended circuit will experience
cancellation of noise and even-order
components. Just so. Interestingly,
the single-ended nature of each half
of the balanced circuit doesn't give
rise to much in the way of odd-order
distortion, and when the even-order
components and noise are canceled,
there isn't much distortion and noise
left. In any case, `balanced singleended' is aphrase that accurately
describes the circuit."
And there you have it.
—Nelson Pass via Jonathan Scull
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Pass
ing, even as Inoted that they didn't
focus quite so sharply on the image
edge as some others do. Once again,
given these beasts' overall balance and
linear power delivery, that's not really a
criticism either.
Roy Gaines' "Dreamgirl," on IGot the
T-Bone Walker Blues (Groove Note GRV
2002-2), is areal winner for music and
sonics from Ying Tan. Ipecked the following on my laptop while listening:
"The upright acoustic bass is wonderfully extended and tight, very pleasing. It's
defined not only by its own sound, but
by the coupling of the instrument to the
floor it's resting on, the type of floor that
it is, the reverberant signature of the
room — everything beautifully laid out
and perfectly integrated by the amps."
Check out the slight pop of Gaines'
breath against the mike diaphragm 1:11
into track 4on this album.
Isuffered similar bass thrills while
listening to Patricia Barber's Modern
Cool (Premonition PREM-741-2), an
album I'm crazy about that's also just
come out on vinyl! Notes: "The quality
of the bass sets the foundation preternaturally well, the refinement and pitch
differentiation are remarkable. The
sound remains palpable and very realsounding, while at the same time stunning and communicative."
Given that, the X1000 also repro-

duced the piano with unusual grip and
sweeping linearity Listening to Alfred
Brendel traverse my favorite Haydn
piano sonata (in Bminor, HobXVI:32),
on 3 Piano Sonatas, Fantasia & Adagio
(Philips 412 228-2), Inoted the shimmer of the individual notes and the lack

The X1000 also
reproduced the piano
with unusual grip and
sweeping linearity.
of bloat, every element individually
explicated and in control, all bound
tightly together and emerging whole, as
music. This sonata depends for its success on nuances of timing brilliantly
handled by Brendel, one of my favorite
pianists — and, you might say, handled
with equal aplomb by the X1000. Right
on the pace with quick-step timing, the
crystal-like bloom of each individual
note was remarkable. The luminosity of
tonal color was like avintage champagne held up to the light. Man, Icould
almost taste it!
The detail coming through was also
of avery natural quality. Consider "Rent
Party," my favorite track from Count

Associated Equipment
Idrove the X1000s with avariety of
II front-ends. This included running
direct from the analog outputs of the
dCS 972 Sample Rate Converter
and Elgar D/A processor at 24/192,
and from the balanced outputs of the
fully differential BAT VK-50/KP10 preamp/phono combo. (The
X1000 manual is quite explicit that
the output impedance of the associated preamp is of little consequence,
and that balanced is better.) Ialso
used the new Classé Omega linelevel preamp, from both its balanced
and single-ended outputs. Igot fabulous sound with the single-ended
Nagra PL-P preamp, but only when
using the special RCA-to-XLR
Canon's Cable supplied by importer
Steve Lee.
Because of the electrically floating
output of the Elgar and the floating
input of the big Pass amps, neutral
and ground had to be tied together
on the interconnect to avoid nasty
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clicks and pops. (For best results,
ahvays use a"switcher" interconnect
rather than an RCA-to-XLR adapter.) Analog was supplied by the
Forsell Air Force One/vdH Black
Beauty combo.
Speaker cables and interconnects
were largely Synergistic Research
Designer's Reference with the Discrete Shielding upgrade, along with
their terrific new Reference Squared
Master Couplers. XLO The Limited, Cardas Golden Reference, and
TARA The One also saw service. A
truly astounding improvement was
also effected by an API Power
Wedge Ultra 116 on the front-end,
and apair of Ultra Enhancers on
the amps. The latter guys are not
leaving my system anytime in the
foreseeable or way-far-distant future; they are hugely and vociferously recommended.
—Jonathan Scull
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Basie Meets Oscar Peterson: The Tintekeepers
(JVC JVCXR-0206-2). Peterson is
more closely milted than Basie; you can
hear, with utter clarity, the sound of
hammer against string and the followon acoustic. There's asuperb delicacy of
timing to the playing, which runs up a
little before the beat at times, then a
touch behind. It's obvious that these
two guys arc having as much fun with
each other as is possible without getting
arrested. And in that Ifound one of the
most difficult expressions of musical
playback to describe. It's that moment
when the joy in the performance mingles with your own, asort of commingling of music, emotion, and meaning.
When an audio component allows that
to come through unimpeded, well,
that's aspecial component.
Ihad the same sense while listening to
Ellington's "The Mooche" on Stereophile's
new Rendezvous CD (STPH013-2). Instrument placement perfectly mirrored
the layout captioned in the informative
booklet. "Mooche" reached me as only a
classic Ellington tune can. Jerome Harris
and his quintet handle it with respect,
love, élan, deep understanding, and
unmistakable joy. You might feel, as Ido,
that the acoustic bass guitar is atouch
light in the mix. But Ifound it very natural sounding, not overblown at all. Better alight touch reflecting the actual
sound of the instrument — the stated
goal of recording engineer John Atkinson —than the fut, bloated bottom end
so many wild-eyed engineers conjure
these days for the undiscening.
Idid find that inner light I'm so
enamored of, which gives life to female
vocals especially. The X1000 had an
essentially different sense of openness
and light than I'd heard before —a presentation born of simplicity and purism,
developing alight that seemed to ride
between the activated molecules of sound.
Ihad the impression the amplifiers were
casting their light deep into the incredibly palpable nooks and crannies of the
music. On good recordings, this allowed
for Close Encounters of the Audiophile
Kind, for which Isuspect many of us
continually search. On poorly recorded
material, however, you might be better
off with that inner light off. The Pass
amps look on with only astern, unblinking expression: "You arc ashit recording.
Begone." Purity has its price.
While some of my favorite chantoosies (Marianne Faithfull, Patti Smith,
Patricia Barber) gave me goosebumps on
my goosebumps, Iactually enjoyed male
vocals more with the X1000s. Listening
to Bob Ludwig's transfer of Lou Reed's
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Sooefin Dnlla, Ifelt Reed so real and present between the speakers that Icould
almost see the expression on his face. On
my favorite track, "Faces and Names," I
noted the lack of chestiness, which gave
real lift and palpability to his voice.
Asymmetric conclusion
I'll always remember the X »Os: listening late at night with just the cool,
cene blue light of their meters shining
like afterburners in some unimaginably

I'll always remember
the X1000s: listening late
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at night with just the cool,
eerie blue light of their
meters shining like

COM
602 996 8119 FAX

afterburners in some
unimaginably powerful
music machine.
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powerful music machine. Their sound is
related to the flat-from-DC-to-infrared
Boulder 2050s, their build to the puristbred YBA products: simple and elegant
in conception and sound. Like the less
powerful YI3A Passions, the X1000s
wed asensitivity for small detail and
nuance with Boundless Power to produce afine amalgam of the two.
Given that, other solid-state bruisers —
the Passions, the big Boulders, and especially the sexy and engaging Classe
Omega — were easier to integrate with
our system. The Pass amps required a
bit more work; you'd better cultivate
good relations with your dealer. But that
would be recommended any time
you're contemplating spending $24,000
for apair of amplifiers!
While Iagree with Nelson Pass that
the X1000 is best served by abalanced
differential input, the Nagra PL-P contributed atouch of welcome color I
hadn't credited it with before. The
Nagra's single-ended output nicely "balanced" the X1000 with the Canorus
adapter cable. Straight out of the dCS
972/Elgar sample-rate converter and
IVA, the Passes sounded atouch cooler
with afew molecules of overcast, as it
were. But that was neatly balanced by a
satisfying purity of presentation and
heightened imaging.
Supersymmetrical superamps. If
you're apower user with ataste for the
revealing, try them in your system. You
might... Pass out and buy 'em.

FROM A
WHISPER
TO ASHOUT!

Technology Ltd
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check out our catalog online at

hbbp://unnumusiodirecb.com
Benz Glider cartridge
call
Disc Doctor record brushes.... .... $34 99/pr

Audio Prism Cluretline Filters

$24.99

Audio Prism Power Foundation 3
$599.99
Audio Prism CD Stoplight
$16.99
Black Diamond Racing cones (3)....
.$5999
Custom Power Cord Co Model 11
$269.99
An incredible power cord value
Ensemble Tubesox
$64.99/g
Highwire Powerwrap
$49.99

PATRICIA BARBER:
MODERN COOL
After the wild success of Patricia Barber's
Café Blue (Record to Die For twice! -available on Music Direct LP or CD). the dreamy
chanteuse follows with Modern Cool. It's
Barber's clear-headed reductionism at its
finest. CD, $14.99. or 180-gram LP. $29.99.
Patricia Barber Café Blue

$14.99

Café Blue (Gold) ,,,

$24 99

Lightspeed 6400 line conditioner
call
McCormack Micro Headphone drive ...$794.99
back in production!
MSB Technologies Link OAC

Disc Dr Miracle Record CIng Fluid $19 .99/0 1
Grado Reference Platinum cartridge
call
Gruv-Glide Il
$21.99
W INews Test LP
$24.99
Hunt Brush .....
$19.99

$349.99

Nordost ECO3 anti-static spray
Rega Planet CD Player

$39.99
call

Rightway Audio Suspendors (each)

$29 99

Ultimate Field Optimizer
This is the one audio tweek you cannot do

without! The UFO dissipates the magnetic electrostatic ghosts that inhabit all audio equipment and cabling. One treatment restores your
system's high frequency extension, dynamics
and transient response. Music Direct's most
highly rernmereertrn ircressory. UFO $299.99

analog

Music Direct carries ihe hest in analog
accessories. Call for products not listed.

It Happened One Night
Don't Smoke In Bed
Temptation
Girl Talk
Auto Morena Killer B's (British)
$21 as
Dead Can Dance (British)
$21 99
Into The Labyrinth
Toward The Within
Charlie Haden/Chris Anderson None But
The Lonely Heart (Nairn)
.$17.99
Audioquest

$1199

Chesky Records
Clarity Recording
Classic Records Gold CD Sale

DCC Gold CDs
Donan xCDs
JVC XRCDs

$13.99
$14.99
... $12.99

$22.99
......

Mobile Fidelity Gold CDs
Reference Recordings

„

$13.99
525.99
. $22.99
$1349

Lehmann Black Cube phono stage ...$694.99
Milty Zerostat
$59.99
Music Hall MMF-2 turntable
.call
Nulty Gritty ID record clearing mach .S219.99
Record Research Labs LP-9

$24.99

Ringmat 330XLR
Shure v15VxMR
Shure Stylus Force Gauge
Stimiko Blue Point Special

$79 99
call
$16 99
call

the fine Mob
your name and address on our voice mail.
There is aS5 charge for catalogs mailed
outside North America, refundable on your
first order.
In addition to items featured here, we
carry aone of the country's largest inventories

(Holly Cole Canadian Pressings) ...S18.99 ea

Dear Dark Heart

$29 99
$25 99

We're open Monday to Friday, 9to 6central
time. Saturday. 10 to 3. For acatalog, leave

The following domestic and import CDs
are just asampling of what we carry.

Treasure (limited)

$84.99

Sumtko FIS -12 Headshell
$29 99
VPI 165 Record Cleaning Machine $429 99

aCCOS5011185

feature CDs

KAB Speedstrobe
KAS Record Grip . .
LAST record preservative .

Audio Prism Waveguide
This incredible sonic advance from Audio
Prism eliminates cross channel noise on
power cords, interconnects and speaker
cables down to DC frequencies. The Waveguide is light-years ahead of ferrite-based noise
eliminators. $99.99
SCE Harmonic Recovery System
Sennheiser HD6OO headphones
Sennheiser HD580 headphones

$44999
$349.99
$199.99

Shakti Stone
$199.99
Shakti On-Lines
$99.99/pr
Signet Cleaning Tools (pkg of 4)
$11.99
TOS Passive Audiofile Processor .. 539499
Teknasonic C-T Vibration Absorber
$99.99
Vans Evers Pandora power cord .
$299.99
XL() TPC wipes (pkg of 10)
3M Vacuum Tube Dampers
3M Damping Sheets

of domestic and import vinyl. CDs, and other
products from: Acoustic Disc. Analogue

Grado The Statement phono cartridge
John Grade introduces the finest fixed cod phono
cartridge in the world! (and maybe the finest
cartridge of any design) This low output
I75mV) cartridge delivers alush, warm tonal
balance that is exceedingly natural without
being bloated. Its high frequency extension
is the equal of any moving coil. Best of all, you
can tryout The Statement with Music Direct's
unique cartridge demo program. $2499.99

$9 99

$349 ea
$4.99 ea

Aesthetix Cartridge Demagnetizer
Allsop Orbarac 2

$179.99
934 99

Productions, Alto Edition, Audioquest,
Chesky, Clarity, Classic Records, BCC,
Decca, Delos. DMP, Dorian, First Impressions
Music, GRP, Harmonia Mundi, Mapleshade,
John Marks Records, JVC XRCD, MCA
Heavy Vinyl, Mercury, Mobile Fidelity, Naim,
OJC, Reference Recordings, Sheffield Lab,
Sony legacy. Telarc. Water Lily.
Music Direct also features accessories
and hardware from: Arcici, API, Audio Prism,
Audimpiest, Bedini, Benz Micro, Black
Diamond Racing, Bright Star Audio, Creek,
Echo Busters, Grado, Last, Lightspeed, Mango, Monster Cable, MSEI Technology, Bitty
Gritty, Perfectionist Audio, Rega, RingMat,
Roomtune, Sennheiser, Shakti, Shure, Solidsteel, Sovtek, Sumiko, Svetlana, Synergistic,
Target, Vans Evers, Versalab, VPl.

musicdirect
long-playing records
compact disks
audio system accessories
Triphezer Every audio system regardless of price suffers from the
same basic physics problem called frequency skew. This distortion
of frequency over time causes smearing of images, production of
non-musical artifacts and thin bass The incredible new Triphazers
restore this skew to its proper place in time by delivering the high.
mid and low frequencies to your equipment in step. The result is
precision 3-D imaging, lower noise floor and incredible dynamics.
Amust have for music lovers Triphater Level 2. $599.99/Pf
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Bedini Ultra Clarifier It This new and improved Ultra Clarifier rises
adual magnetic beam to direct twice the clarifying power to your

compact discs. CDs treated with the Clarifier sound fuller and richer
with more top end inlormation. The tahle-top design is easy and
convenient to use and includes abonus CD cleaning kit Attention
current owners of Ultra Clarifiers! Call Music Direct about our
Clarifier trade-in program. Bedini Dual Beam Ultra Clarifier $179.99

800.449.8333

1327 W. Washington Blvd.. suite 102

Chicago. Illinois 60607
in Illinois: 312 433-0200
fax 312 433-0011
e-mail: mdgamusicdirect.com
h118//www.amusicdirect.00111

secure web ordering!
Stereophde, June 1999

Equipment

Report

Wes

OSAR Selway

Phillips

Vagruder audio/video racks

T

here seems to be afairly common evolution among audiophiles: First, they notice that
there is better sound available than they
have ever experienced before, so they
buy (we hope!) better-sounding equipment —but sooner or later, upgrading
becomes terrifically expensive, while
the urge to improve the system remains
constant. What to do then?
Experienced audiophiles know the
answer: Examine and tweak the setup.
I've heard systems consisting of state-ofthe-art components that sounded lackluster and lifeless because they were just
tossed together, with no thought of
keeping signal-carrying wires away
from AC leads, or with excess speaker
cable looped into coils and stuffed in a
corner — two oversights that cost next
to nothing to remedy. I've also heard
modest systems that gave me U-RThere gooscbumps simply because their
owners had lavished meticulous attention on the details.
One detail that's easy to overlook —
but has almost never been overlooked
in the best systems I've heard —is the
support and isolation of the equipment
itself. These days, we have many choices
when it comes to audio racks. "Too
many," some grouches would say, but
I'm happy to see how many handsome,
well thought-out support choices are
out there. Among the niftier of these are
OSAR's Selway and Magruder series of
racks — they aren't complicated or all
that exotic, just logical and well built.
OSAR Selway series equipment rack'.

The last and greatest art is to limit
and isolate oneself.
—Johann Wolfgang von Goethe
'Things have unproved nemendou* ni

the last decade. Iremember when the
only choices were pretty, but heavy,
wooden furniture that had atendency
to store energy and release it (audibly)
into the equipment resting upon it or
"pro-style" racks that clamped components by their faceplates into walls of
electronics that would have looked at
home in arecording studio. Iguess that
was the idea, but they, like the other
racks available at the time, actually had a
negative effect on sound quality —and

Stereophile, June 1999

Audio rack/isolation systems for supporting audio components.
Selway series: Three independent
racks designed to nest together as
though asingle rack.
Dimensions: Selway 2729: 27" W by
29" H by 20" D. Selway 2317: 23" W
by 17" H by 18" D. Selway 1905: 19"
W by 5" H by 16" D.
Prices: Complete system: $895.
Selway 2729: 5365. Selway 2317:
$310. Selway 1905: $220.
Magruder series: Similar to above,
but consisting of two elements with

more generous dimensions.
Dimensions: Magruder 3425: 34" W
by 25" H by 20" D. Magruder 2106:
/1" W by 6" H by 24" D.
Prices: Magruder 3425: $425.
Magruder 2106: $270.
Common to oil.
Approximate number of dealers: 10.
Manufacturer. OSAR Design, 3599
Norfolk Way, Boise, ID 83706.
Tel./fax: (208) 422-0254. Web: net
now.micron.net/-osar.
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OSAR
for the same reason. Linking all your
gear together into one massive pile is
convenient, but mass stores energy.
Unfortunately, it's not an infinite sink:
Sooner or later the stored energy must
he released, and the heavier the mass,
the lower in frequency that release. The
problem with this is that we humans are
pretty good at detecting aberrant information within the music band.
If you've never actually heard how a
big ol' hunk of cabinet can put an overlay of mush onto the musical signal,
you're probably thinking that I'm showing my age here, talking about how sensitive turntables are to their environment. But while it's mie that turntables
can be notoriously sensitive to what
they're placed on, CD players, and even
amps and preamps, are also affected. You
can hear it for yourself by supporting a
light plywood shelf on three Tiptoes (or
three tennis balls, if you have no
Tiptoes) and doing an A/F1 comparison.
Play aCl) with your player resting on a
credenza or something similar; next,
play the same track with the CD player
on top of the plywood shelf If you hear
what I've heard when I've done the
same comparison, you'll hear the music
as livelier and lighter, with greater differentiation between the individual instrumental and vocal lines. There'll be more
contrast between the music and the

Associated Equipment
LP playback: Linn LPI2/Lingo/
Cirkus/Ekos/Arkiv.
CD playback: Audio Research
CD2/DAC3, Sonic Frontiers
Transport 3/Processor 3.
DVD player: Denon DVD-3000.
Preamplification: Audio Research Reference I, Conrad-Johnson ART preamplifier, Mark Levinson No380S, Linn Linto phono
section.
Power amplifiers: Audio Research VT200, Mark Levinson
No332.
Loudspeakers: Alón by Acarian
Systems Circe, B&W Silver Signature.
Cables: Siltech interconnects,
Black Orpheus speaker cables.
Accessories: Cinepro PowerPRO
20 AC line balancer, Black Diamond Racing *2 Cones.
Room treatment: ASC Tube
Traps, Studio Traps, Bass Traps; RPG
Abffusors; otiant beast. -Wes Phillips
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Selway

& Magruder

help!), which is the same as esker, which is
"a long, narrow ridge of coarse gravel
deposited by a stream flowing in or
under adecaying glacial ice sheet." Oh.
It's also an acronym for One Serious
Audio Rack, which it is.
Each part is made of aone-piece steel
frame handsomely powder-coated black.
The frames can be filled with lead shot,
sand, or acombination of the two, which
While it's true that
further damps the structure. At the top of
each frame, just under the shelf support,
turntables can be
is adecorative "faceplate" — astrip of
wood available in oak, cherry, or four
notoriously sensitive to
"marble" finishes: Forest Green, Midnight Blue, Ruby Red, or Starfield
what they're placed on,
Black. Each shelf rests atop its frame on
CD players, and even
Sorbothane hemispheres (standard on
the Selway series), each capable of supamps and preamps,
porting 80 lbs. Or you can order your
stands with Sorbothane pucks (standard
are also affected.
on the Magruder series) capable of supporting 200 lbs per shelf. If you prefer,
OSAR also sells brass cones ($49.95/set
an inexpensive option — but it's also
of three). The shelves are arigid lamiinconvenient and ugly. Comedienne
nate of 16-gauge steel and MDF, with a
Rita Rudner refers to men as "uncivilizable" — no better, really, than "bears
durable, black powder-coated finish.
The stands all have massive, threaded
with furniture." The problem with the
brass spikes that allow you to level the
shelf/Tiptoe/floor option is that you
stands and anchor them solidly to the
won't even have the furniture. Go ahead,
get an audio rack — maybe Rafi Zabor floor. If you'd prefer your floors unperforated, OSAR sells brass floor protecwill write anovel about you.
Of course, not all audio racks are cretors ($16.95/set of four).
The Selway and Magruder series difated equal. Some wobble. This creates
other problems — some audible, some
fer primarily in their proportions. The
just cause for alarm. Ideally, a rack
Selways are generously sized for stanshould be rigid enough to keep any
dard audio components, while the
external vibrations from adding to those
Magruder 2106 is ahefty amp stand perthat occur naturally within the compofect for larger, heavier power amplifiers.
nent. But how do you do this with a The taller Magruder 3425 is sized for a
rack containing multiple components?
large direct-view television monitor.
Won't the vibration from the motors or
By the way, if you're having trouble
keeping track of all the options, considtransformers in one piece be transmitted into the others?
er checking out OSAR's website (net
Yes, unless the rack's designer has
now.micron.net/- osar), which is extaken this into consideration. Many
tremely helpful in illustrating the differhave — afrequent answer is to isolate
ences and options and can point you
toward anearby dealer. It's agood 'un.
each shelf from the support structure
itself Different companies take different
approaches to this, but OSAR's Kim
Stand shadowless like silence,
Howard has taken it to aclever extreme:
listening to silence. —Thomas Hood
What seems to be one three-shelf rack is,
While the audiophile mantra seems to
in reality, three separate racks that nest
be "Everything makes adifference," I
together to give the appearance of asingle
can't say that Ihear important changes
unit (see the photo). Each component sits
every time Islip something new under
on its own rack, but the system remains
my components. This isn't to say that
compact and as unobtrusive as three
others don't, but simply that, for me, the
high-end components are going to get most important thing is that Iallow my
out in the open. Simple. Elegant, even.
components to be relatively uninfluenced by their environment by putting
The whole worl's in astate
them on agood support. After that, I
o' chassis! —Sean O'Casey
find most audible differences between
What is an OSAR, anyway? My American
cone shapes, materials, etc. to be on the
Heritage Dictionary of the English Language,
"ask me if Icare" order of magnitude. I
Third Edition, says it's the plural of os (big have dear friends and respected colsilence. Or, if you don't want to go that
far, the sound will be "cleaner."
Are these differences "day and night"?
No, but they're certainly audible —and,
once heard, certainly desirable. You
could just put all your gear on plywood
shelves on the floor, supported on
Tiptoes or tennis balls. That's certainly
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As to how the OSAR racks sound in
general, let's just say they do what a
good rack is supposed to: they get out of
the way of the music and let each component sound like itself, without an
overlay of grain or mush. This means,
for the most part, that the gear on them
sounds more open, lithe, and quiet.
The OSAR stands are strong and
rigid — they'll support alot more weight
than you'll be able to manhandle onto
their shelves, even with help. There's a
The OSAR stands are
generous amount of room on top of
each stand, as well as between shelves
strong and rigid —
when you nest them, so your equipment
they'll support a lot more
has lots of room and oodles of breathing
space —always agood thing.
weight than you'll be
Ieven like the way they look. At first
Ifound the "faceplate" a little offable to manhandle
putting, but that passed quickly; now I
think it adds asplash of color to what
onto their shelves.
would otherwise be yet another plainblack audio component. Don't get me
dry as Icompared the different support wrong — the OSAR racks aren't going
to win any style awards at the Milan furoptions. Not much choice between
them, in my opinion. If Idid detect dif- niture show. But they have asort of
ferences, they were of the "I think Ihear butch integrity to their appearance that
something" variety — and Idecided a Ifind quite appealing — especially with
long time ago that that sort of difference the darker faceplates in Forest Green,
Midnight Blue, and Starfield Black.
wasn't worth worrying about.
The only problem with the OSARs is
But, much to my amazement, Ifound
that Ipreferred the brass cones under that, by their very nature, they're alittle
digital transports by ascootch — but pricey. After all, each three-shelf rack sysconsistently and repeatedly. Music tem employs almost twice as much in
sounded more open and somewhat the way of materials and labor costs as
more lively with the cones. Taking it fur- does astandard integrated unit —possibly
ther, Itried the Black Diamond Racing more. But you can spend more on stylish
cones (see J-10's review in the June 1998
furniture that doesn't function as well
(and you can spend less on several other
Stereophile, VoI21 No.6) and liked them
even better — music sounded even more well-designed racks that also deliver solid
open, without sounding overly excited. performance). One lesson Ilearned a
These cones seemed to be more in con- long time ago is to never try to put your
trol. I'm not trying to say the difference wallet in somebody else's slacks—each of
between the Sorbothane and the cones us brings his or her own set of priorities
was immense — it wasn't. It was just to apurchasing decision.
noticeable enough that Ihad apreference. And remember that the sound You pays your money and
with either support was much better than you takes your choice.
it was on just any old piece of furniture.
—Punch, Vol.X, p.16 (1846)
That means that Icurrently have the The OSAR Selway and Magruder racks
Sonic Frontiers "Iris" Transport 3sitting go along way toward satisfying my prion the OSAR shelf, which in turn is orities. They have ademonstrable posiresting on BDR cones (#2s, as it hap- tive effect on the sound, and, indeed,
pens, but Ican't say Iheard any differ- rank among the best-sounding racks
ence between the 2s and the 3s in this I've tried. They are made well, are capacontext), themselves sitting on the ble of supporting any piece of gear I
OSAR's frame. All this, Imust confess, could imagine putting on them, and are
is altogether tweakier than Ilike to even stylish, in their macho, Harleythink of myself as being.
Davidson, built-like-a-tank way. Although they're certainly not cheap, I
think they offer good value. Whether
1I'm not going to sis' that there aren't sonic differences
between stands — there are. Some support systems,
or not they're for you depends on how
such as the pricey but amazingly effective Vibraplane,
many priorities we have in common,
seem to operate on alevel that leaves everything else in
but they're well worth seeking out and
the dust. (See reviews in Vol.17 No.5, Vol.18 No.11. and
Vo120 No.5.)
considering.

leagues who feel differently, as you
might. Tha's cool, as long as Idon't have
to pretend to.'
So, do Ihear adifference between the
shelves supported on the brass cones
and those supported on the pucks?
Ummm, mostly no—with one exception. With preamps, power amps, and
DACs, Ifelt as if Iwas watching paint
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Top Five
Best Sound
At Hifi '97, our RM22si
became the only $2299
speakers to ever crack the
"Top Ten" Best Sound List.
Now the Hifi '98 votes are in,
and we've broken yet another
price/performance barrier.
Our RM25si is the first $3299
speaker to crack the Top Five!
(That's less than the sales lax on the
average cost of the other top five!)

At last, aTop Five Best Sound
winner you can actually
afford to call your own!

The new 10125s/ The first $3299 speakers
to et er crack the ne lite'
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..."It is among the finest
cartridges I've ever heard
at any price-"
-Stereophile March 1999 p. 41
The Statement Michael Fremer
Reference

GyroDec MKIIII Limited
S2150
GyroDec MKIII
S1995
Gyro Spider
51595
Mycro
S1495
The GyroDec is truly a breathtaking blend of art and precision engineering.

Reference Master
Reference Sonata
Reference Platinum
-The

$1200
$800
S500
$300

finest fixed-coil cartridge I've ever heard, and one of the

finest-sounding cartridges I've ever heard-especially in the
midrange-regardless of design," said ME -Stereophile Rec. Comp.
4/99 Reference SSS Class B, Sonata Class B. Platinum SSS Class C
e

SHURE

Black Cube

$69:
MM /MC Phono Preamplifier
"You won't believe your ears."
-Stereophile Rec. Comp. Class
B SSS 4/99 Michael Fremer

'PUTTY GRITTY"

The Return Of A Legend
RECORD CARE PRODUCTS

Planar 25 Class C SSS ...$1275
Planar 3 Class D SSS
$695
Planar 2 Class D
5499
"Scary how good this bargain
sounds. Get one and you'll be

V15VxMR -Audiophile

hooked on vinyl." Borderline

Stereophile Recommended
Comp. Class C SSS 10 /98 p. 83

Class B. -Stereophile Rec.
Comp. Class C SSS 4/99

...$275

"Cold out of the box. the V15 sounded warm." -Stereophile 7/ 97

Planar 25 Michael Fremer

SUMIKO eGRADO

X5-MC
X3-MC
X1-MC /MCP

S269"
$219"
S134"

.."a very good performer for the
money" -Stereophile Rec. Comp.
XI-MC Class D 4/98 p. 109 MF

THORge

LAU:

TD-295
List S999"
Sale S799"

Stereophile
Rec. Comp.
4/99

audiolechnica
0C-9
List ...S400
Sale ...S200

Sweet

„leap
Pro-Ject 1.2 New Price.
Includes Oyster Cartridge

4319

Pro-Ject 6.1 New Price .. .S595
Includes Oyster Cartridge
Perspective "New for 99". .$995
Clear Acrylic Base, Fully Suspended
"Natural sound with good bass.
well-made excellent value Hard to
beat at the price." -What Hi Fi UK
Pro-Ject 1.2

sounding
and communicative with a pleasing full tonal balance." -Hi-Fi Choice
Sound 4 1/2 Value 4
10 /96 Grado Gold M. Steward

440ML
List ..S21Se"
Sale .. 499"

Prestige Gold

$180

Prestige
Prestige
Prestige
Prestige
Prestige

$150
5110
S80
S60
$40

orrofon

Silver
Red
Blue
Green
Black

tier
INeeord
..tareoeve

MC 25 FL
List ...S450
Sale .. .S225
DCC LPs

Mini Pro Fully Automatic .
1.5FI Semi Automatic
$44:
1.5 Semi Automatic
S37:
1.0 Manual Operation
$22:
Record Master
$24:
CD Master
S5E=
-Stereophile Rec. Comp. 4/99
Mini Pro 2, 2.5FI, 1.5FI, 1.0 SSS

22"j

#1
#2
#3
#4
#5
#1
#2
#4

Power Cleaner
S28/S1£
Record Preservative 428/S151
Record Cleaner 417/RCM Se
Stylus Cleaner
Sit
Stylast Preservative
& #2 Combo Kit
$499
& #3 Combo Kit
sac'
& #5 Combo Kit
$349
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KIM3ER KABLE
-1 A

Amu> MIL

KCAG -147
$4301m pr
Sapphire
$310 1
m pr Opal
$195 1meter pair
Unshielded but astonishingly transTO1 Triode Quartz .$140 1
m pr Extremely pure solid FPC-6 copper
parent, and offering improved
Tourmaline
$87 lm pr (99.99997%). RCA plugs are weldimage focus and even better clarity
Astronomical Flat-conductor interconnects that
ed on using 8,000 amperes of cur- when compared with Kimber's
Highend Bargain! DAS enthuses over: ...has excelrent commingling the molecules.
PBJ. A JE and TJN favorite. tenet Class B SSS
$795 lent RF rejection. Impressive."
Stereophile Rec. Comp. 4/99
actual
-Stereophile Rec. Comp. 4/99
stronomical Value with
size
Goertz AG & Goertz Copper
1M
l'ega's Planet? -Stereophile
over Story 2/98 p. 101 JA

21 awg FPC-6 Copper
Air-Hyperlitz Insulation
Polypropylene Isolating
Polypropylene Jacket
Foil/Mylar Foil Shield
Silver Plated Drainwire
PVC Jacket

3ut at a whisker under $800,
is an astronomical highend
argain." -Stereophile Rec.
'omp. Class B SSS 4/99 JA

reo

330 40w integrated
$495
330 Remote 40w integrated $595
330SE 50w integrated
$895
Derformance for the price...
lakes the Creek... a breakthrough
roduct," said ST.. "The Creek
330 isn't just a great amplifier for
)e money it's agreat amplifier,
eriod." -Stereophile Rec. Comp.
3ut its sonic performance won it
sbiggest accolades. -Stereophile
eudget Component Of The Year
reek 4330 12 /98

•
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MI 2 "Veracity" ..$235 8foot pair
"Stereophile Rec. Comp. 4/ 99
Goertz MI AG 2 & MI 2$$$

fludioPrism
Ruby

Power Foundation Ill

$190 1m pr

..."represents amajor performance
breakthrough for the price," ST
averred. -Stereophile
Recommended Comp. 4/99

HERO-144

$120 lm pr

Newest analog interconnect, features include GyroQuadratic field
geometry & DTC conductors.

actual
size
ACFX

$399

. .$99" 4 Pieces /$199 8 Pieces

VIBRADTM

8

ooPRODUC g

YEAR

HD-600
$349"
VP KR, and ST
.
re unanimous in
•ailing these the
'est dynamic
ieadphones they've ever heard.
The only ones with which Ihave
?ver been physically or sonically
,omfortable," says KR. "
Stereophile Recommended
;omponent Class A 4/99

$125 1meter pair

Extremely pure solid FPC copper
(99.997%). RCA plugs are welded
on using 8,000 amperes of current
$699
commingling the molecules.

e in%ele
Silver Streak-147

VIBRAPOD

$6 each

VIBRAPOD Isolators Improve Bass
Definition and Depth Dynamics,
Detail Resolution Ambiance, Clarity
Soundstaging Video Images
"A KR favorite. ...Vibrapods isolate
and enhance performance. Ikeep
a box of them around so that no
component goes without".Stereophile Rec. Comp. 4/99

rices subject to change without notice. Some pictures are representations of products

Co

Silver Plated Drainwire
22 awg FPC Copper
Polypropylene Insulation
Foil Shield
PP Filer
PVC Jacket

eseIGZU>
Topaz

$781mpr

"Customers tell me nothings compares to Kimber Kable's PBJ. The
peoples choice cable." -J. Raskin

111•111116110...

.

$79 1meter pair

Extremely pure solid LGC copper
(99.97%).
"...uncolored at an affordable price.
Great value." -Stereophile Rec.
Comp. 4/99

O

actual
size

22 awg LGC Drainwire
-22 awg LGC Copper
-- Polypropylene Insulation
— Foil Shield
PP Filer
PVC Jacket

Turquoise
Jade

PBJ

Stereophile Rec. Comp. $U 4/99

BiFocal XL
BiFocal X
Monocle XL
Monocle X

$1800
$1200
$880
$660

8'
8'
8'
8'

pr
pr
pr
pr

"These cables do just about everything right and are among the very
best I've heard." -Stereophile
Rec. Comp. 4/ 99 BiFocal

8TC US
4TC US

$12 foot
$7 foot

A double run of 8 TC greatly
improves the sound, feels DO.
$45 1meter pair Excellent bass. -Stereophile
$29 1meter pair Recommended Comp. $$$ 4/99

Your System Is Drinking From The Sewer:
aucJioquest

Save up to 60% on Auchoquest AC Cords
If AC power were water, your audio and video components would be drinking from the sewer! That's afact. The quality of our AC power is worse
than ever. And it continues to degrade as radio and cellular phone transmissions increase. Plus, the rapidly increasing number of computers and
digital A/V components being used in your home and the homes around you are having sonically degrading effects on your system.
Adding ahigh quality AC power filter is agood start in dealing with some of these AC related problems. And we recommend adding one to any
quality system. But the single most overlooked component in most audio and video systems is the AC power cord.
We are often asked how apower cord can have any effect on performance in an audio/video system. Let's take alook...
All the way from the power station to the wall outlet, AC cable is solid. Nothing at all like the stranded cords supplied with virtually all high end
components.
If you were to simply replace your stock cords with the wiring found in the wall, the improvement would be obvious.
The primary cause of distortion in apower cable is electrical and magnetic interference between strands. Audioquest power cables eliminate this
problem by using multiple solid conductors made from their own superior quality LGC copper. Each solid conductor is electrically and magnetically
isolated by its own application of dielectric material.
The helical array of the multiple solid conductors provide ahigh level of airborne RH rejection. But to guarantee that nothing gets thru, Audioquest
attacks the problem with brute force by installing their specially tuned ferrite RFI filter on each cable.
The thorough design of the Audioquest cable not only eliminates the problems caused by stock cords, but it goes much further by dealing with the
serious problems of RFI induced distortions. All in all, you get awell engineered product that yields avaluable improvement in sound and visual
quality, for afraction of the price demanded by other high end cable manufacturers.
Two models are available. The AC15-1.6 is suitable with all components except for extremely large power amplifiers. For those of you who do own a
mammoth power amplifier, the larger Ad 2-3.3 is the best choice. Plug options are also available, ranging from the standard high grade plugs picture(
above, to the upgraded Hubbell AC plug and/or Schurter IEC.
12 awg (3.3 sq. mm) each
Hots
Neutrals
Earth
2

AC12-3.3
„
Electrically and magnetically
isolated conductors

18 awg solid
LGC copper

Model

Length

List

Sale

AC15-1.61-I
AC15-1.611
AC15-1.6H
AC15-1.6H
AC15-1.6
AC15-1.6
AC12-3.3H
AC12-3.3H
AC12-3.3H
AC12-3.3H
AC12-3.3
AC12-3.3

1meter
2meter
3meter
4meter
2meter
4meter
1meter
2meter
3meter
4meter
2meter
4meter

$109
$120
$131
$142
$98
$120
$199
$224
$249
$274
$195
$245

$39.95
$49.95
$59.95
$69.95
$44.95
$64.95
$79.95
$99.95
$114.95
$129.95
$89.95
$119.95

50% Off on May Audio D-Box Powered Subs
Among low priced subs, May Audio's D-Box 300 & 500 are two
of the most musically accurate units you'll find. Unlike other low
priced subs, D-Box bass is smooth, quick and defined. Because a
musically accurate woofer is not always the most exciting woofer
for movie sound effects, D-Box incorporates aspecial video EQ
circuit that can be turned on when desired. Both models have a
built-in high-current power amp using discrete bipolar outputs
and awhopping 4.5db to 6db of headroom. You also get
selectable crossover points, variable phase correction, auto turn on
circuit, line and speaker level inputs, and spliced feet. We made aspecial purchase on a
small overstock of these unit and don't expect them to last long at these prices. Hurry!
5500
• D-900
Cur 14.• 5250
• e.50g

$249 95

•10"

•1001300 watt

HCM

Audio
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$349 95

•ir

•125/500 watt

15 awg (1.6 sq. mm) each
Earth
Neutrals
Hots

AC15-1.6
18 av;g solid
LGC copper

Electrically and magneticall:
isolated conductor

Staticstage Isolation Platform

Limited quantity available!

$59 95

The Atacama Audio Staticstage Isolation
Platform from the UK is designed to fit
under standard size components to reduce
the negative effects of vibration. It utilizes four high
performance FoculPods and is finished in a durable
black textured coating. 50% off only while supply lasts!

Get the rest of the deals on the web at: www.hcmaudio.com

800-222-3465 • 530-345-1341 • Fax 530-345-7269
2725 Hwy 32 West, Suite C, Chico, CA 95973
e-mail address: info@hcmaudio.com
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very year it's the same routine:
first, the inevitable autumn avalanche of albums meant for
Christmas buying (a few enduring atolls
in the usual sea of disappointments);
then, the annual CMJ music conference
mêlée (which increasingly has the flavor
and organizational élan of aMacedonian
refugee camp); next, the Grammys (that
wonderfully comic bit of idiocy that
speaks for itself); and finally, when
you're good and dejected by the state of
the music world, the oasis known as
South By Southwest.
Perhaps it's the overload of Tex-Mex
cuisine, or the sight of thousands of
Mexican fruit bats taking flight from
under Austin, Texas's Congress Street
Bridge —or, more likely, the fertile sea
of schmooze onto which yours truly
casts his net. Whatever the reason,
Austin and the fabled South By
Southwest Music and Media conference
are my annual revival: the weekend
when I—and, Isuspect, much of the
music business — reloads for another
season. Ialways come back with 50
albums Ineed to hear, 10 people Ihave to
call, five small labels onto whose mailing
lists Imust claw my way, and at least one
fresh reason I'm revved about listening
to advance CDs from bands like Honky
Toast, Cibo Matto, and Spock's Beard.
The final SXSW of the millennium
was especially restorative for several reasons, beginning with aconcert by the
name that, for the past decade, has topped
my "If you could see anyone play live"
wish list: Tom Waits. Although amuchanticipated Flaming Lips show ran aclose
second for many, Waits' performance was
this year's showstopper. (My vote for second best would be atie between Lucinda
Williams and Bill Lloyd.)
Waits' picture should be next to the
"Critics' Darling" entry in the American
Dictionary of Slang. He hasn't toured in
more than adecade, and has deigned to
perform only limited tours (N.Y. and
L.A.) and infrequent benefit performances since signing with Island
Records in the early '80s. Almost all the
Waits bootlegs currently available date
from the late '70s.
Seeing the eccentric, cancerousvoiced noise maestro was appropriately
Stereophile, June 1999

difficult. First, no one really knew how
the tickets would be distributed until
Friday night. (The concert was Saturday.) It finally became clear that anyone
with an SXSW badge would be given a
free ticket if they lined up outside the
Convention Center beginning at 10am.
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was amusing and occasionally, as
expected and desired, stream-of-consciousness in an On The Road sort of
way. The chief autobiographical gem
gleaned from these interpolations was
(imagine the growl) "My wife says I
write two kind of songs: grand weepers
which in Austin during SXSW qualifies as
and grim reapers."
a positively ungodly hour. That line.
To answer the most obvious and
which reminded me of a pack of anxiously asked question: Yes, he did
dip back into his classic mid-'70s
Elektra albums, but only twice — for
Every year when
"Heart of Saturday Night" and "Heartattack and Vine."
you're good and dejected
Other impressions: When Waits
stood and sang, he bowed into aquarterby the state of the music
moon arc while beating his right leg
against the floor in time. Thankfully, he
world, along comes
sang through abullhorn only once. He
the oasis known as
didn't acknowledge shouted requests.
About halfway through the set, guitarist
South By Southwest.
Smokey Hormel and the rest of the dangerously talented and well-rehearsed
Nosferatus writhing under a blazing band (most bizarre percussion effect: the
sun, was followed the next night by a drummer rubbing hubcaps across the
huge line outside the theater. Waits was drum heads) left the stage as Waits,
slated to go on at 11:30pm; the lights wearing his trademark felt porkpie hat,
finally went down sometime after 12:30. sat down at the piano. While he didn't
Of course, seeing agritty, former bar- slip fully into his long-discarded but
room pianist somewhere in the vicinity sorely missed lounge persona, there
of closing time (which, not coincidental- were flashes. Near the end, he made a
ly, was the name of his first album)
fool of aheckler (who was shrieking
seemed absolutely fitting to the 1200 profanely about being thrown out) with
critics and music-biz riff-raff there asentence or two. Lastly, his high enerassembled.
gy levels clearly said that he dug the
Imust admit that by the time Waits whole thing — not too surprising, concame on, the SXSW Night of the
sidering the amount of psychic drool
Living Dead rot had completely envel- cascading from seats to stage.
oped my meager brain. This annual
By the last encore, Waits had fitted
phenomenon, caused by lack of sleep himself snugly into the portrait painted
and too much queso amarillo gumming by Barney Hoskyns in arecent (April
up the arteries, makes its victims unnat- '99) issue of Mojo: "... amutant throwurally calm — lobotomized, you might back: Nowlin' Wolf by way of Harry
say —and able to face Texas fascist Tom
Partch and Don Van Vliet, apoetic madDelay, Francophile flamethrower Cel- man singing with the debauched growl
ine Dion, or unholy Armageddon itself of Orson Welles in Touch ofEvil."
with nary awhimper. Waits' first onIt was the only show I've ever been
stage roar — the man still doesn't need to where, during between-song lulls,
amicrophone — snapped me back into audience members insistently begged
the chilly Texas night.
the performer to tour. After the show,
Waits opened with aclanging, driv- as Idragged my zombified self back to
ing version of "16 Shells from aThirty- the hotel, aline Waits shouts in the
Ought Six" (from Swordfishtrombones), film Cotton Club shot across my gray
and from there never looked back. matter. It seemed the perfect summa"Downtown Train" was my personal tion: "What amob, what acrowd, what
best of show. His between-song patter ashow!"
113
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The Oscar Peterson Trio /
Night Train
LP =AVER 8538 $30.00

Ella Fitzgerald and Louis
Armstrong /Ella And Louis
LP =AVEC 4003 $30.00

Getz /Gilberto
LP =AVER 8545 $30.00

Ben Webster
Ouintet /Soulville
LP =AVER 8274 $30.00

-
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DECCA
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Bach — The Musical
Offering /The Stuttgart Chamber Orchestra /
Karl Munchinger
LP =ADEC 2284 $30.00

Gabriel Faure — Pelléas et
Mélisande (Suite), Pénélope
(Prélude), Masques et
bergamasques' Claude
Debussy -Petite Suite /OSA
/Ernest Ansermet
LP =ADEC 2303 $30.00

Beethoven — Complete
Incidental Music to Goethe's
Egmont /Pilar Lorengar /
Klaus-Jurgen Wussow /VPO
/George Szell
LP =ADEC 6465 $30.00

Tchaikoysky — Swan Lake
(ballet) /L'Orchestre de la
Suisse Romande /Ernest
Ansermet
LP =2107/8 $55.00 (2 LP)

Maria Callas —Operatic
Recital/Arias /Philharmonia
Orch /Serafin
LP =AEMI 1231 $30.00

Bruckper Syluouni Nu 4
PHO/ Klemperer
LP =AEMI 2569 $30.00

Strauss — Don Quixote /Op.
35 /Till Eulenspiegels /
Berlin Phil. Orch. /Kempe
LP =AEMI 326 $30.00

ESEUEIMil
HEAVY VINYL

EMI

et

Jacqueline Du Pré —
Cello Concerto /Janet Baker — Sea Pictures
/Sir John Barbirolli /LSO
LP =AEMI 655 $30.00

APO

Wei»
OMM

EAVMMI IM1010e

Little Hait h
I
ane
Jimmy D Lane /Legacy
LP =AAPO 2005 $25.00
CD =CAPO 2005 $16.00

Little Hatch /Coin Back
LP =AAPO 2007 $25.00
CD =CAPO 2007 $16.00

Jimmie Lee Robinson /
Remember Me
LP =AAPO 2006 $25.00
CD =CAPO 2006 $16.00

Eomot RaSun /Three Days
Walkin
LP =AAPO 2008 $25.00
CD =CAPO 2008 $16.00

The Complete Music &Video Library System
A convenient,

1
1MIPM.111Ink.

innovative solution

Leqacy

Weepin' Willie /At Last On
Time
LP =AAPO 2009 $25.00
CD =CAPO 2009 $16.00

To Order Call

1-800-716-3553
Or visit us on the web at

»81,1131/G

for keeping track of
all your recordings,

.
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www.acousticsounds.com

1 I

Call for our deluxe,
196-page, full-color catalog.
A$5 value
FREE with any order!

The Complet. Music
Library Systain

videos or anything
you want to catalog!
This program is so
easy to use, designed
by an audiophile for
audiophiles! Search
thousands of entries
with aclick of your

b.

mouse with salitsecond response
time.
Kuptrack $59.95

3 5' HD
DISKIFITF

Download a FREE DEMO!
tram

Keeptrak Webs/fe al acoushcsounds cam!

ACOUSTIC SOUNDS'e
PO Box 1905, Salina, Kan. 67402-1905 USA
(785) 825-8609 • FAX (785) 825-0156

Quarter
Wes

Notes
Phillips

Chesky's 24/96 recordings offer the
finest sound I've heard yet from the
DAD (or SAD, if you prefer) format,
although now that aDVD-Audio standard has been set, you might prefer to
wait for DVD-A—capable players. But if
you already have aDVD-Video player
capable of delivering 24/96, you can
have a lot of fun playing these twoCHESKY
channel, music-only discs.
Dave's True Story is a hip band.
BIBER 8. SCHMELZER: Seventeenth Century Musk
and Dance from the Viennese Court
Officially, it consists of guitarist/vocalist
Ars Antigua Austria, Cunar Letzbor, dir.
David Cantor and vocalist Kelly Flint,
CD173 (CD). 1998. Miguel Kertsman, prod., eng.
DDD. TT: 69:38
but they're backed up by astrong cast of
DAVE'S TRUE STORY: Sex Without Bodies
other musicians. The songs are arch and
CHDVD174 (DAD). 1997/1998. Richard Julian, David
Chesky, prods.; Barry Wolifson, eng. DDD. Tr: 48:22
knowing and quirky and funny as hell.
JON FADDIS: Remembrances
Sample lyrics: "I'll read ICafka's tale
Jon Faddis, trumpet, flugelhorn; Blair Tindall, oboe,
about that lonely vermin / I'll read
english horn; George Young, Lawrence Feldman,
Dale Kleps, alto sax, flute; Paquito D'Rivera, sopraevery Jonathan Edwards sermon /Hell,
no &tenor sax, clarinet; Bill Easley, tenor sax, clarI'll read Immanuel Kant in German /
inet; Roger Rosenberg, baritone sax, bassoon, bass
clarinet; Ken Hitchcock, baritone sax, bass clarinet;
But I'll never read Trollope again."
John Clark, Stewart Rose, french horn; Jim Pugh,
The DAD has a richness the CD
alto & tenor trombone, euphonium; David
Hazeltine, piano; Peter Washington, bass; Clarence
doesn't match —not that the CD's a
Penn, drums
sonic slouch in its own right. But on the
CHDVD175 (DAD). 1998. Carlos Franzetti, David
Chesky, prods.; Barry Wolifson, eng. DDD. Tr: 67:13
DAD, Darren Soloman's acoustic bass
BABATUNDE OLATUNJI: Love Drum Talk
has mass and weight that arc scarily real,
CHDVD180 (DAD). 1998. David Chesky, Hui Cox,
and there's so much air and space
Babatunde Olatunje, prods.; Bob Katz, eng. DDD.
TT: 67:49
around Kelly Flint's voice that you ain't
here any more, you're there, man. Given
he Biber/Schmelzer recording
company like Dave's True Story, that's a
was made possible by the Gabe
Wiener Foundation, and what a pretty cool place to be.
lovely legacy from the much-loved
engineer it is. It's afun disc consisting of
folk-tinged music from the Viennese
court; think of Bach's music without a
Lutheran brake on the merry-making
and you'd have it about right.
The players are obviously having a
ball —in places there are spirited gypsy
string flourishes and, as acoda to the
disc, atriumphant "Hey!" from violinist
Gunar Letzbor as he dashes to the end
of Schmelzer's arie con la mattacina. Well,
music is supposed to be fun.
The sound is what we've come to
expect from Kertsman and Chesky:
bright and alive, detailed and clean. It was
Whether on CD or DAD, Jon Faddis'
recorded in the Marienkapelle at the St.
Florian Monastery in Austria — alarge
Remembrances is avery classy disc. Carlos
room with avery supportive acoustic. I Franzetti's arrangements of standards and
originals are very tasty, full of color and
once overheard aTower Records customer "explain" early-music performotion, and Faddis plays like an angel.
mance: "I just turn it up until it sounds
The sound is spot on. There's power
like areal orchestra." Don't do that here;
in abig band, but Franzetti has alight
touch, and it is the phenomenal range of
if you do, you'll destroy the incredible
tonal color that makes this disc so attraclow-level detail this recording delivers.
right in front of 'em is exactly where
you'd want to be. Analogue Productions
has produced amodern blues classic this
time out. Ihope we'll get achance to hear
more from Little Hatch and Bill Dye.

ANALOG PRODUCTIONS
ORIGINALS
LITTLE HATCH: Gain' Bock
APO 2007 (CD). 1998. Chad Kassem, prod.; David
Baker, Todd Nelson, Aaron Householter, engs.
AAD. TT: 57:36

ailing Little Hatch a"harmonica
player" is kind of like calling Eric
Clapton aguy who owns aguitar — the statement is accurate, as far as
it goes, but hardly tells the whole story.
Little Hatch, who has but two records
to his name, is a harmonica-playing
force of nature and aliving link to Rice
Miller (Sonny Boy Williamson II),
whom he heard when he was 19 years
old. That's practically taking blues harp
back to the source.
Joined on this disc by guitarist Bill
Dye, Hatch turns in aset of solid blues,
from "Rock Mc Baby" to the Ray
Charles classic "I Got aWoman." What's
that you say? "I Got a Woman" isn't
blues? Well, it is when asolid bluesman
plays it. Besides, it was Ray himself who
said, "If it's about awoman, it's blues; if
it's about God, it's gospel." And, come to
think of it, there's atouch of gospel on
thissun too: "Glory Glory."
It's presented in robust, hard-driving
sound. Hatch's voice is huge — the result,
one imagines, less of microphone trickery
than of shouting to be heard over noisy
drinkers for 50 years. His voice and harp
arc raw-edged and up-front, but informed by that lovely Blue Heaven
Studios acoustic. Dye's guitar sound is
immediate and full-bodied, again reinforced by lots of natural reverberant
space. The perspective of it all is close, but
trust me, if you've ever heard these two,
Stereophile, June 1999
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tive. If you want to hear what atopnotch jazz ensemble sounds like, maybe
you can catch this band sometime (don't
you wish!). Failing that, you won't get
closer than this DAD.
LOPC Drum Talk also gets the sound
right. Olatunji's fusion of African drumming and western jazz and pop highlights DAD's ability to present the transient snap of finger against drum head,
and the lovely decay of that sound in
real space. The sound is exciting, rich,
deep, and detailed.
But as engaging as Olatunji's peaceful
music is, it just doesn't sound new anymore. If you haven't heard Olatunji, you
should give this a listen; he's a great
drummer and alovely man whose mission is to spread world peace through
musical understanding. Gosh, who'd be
cranky enough to cavil over that? Mc, I
guess. Iget the feeling I've heard all this
before — but, Iadmit it, never sounding
this good.

That said, it sounds mighty clean —
too clean, some might argue. The DAD
transfer gives the piano more body than
the Clean Cuts LP, especially in the
bass, but it's just not avery good-sounding piano. And the vocals sound
recessed — weak, almost — and overly
reverberant for my taste. Sorry, guys, but
this one's just not worth the effort.
But the Gershwin disc sure is akeeper. The performances arc strong and
mighty tasty — I especially liked the
Cuban Overture, which sounds like
CLASSIC
everybody in the studio had aball. This
recording is alongtime audiophile clasDR. JOHN: The Brightest Smile in Town
Clean Cuts/Classic DAD 1017 (DAD). 1983/1998.
sic. It has great spread and remarkable
Jack Heyrman, Ed Levine, prods.; Dean Roumanis,
depth, although from a more distant
eng. AAD. TT: 49:53
GERSHWIN: All the Works for Orchestra & for
perspective than most contemporary
Piano & Orchestra
orchestral recordings. You could almost
Concerto in F, Lullaby, Cuban Overture, Catfish Row,
An American in Paris, Promenade, Rhapsody in
say the discs have a"period" sound: the
Blue, Second Rhapsody, "I Got Rhythm" Variations
warmth and true color of the great '60s
Jeffrey Siegel, piano; Leonard Slatkin, St. Louis
Symphony
and early-'70s stereo superdiscs, rather
Turnabout/Classic DAD 1018 (2 DADs). 1974/1998.
than that "in your face" quality that
Marc J. Aubort, Joanna Nickrenz, prods.; Elite
marked multimiked orchestral recordRecording Inc., engs. AAD. TT: 2:19:48
FREDDIE HUBBARD: Open Sesame
ings in the '80s and '90s. To my ears,
Freddie Hubbard, trumpet; Tina Brooks, tenor sax;
that's agood thing. This set certainly
McCoy Tyner, piano; Sam Jones, bass; Clifford
Jarvis, drums
doesn't lack HF sparkle —the metalloBlue Note/Classic DAD 1019 (DAD). 1960/1998.
phones ring like, well, bells. The localFrancis Wolff, prod.; Rudy Van Gelder, eng. AAD.
ization is first-rate; in the Cuban
Tr: 38:33
HANK MOBLEY: Roll Call
Overture, the different types of "color"
Hank Mobley, tenor sax; Freddie Hubbard, trumpet;
percussion are placed solidly within the
VVynton Kelly, piano; Paul Chambers, bass; Art
Blakey, drums
orchestra and about the stage. And the
Blue Note/Classic DAD 1016 (DAD). 1960/1998.
bass response is to die for, fat and full
Francis Wolff, prod.; Rudy Van Gelder, eng. AAD.
TT: 42:46
and very deep—the tuba in An
MUDDY WATERS: Folk Singer
American in Paris is heavy enough to
Chess/Classic DAD 1020 (DAD). 1964/1998. Ralph
press your slacks. A great demo, and
Bass, Me Dixon, prods.; Ron Malo, eng. AAD.
Tr: 40:36
much better-sounding than my (very
Bnglitest Smile in Toton is a late) pressing of the Turnabout LP.
straight shot of Dr. John, no chasThe Mobley and Hubbard discs arc
er —just the good doctor and a both fine-sounding Rudy Van Gelder
piano, which ought to mean it's great.
recordings, although the Mobley has
But even though it sports clean, full- much better piano sound and more
solid center-fill. But compared to
range sound, courtesy of engineer Dean
Chesky's 96kHz recordings—or even
Roumanis and Mark Levinson's recording system, it's just not Dr. John at his
the Turnabout Gershwin set — these
best. The problem, as Isee it, is energy: just don't seem to offer enough in the
way of improved sound or additional
There isn't much. And, as anyone who's
seen Mac Rebennack can attest, that's
music to justify their $32 price tags.
the essence of Dr. John — his medicine They're great music, though; if you
don't have 'em on LP or even on Cl)
is feelin' good, and this disc feels blah.
Stereophile, June 1999

Notes

reissues, you might want to have 'em in
this format.
Ditto for Muddy Waters' R)lk Singer.
It's only one of the best blues recordings
ever, and it's outstanding in terms of
sound. The Chess LP sounded great, as
do the MoFi LP (out of print) and the
MoFi CD (widely available). Does the
DAD justify buying it again?
Well, once again, R)lk Singer sounds
fantastic. But as good as it is, Ican't say
I'm going to pull out the DAD and play
it instead of any LP version (or the MoFi
CD) — but hey, Ialready have the original and three different reissues, so Ican
hardly be considered normal on this subject. The DAD's improvement is incremental, not anight-and-day difference.
If you don't already have R)lk Singer, you
should pick it up in some form. This is
the best-sounding version I've heard to
date, but it's not so much better that I
feel compelled to scrap all the others.

DORIAN
LAURA RISK/JACQUELINE SCHWAB: Celtic Dialogue
Laura Risk, fiddle; Jacqueline Schwab, piano
DOR-90264 (CD). 1999. Ronn McFarlane, prod.; Craig
D. Doty, Joseph F. Korgie, engs. DDD. TT: 66:53
EUZABETWS MUSIC: Queen Elizabeth I(15331603)
Julianne Baird, soprano; The Baltimore Consort;
Ronn McFarlane, lute; Colin Tilney, virginal; The
Toronto Consort; Frederick Urrey, tenor
DOR-90015 (CD). 1999. Various prods., engs. DDD.
Tr: 77:57
BARRIOS: Intimate Barrios
Berta Rojas, guitar
DOR-93167 (CD). 1998. Berta Rojas, prod.; Gustavo
Goldman, prod., eng. DDD. Tr: 66:54

I

he idea behind Celtic Dialogue at first
seemed kinda dopey —I'm writing this on St. Patrick's Day, and
I'm just plain Irished out. But dopey is as
dopey does; Laura Risk and Jacqueline
Schwab's arrangements of Celtic tunes
arc actually pretty darned clever.
They get alot more variety out of the
material than you'd expect (well, than /
expected), and they turn the cliché of
the Irish fiddle on its head by making
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this as much apiano as aviolin record.
The nines have adreamlike quality that
charmed me — and haunted me long
after the disc was over.
Producers Dory and Korgie miked
the two musicians so that the Troy
Savings Bank Music Hall's lovely, reverberant acoustic sounds intimate and
warm. The perspective is close, but
appropriately so. Such gentle treatment
is totally in keeping with the musical
vibe, which, after all, is about communication. If you're looking for something
that simultaneously sounds new and
familiar — in the best possible ways —
you should give Celtic Dialigue achance.
Technically speaking, Isuppose that
Elizabah's Musk is ashameless attempt
to cash in on the success of the movies
Elizabeth and Shakespeare in Love. Well,
maybe not shameless — after all, Dorian
has been actively recording music of the
English Renaissance for years. This
compilation of material from eight previously released discs is itself apowerfully good sampler of the era's musical
pleasures. You couldn't ask for alivelier
introduction to Elizabethan music.
And it sounds good, darned good.
Dorian, unlike larger labels, has aconsistent conception of the sound they want,
so even though this disc collects works
from eight different titles, it sounds
amazingly cohesive. There's some variation in acoustic (the selections from the
Toronto Consort were performed in a
much larger hall, I'd venture, than the
Troy Savings Bank, which served as the
venue for many of these performances),
but far less than you might expect. The
sound, overall, is bright and full-bodied,
with lots of room reinforcement. It's
good, honest, English sound.
Sorry, Igot carried away there. What
Imeant was, there's nothing gimmicky
about it.
But there's one strange thing: They
stuffed too much music on it. The last track
just peters out in the middle of the music.
It's abrupt, but Ireckon Ican live with it
in exchange for the other 76-odd minutes. But how is it that nobody noticed?
Intimate Barrios? How can solo guitar
music be anything but intimate? After
all, Segovia, describing the proper way
to play aguitar, said, "Lean your body
forward slightly to support the guitar
against your chest, for the poetry of the
music should resound in your heart."
Even so, intimate is, indeed, agood
description of the music of Paraguayan
composer Agustin Barrios. His pieces
are rooted in afolky sense of place and
possess agentle, almost conversational,
personality. Berta Rojas plays them that
Stereophile, June 1999

way, too — although she has excellent
technique, she's not ashowy guitarist.
These pieces quite obviously resound
in her heart.
And engineer Gustavo Goldman
almost manages to capture that on tape,
so personal-sounding is this recording.
The guitar is warm and close, but
informed by the room in away that
enhances that sense of closeness. The
sound is clear, in the way that 17 coats of
hand-rubbed lacquer are clear. Such luster enhances the glow that lies within
rather than superimposing ashine of its
own. This one gets it all right.

MOBILE FIDELITY
TONY BENNETT/COUNT BASIE AND HIS ORCHESTRA: In Person!
Columbia/Mobile Fidelity UDCD 743 (CD).
1959/1999. Mitch Miller, prod.; Frank Laico, Cliff
Morris, engs. MD. TT: 35:38
BLOOD, SWEAT &TEARS: Child is Father to the Mon
Columbia/Mobile Fidelity UDCD 742 (CD).
1967/1999. John Simon, prod.; Fred Calero, eng.
MD. TT: 49:25
JOHN COLTRANE AND JOHNNY HARTMAN
Johnny Hartman, vocals; John Coltrane, tenor sax;
McCoy Tyner, piano; Jimmy Garrison, bass; Elvin
Jones, drums
Impulse!/MCA/Mobile Fidelity UDCD 740 (CD).
1963/1999. Bob Thiele, prod.; Rudy Van Gelder,
eng. MD. TT: 31:16
JOHN HIATT: Slow Tinning
MM/Mobile Fidelity UDCD 741 (CD). 1988/1999.
Glyn Johns, prod.; Larry Hirsch, eng. AAD. TT: 49:01
THE MAHAVISHNU ORCHESTRA: The Inner
Mounting Flame
John McLaughlin, guitars; Jerry Goodman, violins; Jan
Hammer, keyboards; Rick Laird, bass; Billy
Cobham, drums
Columbia/Mobile Fidelity UDCD 744 (CD).
1972/1999. John McLaughlin, prod.; Don Puluse,
eng. MD. IT: 46:23
TOM PETTY: Full Moon Fever
UDCD 735 (CD). 1989/1999. Jeff Lynne, Tom Petty,
Mike Campbell, prods.; Campbell, Don Smith, Bill
Bottrell, Dennis Kirk, engs. MD. TT: 39:55

he big news from MoFi is that
they've totally rethought and
redesigned their mastering chain.
This new system, which they call Gain
2Tm, incorporates a Studer A-80 tape
playback machine totally modified by
Tun Paravicini of Esoteric Audio Research. MoFi claims that the Studer
"allows the sweetness of the upper frequencies to come through by minimizing phase distortion." Additionally, they
concentrated on extracting as much subsonic information as possible in order to
give the listener "room dimension cues."
MoFi claims that the Studer's custom-designed low-inductance playback
head is capable of bandwidth beyond
60kHz (Yike4, and that the deck can
achieve 15Hz-60kHz, +1dB/-3dB
running at 30ips.
Designer Ed Meitner created acustomized A/D converter that uses Sony's
DSD recording system. The analog input
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TONY BENNETT
COUNT BASIE ANO His
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drivers are said to be pure class-A complementary FET cascode buffers, and
mn open-loop with no feedback to drive
the reactive inputs of atypical delta-slope
converter. MoFi calls this converter a
double-differential fifih-order modulator,
and claims that the more common deltasigma modulator topologies "have a
greater potential to emit idle tones."
Meitner's A/D contains an ultra-low-jitter clock with ST-glass optical and
S/PDIF-2 outputs. The power supply is
ahigh-frequency resonant mode-switching design phase-locked to the sampling
clock to ensure that there is no beat-frequency intennodulation.
After extensive research and listening
tests, Mobile Fidelity decided to get
behind Sony's DSD system. They call it
"a revolutionary and, more importantly,
simpler method of capturing the complex essence of musical waveforms."
The company points to DSD's 2.8MHz
sampling rate and its DC-100kHz frequency response, claiming they effectively reduce "digititus" while also claiming that DSD's "improved perceptual
time-axis resolution translated into
tighter images with more space and air, a
wider soundstagc, and increased depth."
Does it? Well, it would be impossible
to know without isolating each element
of the chain and listening to it separately.
That said, most of the Gain 2discs are
stunners. But you can only do so much
with aremastering system. The quality
has got to be on the tape in the first place.
Which, it seems, just wasn't the case in
the Bennett./Basie Pairing. To begin with,
and as MoFi points out in the liner notes,
In Person! ain't the concert recording it
purports to be. Columbia set up to record
the set at Philadelphia's Latin Casino on
the night of November 28, 1958, but the
tape was unusable for unspecified reasons. So they brought the Basie Orchestra
and Bennett into CBS's 30th Street studios and added taped audience noises and
applause. (Just as they did with
Ellington's "live" Newport recording. I
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The Adrenaline
system took me to
new heights... this is a
reference caliber
system in every
respect. Does this
[$30k] speaker.
succeed? You bet itsj
does! The Adrenaline .
75 is staying in my
reference system.
Jeff FritzSoundstage!
Best sound at
CES '98 was
Wisdom Audio
Martin DeWulfBound For Sound
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4715 East 41st Street
Tulsa, OK 74135
918-665-1113
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12815 NE 124th Street Ste. R
Kirkland, WA 98034
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guess Columbia simply wasn't too bothered by this kind of deception.)
Okay, so it wasn't live. Big deal.
Unfortunately, it's not very exciting
either. Despite some fine playing in the
Basie band, neither the Count nor
Bennett seems all that up for this date.
Neither was capable of totally tanking it,
but this one's just sort of bland. Some of
the brass choruses have abrittle, strained
quality, and the center-fill is substantially
less solid than the sound emanating from
the speakers. Was this nip necessary?
Child is Father to the Man fares better,
but it does have adated, late-'60s, madein-the-studio sound: Each instrument is
in its own acoustic, with no sense of the
room in which they were being played.
Not to mention the warm, comfy, overstuffed quality of the overall sound.
Within its limits, this is avery truthfulsounding recording. Everything has got
plate reverb on it, but you've never heard
better-sounding artificial reverb than this.
Kooper's Hammond B-3 has agritty realness that no electronic organ can match.
(Remember, the B-3 is an amplified
acoustic instrument.) And the electric bass
has blunted transients but is punchy and
deep —which is exactly how aFender
Bassman sounds.
The music? Idon't think it's held up
all that well. In keeping with the ethos
of the era, it has alot more creativity
and originality than craft. That cuts both
ways — craft without personality is an
empty vessel. This is an exciting record in
the sense that Al Kooper and the other

System
The recordings reviewed in this
installment of "Quarter Notes"
were auditioned on the following
system:
CD player: Meridian 50824.
DVD player: Denon DVD-3000.
Preamplifier: Musical Fidelity
Nu-Vista.
Power amplifier: Musical Fidelity XA-200 monoblocks.
Loudspeakers: B&W Silver Signatures, Dynaudio Contour 1.1s.
Cables: AudioTruth Lapis x3 interconnect, AudioQuest Dragon
speaker cable.
Accessories: OSAR Selway Audio
Racks, Audio Power Industries
Power Wedge Ultra 116.
Room treatment: muscophagic
critter.
—Wes Phillips
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where he's unaccompanied such as in
the opening to "Lush Life --- there's a
strange-sounding glitch in the way the
microphone sibilance interacts with the
reverb. I've never heard anything quite
like it, and Ican't tell whether this is an
artifact of Gain 2's extreme HF extension or if it's simply age --it could even
be acombination of the rvo. When the
quartet joins Hartman everything
sounds co-pacetic, but once you've heard
the squawky interniption of Harman's
ses and (Ind even rs and ps), you may
be unable to ipore it. Heck, on many
systems vtlti might not even notice it —
musicians were willing to ny anything (as
ironically, the higher-rez the system, the
was producer John Simon, obviously .
1
better you'll hear both how good and
full creative partner here), and such a how strange this disc sounds. I'm going
to listen to' this one alot because of how
level of risk-Liking tends to be thrilling.
much of it sounds so right hen% and
But it can also be tiring, especially when
because it's ag,reat work full of heart and
revisited this long after the fact. If you're
soul •hut not everybody will come
abig fan of the record, however, it has
down on this side of the issue.
certainly never sounded better.
Some records IlelkT seem to age or go
Moir
is perfect in its own way.
out of style. John Olean(' and ¡('hm) , John Hiatt was jomed on this 1988
Hartman is one of those, IMHO. Modern
recording lw his longtime touring band,
listeners might hear it as old-fashioned,
the Goners, which included guitarist
what with Hartman's deep romantic
Sonny Landreth :Ind drummer Ken
voice reading the lyrics to aset of stan13Ievins. The record was made in the
dards ("Lush Life," "My One and Only
middle of along, long tour (the band
Love," "You Are Too Beautiful," etc.) in 'a
had already bcon on the road for more
totally straightforward manner
than four months), and they'd obviouslook for any po-mo ironic inflections
ly jelled into a solid unit •
-- one that
here —accompanied by the classic
organist James Hooker and guitarist
Coltrane quartet.
Bernie Leadon fit into like lost pieces of
But, you know, it don't gots to be
apnzzle. The songs stand out as some of
fancy to be good. They say the true test
Hiatt's very best ("Feels Like Rain,"
of culinary skill is how achef prepares a "Trudy and Dave," -Tennessee Plates"),
simple dish like roast chicken. It seems
and the playing is first-rate.
so easy, but it's not. Done right, the only
And it sounds .
1yeat. Nevins' drums
star is the bird —you pay no attention to
have adeep, loose, BIG sound that simthe chef. This disc is the sonic equivaply boots the band along with massive
lent: simple but perfect.
kickdnim and spitting cymbals, while
With one slight caveat (more on this
Landreth's slide guitar putters and
later), the sound is stunning. You'd
snarls like athousand overloading banexpect that from a Rudy Van Gelder
shees. And Hiatt is so palpably in the
recording, of course, but this one has
room that you can almost see all those
such solid bass, aliquid, alive-sounding
goofy expressions he makes getting out
piano, and drums that have the snap! and
all the words. Tisty.
bain! and shlishshshhhh that they hardly
A few months ago, Columbia/
ever seem to have on recordings. Then
Legacy reissued abunch of the Mahathere are the stars. Coltrane's horn
vislum Orchestra's records on CD. I
sounds huge and sweet, ringing with
picked up the Inner Mounting Flame
brassy overtones and buzzing reed,
because Iremembered the excitement I
while Hartman's honey-dripping voice
felt when Ifirst heard the album in
wraps your ears in the warmest, fuzzi1972. There wasn't much excitement in
est, most comforting blanket of sound.
evidence on the I.egacv CD, though; it
But acouple of flies in the ointment
sounded all washed. out and wimpy.
will determine whether or not you can
How could lin' hnwr Mounting Flame
live with this reissue. The first is the tape
sound wimpy? The whole point of the
hiss, which is quite audible, although
album was overload: ni asses of volumedown in level from the music. (Hey, the
induced distortion, more notes per secrecording's 35 years old.) The other ond than any band on earth, and the
one's trickier: Artificial reverb was
mighty, mighty drumming of Billy
employed on Harman's voice, and
Cobham. How could thili be reduced to
I
In "Ialia‘iNhini On hi sit,'
lolio .'`1( I
I
Lim.
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JGH on Music in DTS
DTS sent me aselection of their first
surround-sound music releases. Here's
my reaction to the sound of 10 of them.
For playback, Iused aToshiba SD9000 DVD player and Citation Five
surround decoder feeding three
Boulder 102 power amps, five Tannoy
10-DMT Mk.II speakers, and a
Genesis 900 subwoofen Idon't have a
standard surround-sound setup, but
used what Ifeel should be the standard:
speakers arranged in a square, each
aimed at its diagonal opposite, and the
main listening seat in the middle of the
square. The 16' by 24' room is treated
to absorb most reflections rather than
to reflect and diffuse them.
I've grouped the reviews according
to their intent: realistic recordings that
attempt to re-create an actual musical
performance in areal acoustical space,
and compiled recordings created in the
studio and not based on aprior reality.
I discuss the realistics first because
they're my main interest.

HOIST: The Planets
Yoel Levi, Atlanta Symphony
Telarc CD-80466 (CD). 1998. Elaine Martone,
prod.; Michael Bishop, eng. DUD. TT: 49:35
Sonics
GRIEG: Peer Gynt, Suites 1& 2
ALFVÉN: Swedish Rhapsody
gRNEFELT: Praeludium
Paavo Berglund, Bournemouth Symphony
EMI/DTS 51028-2 (CD). 1974/1998. Robert
Margouleff, DTS mix. ADD. Tr: 57:23
Sonics **
MOZART: Symphonies 40 & 41
Herbert von Karajan, Berlin Philharmonic
EMI/DTS 51025-2 (CD). 1971/1998. Robert
Margouleff, DIS mix. ADD. TT: 53:16
Sonics ***
DEBUSSY: Orchestral Music, Vo1.2
Fantasy for Piano & Orchestra, Clarinet Rhapsody,
Saxophone Rhapsody, Sacred &Profane Dances
Jean Martinon, French National Radio Orchestra
EMI/DTS 71021-51038-2-2 (CD). 1974/1998.
Robert Margouleff, DTS mix. ADD. TT: 51:18
Sonics **

W

ow! The Hoist Planets disc is
what surround sound is all
about. By far the best symphonic surround recording I've heard,
this has it all: superb instrumental balances, a stunning performance (although not quite up to Sir Adrian
Boult/LPO on EMI), an almost palpably convincing front soundstage,
and an ambient surround field that is
hugely spacious without being excessively prominent. This is atextbook
example of how properly done surround sound can put you right in the
listening space. By comparison,
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stereo sounds pinched and flat.
During most of the stereo LP's
reign, EMI Classics were treasured by
audiophiles for their outstanding performances and sound. That's why I
eagerly anticipated DTS's first rereleases from EMI's archive of fourchannel tapes produced during the
quadraphonic era, in the 1970s. Well,
I've heard five of them now, and the
news is not good.
The three listed are typical. The performances are as elegant as ever, but
the sound is disgraceful. Not only are
the surround channels on all three
discs much too loud, but all the channels are wrapped in enough reverberation to overwhelm Westminster
Abbey. This tasteless excess may be
excusable with music that never existed in an acoustical state, but it's just
plain stupid with symphonic recordings that will be bought only by people
who have historically responded to this
kind of nonsense by throwing up. I
own a number of EMI quad symphonic LPs, and while Idon't have a
way of decoding SQ quad, Ican still
play LPs, and it's obvious that none of
them have this kind of reverb on them.
These are worth two stars for sonics
because they're spectrally well-balanced and not overmodulated. Otherwise, forget they ever happened.

Movie Tracks
HDS-4413 (3 CDs). 1997. Brad Miller, prod., mix.
ODD. TT: 3:00:50
Sonics *****
OHIO PLAYERS: Fire
Mercury/HDS-4227 (CD). 1974/1998. Brad Miller,
prod.; Robert Margouleff, DTS mastering. ADD.
Tr: 36:39
Sonics ****
STEVE MILLER BAND: Fly Like an Eagle
EM1/HDS MFI-4406 (CD). 1976/1998. Brad Miller,
exec. prod.; Jim Gains, tAin Kutz, A/D transfer.
ADD. Tr: 37:27
Sonics ****
MAVERICK: Trampoline
MCA/DTS 1015 (CD). 1998. Raoul Malo, Don
Cook, prods.; Chuck Ainlay, mix. ODD. Tr: 52:59
Sonics ****
DAVE GRUSIN Presents West Side Story
N2K DTS-1013 (CD). 1998. Bill Dell'Abate, prod.;
Frank Filipetti, mix. DOD. Tr: 54:33
Sonics ****
DMP BIG BAND: Big Band Potpourri
DMP/MAS CD-804 (CD). 1995/1998. Tom lung,
prod., eng. ODD. TT: 47:13
Sonics *****

A

nyone who remembers the
birth of stereo will recall the
spate of sound-effects "demo"
recordings featuring left/right stuff
like Ping-Pong games, passing trains,

and airplane flyovers.' Well, it's happening all over again, and this time
we're surrounded.
Brad Miller, the late founder and
guiding light of Mobile Fidelity
International of Nevada (not to be
confused with Mobile Fidelity Sound
Lab of California), spent his last 43
years recording natural and manmade
sounds in four channels while everyone else was recording in two. He
doggedly refused to compromise by
issuing the recordings in Dolby
Surround, but when real surround
came along, MFI was one of the few
companies with an inventory of surround recordings to draw on.
Miller's Movie Tracks has got to be
the ultimate surround-sound showoff
disc. Much of it is noisy trash, but there
are also some marvelously evocative
cuts: ascary snowstorm (disc 1, track
10); rain, train, and thunder (disc 1,
tracks 12-21); fireworks (disc 3, track
5), and gentle surf (disc 3, track 9).
Watch out, though; this set is
loaded with system busters. The first
play-through should be at reduced
volume while you make a list of
potential troublemakers.
But Miller didn't just record sound
effects. The Ohio Players' Fire is an
odd mix of music and sounds with
excellent bass balance, scads of activity
in the well-balanced surround tracks,
and some of the best sound of these
nonclassical titles, notwithstanding a
certain coolness. It's fin to listen to a
few times, but the frenzied cacophony
is alittle abrasive and the lightweight
music soon palls. And 36:39 of playing
time isn't exactly long shrift.
The Steve Miller Band's Fly Like an
Eagle is another fun-and-games collection. This one features whirling sizzles, plops, and crashes, laced with
lightweight rock/pop vocals. Very
clean sound, but there's nothing here
to challenge agood system, and little
imaginative use of the surrounds.
Maverick's Trampoline is (surprise!)
real music—sort of gaucho C&W,
but without sound-effects whizbangery. The rear channels are underused, though; all that's there are the
keyboard and afew vocals, and every-

1One of the first, predating the stereo LP, was aprerecorded tape called Sound in dir Round-- a name
that would have been
h better applied to surround sound.
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thing stays put. But the players sound
as if they're having alot of fun, and so
did I. Impressive sound overall, with
surprisingly good balance. As amatter of fact, none of these DTS discs
exhibited the bass heaviness some listeners have reported.
Ienjoyed Dave Grusin Presents 'West
Side Story' more than most of the
seemingly endless procession of WSS
improvisations — both music and
performances are great. This has the
mandatory-for-surround rear-placed
instruments, but the sound is otherwise so natural that the unconventional seating arrangement is disconcerting; that isn't the way we hear live
music. The sound has nice heft and
body (particularly on the bass trombone), real space and depth with
front ranking, and pinpoint image
localization.
I'm a sucker for ultra-realistic
sound, and the DMP Big Band's
hair-raising Big Band Potpourri suckered me real good. Producer Tom
Jung used aconcert layout here, placing all the musicians in rows at the
front and reserving the surrounds for
listener immersion. The sound is
fabulous: the illusion of listening to a
real big band in abarn-sized, peakceilinged space must be heard to be
believed. Of course, part of my
enthusiasm may be because this is
music Igrew up with. But even if
you didn't — if you're set up for
DTS, you should not fail to get this.
An aftermention: Many audiophiles have reported that they prefer
DTS to Dolby Digital, the other
brute-force data compression system, used for most DVD movies. I
agree, but Ill up the ante. Ifeel DTS
sounds better than the best CD reproduction,2 and may even be comparable to the new high-bit-rate
audio-only PCM systems.
— J.

Gordon Holt

2By definition, as alossy data-reduction system, a
DTS-encoded signal made from aCD-standard
digital datastream (16-hit/44.1kHz) must sound
worse than aCI) made from the same datastream.
At bese it should sound the same. But when a
DTS-encoded signal is made from an original with
greater resolution than CD, then JGH's pronouncement might he mie.
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sonic sludge? Iwas intrigued to hear if
MoFi could capture that spark and fan it
into any kind of mounting flame.
Ineedn't have worried. They could.
Here's the power of the band that I
remember: the deep, calm bedrock of
Rick Laird's bass; McLaughlin's screamingly fast (and unbelievably clean)
melodic runs, and the even faster playing of Jerry Goodman; Jan Hammer's
percussive electric piano; and, above all,
the power and the glory that was Billy
Cobham playing the drums—as elemental as aforce of nature, but also the
melodic equal of any other voice in the
ensemble.
Interestingly, as true as the sound of
the electrified (and electrifying) pieces
was, it is the sole acoustic offering, "A
Lotus on Irish Streams," that reveals just
how good this remastering is. The string
overtones on McLaughlin's aggressively
picked guitar (what was the guy using
for strings?) and Goodman's lyrical violin seem to extend forever. Iwon't tell
you the Studer is flat out past 60kHz,
but these highs sure are dean.
Tom Petty's Full Moon hirer is amultitrack studio recording that has its own
sound for sure. It would be hard to argue
that it's particularly natural-sounding
(although some parts of it, such as the
drums and acoustic guitar, arc). But so
what? Not every recording is supposed to
reproduce an actual event; some are supposed to create their own sonic reality. I
suspect that was Petty's intent here, and
we must judge the result on whether or
not it makes astrong case for that vision.
The MCA CD (MCAD-6523) doesn't.
It sounds pinched and dynamically flat,
uninvolving and unconvincing.
MoFi's Gain 2-remastered CD is a
different kettle of fish entirely, drawing
you in with asparkling sound full ofjangling guitar overtones and powerful
drum/bass rhythm. No, it's not real, but
it's afar richer acoustic realm than the
one on the MCA disc. MoFi makes it a
world worth exploring repeatedly.
in
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Recording of the Vonth
GINGER BAKER & THE 131020: Coward of
the County
Ginger Baker, drums; Ron Miles, trumpet;
James Carter, baritone sax, bass clarinet;
Fred Hess, tenor sax; Eric Gunnison, piano;
Shamie Royston, organ; Todd Ayers, guitar;
Glenn Taylor, pedal-steel guitar; Artie
Moore, bass
Atlantic 83168-2 (CD). 1999. Ginger Baker,
Ron Miles, prods.; Danny Kopelson, eng.
DDD. Tr: 60:26
Performance ****1/2
Sonics ****

H

eclaims to have been a
jazz drummer from the
get-go, but Ginger Baker's tenures in Cream and Blind
Faith ensure that he will be forever enshrined in the rock'n'roll
pantheon. But except for an illconceived reunion with ex-Cream bassist Jack Bruce for
BBM, a lackluster 1994 power trio (Around the Next
Dream, Virgin 39728-2), Baker retired from the rock
world in the early '80s to gradually move closer to jazz.
In 1986, after ahiatus in Italy, where he took up olive
farming, he re-emerged to collaborate with producer Bill
Laswell on acouple of fusion/world-music projects, and
in 1992 recorded Unseen Rain, afree-form jazz trio date
with bassist Jonas Hellborg and pianist Jens Johannsson.
This set the stage for three CDs recorded for Atlantic in
the '90s, beginning with Goitw Back Honte, his brilliant
trio date with guitarist Bill Frisell and bassist Charlie
Haden, and culminating in this remarkable new disc,
Coward of the County. These recordings confirm that
Baker's days of drumming up storms in rock arenas are
ancient history, and that he deserves praise for his
refined, ensemble-oriented jazz sensibility.
Recorded live in the studio and boasting crisp detail and
a wide soundstage, Gward of the County features Baker
holding forth with his Colorado jazz cronies, loosely
formed into arelatively consistent performing band called
DJQ20, for Denver Jazz Quintet To Octet. (Most of the
group's appearances took place after Baker's polo matches
at the Mile High Polo Club, in post-game reveries in which
the drummer could kick back after the competition.)
Tenor saxophonist Fred Hess leads his own group, the
Boulder Creative Music Ensemble; inventive trumpeter
Ron Miles has starred in Bill Frisell's Quartet and has
recorded four CDs as a leader, including his 1997
Gramavision jewel, Woman's Day (79516). As co-producer
of Coward of the County and composer of six of its eight
tunes, Miles serves as the creative spark and coordinator of
the band's stellar interplay.
With afew notable exceptions, Baker himself remains
tethered to earth here, swinging tastefully. Sure, he could
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overpower each tune, but instead
he listens and responds with
restraint, his drumming low in the
mix as he secures the rhythmic
structure of each number without
dominating.
The album opens with the
gracefully swinging "Cyril Davies,"
which was inspired by the harmonica player/singer and is one
of two Baker compositions here.
Davies died young of leukemia,
after playing in the Londonbased band Alexis Koerner's
Blues Incorporated, which Baker
also belonged to in the early '60s.
The piece is infused with the
blues, evidenced in Miles' trumpet solo and the fat-toned
baritone sax offerings of guest James Carter (he appears
on three other cuts), who steps up to the plate to belt out
agripping, wailing improvisation.
Miles wrote the next track, "Ginger Spice," with Baker in
mind. It's an ebullient beauty, with acolorful tapestry of
spinning, swirling, juju-like rhythms over which Hess soars
and Carter shreds. For those diehard rock fans who want to
hear Ginger burst into volcanic flame, there's his "Dangle
the Carrot," on which he unloads with abarrage of exclamatory drumming. The first quiet moment of the CD is
Miles' deeply moving "Megan Showers," atender number
that the trumpeter delivers with yearning melancholy.
Baker and Miles cook up adiverse package in the collection's second half. In what the drummer calls "the most
challenging piece of music Ihave ever played," the trumpeter leads the octet into the dynamic, meter-shifting
"Jesus Loves You," which concludes with an ecstatic
bloom of horn-blowing undergirded by Baker's rolling
thunder. On the downcast title tune, Miles wafts introspective lines over Baker's sparkling support, while on the
gracefully gripping "Daylight," guitarist Todd Ayers offers
rock-edged shards of sound and organist Shamie Royston
delivers restless gurglings. For the stunning finale, Carter
returns with slow, bluesy bass-clarinet musings on Miles'
sad, country-tinged "Jesus, IWant to Go to Sleep" (the
tune originally appeared on Woman's Day), with additional
weeping supplied by Glenn Taylor's pedal steel and
Royston's church organ.
Coward of the County finds Ginger Baker stretching in
new directions and drumming to the pulse of aregularly
gigging band. The only disappointment is that aDJQ20
follow-up album seems unlikely —a few days after the
release of this CD, Baker moved from Colorado, his home
for more than five years, to South Africa.
—Dan Ouellette
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result is afascinating
and remarkably accessible work that
calls less attention to
Kalevi Aho
its formal structure
Symphony No. 2
than it does to its colSymphony No. 7(Insect Symphony)
orful — and
occasionally powerful —
Lahti Symphony Orchestra •Osmo Vanska
sonic effects and dramatic ebb and flow.
Aho stages layers of
tension and resolution by ingeniously
interweaving his several themes and subthemes, often combining totally different melodic materials
in complementary
contrast. It's atelling
aspect of Aho's compositional style that
his motivation for Symphony 2's fugal
form arose from his concern that modern music (ca 1960s) was losing its audience, and that its fragmented forms,
AHO
confusing abstractness, and absence of
melody had caused it "to occupy its own
Symphonies 2 & 7
ghetto."
Osmo Vânskâ, Lahti Symphony Orchestra
Likewise, his Symphony 7, or "Insect
BIS CD-936 (CD). 1998. Robert Suff, prod.; Marion
Symphony," recognizes the sophistiSchwebel, eng. DDD. Tr: 68:17
Performance ****
cation of modern audiences as well as
Sonics ***
their need for coherence and logic in
tfirst hearing, alistener familiar concert music. Derived from music origwith 20th-century symphonic inally written for Aho's satirical opera,
styles will find Kalevi Aho's Insect Lift (composed for aFinnish opera
Symphony 2well-grounded in the ex- competition in 1989), Symphony 7 is
pansive thematic development tech- not asymphony in the classic sense, but
niques explored by composers as dis- aprogrammatic work in seven greatly
parate as Sibelius and Górecki. Indeed, contrasting sections, each of which repthis 50-year-old Finnish composer resents an insect —butterfly, dung beeknows his Sibelius well, and this student tle, ant, etc. — that in turn represents
work, written when Aho was 21, reveals some aspect of human life.
an already impressive Sibelian facility in
Throughout, we hear amaster commanaging large instrumental forces and poser offering his own humorous,
maintaining interest throughout a21 - laughing, serious, tragic, sharply satirical
minute, single-movement symphony.
commentary, using unconventional
Of course, Aho's task is aided by his treatments of various musical styles
choice of form —a fugue whose more
(foxtrot, tango, march), and parody and
or less formal structure offers aready- interpolations reminiscent of Ives and
made road map. Such amap still leaves Shostakovich. For the concluding secmuch to creative imagination — the tion, "The Dayflies and Lullaby for the
choice of "vehicle" and the number and Dead Dayflies," Aho draws asumptutypes of "roads" you choose to follow, ous, impressionistic landscape whose
for instance. Here, through his choice of gently trailing final bars leave us with a
themes, Aho reveals fearless adven- sense of unsettled finality.
turousness and confident skill.
The Lahti Symphony Orchestra, led
Rather than take the easy route —
by the assured hand of Ali° expert
first constructing themes that would "go Osmo Vânska, proves fully capable and
together" — Aho states in his liner notes confident in this often difficult music.
that he wrote the "intense" opening Especially impressive are the robust and
melody "with no regard for the nature well-balanced brass and the finely tuned,
of the other fugue themes." These were
rich-toned strings. The orchestra and
written later, in accordance with the this same conductor previously recorded
unfolding "musical dramaturgy." The Aho's Symphonies 1, 8, 9, and 10, con-
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cellos for violin and cello, and other
works; what we hear is not only aworldclass ensemble, but also one that knows
Aho's music better than anyone else.
The sound is reasonably spacious —
the loud passages are especially full and
deep —but the very wide dynamic
range required by these symphonies
results in strong, clear, louder passages
and some nearly inaudible softer ones.
—David Vernier

BARTÓK
Violin Concerto 2, Rhapsodies 1& 2
Gil Shaham, violin; Pierre Boulez, Chicago Symphony
Deutsche Grammophon 459 639-2 (CD). 1999.
Christian Gansch, prod.; Wolf-Dieter Kaiwatky,
eng.; Steven Flock, balance eng. DOD. TT: 64:35
Performance ****1/2
Sonics ***1/2

0

ne of the advantages of living in
a large city is the frequent
opportunity of hearing a live
performance by an artist who has recently recorded awork under review. Fine
audio systems and great recordings have
alot to offer at home, and even on the
go, but such occasions are areminder
that there is no substitute for being there
in person to experience the singular
unbroken communication between the
performers and with their listeners.
In this case, Gil Shaham, who this
past December joined Pierre Boulez
midstream in his ongoing Bartók survey
for DG with the Chicago Symphony,
performed the Violin Concerto 2with
the New York Philharmonic in amidMarch subscription series under Paavo
Jârvi. The occasion was given unexpected poignancy by the passing of
Yehudi Menuhin on the very eve of
Shaham's appearance at Avery Fisher
Hall. Menuhin was among the earliest
non-Hungarian violinists to champion
this concerto, in numerous performances and two recordings. In the liner
note, Shaham reflects gratefully on his
brief acquaintance with Menuhin, and
on the insights he gained from him in
approaching the works of Bartók, as
well as in other matters.
Shaham's live recording, with an affable and highly astute peer, differs only
slightly from this new, studio recording
with a maestro of unquestionable
seniority, control, and meticulous attention to detail. The main difference is a
slightly more circumspect approach to
the broadly lyrical passages in the Boulez
recording. "Emotional roller-coaster"
passages are equally vigorous, but the
most remarkable quality in Shaham's
treatment of this work —and the quality
that should place this disc in your collec127
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non —is something it shares with the
live performance 1attended: the expressive control Shaham exerts over the very
sustained and quiet passages throughout.
He works some real magic here, and
Boulez/CSO provide a collaboration
that places this recording at the very top
of this Bartók series.
In addition to ahighly accomplished
performance of Concerto 2, we get the
two Rhapsodies as well, which are rarely
recorded or played. Depending on where
you live and what kind of local orchestra
serves your needs, you're more likely to
hear the concerto, even in amedium-tosmall city, than either of the Rhapsodies.
But here they are, splendidly played, and
arguably with greater freedom and exhilaration than the concerto.
The sonics get high marks for clarity
of texture, instrumental detail, and consistent perspective. The role played in
the concerto by the bass drum has
never been better revealed, especially
for the manner in which the dynamic
variations and inflections drive the mysterious nocturnal passages in the Finale.
On the other hand, it's impossible to
place this performance in anything but
an artificial context, akind of nevernever-land alternate reality created by
DG, as opposed to the more convincing
representations of concert-hall reality
that we hear from the small, independent companic%.
-Richard Schneider
BRAHMS
Violin Sonatas 1-3
Pamela Frank, violin; Peter Sorkin, piano
London 289 455 642-2 (CD). 1998. Chris Hazel,
prod.; Simon Eadon, eng. DDD. Tr: 68:32
Performance *****
Sonics *****

T

rue chamber-music recordings
aren't as common as they might
seem. The musicians with
enough commercial clout to sell them
are often precisely the ones who lack
the right ego and temperament to make
them. Jascha Heifetz, for example, was
hardly known for his collaborative spirit during his prime; he didn't even ask
accompanist Brooks Smith for his interpretive opinions, much less follow
them. Itzhak Perlman plays chamber
music as if it's symphonic. Others just
don't know how to pour their genie
into asmall enough bottle.
All of this is particularly apparent
when one encounters the real thing, as
on this release. 'With all respect to the
fine chamber-music recordings of
Anne-Sophie Mutter and Gidon
Kremer, few artists have sounded happier to be playing Brahms sonatas (as
Stereophile, June 1999

opposed to Brahms concertos) than Pamela
Frank and Peter Serkin.
Their fusion is so complete and so convincing
that it's hard to analyze
precisely what they do. At
first, Frank seems like a
violinist without aparticularly individual sound;
on closer listening, her
mind, not her sound, is
what makes her an extremely welcome presence on the concert scene.
Serkin, one of the best
colorists around, does
fairly magical things here
with his pedaling, though his deep sense
of comprehension is what makes this
recording stand far above most others in
this oft-recorded repertoire. Within a
moderate, sensible tempo scheme, he
and Frank constantly play off each
other's phrasing, exercising tasteful elasticity as they build each phrase on the
last to give the music arare organic
coherence and strong dramatic narrative. They seem so much at one with
Brahms' idiom that the interpretive
excesses of the sort that sometimes mar
Mutter's chamber-music recordings just
aren't possible.
Everything they do makes so much
sense, and has such asense of rightness,
that one wonders why so many other
intelligent, capable musicians don't do
the same. Here's one theory: So much
emphasis has been placed on Brahms'
sheer beauty of sound — Heifetz,
Mischa Elman, and Isaac Stern are all
guilty —that any comprehension of the
music's construction was left to take care
of itself. Serkin, however, dipped into the
world of authentic instruments in the
1980s, even recording Beethoven's
"Hammerklavier" sonata on fortepiano.
Though he's since returned to the modern concert grand, his playing has often
maintained asense of detail and craggier
musical contour that's more easily
achieved on period instruments. Now
what's left to take care of itself is the
usual rich blanket of Brahmsian sound,
growing secondarily but naturally out of
the thematic argument on which the
sonatas are constructed.
Though Frank and Serkin are under
contract to different labels (Serkin is
with RCA), one hopes for ongoing duet
recordings from them, especially in the
radiant sound achieved here, at the
Colden Center for the Performing Arts
at Queens College, New York.
—David Patrick Stearns
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EMI
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NATALIE DESSAY
GREGORY RUNDE
JOSE VAN DAM
Clew

Ordarort

Caper deb/me

MICHEL PLASSON

DELIBES
Lakmé
Natalie Dessay, Lakmé; Gregory Kunde, Gérald; Jose
van Dam, Nilakantha; Delphine Haidan, Mallika;
others; Choeur 8, Orchestre du Capitole de
Toulouse, Michel Plasson
EMI Classics 5 56569 2 (2 CDs). 1998. Etienne
Collard, prod.; Daniel Michel, eng. ODD. TT:
2:23:57
Performance ****
Sonics *****

L

éo Delibes' perfumed score for
Lakmé is somewhat of an acquired
taste; it's also far more than the
vehicle for high coloratura soprano that
it's often made out to be. The lyricism
occasionally embarrasses: the lovely
duet for Lakmé and her companion
Mallika, which shows up just 10 minutes into the opera, has been used for so
many ads (British Airways comes to
mind first, but there have been others)
that it seems hackneyed — it takes asecond of hearing it in context to realize
how beautiful it is. In fact, all of the
"exotica" in the opera is attractive — it's
only when the British tourists show up
that we're removed from the scent of
different-smelling flora.
It's all presented here on awonderful
soundstage — the intimate scenes are
ideally focused, and the crowds and
ensembles are suitably big and busy.
The solo voices are well integrated into
the fabric: It's always tempting to overrecord light tenors and high, light sopranos, but EMI's engineers have wisely
avoided it here.
The cast is wonderful. Dessay is a
miraculous singer, one of the few
stratospherically placed voices that
almost never loses its warmth — not
even above high C. And because her
technique is so impeccable, Dessay can
articulate the text (it helps that she's
French) at any range as well. She makes
Lakmé into something far more than a
piece of delightful, fruity pie. One actu129

ally gets involved with this Lakmé's
plight and sadness, which is more than
one can say about either Mady Mesple
or Joan Sutherland, both of whom have
recorded the role. And her "Bell Song"
is aknockout, as this aria should be.
Gregory Kunde is asensitive singer
with asweet, even range and anice
sense of line, legato, and the language;
and Jose van Dam, just past his prime,
is still wonderfully effective as Nilakantha, Lakmé's overly careful dad.
The others in the cast, as well as the
Toulouse forces, arc terrific under
Plasson's baton — there are many places
where he could have opted for bathos
but did not. One can only be grateful.
Lakmé is not everyone's cup of tea, but
if you're curious and love pretty tunes and
fine singing, this is recommended. Dessay
is simply astonishing.
-Robert Levine
ROBERT SIMPSON
Canzona for Brass,
Media Morte in Vita Sumus, Tempi,
Eppur si Muove for Organ
lain Quinn, organ; Corydon Singers, Corydon Brass
Ensemble; Matthew Best
Hyperion CDA67016 (CD). 1998. Arthur Johnson,
Mark Brown, prods.; Antony Howell, Julian Millard,
engs. DOD. TT: 68:20
Performance ****
Sonics ***

B

efore the next century begins, we
have some unfinished business
to take care of. Before we start
referring to something that happened
only a day or two earlier as having
occurred in "the last century," we must
use the remaining time to "discover" and
properly recognize composers such as
Robert Simpson (b. 1921), whose entire
life has been spent in the 20th century.
Simpson's works include 10 symphonies, 12 string quartets, and avariety
of chamber music, but his name and
music remain amystery to most listeners. Astudent of Herbert Howells in the
mid-1940s, Simpson has contributed to
the repertoire numerous works for brass
band, concertos for violin and for piano,
and writings on the works of Beethoven,
Bruckner, Sibelius, and Nielsen. Those
who take the time to check out this very
worthy and engaging recording will find
acomposer with substantial gifts as acolorist, as asetter of words, and as amusical architect.
The five-minute-long Canzona shows
Simpson's mastery of writing for orchestral brass instruments, especially in his
use of somewhat similar timbres to create awide variety of textures. The other
three works are substantial in length and
in emotional scope. Although Simpson
was said to be "uneasy" with the idea of
130

setting words to music, the motet Media
Morte in Vita Sumus ("In the midst of
death we are in life") and the strikingly
original Tempi show that he had an
extraordinary gift not only for composition, but for modesty as well. These are
formidable pieces that require choral
singers of uncommon technical skill and
vocal endurance.
Media Morte follows Simpson's own
text (which he had translated into Latin
for greater universality) and is scored for
chorus, brass, and timpani. Its essence is
contained in the line "Even so, every
man must strive to deserve remembrance," and Simpson's setting illuminates the poem's profound expressions
with powerful harmonic and rhythmic
statements, often elucidated with gentle
melodic passages. Although rooted in
traditional harmonic structures, Simpson's musical language can be complex
and structurally craggy — which means a
feast for the listener, and ajourney with
often unexpected but delightful turns.
Tempi is a masterpiece. Commissioned for a1988 seminar on contemporary choral music, the text of this a
cappella work "consists entirely of
Italian terms whose meanings are
reflected in the music." You can only
imagine what happens when the chorus
gets to such words and phrases as
"Accelerando," "Subito forte," "prestissimo," "Adagio molto intensivo," and
"Impatientemente." Simpson is clever,
with asense of humor to match.
The program's final work is atour de
force for organ that will give cathedral
organists athrill, and perhaps achallenge. The title, translated "But it does
move," is a paraphrase of Galileo's
words when forced by the Church to
recant his views concerning the earth's
orbit of the sun. This is ahuge and
thorny piece inspired by ahuge and, at
the time, thorny subject.
The Corydon Singers have long been
known for their outstanding performances and recordings of the world's
finest choral repertoire. This is another
that should join the ensemble's impressive stack of award nominations, if only
for sheer energy and technical virtuosity. The disc itself should receive critical
attention for its enlightening program,
joining Hyperion's 20 other Simpson
recordings in its admirable and singlehanded effort to bring this deserving
music to awider audience. The sound
of the Winchester Cathedral organ is
often stunning and appropriately
ground-shaking. The sound of the choir,
recorded in London at St. Jude's,
Hampstead Garden, is generally clear,

full, and well-balanced, if occasionally
overwhelmed by brass and timpani in
the Media Morte.
-David Vernier

rock
STEPHEN BRUTON
Nothing But the Truth
New West NW 6005 (CD). 1999. Stephen Barber,
prod.; Dan Bosworth, eng. AAD? TT: 63:01
Performance ****
Sonia ****

I

've long felt that Stephen Bruton
would have made the perfect replacement for Al Anderson when Anderson left legendary bar band NRBQ a
few years back to become an A-list
Nashville songwriter. Like Big Al, Bruton
is an agile journeyman guitarist — he's
toured and recorded with Kris ICristofferson and Bonnie Rain — with the

Steve Bruton can handle the truth.
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Vasters of
Blues Revue
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Jazz Me Blues: The Best ofJimmy
Witherspoon (Prestige PRCD11008-2), which collects sides that
Myers
ANSON FUNDERBURGH & THE ROCKETS feathe blues shouter cut between
turing SAM MYERS: Change in My Pocket
1956
and 1969 with world players
Bullseye Blues 11661-9573-2A (CD). 1999.
like Roy Eldridge, Earl Hines, Ben
Anson Funderburgh, prod.; Stuart Sullivan,
eng. AAD? TT:38:00
Webster, and T-Bone Walker.
Performance ****
While it was recorded in 1995 in
Sonics ****
Bremen, Germany and carries a
DUKE ROBILLARD: Stretchin' Out—Live
Stony Plain SPCD 1250 (CD). 1998. Duke
1997 release date, Isuspect that John
Robillard, prod.; Don Pennington, Gary
Moody's
Dealing With the Devil saw
Herald, engs. AAD? Tr: 61:08
its first domestic release in 1998. One
Performance ****
Sonics ***1/2
of the most respected solo blues
JOHN MOODY: Dealing With the Devil
singer-guitarists performing today,
Ruf/PolyGram 51416 1355 2 (CD). 1997. No
Moody, who records infrequently,
prod. listed; Jorg Siemer, eng. AAD? Tr:
51:11
delivers atypically killer set of DeltaPerformance ****
esque blues headlined by covers like
Sonics ***1/2
"Travelin' Riverside Blues" (Robert
LONG JOHN HUNTER: Ride With Me
Texas-style electric blues equally Johnson) and "Grinnin' in Your Face"
Alligator 4861 (CD). 1998. Jon Foose, Ed Guinn, Tary
Owens, prods.; Jim Watts eng.; Buce lglauer,
divided between originals and covers.
(Son House). Taken from aradio broadJason Rau, remastering. AAD? Tr: 51:03
Sam — rumored to be at death's door
cast — which usually means faulty
Performance ****
Sonia ***
sound — this disc was intelligently
for adecade or more — continues to
be apowerful vocalist, equally adept at miked and mastered.
he question of whether the blues
Speaking of "Travelin' Riverside
has become or is becoming a beltin"em out in tunes like "Change
in My Pocket," or pouring on the sad- Blues" —Robert Johnson geeks may
museum piece is the hot button
ness in slow ones like "Highway want to take a seat at this point —
for blues fans the world over. On one
Columbia/Legacy's new reissue of his
side, nearly all of the first generation of Man." No matter what else happens
original King of the Delta Blues Singers
in the blues universe, you can always
players have died, and the second genalbum (CK 65746) contains a preeration is dwindling fast. In the last count on Anson and Sam.
viously unreleased take of the tune
Although he was raised north of the
year alone, the blues lost Luther
borcle4 Duke Robillard's guitar playing that was recently uncovered in the
Allison, Jimmy Rogers, Johnny Clyde
has been known to raise the temperaLibrary of Congress. And you thought
Copeland, and Junior Wells. It's
ture more than afew degrees. A former the Holy Grail was amyth.
enough to give the blues ... the blues.
When it comes to contemporary
member of both Roomful of Blues and
On the opposite side of the issue, blues
blues records, no one does more to
the Fabulous Thunderbirds (he reenthusiasts point to araft of younger
placed Jimmy Vaughan), bluesman
develop new talent than Chicago's
players who deserve to be heard.
Robillard has also recorded jazzier
now-venerable independent blues
There's also aconstant stream of reisalbums, for Rounder. In whatever conlabel, Alligator Records. One of their
sues worth listening to, although too
text he chooses, Robillard's arippin' Les
best discoveries in recent years is guimany reissues add to the perception that
tarist-singer Long John Hunter. Born
the blues have indeed passed their
Paul master with adistinctive, jazzlike
in Arkansas, Hunter, now 62 years old,
tone who can get down and boogie, or
apogee, and are becoming more history
spent most of his nearly 50 years in
than living art. Here's alook at abatch
lay back and pepper his playing with
of recent releases by active players jazzy quotes from the standards. Either music isolated in El Paso, Texas and its
'cross-the-border doppelganger, Ciuway, he's one of those peerless players
whose efforts suggest that it ain't time to
dad Juarez. In 1992, Hunter traveled to
who is always apleasure to marvel over.
chisel out that tombstone just yet.
Austin to finally cut Ride With Me, his
On Stretchin' Out—Live, asingle tune,
One of the most consistently interfirst album of originals, with acollec"Gee IWish," is an impressive showesting blues acts out there today is
tion of all-star locals: drummer George
Anson and Sam. Anson Funderburgh's
case for both his speed and musical
Rains, guitarist Derek O'Brien, and
knowledge. The dose4 "Don't Leave
incisive Texas electric guitarwork and
bassist Sarah Brown, all of whom also
Me Baby," is for speed demons only. In
Sam Myers' masterful, slightly slurry
played in the house band at Antone's,
this wamiup set from a1995 date with
headful-of-congestion vocals have
the legendary blues venue. Two older
always been an intriguing combination. jump-blues singer Jimmy Witherspoon
(with tenor sax added), Robillard takes Texas bluesmen, pianist Erbie Bowser
They're even an eyeful live: blonde,
center stage as asinger as well. While
and guitarist T.D. Bell, sat in on these
Nordic Anson next to black-suited,
shades-and-white-socks-with-blackSpoon and most other blues singers
sessions. The fact that afully formed
shoes Sam. Being dedicated road dogs,
have nothing to fear from Duke's wartalent like this could emerge from the
hinterlands with this much confidence
they are also one act that will eventualbling, he's better than the usual guitar
player who simply must sing. Decent and feeling is astonishing to hear, espely appear in your neighborhood.
sound for alive album, too.
cially in this classy, full-blooded remasBut the time for surprises from this
In a related reissue, the Berkeley
tering job by label head Bruce Iglauer.
pair passed long ago. Once again they
—Robert Baird
deliver a solid, entertaining set of jazz label Fantasy has recently released
or is
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utmost respect for bluesy Southern roots
music. Also like Anderson, the Texasbred Bruton is adecent singer (think of a
younger, smoke-free Keith Richards) and
a songwriter with a knack for great
melodies and enough real-life experience
to really say something. During the past
few years, Bruton's songs have been covered by the elite, including Willie Nelson
(with Rain), the Highwaymen, and Patty
Loveless, and he's produced albums for
Jimmy Dale Gilmore, Hal Ketchum, Alejandro Escovedo, and Chris Smither.
It's no wonder. Bruton grew
up in Fort Worth, where his parents ran arecord store and his
father was ajazz drummer. As a
kid, he was exposed to everything from Jascha Heifetz to
Liberace, but it was country and
Howlin' Wolf-style blues that
stoked him. On Nothing But the
Tmth, his third album, Bruton
tosses all those influences into
the blender and comes out with
aconcoction that's melodically
charming yet edgy enough, àla
John Hiatt, to sound better with
successive listenings.
Lyrically, Bruton toys with
life's ironies, mysteries, and contradictions, but there's a great
thread of optimism that runs
through his songs. Take "Dogs
May Bark," where he sings,
"Working in the graveyard on askeleton
crew /Everyday above ground /Is just
too good to be true." Or the deceptively
simple "Everything Happens for a
Reason," with its one-note verses and
trumpet-infused break. The punch line:
"So hope for the best /Prepare for the
worst /And expect the unexpected."
The most powerful songs on Nothing
But the Truth are found clustered more
than halfway through. On the lush
"Against My Will," the singer confesses
to being overwhelmed and powerless in
the face of abaffling relationship. Like
"Too Many Memories," recorded by
Bruton on his first album and covered
by Ketchum and Loveless, the ballad has
all the ingredients of asmart countryradio hit. Even better is "Trip Around
the Sun" (co-written with Big Al
Anderson), an unlikely blend of reggae,
horn-driven pop, and Bruton's sweet
vocals about surviving another year and
looking ahead, with great expectations,
to the one just beginning.
Then there's "The King of Everything," amasterpiece dwelling on unfulfilled promises and expectations that
bears a faint resemblance to the Bob
Dylan of Blood on the Tracks. Be careful —
Stereophile, June 1999

Bruton just might break your heart
when he sings "I remember one thing
my Father always used to say /`You'll
always be my little Prince' /But all that
passed away /Now I'm King /I'm the
King of Everything."
Until now, despite high praise from
the likes of Raitt, Jackson Browne, and
Sonny Landreth, Stephen Bruton has
been one of those lingering "best-kept
secrets" of the music world. With
Nothing But the Truth, here's hoping the
truth is finally out.
-David Sokol

HAZELDINE
Orphans
All Swoll Music AS-001 (CD). 1999. Jeff Robinson,
prod., eng.; Jeffrey Richards, prod. AAD? Tr: 33:26
Performance ***
Sonics ***

C

all it the curse of the Southwest:
Virtually every regional band of
critical note, from Tucson's Giant
Sand and Luminarios to Austin's Shakin'
Apostles and Houston's Linus Pauling
Quartet, has been received far more
warmly in Europe than at home, at least
in terms of being able to release records.
To that list add Albuquerque's Hazeldine,
whose sparkling '97 debut, How Bees Fly,
was issued by Germany's Glitterhouse
label and subsequently earned that year's
"Best New Artist" award from the
German Rolling Stone. There's just something about that combined impact of
twangy folk, Crazy Horse-y desert rock,
and atwo-gal vocal attack so potent it
could convince Linda Ronstadt and
Enunylou Harris to give ol' Dolly Parton
the heave-ho and record Tho 2.5.
You won't have to fork out for import prices this time, however, as
Orphans is adomestic release distributed through Steve Earle's E-Squared
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label. But it's acurveball: no band originals, all covers, and some unlikely ones
at that. "Orphans" indeed — the only
other place you're likely to hear tunes
by names like Peter Gabriel, Thin Lizzy,
and Radiohead colliding with underground mavens the Mekons, Neutral
Milk Hotel, and East River Pipe is on a
home-brewed mix tape. But the element of surprise is what makes the
album hang together.
Orphans is an intentionally low-key
affair in which the modest production
values eschew gloss and depth
in favor of vocal immediacy and
ageneral "dry" ambience. The
material, aside from acouple of
missteps, is served well. For
starters, the Mekons number,
"Wild and Blue," with its gentle, waltzlike, "Mr. Bojangles"
feel, fully justifies the critical
assertion that the former political punks from Britain grasp the
Americana songwriting style as
well as, if not better than, most
homegrown outfits. Buzz-ofthe-moment Sparklehorse, likewise with adowncast, resolute
"Heart of Darkness," is shown
to be of a similar stripe. The
Gram Parsons/Emmylou Harris duet "A Song for You"
affords the honey-and-milkvoiced Shawn Barton and
Tonya Lamm the chance to seize the
classic for their own and make it over as
aresonant feminist anthem.
Lodged between these relatively traditional moments is aseries of epiphanies. Neutral Milk Hotel's darkly incandescent "April 8th," with amelody reminiscent of "You Keep Me Hangin' On,"
is another vocal showcase for the ladies.
East River Pipe's "Here We Go" finds
the dude in the band, Jeffrey Richards,
amiably lightening the mood as the band
serves up aTex-Mex arrangement. And
the Thin Lizzy, Irish rock standard
"Whiskey in the Jar," is devastating both
for its "country-westenmess" (the familiar Lizzy guitar riff is joined by arich
mandolin figure and a modified twostep drum pattern courtesy of guest
Walter Salas-Humara, on loan from the
Silos), and for how perfect 'Waitin' for
my Daddy-o /There's whiskey in the
jar-o" sound coming from agal.
The aforementioned missteps include the Gabriel tune, the slight and
somewhat cloying "Cuckoo Cocoon" (it
was aweak point on Genesis' The Lamb
Lies Down on Broadway), and "It's Only
Love," an okay-but-faceless country
song written by Hank Cochran and best
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performed by John Doe. But eight winners out of ten ain't bad.
Maybe there is some justice in the
world: Hazelciine's new album of originals, Digging You Up, was issued late last
year in — surprise —Europe, but has
reportedly been picked by Polydor for
Stateside release this summer. Breaking
the curse? Just maybe.
-Fred Mills

Jazz
PETER ERSKINE
Juni
Peter Erskine, drums; John Taylor, piano; Palle
Danielsson, bass
ECM 1657 (CD). 1999. Manfred Eicher, prod.; Jan Erik
Kongshaug, eng. DDD. TT: 50:47
Performance ****1/2
Sonics ****1/2

ohn Taylor softly touches one piano
key. The note decays into space, and
is replaced by an even softer note a
few steps down. Eventually there is
another nearby note, then ahigh note
like a sudden beam of light. Palle
Danielsson places one bass stroke in unison with anew note from Taylor, then
another. Peter Erskine begins to scatter
random snare taps. Erskine and Danielsson are suddenly alone together stirring
lightly, when Taylor rejoins, they are
three modes of intelligence, juxtaposed.
These spare intrusions on silence, which
Taylor calls "Prelude No2," end before
releasing their mystery.
Not that _pin is about asingle mood
or texture. The very next piece, Taylor's
"'Windfall," is vibrant melodic elegance.
Taylor is one of the great underappreciated pianists in jazz, asound sculptor
with an unfaltering sense of what the
musical atmosphere needs in the
moment. Bassist Danielsson is one of
the true poets of his instrument. The
open landscapes of Juni allow him to
solo even when the others are playing.
("We always solo but we never solo,"
Erskine says.) On Danielsson's own
"Sin," the throbs of his yearnings are
whispers that never subside. And
Erskine, the leader of this trio, is selfless,
defining the context for the other two
voices with diverse patterns of subtle
energy and points of light.
Dozens of piano-trio albums will be
released this year, but only afew on
ECM. Through the vastness and variety
of the ECM catalog, there is aconsistent
aura — the common ground of an interior landscape where consciousness is
felt as lived. Juni has that aura from its
opening moments.
-Thomas Conrad
Stereophile, June 1999

JAZZ AT THE
PHILHARMONIC
The Complete Jazz at the
Philharmonic on Verve, 1944-1949
Mists include: Billie Holiday, Ella Fitzgerald, Nat
"King" Cole, Slim Gaillard, vocals; Charlie Parker,
Willie Smith, alto sax; Lester Young, Coleman
Hawkins, Illinois Jacquet, Flip Phillips, Jack McVea,
Charlie Ventura, tenor sax; Dizzy Gillespie, Roy
Eldridge, Howard McGhee, Buck Clayton, Al Killian,
Charlie Shavers, trumpet; JJ. Johnson, Trummy
Young, Bill Harris, Tommy Turk, trombone; Les
Paul, Slim Gaillard, John Collins, guitar; Nat "King"
Cole, Kenny Kersey, Hank Jones, Mel Powell, Oscar
Peterson, Meade Lux Lewis, piano; Ray Brown,
Red Callender, Billy Hadnott, Charles Mingus, bass;
Lee Young, J.C. Heard, Buddy Rich, Jo Jones, Gene
Krupa, drums
Verve 314 523 893-2 (10 mono CDs). (1998)
Norman Granz, prod.; Michael Lang, Ben Young,
Phil Schapp, reissue prods.; Chuck Mitchell,
Richard Seidel, exec. prods.; Steven Fallone, Suha
Gut Gary N. Mayo, Chris Athens, Jason Levitt,
Debra Parkinson, reissue engs. AAD. TT: 12:50:02
Performance ****1/2
Sonics ***

II

mpresario Norman Granz, who
founded Verve Records, was the PT.
Barnum of jazz, and his Greatest
Show on Earth was the all-star, swing-tobop touring jam session he called jazz at
the Philharmonic (JATP for short). This
often-glorious 10-CD box, which comprises everything recorded for issue during the first six years of JATP, boasts
many major jazz names.
Much of the playing is superb, some is
abit uneven. This is mainly because JATP
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included afew geniuses (Charlie Parker,
Lester Young, Dizzy Gillespie, Coleman
Hawkins, Billie Holiday) working alongside the extraordinarily talented (Howard
McGhee, Jj. Johnson, Illinois Jacquet,
Nat Cole) and solid journeymen (Willie
Smith, Tommy Turk, Kenny Kersey).
The musicians' camaraderie seems to
make up for stylistic differences most of
the time, though the tendency of afew
players — such otherwise musically
well-mannered gents as tenormen
jacquet and Flip Phillips — to deliver
audience-rousing squeals and honks can
be anuisance.
This invaluable package lists for $180,
and is replete with an in-depth 224-page
booklet and copies of original album
covers with artwork by David Stone
Martin. Almost all of the tracks are
standards like "How High the Moon"
and "Body and Soul," blues numbers, or
"I Got Rhythm." Forty-seven of the
selections are jam tunes, with six players
or more. There are 33 small-group
numbers (six each by Young, Hawkins,
and Gene Krupa), 32 vocals (15 by
Holiday, 11 by Ella Fitzgerald), and six
solo piano tracks by boogie-woogie specialist Meade Lux Lewis.
Of the 118 tracks, 32 are previously
unreleased. To say that these CDs offer
nothing but highlights is an overstate-
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LADY DE GOOD

ment, but not by much. Those high
points begin with the first JATP concert,
held July 2, 1944, in Los Angeles'
Philharmonic Hall, hence the event's
title. Here, on the medium-fast "Lester
Leaps In," the underrated tenorist Jack
McVea delivers an expansive, creamy
tone, and pianist Nat Cole and guitarist
Les Paul engage in adelightful cat-andmouse chase, merrily mimicking each
other's phrases. From February 12,
1945, come two heart-stoppers —
"Body and Soul" and "Strange Fruit" —
from Holiday, who is in absolute peak
form throughout the package. That
same show contains Slim Gaillard's fun
yet swinging "Opera in Vout," with "Hit
That Jive, Jack" and "Flat-Foot Floogie."
The January 28, 1946 concert sports
the first of 11 performances featuring
both Charlie Parker and the consistently
exceptional Lester Young. Four of these
find the men soloing after each other,
giving us aglimpse of the way disciple
Parker subtly transformed mentor
Young's singular flow and forward-looking note choices — indeed, Young was
the first truly modern jazzman — into
the intricate, riveting style called bebop.
The medium-paced "Lady Be Good"
is their double masterpiece, Bird amazingly lyrical yet complex, Young deeply
tuneful and poignant. Trumpeter McGhee gets in some powerful stuff too.
The crisp "Blues for Norman" and the
driving "After You've Gone" are also
knockouts. Later, Gillespie is added, and
his crackling tone and spinning ideas
light up "Sweet Georgia Brown."
Krupa's trio, again from this date, sports
fine piano from Teddy Napoleon.
The April 22 concert is the first of 10
pairings of Hawkins, the original tenor
king, and Young, the upstart innovator.
What agrand contrast in styles — Hawk
gritty-toned and purposeful, Young
sweeter-sounding and dancerlike — is
heard on "JATP Blues," in which Bird
and swing-trumpet dynamo Buck
Stereophiie, June 1999

Clayton also issue hard-punched lines.
The relaxed "I Surrender, Dear" finds
Hawk and Young playing from the
heart, while on the May 27 date the pair,
along withc;tret, really romp on afast
"Lady Be
." Here, J.C. Heard's sensitive drumming and Curly Russell's
modern bass work are bonuses. Later, on
June 3, Young is zestful on asmall-group
version of "Tea for Two," while Holiday
is wondrous on "He's Funny That Way."
Still in 1946, aslow blues from June
17 has some smoldering Johnson trombone, along with the only performance
here by Young adherent Allen Eager.
From the following March comes a
swing-based bash on "How High the
Moon," with Hawkins and Clayton
cooking hard. Then, on May 24, Flip
Phillips and trumpeter Roy Eldridge
both sizzle on afast blues. "Perdido,"
from September 27, has aswell rhythm
team: pianist Hank Jones (who solos
with modernity), bassist Ray Brown,
and drummer Jo Jones. The pianist is
equally warm on the subsequent "I
Surrender, Dear," in which Phillips and
trombone giant Harris both deliver with
fat tones and telling lyricism.
The set is climaxed by numerous selections from the outstanding September 18,
1949 show at Carnegie Hall. Here,
Parker and Young join the likes of
Eldridge and pianist Jones for a brisk
"Lester Leaps In" and a tender "Embraceable You." Then there's the ebullient Ella Fitzgerald, shining on "Robbin's
Nest," "Lady, Be Good," and, naturally,
"How High the Moon." Another delight
is the first recording of Canadian pianist
Oscar Peterson, who is splendid on three
cuts with bassist Brown. And Hawkins,
superlative once more, does "Body and
Soul" (offering anew version of his classic
1939 solo), "Rifftide," and others, with a
rhythm section.
The producers have assembled this
package from "best available sources,"
which could mean an analog concert

tape or ascratchy 78. So caveat emptor:
there are alot of pops, snaps, and hisses.
But ayeoman's job of remastering has
resulted in aremarkably present, alive
sound for mono recordings, with occasional good detail. At times, these fabulous players seem to be right in front of
you, and that's athrill.
—Zan Stewart
ROSCOE MITCHELL
Two for the Show
ROSCOE MITCHELL & THE NOTE FACTORY:
Nine to Get Ready
Roscoe Mitchell, soprano, alto, tenor saxes, flute, lead
vocal; Hugh Ragin, trumpet; George Lewis, trombone; Matthew Shipp, Craig Taborn, piano; Jaribu
Shahid, bass, vocal; William Parker, bass; Tanni
Tabbal, drums, jimbe, vocals; Gerald Cleaver, drums
ECM 1651 (CD). 1999. Manfred Eicher, prod.; James
Farber, eng. DDD. Tr: 55:18
Performance ****1/2
Sonics ****

THE ROSCOE MITCHELL QUARTET:

In Walked Buckner
Roscoe Mitchell, soprano, alto, tenor saxes, piccolo
flute, baroque flute, bass recorder, clarinet, small
bells, whistles; Jodie Christian, piano, small bells;
Reggie Workman, bass, small percussion, whistle;
Albert lootie" Heath, drums, Egyptian flute,
didgeridoo, small percussion
Delmark DE-510 (CD). 1999. Robert G. Koester,
prod.; Paul Serrano, eng. DDD. Tr: 64:47
Performance ****
Sonics ****

T

hirty
years
after
Roscoe
Mitchell helped found the seminal post-free group Art Ensemble of Chicago, the reed and wind
player confirms his status as one of
contemporary jazz's most important
composers, improvisers, and bandleaders with two exceptional discs.
His ECM date features his improvising collective, Note Factory — anonet
that, as its name suggests, manufactures notes in a variety of colors,
shapes, and textures. The Delmark
recording is a quartet session that,
while lacking the big band's sheer
energy level, is just as intense, whimsical, and engaging.
Mitchell's music requires attentive listening. It doesn't sweeten and melt over
you, but challenges with its pockets of
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tumultuous cacophony, and invites with
its glades of lyrical beauty. Mitchell is an
untamed storyteller and sonic painter,
but adisciplined composer who takes
great joy in letting his bands launch into
unpredictable excursions. Icaught his
Note Factory performance at last year's
Akbank Istanbul Jazz Festival, and listened with amazement as he orchestrated aset that climaxed in aspine-tingling
maelstrom of elastic dissonance, unfettered swing, and steamy funk. Not only
was /thrilled, but by the time they'd left
the stage, the bandmernbers were giddy
with excitement and exhausted from
concentration.
While that kind of spontaneous invention is rarely achieved in the studio,
Mitchell comes close on both of these
albums. On Nine to Get Ready, he opens
with the quietly mesmerizing "Leola," its
dreamy ebb and flow of horn harmonies
alush and moving introduction to a10track collection that examines and reflects
the varied and complex experiences of
modern life. Mitchell leads the band in a
slow dance on the solemn "Jamaican
Farewell," and on the urgent-playful
"Hop Hip Bip Bir Rip" he frees everyone
to toss the salad before returning to the
catchy rhythmic pulse. He swings dissonantly on the midtempo "Bessie Han-is,"
and shows his contemporary classical
chops on the mysterious "Move Toward
the Light." And in the finale, "Big Red
Peaches," he has fun with funky drive.
Mitchell also keeps you on the edge of
your seat on his Delmark CD, where his
array of saxes, flutes, recorder, and clarinet take up more of center stage. Again,
his compositions constitute awonderfully mixed bag, ranging from the delightful
straight-ahead swinger "In Walked
Buckner" (with nods to Monk's frolicsome spirit) to the expressionistic canvases of "Off Shore" — an evocative rumination on the sea, complete with fog horns,
flitting birds, and boats creaking at their
moorings. "Fly Over" observes adidgeridoo-droning plane that first appears as a
tenor-sax speck in the sky and finally hits
the tarmac on skidding soprano-sax
wheels. "Till Autumn" pushes forward
with alto-sax spirit, while "Opposite
Sides" is ameditation for bass recorder
and baroque flute. There's even an
opportunity for Mitchell to make good
use of his soprano-sax squeal on
"Squeaky," written for his nephew.
Neither of these albums works as
music for partying or reflection, but both
are immensely rewarding. Mitchell's
music demands that his bandmembers —
abrilliant cast of top-notch musicians —
listen intently to each other throughout.
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lo appreciate these discs to the utmost, a dynamics and harmonic densities, the
skittering changes of tempo, the headsimilar stretching of ears is the least the
long rushes that resolve in chiming
listener can do.
—Dan Ouellette
tremolos, there is ahighly evolved feeling
JASON MORAN
for dramatic narrative. What makes him
special is an unusual blend: the ja 14
1ed
Soundtrack to Human Motion
expressionism of his sources refined by a
Jason Moran, piano; Greg Osby, alto 8 soprano sax;
lush intellectual romanticism.
Stefon Harris, vibraphone; Lonnie Plaxico, bass;
Moran's company here is strong
Eric Harland, drums
Blue Note 4 97431 2 (CD). 1998. Greg Osby, prod.;
enough to dominate most albums led by
Joseph Marciano, eng. MD TT: 52:49
24-year-old piano players. Greg Osby on
Performance ****I/2
Sonics ***1/2
reeds, with his piercing, slanting lyricism, is acommitted explorer of that fern the 1960s, the Blue Note label
sustained a loose stable of artists
tile territory between the outer edge of
who reappeared on one another's
the mainstream envelope and the near
projects and collectively evolved a side of Omette Coleman. The sound of
sound. In the late '90s, Blue Note is
Stefon Harris' vibraphone, sensuous and
building another repertory company of resonant, commands attention even
young players, all committed to using
before Harris shapes its huge tones into
the roots of the label's great heritage as
musical form. Yet the most compelling
a basis for experimentation. Three of moments here come from the piano
the strongest new voices belong to alto
pieces. "Release from Suffering" is aspirsaxophonist Greg Osby, vibraphonist
itual self-revelation, haltingly relinStefon Harris, and pianist Jason Moran,
quished. Ravel's Le 'Tombeau de Gnipain is
all of whom appear on Moran's debut the only music not composed by Moran.
album, Soundtrack to Human Motion.
The stark contrast of its elegant formaliJason Moran is the most important ty sets up aperfect segue to Moran's
jazz piano player to emerge since Brad
own bold and probing "States of Art."
Mehldau. He's from Houston, and has
The recorded sound is more than
studied with Jaki Byard, Andrew Hill,
adequate, but not quite as intimate or as
and Muhal Richard Abrams. You hear
incisive as the best work of engineer
the left-of-center orientation of Moran's Joseph Marciano at his renowned studio
mentors in performances like "Jamo
in Brooklyn, Systems Two.
Meets Samo" and "Retrograde," with
The only reason this album doesn't
their daring, tilting, veering conceptual
get five stars for "Performance" is that
flow. But Moran is more than another Jason Moran must be left some room
young outcat. Amid all the sweeping
to grow.
-Thomas Conrad

II

Roscoe Mitchell

- Nine To Get Ready
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Manufacturers'
dCS 972
Editor:
All of us at dCS would like to thank
Jonathan Scull for his detailed and perceptive review of our dCS 972 digital-to-digital converter in the February Stereophile.
Also, our thanks to John Atkinson for the
thorough and informative measurements
that accompanied the review.
The consumer version of the dCS 972
Jonathan referred to is now on the market.
Called the dCS Purcell, it is named after
the 17th-century British composer, Henry
Purcell, whose music Icommend to you
all. No compromises were made in developing the dCS Purcell. Its DSP code is the
same as that in the dCS 972, it uses the
same digital processing engine as the dCS
972, and the two units arc sonically identical. The Purcell's user interface is simple,
making it very much plug-and-play. Like
all dCS digital converters, the dCS Purcell
makes very extensive use of programmable logic. This makes future performance
enhancements easier and cheaper to incorporate, and it is essential in the face of
rapidly evolving digital formats. All this
wonderful technology is housed in a
rather tasteful aluminum chassis that
makes the Purcell the perfect partner for
our dCS Elgar 24/192 D/A converter.
It is very gratifying for us that the first
two products we have launched into the
hi-fi arena have been received with such
acclaim in your magazine. We are now
working on the third dCS hi-fi product,
and will keep you informed as its development progresses.
Robert Kelly
Markaiuq Manager, Data Conversion Systems
SimAudio Moon P-5 and W-5
Editor:
We would like to take this opportunity to
express our thanks for the review of the
SimAudio Moon P-5 amplifier and Moon
W-5 power amplifier in the March 1999
Stereophile. As well, we arc extremely gratified to have both of these products listed
in their respective class A categories in
"Recommended Components" in the
April 1999 issue.
It's our belief that an honest and wellwritten review in the pages of your magazine can only enhance SimAudio's reputation as amanufacturer of high-quality specialty audio components. At the
same time, through both the distribution
of review reprints and the use of quotes
from your review text in our print advertisements (both with permission),
Stereophile, June 1999

Comments

SimAudio is glad to assist in the promotion of Stereophile.
The time and effort your publication
has 'invested' in our products is greatly
appreciated.
Jean Poulin, President
Lionel Goodfield, VP Marketing &Media
Relations, SimAudio
Wadia 270 & 271x
Editor:
Thank you for reviewing the Wadia 27ix
Decoding Computer and Wadia 270 CD
transport in the April Stereophile. We were
very happy to see that the upgraded
Wadia 27ix, originally introduced nearly
three years ago, measures up to your standards. This confirms the efficacy of
Wadia's philosophy of providing costeffective upgrades. Customers who already own the Wadia 27 or 27i will be
happy to learn of the long-lived value of
their purchase.
Because we simply cannot leave well
enough alone, we have afew comments:
John Atkinson said in his conclusion
that he would not advise anyone to purchase ahigh-quality CD transport such as
the Wadia 270 "unless they have alarge
investment in CDs that they do not plan
to stop playing." Doesn't everyone who
reads Stereophile fall into this category?
We strongly believe that, no matter
what happens in the brewing DVD/
SACD war, all serious music enthusiasts
will continue to need adedicated CD
transport for best performance from
their CD collection. All our research
confirms that none of the new DVD/
SACD transports will play CDs as well
as aunit optimized (with features like
ClockLink and full disc clamping)
specifically for CD playback.
John also criticized the sequential input
select feature on the Wadia 27ix because it
makes A/B comparisons difficult. To facilitate these comparisons, all unused inputs
can be disabled (it takes about 30 seconds)
to make toggling between the remaining
two inputs much easier.
In his "Measurements" section, John
produced several results that differ substantially from our experience here. This disparity is most likely duc to differences
between the measurement techniques used
at Wadia and those used at Stereophile. In
particular, the jitter measurements were
surprising. Hopefully, this test can be
repeated with the Resolution Enhancement on the Wadia 270 disabled to confirm
that it did not interfere with the test

method used by Stereophile.
This speaks to alarger issue, however,
that is central to the design of the Wadia
27ix and 270 and, in fact, the entire Wadia
line. Wadia products are designed with
musical performance as the primary goal.
Measured performance is used extensively
as aguide and atool during development,
but not as an indicator of quality. We have
avery sophisticated measurement system,
including one of the most advanced jittermeasuring devices available, but we always
rely on our ears as the final judge.
Why do we rely on something as seemingly fleeting and flawed as our own perception? It is because, after many years of
evaluating various designs, we have never
found amethod that is so reliable. During
the weeks or months of tuning aproduct
into its final version, when we get the
sound really right, it is utterly obvious.
When the sound is as it should be, we are
allowed a glimpse into the minds and
hearts of the music's creators. It is an experience that is simply unmistakable.
We find it rewarding when someone
has this experience listening to our products, as mirrored by John's statement that
our 270 and 27ix allowed him to "escape
into the .lush, opulent, billowing virtual
sonic reality of the Wadia." Isn't that what
all of us are seeking from amusic-playback system?
When customers call us to ask advice,
we always make the same suggestion:
evaluate music-playback products using
the saine method we use —trust your
own ears over all other forms of input.
Your comrades in digital,
lime Wadia People
VAC Renaissance 30/30 Mk.III
Editor:
VAC is passionate about sound. There is
an enormous artistic factor in the process
that we refer to as "voicing," and many
thousands of hours have been spent in
crafting the Renaissance sound. Attention
to very minute elements are required to
achieve the bloom, detail, air, transparency, depth, vividness, and harmonic rightness that are the hallmarks of the
Renaissance Mk.II Series.
Every VAC amplifier is auditioned
before shipment to ensure that it has
the sound we worked so hard to
achieve in the prototype. Many years
ago, before Istarted VAC, Iauditioned
three "identical" samples of asolid-state
preamplifier, and each sounded radical139
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ly different — asituation far more common than you may suspect.
100% verification allows us to identify
changes that might otherwise go unnoticed. For example, we halted shipments
of Renaissance amplifiers for eight weeks
in 1995; the problem was traced to a
minor, unmeasurable change in the manufacture of our internal wire.
The more people are familiar with live
music, the more they appreciate the
Renaissance sound. One example was a
patron of the Chicago Symphony who
purchased aRenaissance 70/70. He immediately enthused about the presence,
air, depth, and detail, but expressed reservation about the bass. "It's not what I'm
used to hearing," he said. Three weeks
later he went to aCSO concert, and called
me first thing the next morning. "I get it
now!" he said. "The basses arc at the edge
of the stage and have asense of `air' about
them. The VAC is like the real thing. I've
never heard that at home before!"
Everything VAC makes must measure
al least reasonably well and sound superb.
The measurement arca is occasionally
controversial. For example, there persists
in some circles the 1970s notion that very
low output impedance is required. Attention to asingle factor will inevitably lead
to designs with major sonic aberrations,
blindly accepted as aclinical, unmusical
form of "accuracy."
In engineering, everything is acompromise; to determine the best compromise,
we must ask the correct questions.
Most engineers ask, "How do we get x
watts, less than 0.1% THI), and output
impedance under 0.5 ohm?" This requires
a goodly dose of negative feedback
(NFB). Most amplifiers are made this
way. The correct question is how do we
produce amusically consonant analog of
the original music in your listening room,
and here NFB is anathema. We explore
this in detail at www.vac-amps.com, but
here are the highlights:
1) NFB multiplies the order of distortions. If an amplifier contains secondand third-harmonic distortion, the amplifier with feedback contains second, third,
fourth, sixth, and ninth harmonics. Asecond feedback loop multiplies this out to
the 81st harmonic! The human car
(which is nothing like our test gear) is
relatively insensitive to low, even-order
harmonics (say, less than 3% at high levels), and extremely sensitive to higherorder harmonics, particularly odd ones
like the ninth and 11th. Thus, an NFB
amplifier can have lower THD and still
sound worse, less musical, and more sterile, with less depth.
2) NFB reduces the output impedance
by sampling what "error" signals appear at
its output. This includes the back EMF
from the loudspeaker. Unfortunately, this
back EMF does not model the acoustic
output into your listening room well.
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First, the speaker's motion does not
equate to acoustic output because of room
resonances. Second, voice-coil motion
does not match overall cone motion
because of breakup modes. Third, the
back EMF is phase-shifted by the high
inductance of the voice-coil (speakers
make lousy microphones). Fourth, the
crossover network distorts the phase and
frequency content of the driver's back
EMF. Fifth, completely different error signals from the other drivers are summed by
the crossover network, and it is impossible
to simultaneously correct two different
drivers' aberrations. Thus, the "error" signal is erroneous, and "correcting" for it via
NFB makes the amplifier zig when it
should zag, causing loss of depth, artificially thumpy bass, and midrange grain —all
too common in amplifiers with "perfect"
measurements.
Dan von Recklinghausen said it best: "If
it measures good and sounds bad, it is bad.
If it measures bad and sounds good, you've
measured the wrong thing." As of this date,
no one really knows what to measure.
The best compromise is to make an
amplifier with the lowest distortion and
output impedance without negative feedback. This design brief is uniquely well
fulfilled by push-pull class-A 300Bs, as
used in the VAC Renaissance Series.
Kevin M Hayes, President
VAC/Valve Amplecation Company
WI SDS
Editor:
Iwould like to thank Michael Fremer for
his kind words about the SDS (Synchronous Drive System) in "Analog Corner."
The SDS is the replacement for the venerable and long-lived PLC. The SDS brings
advanced digital and computing technology to the service of analog reproduction.
When VPI decided in 1997 to replace
the PLC, we never realized the extended
trip we were going to take through the
world of motor controls. After two years
of engineering design and collaboration
with amajor motor-control company, the
SDS was born. It incorporates everything
we ever wanted in amotor controller at a
reasonable price and size. The major
points addressed were:
• full user control over all-important
parameters;
•the ability to drop the voltage output
once the motor goes synchronous;
•careful control of frequency in 0.01Hz
increments with nonvolatile memory;
•universal voltage input —no jumpers or
switches to move when the voltage is not
115V in;
•absolutely no noise in the output or the
input to distort any other equipment;
•large production to keep the cost down
with no sacrifice in quality;
•digital readouts for all important functions; and
•the ability to drive all turntables and
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Manufacturers'
make them sound significantly better,
with the benefits of lower noise, better
bass, asmoother upper midrange, and a
larger, more focused soundstage.
As it turns out, the SDS has been universally celebrated as abreakthrough in
better analog reproduction, and has been
one of VPI's most successful new-product
launches.
As an aside, afunny thing happened
when Ibought aPioneer 414 DVD player. It sounded pretty good for an inexpensive unit, but when Iplugged it into the
SDS, it sounded like amulti-thousanddollar CI) player and became an extraordinary DAD (24/96) player. After trying
numerous DVD/CD players with the
SDS, it appears that the SDS makes them
all sound significantly smoother, cleaner,
and less digital.
Hamy Weisfeld, VPI
Sonus Faber Amati Homage

Editor:
On behalf of Sonus Faber, we at Sumiko
would like to thank Michael Fremer for
his thoughtful and emotional review of
the Amati Homage. For those of us at
Sumiko, it is both ajoy and aprivilege to
work with the people and the products
from Sonus Faber. Franco Serblin continues to thrill and delight with designs that
blend technical innovation with deepdown soul and leave us scratching our
heads asking "How does he do it?"

Given the overwhelmingly positive
nature of Mr. Fremer's review, we will
demur from adding any ornamental filigree. The Amati Homage speaks for
itself. Michael has given us awell-written
description of how the Amati Homage
affected him, and where it sits in his wellestablished hierarchy of loudspeakers.
A small point of clarity as concerns the
cost of some of the extraordinary componentry internal to the Amati crossover.
My actual comment was that upon viewing the capacitor complement being
employed on aslightly earlier and less
fully developed example of Amati's prototype, Iturned to Cesare Bevilacqua
(Sonus Faber's managing director) and
asked him if he understood clearly that I
was staring at easily $800-worth of custom-built capacitors per speaker. The look
on his face as he slowly paled and muttered "Madonnar said it all. An amusing
anecdote, and true, but it illustrates the
lengths that Sonus Faber is willing to go to
in their pursuit of musical truth.
Turning to John Atkinson's technical
contribution, aphrase in his last sentence
sums it all up: "speaker design still
involves art." Of course it does. Speaker
design is not just about science and measurements, as Daniel von Recklinghausen
(then ICLH's chief designer, and credited
with many of the classic KLH speakers of
the day) once noted in an interview: "If
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you measure something and it sounds
good but measures poorly, you measured
the wrong thing. If you measure something and it measures well but sounds bad,
you still measured the wrong thing."
One example from the past illuminates this issue. The original instruments
from the golden era of instrument
design, the Amati, Guarneri, and Stradivari, are considered the finest of their
kind. This, in spite of the fact that we
have today doubtlessly more sophisticated means for measuring and producing
modern violins, cellos, and violas. Yet,
with all our modern methods, and with
the ability to measure infinitely tiny differences between two units, we still cannot replicate these designs.
The Sonus Faber Amati Homage and
its bass perforniance are less of an enigma
than was suggested. Rather, it is an index
of our current inabilities to quantify that
which makes great sound. Ultimately,
greatness resists reduction into neat little
factual pockets that strip it of its grandeur.
John, please keep measuring our products
and keeping us on our toes. Naturally, all
of us should allow our ears to be the final
arbiter. Trust what you hear.
There is one point we would like to
make regarding the use of the Amati
Homage. As noted in the measurements,
the woofer ports can be blocked in order
to alter the bass behavior of the speaker to
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Manufacturers'
accommodate different rooms. Only two
port blocks (foam) arc supplied, and these
are supposed to be inserted into the lower
ports only. Subjectively, we have yet to
find a room that required use of the
blocks. In rooms as disparate as Michael
Fremer's relatively small one and the
large public room we installed the Amatis
in at the recent Montreal Audio Show
(40' by 60' by 12'), no port blocks were
required. And the Amati worked great in
both instances.
Thanks again to Michael Fremer, John
Atkinson, and Stereophile for the coverage
of the Amati Homage. We hope you
enjoyed the process as much as we did.
John Hunter and Stirling Trayle
'Stuniko
Hales Transcendence Five
Editor:
First, let me say thank you to Bob
Deutsch and Stereophile for taking the
time to evaluate our Transcendence Five
loudspeaker. As usual, Iam impressed
with Bob's objective presentation of his
experience with the component under
review. He brings to the product-review
process arefreshing level of sanity and
integrity. Indeed, he is an asset to your
magazine. (And pssst, Bob —thank you
for noticing that Ihave been busy.)
Bob's only criticism of the T5 was his
experience with its bass performance
(and transition to the midrange) that he
perceived in his room. To wit, when referring to this response anomaly, Bob comments that he "would not want to rule
out aproblematic interaction with the
room." Also, when discussing the smooth
measured response the speaker delivers
in this range, John Atkinson states that
"there seems no reason ... for the problem RD had with the bass quality." Isuspect that both comments have validity,
and Ithink Ican explain why Bob heard
what he heard in this range.
It is clear from the report that Bob's
concern about the bass quality can be
attributed to the 5dB suckout that he
measured in his room at approximately
100Hz. John's anechoic measurement of
the speaker showed smooth response in
this region, thereby proving that the dip
Bob measured was the result of aroom
mode. Bob did not indicate the Q, or
"sharpness," of the room-borne suckout in
his report, but Isuspect that areasonable
amount of energy on both sides of this frequency was affected.
In my experience, this type of "hole" in
an otherwise flat response creates two
very audible artifacts: 1) it destroys the
perceived "speed" and musical detail
heard in the range just below the hole due
to the lack of early harmonic content or
upper-frequency "support"; and 2) while I
agree with Bob's stipulation that adepression in energy will not sound as offensive
as apeak, asuckout will sound just as its
Stereophile, June 1999

name implies: ahole or audible discontinuity between the ranges above and
below the depression. 'When this phenomenon occurs in the upper bass or
lower midrange, the low bass can sound
downright disconnected from the rest of
the music, which is approximately the bass
character that Bob describes.
(Those readers who have apreamplifier
with a"midrange" control or amultiband
equalizer can try this experiment: Turn the
lower midrange —100-500Hz or so —
way down. Not only will the sound
become laid-back in this range, with an
audible discontinuity or lack of linearity
between the bass and midrange, but the
perceived bass transient performance will
worsen. Ipromise.)
The upside to this whole thing is that
potential purchasers of the T5 will not
have to audition the speaker in Bob's
room! (Probably agood thing for both
Bob and Hales Design Group!) Potential
customers are encouraged to audition the
T5 at their local authorized dealer and
evaluate this aspect of their performance
for themselves. This way, they can determine if my hypothesis about the contribution of Bob's room to the resulting sound
he heard has any merit.
With that out of the way, Iwant to say
that all of us at Hales are gratified to learn
that Bob found the T5 to be "an outstanding example of the science and art of
loudspeaker design." It's the very opportunity to combine these otherwise opposing
disciplines that keeps all of us at Hales
Design Group coming in the door every
morning with bounces in our steps and
smiles on our faces.
Paul Hales
Hales Design Group
Coincident Super Conquest Series II
Editor:
Iwould very much like to express my
thanks to Stereophile and Kal Rubinson for
the very insightful review of our Super
Conquest loudspeakers. 'Cal says it all
when he states that the speakers "permitted me to listen through them and into
the music... set them up right and virtually forget them." The goal of all
Coincident speakers is to allow the listener to enjoy the music without being distracted by the hardware.
As of February 15, 1999, all Super
Conquests are shipped with the extended
port. This retrofittable upgrade is available
to all owners of Super Conquests for the
nominal charge of $10.
As of March 15, 1999, we have incorporated achange in the Super Conquest's
crossover that eliminates the frequency
overlap (60Hz-120Hz) between the
woofer and midrange driver, as noted by
John Atkinson in fig.3. While our measurements clearly revealed the elevated
response in this range, we were reluctant
to correct it due to most listening environments having acorresponding suckout

Comments

in this range. It was decided, after long
deliberation, to opt for neutrality. This
modification results in a flat amplitude
response in the midbass region. A further
benefit is greater articulation, tightness,
and impact in the bass. Iwould be more
than pleased to send 1Cal the latest pair of
Super Conquests for the purposes of a
Follow-Up so that he might hear for himself how this modification obviates any
need for asubwoofer.
Coincident has just introduced (as of
April 1, 1999) the Super Conquest
Supreme. The Supreme is the same as
the Super Conquest, but instead of the
10" polypropylene woofer, it uses an
ultra-high-performance 10" aluminum
unit. Price is an extra $400/pair over the
regular Super Conquest. Sonically, the
Supreme's bass is exceptionally impactful, with superb resolution. Low-level
ambient cues are more clearly delineated,
which results in superior rendering of
hall acoustics.
As for the Super Conquest's measured
results, it must be emphasized, as John
Atkinson himself noted in his review of
the Thiel CS23, that "Before you jump
to conclusions from these somewhat
idiosyncratic measurements, it is important to note that arelatively large threeway design with afirst-order crossover
stretches the limits of what it is possible
to measure with an in-room, quasi-anechoic test setup." [January 1999, p.121]
Measuring the Super Conquests is further complicated by the mirror-imaged
side-firing woofers. The measured suckout in the re'on between 1000Hz and
3000Hz (fig.3) completely fills in, yielding virtually flat response when the listener is situated 8' or more from the front
of the speaker.
In the last three years, Coincident
Speaker Technology has been the recipient of over 35 reviews from the most
respected audio publications in the world,
lauding its products' sonic attributes and
praising their impeccable construction
quality. It is with the greatest pride and
sense of accomplishment that we now add
Stereophile to this list.
Israel Blume
President, Coincident Speaker Technology
Acoustic Research AR-1
Editor:
On behalf of Acoustic Research, Iwould
like to express my appreciation to Dr.
Larry Greenhill and John Atkinson for
their excellent and thorough review of
our new AR-1 loudspeaker.
Iwould also like to take this opportunity to address a couple of issues that
arose in the course of the evaluation of
the AR-1. It is important to note that the
AR-1 sreviewed by Dr. Greenhill were
pre-production units, utilized as demonstration units at WCES '99 in January,
continued on page 153
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Sound System
(908) 821-7822
Freehold
Freehold Stereo Video
(732) 8689500
Middletown
Stereo Dynamics
(908) 671-1559
Montclair
Cohen's
(201) 744-2399

West Caldwell
Woodbridge Stereo
(201) 575-8264
Westfield
SoundStage
(908) 233-6196

NEW MEXICO

Sound Ideas
(505) 292-1188
Santa Fe
ASound Look
(505) 983-5509
Candyman (The)
(505) 988-8933
NEW YORK
Binghamton
ISO. Audio Video
(607) 722-3551
Brooklyn
Ubiquity Distributors
(718) 875-5491
Clifton Park
Edie's CD's
(518) 373-9089
Flushing
Ultra Hi -Fi
(718) 461-4848

LEVI

MARK L
EVINSON 33 H
MONAURAL AMPLIFIER
Vertical Amplification.
Virtual Reference.

The No. 3311 combined with
the efficient Wilson, B&W and
Thiel loudspeakers offers
Mark Levinson Reference
performance virtues.
Powerful. Refined, Resolved.
Subtle, Transparent.

ti

O 1111I

N°3311 Monaural Amplifier

Upgrade NV Center
(718) 886-1700
Ithaca
Hi-Way Hi -Fi
(607) 272-7155
Kingston
Burt sElectronics
(914) 331-5011
Lake Grove
Audio Den
(516) 585-5600
Liverpool
Audio Excellence NY
(315) 451-2707
Lynbrook
American Audiophile Trading
(516) 887-7530
Manhasset
Audio Video Creations
(516) 365-4434
New York
Coliseum Books
(212) 757-8381
Dina Magazines
(212) 674-6595
Lyric Hi-Fi
(212) 439-1900
Magazine Store (The)
(212) 246-4766
Park Avenue Audio
(212) 685-8101
Sound by Singer
(212) 924-8600
Stereo Exchange
(212) 505-1111

11,

MARK L
EVINSON 32 REFERENCE PREAMPLIFIER
The Mark Levinson No- 32 Reference Preamplifier is atwo chassis, remote
controlled system which separates the audio circuits from the power supply
and control devices. Input and setup options allow unprecedented system
optimization. The No. 32 sorts out musical complexity with an ease and
grace that is truly arnazing.

AUDITION THE MARK L
EVINSON RANGE OF MUSIC SYSTEM COMPONENTS AT I
NNOVATIVE
Arcam, Balanced Audio, B&W*, B&W Nautilus 800', Black Diamond, Creek, Denon,
Direct TV Satellite, Faroudja, Grado, Jeff Rowland, Lexicon, Linn Products, Loewe Digital TV,
Mark Levinson, Mark Levinson Reference, Meadowlark, McIntosh', MIT Reference, Nakamichi,
NAIM, Nordost, Pioneer Elite, Proceed, Rega, REL, Rotel', Sennheiser, Sonus Faber, SONY Video,
SONY Multiscan Projectors, Spectral, Spectral Reference, Stewart FilmScreen, Thiel, VAC, Wadia,
Wilson Audio, Zoethecus and more

•Arailabk. iv Nero 5m Ibrk ooh.

INNOVATIVE

Queens
T.D. Electronics
(718) 528-4956
Rochester
Fairport Soundworks
(716) 264-0410
Sound Concept (The)
(716) 442-6050

Palisades Park
Angel Audio Tech.
(201) 313-5551
Ridgewood
Sounding Board (The)
(201) 445-5006

White Plains
Toys From The Attic
(914) 421-0069

6‘..6
S'32 Reference Preampl4fter

Union Square Magazine Shop
(212) 246-4766

Syracuse
Clark Music
(315) 446-7020
West Babylon
Audio Visions
(516) 661-3355
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MARVELOUS
MARK

AUDIO VIDEO SHOWROOMS

Manhattan

212-634- 4444

Brooklyn Heights

150 East 58 Street, New York 10155

718-596- 0888

www.innovaudio.com

77 Clinton Street, Brooklyn 11201
WE'RE I
NTHE BELL ATLANTIC YELLOW PAGES

THE FUSION OF ART, FORM AND TECHNOLOGY
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Where

to

NORTH CAROLINA
Cary
Advanced Audio
(919) 481-3880
Charlotte
Cannon Associates
(704) 375-8246
Premier Audio Video
(704) 554-8300
Greenville
Home Systems
(252) 353-8091
Morrisville
Audio Broker
(919) 467-6806
Mt. Holly
Television Video Sales &Service
(704) 827-0301
Raleigh
Audio Advice
(919) 881-2005
OHIO
Boardman
Sound Shop
(330) 629-8191
Canton
Belden Audio
(330) 493-7727
Centerville
Look and Listen
(937) 438-4330
Cleveland
Hi-Tech Hi -Fi and Video
(216) 449-4414
Columbus
Progressive Audio
(614) 299-0565
Dublin
Audio Encounters
(614) 766-4434
Gahanna
Genesis Audio Ud.
(614) 939-0802
Lakewood
Play It Again Sam
(216) 228-7330
Marion
Exotica Car Audio
(740) 383-2559
Mayfield Heights
Hoffman's Audio Video
(216) 461-3707
New Philadelphia
Hard Audio Security
(330) 343-1353
Toledo
Jamieson's
(419) 882-2571
Paragon Sound
(419) 882-1010
OKLAHOMA
Bartlesville
Sound Station (The)
(918) 336-2240
Tulsa
Phonograph
(918) 252-5300
OREGON
Beaverton
Art of Audio (The)
(503) 643-5754
Chelsea Audio
(503) 641-3510
Eugene
Bradford's Hi Fidelity
(541) 344-9117
loony's Stereo
(541) 344-2454
Portland
Echo Audio
(503) 223-2292
Fred's Sound of Music
(503) 234-5341
Salem
Hear No Evil Home &Car
(503) 363-3633
PENNSYLVANIA
Ardmore
Danby Radio
(610) 649-7002
Chambersburg
Squires Electronics
(717) 263-4960
Erie
Custom Audio
(814) 833-8383
Levittown
Contemporary Audio Video
(215) 702-3600
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Philadelphia
David Levas Audio
(215) 725-1177
Jazzman
(215) 735-7444
Pittsburgh
Audio Gallery (The)
(412) 521-9500
Listening Post
(412) 681-8433
Northern Audio Exchange
(412) 366-5055
Triangle Radio &Television
(412) 561-1115
Selinsgrove
Village TV gStereo Shop
(717) 374-9220
Shillington
Elements Audio Video
(610) 775-9325
Shippensburg
Squires Electronics
(717) 532-7373
Williamsport
Stereo Shoppe
(717) 323-9014
Willow Grove
Soundex
(215) 659-8815
SOUTH CAROLINA
Greenwood
Delta Electronics
(864) 229-3949
TENNESSEE
Cordova
Sound Visions
(901) 754-7111
Franklin
Audio Video Environments
(615) 771-114i
Johnson City
Soundroom (The)
(423) 928-9233
Nashville
Nicholson's Stereo
(615) 327-4312
TEXAS
Addison
Top Communications Services
(972) 267-0000
Austin
Audio by Design
(517) 458-1667
High Fidelity
(512) 454-5833
Bedford
Classic Home Audio
(817) 267-6502
Conroe
lobe Systems
(409) 441-1112

VIRGINIA
Abingdon
Alpine Audio
(5401 628-3177
Centreville
Gifted Listener Audio
(703) 818-8000
Charlottesville
Audio Vision
(804) 975-4434
Fairfax
Audio Buys
(703) 385-4464
Falls Church
High Tech Electronic Services
(703) 534-1733
Moneta
Hi Fi Farm
(540) 721-4434
Roanoke
Sound Decision
(540) 343-6993
Virginia Beach
Audio Video Installation
(757) 363-7139
Digital Sound
(757) 424-5850
WASHINGTON
Bellevue
Definitive Audio
(206) 524-5198
Kennewick
Quick Silver Audio
(509) 783-7047
Kirkland
Acoustical Magic
(425) 825-8806
Olympia
Desco Audio &Video
(360) 943-1393
Puyallup
Premier Audio &Home Theater
(253) 445-5414
Seattle
Bulldog News
(206) 632-6397

Audition Audio
(801) 467-5918
VERMONT
Essex Junction
Butternut Audio
(802) 879-3900

ONTARIO
Concord
Audio One
3200 Steeles Ave. W
Kingston
Just Hi -Fi
239 Princess St.
London
London Audio
716 York St.
Ottawa
Distinctive Audio
903 Carling Ave.
Rexdale
Audio Empire
1003 Albion Rd.

QUEBEC
Quebec
C.O.RA
131-18 Rue E.

WISCONSIN
Appleton
Disc-Go-Round
(413) 733-1094
Suess Electronics
(414) 733-6464

Greenfield
Greenfield News and Hobby
(414) 281-1800
Madison
University Audio
(608) 284-0001
Mequon
Sound Designs
(414) 242-5599

Salt Lake City
Audio Design
(801) 486-5511

NOVA SCOTIA
Halifax
Atlantic News
5560 Morris St

WEST VIRGINIA
South Charleston
Absolute Sound
(304) 768-7874

Madison Audio
(206) 292-9262

Krystal Clear Audio
(214) 520-7156
El Paso
SOundquest
(915) 779-5421
Houston
Acoustic Design
(713) 630-0707

UTAH
Orem
Reference Audio Video
(801) 221-9804
Park City
Lifestyle Electronics
(435) 615-1515

BRITISH COLUMBIA
Burnaby
Book Warehouse
4820 Kingsway #M163
New Westminster
Royal Book Mart
600 Agnes St.
Richmond
Book Warehouse
6340-9 No3 Rd.
Vancouver
Book Warehouse
632 W.Broadway
1150 Robson St.
2388 W.Fourth Ave.
674 Granville St .4th Floor

University Bookstore
(206) 545-4387

Hawthorne Stereo
(206) 522-9609

Glendale
Sound Investments
(414) 438-1818

Plano
Audio Home
(977) 429-1541

Audio Plus
9934 82nd Ave.

Thornhill
Brack Electronics
1003 Albion Rd.
Toronto
Brack Electronics North
7616 Yonge St.
Windsor
Live Wire Audio Ltd.
11505 Tecumseh Rd. E.

Dallas
Images
(972) 980-2560

Dynamic Audio Visual
(713) 266-4555
Lubbock
Sound Wave (The)
(806) 792-7299

Sounds of Music
220 Seventh Ave. SW
Edmonton
Audio 5.1
10326-63 Ave.

Wisconsin Rapids
Salon One
(715) 421-5910
WYOMING
Jackson
Custom Electronics
1307) 731 1607
PUERTO RICO
Caguas
Video Laser
(787) 745-7805
Rio Piedras
Stardust DVD Distributors
(787) 274-0146
Rio Piedras Heights
Speaker Warehouse
(809) 274-0927
San Juan
Nova Electronics
(787) 781-3870
CANADA
ALBERTA
Calgary
KEW Audio
1424 Fourth St. SW

ARGENTINA
National Distributor
Ill Martinez
Tel./Fax (54) 1585 1413
AUSTRALIA
National Distributor
Queensland
Caxton Street Audio
Tel (617) 3368 3566
Fax (617) 3368 3813

COSTA RICA
Curridiabat
Parlatek
Tel/Fax (506) 225 8231
CROATIA
National Distributor
Split
Media Audio
Tel. (388) 21 143 213
Fax (385) 21 40 376
DENMARK
Hi
N
Cs
fi rK
alti
gb
eben
r
Tel. (45) 353 64960
Fax (45) 353 68 385
FINLAND
Turku
Hifi Mesta Oy
Tel. (358) 22504 888
Fax (3581 22SO4 808
FRANCE
Quincy-Voisin
Renaissance Sarl
Tel /Fax (331) 6004 6066
GERMANY
National Distributor
Frankfurt
Eclectic Audio
Tel. (49) 6722 8060
Fax (49) 6722 8067
HONG KONG
National Distributor
Central
VII Audio Ltd.
TeL (852) 2524 8775
Fax (852) 2845 0746
Kowloon Branch
Tel. (852) 2392 6368
Fax (852) 2392 6328
HUNGARY
Budapest
P&P Audio
Tel. (361) 325 8772
Fax (361) 167 3236
ITALY
National Distributor
Lucca
Sound and Music
Tel (39) 583 55 301
Fax (39) 583 66 790
INDIA
Mumbai
Nova Audio Systems (P) Ltd.
Tel. (91) 22 495 4260
Fax (91) 22 496 3465
NEW ZEALAND
National Distributor
Wellington
DR Britton Ud.
Tel. (64) 45688 066
Fax (64) 45688 065
NORWAY
National Distributor
Eidsvaagneset
Audio Media
Tel./Fax (47) 55 25 62 14

BENELUX
National Distributor
Durob Audio BV
Dept DC Publishing
Tel. 31 (0) 73 511 2555
Fax 31 (0) 73 511 7583

PHILIPPINES
National Distributor
Quezon city
Upscale Audio
Tel. (63) 2931 37 42
Fax (63) 2741 28 93

De Flifiwinkel
Tel 31 (0) 40 211 3388
Fax 31(0) 40 211 7734

PORTUGAL
National Distributor

The Hifishop
Tel. 31 (0) 13 544 3444
Fax 31 (0) 13 580 1529
De Hifistudio
Tel. 31 (0) 591 61 1111
Fax 31 (0) 591 61 2345
De Hifiwinkel
Tel. 31 (0) 24 684 2091
Fax 31 (0) 24 684 2602
BRAZIL
Blumenau, S.C.
Sound Image
Tel (55) 47 326 0676
Fax (55) 47 322 0305
BRUNEI
Jalan Cations
Auvisual Haven
Tel. (673) 244 8840
Fax (673) 244 8841
BULGARIA
Sofia
Audio Consult
Tel./Fax (359) 255 4069

Amadora
Atasom
Tel (351) 1474 8709
Fax (351) 1475 1367
REPUBLIC OF 01INA
Taiwan
Taipei
Tang Hill Intl. Ltd.
Tel (886) 22581 3605
Fax (886) 22564 2918
REPUB1JC OF IRELAND
Dublin
Cloney Audio
Tel (353) 1288 8477
Fax (353) I283 4887

Too Kst
Tel (095) 007 286 5474
Fax (095) 007 150 8324
Saudi Arabia
Audio Video Centre
Tel (966) 14162230
Fax (966) I416 2308
SINGAPORE
National Distributor
Stereophile Audio
Tel/Fax (65) 33 66 790
SOUTH AFRICA
National Distributor
Alberton
Hill Excellence
Tel. (27) 11 907 9092
Fax (27) II 907 8399
SPAIN
National Distributor
Valencia
Sarte Audio Elite
Tel (349) 6351 0798
Fax (349) 6351 5254
SWEDEN
National Distributor
Stockholm
Hell Art
Tel (46) 86616 300
Fax (461 86602 207
SWITZERLAND
Geneva
Hili Portier
TeL (41) 22 784 0050
Fax (41 22 784 2904
THAILAND
Notional Distributor
Bangkok
Music World Co Ltd.
Tel. (662) 276 5190
Fax (662) 276 2456
TRINIDAD
Curepe
Sanch Electronix
Tel (868) 663 1384
Fax (868) 645 2205
TURKEY
Istanbul
RKD Munk
Tel. (90) 212 241 3411
Fax (90) 212 231 9673
UNITED KINGDOM
Newsstand Distributor
COMAG Magazine Mktg.
Tel. 01895 433 800
Fax 01895 433 801
Dealer Distributor
National Distributor
Wollaton Audio
Tel 0115 928 4147
Fax 0115 928 0625
Ipswich
Sevenoaks Hifi
Tel, 01473 286 977
London
Kamla Hai
Tel 0171 323 2747
Musical Images
Tel 0171 497 1346
Milton Keynes
Audio Insight Technosounds
Tel 01908 604 949
Nottingham
Castle Sound and Vision
Tel 0115 958 4404
Oxford
Oxford Audio Consultants
Tel 01865 790879
Reading
Audio T
Tel 01189 585 463
Scotland
Edinburgh
Music Mill
Tel. 0131 555 3963
Tonbridge Wells
Sounds of Music
Tel 01892 547 003
West -Thurrock
Rayleigh Hai
Tel. 01708 680 551

REPUBLIC OF
MACEDONIA
Skopje
TP Kodi
Tel /Fan (389) 91 11 83 66

VIETNAM

RUSSIA
Moscow
RG Sound, Inc.
Tel. (095) 256 5091
Fax (095) 259 2712

YUGOSLAVIA
Belgrade
Radix Audio
Tel (381) 36 11 III
Fax (381) 36 10 333

Ho Chi Minh City
Audio Choice Show Room
Tel. (381) 11-222 4322
Fax (381) 11-140 689
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Audio
GENE RUBIN AUDIO, VENTURA. CALIFORNIA — Franchised dealer for Nairn, Pink Triangle,
Quad. Spendor, Rokun, Creek, Rega Epos, ReVox,
JPW. Dynam, OC-9, Goldring, Meadowlark, Target,
Sound Organisation, and more. Always lots of used
gear. Established way luck in P/79! (80;) 658-8311.
AUI MOM II LE & SC IROLAR — University Ancho
Shop, Madison, Wisconsin —Acurus. Aragon. Audio
Research, MK. CAL Cambridge, EAD, Golden Tube,
JoLida, Krell, Lexicon, Martin-Logan, Paradigm.
TARA, Thiel:Elwin. YBA. (6081 284-0001.
. .
"SOUND YOU CAN TOUCI I. featuring Audio
Research, CAL, Classé Audio, Zoethecus, Grado, Jai
Rowland, Kuzma, Magnum Dynalab, Martin-Logan,
Mirage, MIT. Oracle, PowerWedge, ProAc, litera, van
den Hui, Vandersteen,JF Wocxlworks..ludio Exallenu;
Limpoot NY (315) 451-2707 ViseMC ,.
,
1
tute Di ,,ores
WE CAN 1II :LP YOU CI 100SE excellent-sounding,
dependable audio equipment (plus video). We ciller
friendly, knowledgeable advice, hands-on experience.
free delivery. We carry: Mirage. NAI ), Cary. Nakamichi,
Arums, Kimber. KEE Parasound. Kinergetics, Quad. PS.
Fned, Audible Illusions Spendor, Target. Carver. many
more. Free catalog! Read (invitee SIM% 591 King Sr,
Charleston, SC 29403. (84.0 723-7276
ATTENTION QUAD. KORA, ROKSAN. SPENDOR OWNERS! Factory-authonzed sales and/or service for Quad, Kora. Roksan, Spendor. and Gradient.
NeW ESL panels, new and rebuilt ESL-63 panels,
updates. stanch, and subwoofers available! Contact
Randy or Mike, QSW, (540) 372-3711, lax (540) 3723713. E-mail: asandeaolcom. W: unplug"s .maxims
WE ALWAYS l'AY BETTER! 1)on't let go of your
ARC, Aragon. Cello. Krell, Mark Levinson. MIT,
Spectral, Theta. Threshold, or Wadia without calling
us. Showroom in West L.A. Call SiirCICX Piuduas, lue,
(310) 826-3686, (310) 826-4356 .W, Saline.
FANFARE FM TUNER on the Internet. Visit our
website it unitileiMreaern. See the latest FM antennas
(the new AI'S-14). plus tips on improving FM reception. Download our poxhict literature. Not on the Net?
Call for our Stns ,' Pihq newsletter at (800) 268-8637, a& ,
(716) 683-5451, or lax to (716) 683-5421. E-ormil inla(6.)
Jauhrecom, or wrin:
hmlare TM, Box 455, Biel°, NY
14225-0455.
.

BUY FACTORY-D1RECT Now you can afford
incredible state-of-the-art audio cables. Better performance than cables 10 times the cost! Selected demos
available at extra savings. Call or write for information
and reviews. 30-day lllll ney-back guarantee. The Audio
06 0 575- 7577 .lax (561) 575-0302,
lllll
ANTENNA PERFORMANCE —"Those lucky folks
with really high-end FM tuners should throw away any
lesser antenna ...and install an APS-14 immediately" -www.wh2vvv.com. APS-14. APS-9. and the elegant
indoor FM InTenna: the finest FM-mception products
on the planet. See Stereo/eh: "Recon llllllllllll
Components: October '98. APS, (860) 643-2733. Email: anipsenuelx.ner 11 /10: wwwamemumerlannancecom.
IANDMADE SILVER INTERCONNECTS and
speaker cable. Pure solid-core silver wire. Teflon insulation, Cedas silver/rluxlium connectors. Low-capacitance, low-inductance design. Interconnects. S150/
loiter pair; speaker cable, $100/running meter. Moneyback guarantee. Iknit pay more! (77()) 457-8748 Ivon•
Wpm IrST
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WHAT YOU DONT KNOW does hurt you! Free
paper on RFE Noise-fig,hting accessories ($0.50 up).
power-line conditioners ($85 up). Alternative to the
Shakti Stone. $30. Wriw for catalog! Virtual Mode, IOld
Guam Rd. Shelton, CT 06484. (203) 9294)876.
PLACETTE AUDIO: Audiophiles around the world
have learned that our rC1110[C-C011tr011d 126-step
matrix-type line-level volume controls and prearups are
die most transparent and accurate available today. Uses
only costly Vishay S-102 premium resistors in all signal
pale. Transforms CI) sound. $100(1. Also. 3-input
remote-conmslled passive and full-featured class-A discrete-component buffered line stage. Any of these units
will nun your good system into something very special.
No-risk 30-day trial. Once you hear the sparkling clarity of Visluy resistors, you won't have anything less!
(208)342-6141 or (208) 863-10.89. Maces tonidio.com.
AUDIO ART, LST 1976 — Edge-of-the-art audio
components dedicated to serving music. Avalon,
Martin-Logan. Vandersteen, Cardas, Jeff Rowland,
Classé, Theta, Basis-Benz, Aerial. Richmond, l'A.
I
(804) 358-5300.
WE'RE 1-IFRE ANI) YOU'RE NOT! So. call! Tube
audio specialists New/NOS mises. Alen. Anthem,
Audio Research. CAL Cary. Diapason. JMIab, MS,
l'roAc,
QuickSilver,
Ultech,
Wilson-Benesch,
Wireworld, more! Ask about our Bass Notch Filter!
Tube Audio. (602) 92/-9961, WWII' 1,11.111dil oui.
,

COMPONENTS AT DISCOUNT
prices — Aerial, IMO, Il&W, Bryson', Cmepro. Classé,
Dynaudio. EA1), EgglestonWorks, Hales Lexicon,
Mamn-Logan, Meridian. Revel. Thiel, Totem, Krell,
and other exclusive audio products. Helm Music
Company, (888) 519-9800.
- ----- - - AU1)10 UNLIMITED OFF ERS Accup haw,
Acoustic Energy, Acrotec, Aesthetix, Air Tight, Avalon
Acoustics. Audio Artistry, Audio Note. Audio
Refinement. Basis, Benz-Micro, Cabasse, Cary, Chang,
Electroc
paniet, Ensemble. Fanfire, German Physics.
Grail'', Graham, Joseph Audio. Koetsu, Kuzma. RAT,
Lehman. Magnum Dynalab, Musical Design, Music
Metre, Muse, Odeon. ()nix. Pathos. Rep. Samadhi
Ac llll sties. Spendor. Tannin,
.Tistem, Transfiguration,
Wheaton TT-Tinian XL0, YBA. /media-us, and mit
.
Call John Banies al (303) 691-3407, lax (303) 922-0522.
2341 II Yale re, IellAufvod. COg011O.
IIIGH-END

RATES: Private. SI 25 per word; Commenial.
S4.15 per word. S166 tiitiititiimmn on al! commercial ads. (A word is tiCrilld.ls 011C Or IllOrC Charsciers with aspace. dash, or slash on either side.)
PAYMENT: All classified iii, lllll st be prepaid
web order. either by check or i-retht card:
NlastorCanl or Visa. MAIL TO: Sr.'s-44rd,
Classified Ad Depamuent. P.O. Box 5529.
Santa le, NM 87502-5529. FAX: (505) 9836327. ONLINE: classifieds«stereophilecorn.
DEADLINE: Ads are due on the first working
clay of the month, two months in advance of die
issue in which your ad will appear. For example.
if you want your ad to nuit in the August 1999
Srireophi/e, you must SUISIllir it by June I. 1999.
Please Note: Phone-in ads are not accepted.
Please plan on faxing or mailing in your ads on
the form ponided at the end of the section. No
refunds.

Mart

PREMIUM-GRAI)E l'ARTS! Absolutely the best
selection of audiophile-grade parts at fair prices!
InfiniCaps, Hovland, MIT MultiCaps, SCR, Black
Gate, Hita, Nichicon, Vishay, Caddock, Holm, Mills,
Kiwanw, etc., capacitors, resistors. All types of connectors, chassis wires, cabling, Alps. Noble, TK1),
diodes copper-foil inductors, tubes, vibration damping
sheets, isolators. 1)eflex Panels, hospital-grade AC connectors, tools, accessories, free catalog! Michael Perc» Box
526, bluffness, C4 94937 (415)669-7181, (415) 669-7558
fev, nunnyesorsner.
_.
HI-FI EXCHANGE—large selection of quality used
high-end components at huge discountx. We buy, sell, and
trade. Call for inventory list. (718) 423-0400, or vie our
S1101171%»115 at 251-11 Northern Blvd, Lide Nirk, NY 11363.
TWO GOLDEN TUBE SE40 Special Editions. used
20 hours have boxes, papers. warranties. ($3000)
S2000. (219) 461-7508.
VTL 600W amps, Magik transformers, 12 months on
tubes. VTL rust
tube cages, warranty, $8000 0130.
(323) 460-4141.
AUDIO ALCHEMY CI) system, ($2610) $1210
OBO plus shipping; Sequerra P.S., ($400) $240;
()ptimus 3400 with warranty, ($192) $102; DST cable.
($259) $104; 1)11 2.0 with P.S. 4, ($600) $240; I)I)E
3.0 with HI)C1), ($800) $320; P.S. 3, ($250) $155;
Lincoln Audio I
, cable, ($100) $50. (800) 333-3610
tpeekdays, (212) 864-8132 weekday (lefties, (860) 3641143 weekends.
REFERENCE LINE SILVER SIGNATURE amp,
under warranty, ($7895) $2995; Versalab Wood Block,
($165) $75; Versalab Red Rollers, ($115) $55; Illuminati
AES/EBU digital interconnect, ($395) $95. Call (615)
532-6732 days, (615) 650-3418 ewnimu.
OREGON'S UNIQUE HI-FI STORE: Quicksilver,
BEL, Audio Physic, EAD, I edia, Audio Refinement,
Lyra. Wireworld, l'SE, Castle, Mesa Engineering,
VansEvers, Benz-Micro, Klyne, Sound Anchors, RPM,
Stuniko, ART, Yamanuira, Townshend, XL0. Gallo,
Audio-Technica, REL, Vibrapod, Santis, LAST, VPI,
Bybee Technologies, Needle Nectar, ASC, Nitty Gritty,
and more. Used and demos available. Trade-ins welcome. Gann Audio, (503) 643-7512. E-maiElwelser@corneraudio..8111neielleralidilV0111.
CALIFORNIA AUDIO ALPHA D/A converter,
upgradeable to .ISVCSOIIIC IICW 24/96 for 5450. Save over
S250 on new purchase. Mint, 5800. (908)709-9766.
MUSE MODEL 2 DAC, 51200; Model 3 preanip
with display, $1800; Model 300 mono amps, $2600.
Boxes and warranties. Call about 24/96 processor and
transpon. (888) 415-3081.
SELECTED CABASSE SPEAKERS and Jadis
Orchestra series available direct with authorized US
warranty. Certain rules apply. Ask about our 7-day trial
money-back guarantee Met C,sll Nordistar Diner, (970)
247-8877, fax (970) 259-6727 wwwmorthstardinecom.
northureimuierner.
B&W 801 MATRIX 2s, mint, factory canons. Arcici
stands. $2000. Aragon 4004, All. LSI if speakers sold
first. (603) 524-1154 or wooddeneyherporratner.
CARY 300SELX2.0, $4150; 300SEILX20, $2850;
805C, latest. 559()0; CAD2A3 Signature, $2700. Pass
demos: Aleph 1.2, Aleph Premote, Aleph 5. K
ro
845SE, $4500; Nordost and Gocrtz Alpha-Core demo
cables. (801) 226-101g
IRS Vs, mint, crates, first reasonable offer over $15,000.
Call Gag. (949) 650-5398.
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FOR INFORMATION ON the monthly meetings of
the Princeton Audiophile Society, call Bobby Brown,
(609) 688-1674.

CLASSÉ 4L preamp, very good condition, $675 OBO;
TARA RSC Master Gen2 intern lllll ect, 13m, $375
0110. Call (401) 539-7484 oiler Spin EST« leave message.

SOUNDSTAGE AUI)10 OF SILVER SPRING,
Ml) -Authorized dealer for Nordost, Cary, Totem,
Arcam, AudioPrism, Myryad, Chord, Roark, Atlantis,
Wireworld, and many mord 1310 Apple Avenue, Sam?
Spring, MI) 20910. (877) 777-4434, loral (301) 565-4011,
or tin: our meleite at www.soundoageaudiacom.

BLUE CIRCLE LINE TUBE preamp, $2275; CAT
Signature Mk.II preamp, $2750; Cary 300SE
monoblocks, $2350; Genesis 900 subwoofer, $1075;
TARA Gen2 speaker cable, 12', $475; Goertz Triode
Quartz, 1m, $95; Goertz Sapphire, 5m, $575; Siltech
FTM-4 SG, 1m, 5750. (606) 581-3763.
JMLAB UTOPIA SPEAKERS, 4months old. SN 98103, 104, used less than 50 hours, original crates,
($30,000) $16,500 plus shipping. Call (860) 675-4429.

IF NO LOCAL DE.ALER, please call for Rega, Creek,
XL0, Apature, Limn, Dynavector, Exposure, Sound
Anchors, JoLida, Goldring, Target, Atlantis, Rogue
Audio, Neat Acoustics, and many more. Selected trades
accepted. Visa/MC: accepted. Phone/Jaw (941)795-2490.
Also call for demo pricing.

BKS FlYBRID LOUDSPEAKER: Not your father's
box...! Rock-solid quality, outstanding value.
Handmade in Denmark of selected materials and by
methods that contribute to the high-quality sound. The
speakers will impress all who appreciate what really
matters-music. untnehilicItoire.com.

VON
WEl KERT VIL4 speakers. $2500; Cary
301 SE amp with special rubes, 530C10; Joule Electra
LA100 preamp. $2500; Cary tubed CI) player with
HDCD, $1500. All in mint condition with manuals
and boxes. Call Ch,,.. (708) 720-5027 alier 630prn CST

CELLO ENCORE 150 monoblock amplifier, like
new, ($18.000) $12,000/pair, CMFS 8.1 I)/A converter. ($7000) $3500; Cello Strings biwire speaker cables,
($1200) $500. Shipping cost not included. Crated and
ready to ship. Call !intent+, (949) 448-7840, daytime
Southern CalilOntia.

ALL-ACCUTON SYSTEM with Focal Audiom subwoofers. Premium filni and foil capacitors, silver-plated internal wiring, and unbelievable 8-gauge inductors.
The absolute state of the art. $6000. Serious inquiries
only. Dan, (718) 847-3565.

CARY 80513s, $3800; Theta Gen.Va, $1700; Theta Pro
Basic 1, $550. (954) 846-2544.
ROWLANI )MOI)EL 1POWER AMP, excellent,
stereo 60/120W, mono 240/350W, ($33100) $1700, will
sell one or two; Golden Tube Audio SEP1 preamp
with phono, mint, ($975) $400; split shipping,
Southern California. Tony, (818)710-0792.
AUDIO RESEARCH L322R with remote, ($4500)
$2100; Sonic Frontiers CD-1. ($3750) $2600; Krell
KSA-300S, ($9500) $4600; Krell KRC, (16900) $3200;
Infiniry IRS Beta. 55000. (417) 948-0208.
HARMAN/KARDON 7.0 Preamp, 52000; Audio
Alchemy Digital Decoding Engine v1.1 with Power
Station 2, $500. (419) 624-1354.
AUIMOTRLITH ARGENT biwire, 8' pair, new, $895.
(248) 879-9772.

Not

Sonic Frontiers
Vandersteen
California Audio Labs
Cardas
- Creek
Golden Tube
.
Krell

WARNING !!!
Be carehil with mail-order dealers
who insist on cash/personal check,
or who offer alarge discount on the same basis.
Be secure-pay by credit card.

AUDIO RESEARCH LS5 Mk.III preamp with
remote, original box and manual. absolutely mint,
($5995) $2800. (440) 285-5441.
VANDERSTEEN 3A speakers, includes stands. $1650
plus freight. (973) 628-8141.
C.E.C. TL 1transport. liNC, AT&T, RCA, ($44950)
$2100; Timbre Technology TT2000 DAC, XLR,
AT&T, RCA, ($4500) $1750. Both excellent. Offers.
Bob, (810) 254-6671.
THETA DATA BASIC transport, ($2000) S699;
Nestrovic 5AS IV speakers. ($5000) $2300; VPI I-1W19 IV, ($1800) $1000. (559) 592-4887
NAD 502 CD PLAYER. Aiwa XPI3600 portable
AM/FM CD player. $100 each; RadioShack Minimum
7speakers. modified, $50/pair. (206) 937-1625.
MARTIN-LOGAN AERIUS iimproved, new spikes
and binding posts. 3months old, ($2400) $1800. (914)
258-5141.
AUDIO RESEARCH 1510. current, warranty,
($5650) $3495; MIT Z-cords, ($175) $100; Tube
Ten ll i
ll ator interconnect, ($375) $180; API Power
Wedge I, ($449) $199. Call Keith, (503) 266-6301 PS7:
NAKAMICHI 1000 ZXL Limited cassette deck;
Quad ESL-57 German-made speakers; Cary 805
amps; C.E.C. TL 2CI) transpon; Audio Logic DAC:.
(973) 746-2794.

PASS
LABS
10
.•. . . . . c
o
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n
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w
oraedpl
winfling Aleph 3,
30w. x2 -Pure
Class A

Rega
Monitor Audio

Also ...
Ness X-I Series..
High Power Class
A & AB

Totem
McCormack
Hales
Sumiko
Grado Reference
Arnhem
Bryston

Velodyne

Cary Audio

B&K

Sharpvision

Tice

Tannoy

9:111;WORKS
3400 Monroe Ave. Rochester, New York
www.4soundworks.com

716 264.0410
15(

SOUNDWAVE GRAND SOLILOQUY speakers,
($3500) $1400; PS Audio 5.6 preamp and Delta 250
monoblocks, ($2800) $1400. (734) 525-8485,
jahug49@aolmm.

Feeling down because you've
wasted aton of money on bad
sounding LP's?
emit. 4 1

Nolin
Marantz
Audioquest

SILTECH LS-80/G3 8'/pair speaker cables, list $1740.
Three Siltech ST-38/G3 1m RCA pairs of interconnects, list $725 each. Selling all cables for 50% off retail
plus shipping. (203) 866-7722.

BAT Si tube preamplifier. Mint condition, original
owner, with box and manual. $2650 plus shipping. (214)
651-5634 days or (972) 380-1318M -nine Mon. 10pm CST

Better Records can help!
We review all the new releases on 180
gram vinyl, recommending the best and
helping you avoid the rest.
Reviewers in audiophile publications do
that too, but there's an important difference: we deliver the goods. (literally.)
We have to. We want satisfied customers. not suicidal ones

e
..

Illee,NieV
-ellOeWellae0jr)SdAilintk
o
If we sell you junk you'll know it as soon
as the needle hits the groove. So we make
every effort to help you separate the good
from the bad. Get the lowdown and start
getting your money's worth with our:

Free
Catalog

1-800-48743611

Des Moines
•Audio Research •Billy Bags •CAL
•Chiro by Kinergetics •Definitive Technology
•Dunlavy •Krell •Martin Logan •MIT
•Monster Cable •NHT •Pioneer Hite •Pass Labs
6ProAc •PSB •Rega •Sanus •Synergistic Research
•Thiel •VPI •Wadia •Wilson Audio •1-Systems

Trade-ins & Specials at
http://www.audio-logic.com

Audio-Video
L•0•6•1•C

The Midwest% Ultimate Stir ,' ',I. e
3702 Beaver Ave.
Moines, IA so3to

Des

515-255-2134

1318-988-33131
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SONIC FRONTIERS TRANSPORT 3 and Processor 3, ($14,000) $5995. Brand new, sealed in box.
Top of the line, great reviews. Includes 1
,
S-enhanced
interface. Processor upgraileable to future digital formats. e-mail RobD824@aotront or phone (630) 377-5061.
SOLID SILVER CABLES FOR UNDER $100? Airdielectric silver interconnects starting at $95. Speaker
cables (with silver spades) starting at $225. Silver-plated copper versions for even less. Equipment-isolation
accessories and custom cables also available. All genuinely handmade, providing outstanding performance
and value. Magill( Comte, Mr, (212) 627-5628.
WILSON-BENESCH CIRCLE turntable with ACT
0.5 tonearm and Grado Platinum cartridge with OBM,
($3300) $1680 OBO. (202) 467-3067
KRELL KPS-20i, mint, boxes, $4650; Kimber 8AG,
10', $2200; Kimber Select 3033, 10', $1000; Sonic
Frontiers Ultrajitterhug, $325; Kimber KCTG, 6',
$850; Martin-Logan CLS, mint, boxes, $1300.
soniesentmtut
VMPS RIBBONS. Featuring transfomierless, pushpull ribbon midranges down to 99Hz, plus our famous
bass columns. "Best Sound CES '99" (stlinfo.com),
"Regardless of Price Best of Show CES '99" (Bound for
Sound), "State of the Art" (Audio, August '98).
$1580/pair to $16,900/pair.
www.vmpsaudio.rom.
VMPSaudio@aol.rom. Literature: 3429 Momingside
Drive, El Sobrante, CA 94803; (510) 222-4276.
LEVINSON No.332 amp, $4500; Levinson No.333
amp, $5800. Both as new. Drew, (803) 957-1110
PERFECT CON1)ITION KRELL KRC-HR,
$3600-14000; KRC, $2600; ICSA-250, $2850; KSA3005, $45(X); FPB 300, $5400; FPB 600. $6500; KAS,
$16,000; KAS II, $9500; KPS-25s, $11,000. Gershman
Acoustics Avant Garde, $2500. (718) 494-7765.
NAIM 82 PRF_A/v1P plus 2 HiCaps, 2-3 years old,
$4200. Will separate. Nains NAP-180, 4years old, $1100.
(650)825-2256, leave mtsNrer, or e-mail Irancis@txelixisonn.

SME V TONEARM, NIB, $1950; Tandberg 3001A
tuner, $950; Genesis 1000 phono cartridge, NIB, $600;
custom-built A/1) by Bob Katz, switchable 16/20 bits,
$5000; Sony TCD-1)10 Pro DAT, $1100; DTC-75E5
DAT, $450; Synergistic Reference AC power cords. 6'.
$350 each; John Hardy mike preamp, 2-channel, $900.
Call Rant (518) 664-6000 days, (518) 371-1844 evenings
and wirkends.
GREAT PLAINS SUMMER DEMO SALE!
Speakers: ProAc Response 5, ($14,000) $8500; ProAc
Response 3.8, ($8500) $5500; ProAc Response 2.5,
($4500) $3150; Thiel (.:56, ($7900) $5500. Electronics:
BAT VK60, ($5000) $2995; BAT VK500, ($5000)
$2995; BAT V1C200, ($3500) $2395; BAT VKD5,
($4500) $3150; Classé CP60, ($3695) $2595; Classé
CP50, ($2700) $1895; Classé CA150, ($2200) $1595;
Naim 52, ($11,550) $8600; Naim 135, ($7100) $5300;
Naim CDX, ($4150) $3150. Used: Audio Research
SP11, ($4500) $1895; Audio Research LS9, ($1995)
$950; Cl.ssé CA300, ($4200) $2995; Krell FPB 200,
($6500) $4500; Mark Levinson No.39, ($6000) $4500;
Meridian 50820, ($2995) $1695; Nestorovic SAS
Mk.TV, ($5500) $2500. Great Plains Audio, Minnetonka,
MN, (612) 545-3232 days CST
THRESHOL1) S300 II, $1500; Martin-Logan CLS II,
$1503; Tice Powerblock Series II, $750; Seakay Line
Rover 1200, $800; Absolute Power APS2400M, $1490.
(630)718-1784.
CABASSE BALTIC Et STROMBOLI, 4 woofers,
$7000; jadis JF3 crossover for Cabasse speakers, $5000;
Jadis _IA 30 amps, $4000; jadis Defy-7 MkA, KT90,
$4500; jadisjPS 2, $6500 0130. (414) 352-9236.
AU1)10 ARTISTRY BEETHOVEN speakers with
double stacked subwoofers, Stereophile (lass A (April
1999), Stereaphi/e (Joint) Loudspeaker of the Year (1998).
Original owner, rosewood,
($28,000 plus $5000
for double stacked subwixiers) $14,995. (309)682-1233.
MIT M H750, biwire, 10', ($1100) $500. (773)274-2749.
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Ireally am not interested in
making the quick, one time sale.
Rather, Iwant you as a long-time
repeat customer. Earning your
confidence is the key to this
philosophy. Ido this by offering
honest, knowledgeable service
tuned to your specific needs.
Your goals determine our careful
recommendations, not the
equipment occupying space
on the warehouse floor.
-Galen Carol
Jeff Rowland Design, Convergent Audio,
Pass, California Audio Lobs, FAD, Totem,
Plinius, Nogra, Wavelength, Art Audio,
Z-Systems, Quicksilver, Aerial, Jolido,
Conrad-Johnson, Cary, Bybee, Dunlavy,
Alon, VPI, Sim Audio, Accuphose, Rego,
Audible Illusions, Graham, loti Audio,
Creek, SME, Basis, CEC, Lexicon, LAMM...
and many more! We carry virtually
all cable, cartridge and accessory lines.

P.O. Box 17562 Son Antonio, IX /821/
(210) 805-9927 Fox:(210) 805-9928
email: golen@gcaudio.com

www.gcaudio.com

GALEN CAROL

A.U.D•1•0

Mart

AMPS: Audio Research 1)130, $1100; 1)200, $1550;
VTM120, $2300; Golden Tube SE40 monoblocks,
$1200; Pass Labs Aleph Os, $2300; Spectral DM150,
$3800. Preamps: Classé CP35, $550; Onkyo P388F,
phono, $475; Promethean CI) Director, $500;
Reflection Audio OM1LS, balanced, $2600. Processors: Audio Alchemy Pro32, $675; Classé 1)ACI,
$2200; Genesis Lens, $900; Meitner Melior DAC,
$275; Meridian 518, $850; Proceed PDP, $300; PI)P 2,
$375; Sonic Frontiers SEIM II, 8950. Transports:
Muse Model 5, $900. Players: Denon DCM-460, $240.
Analog: 1Icings Orion. $350; Sumiko Lustre, $300.
Theater: Fosgate Three A, $650; Marantz AV500,
$240; DP870, $350; McIntosh C31V, $600. Speakers:
li&W Matrix 801 Series II, Arcici, $2600; Celestion
100, $650; 300, $1000; KEE Reference Two, 4months,
$1500; Mirage M3si, $1800; Paradigm ADP-150, surround, $225; Snell B. $2300; Q. $500; Spendor 2020,
$375; SP100, stands, $1700. Many more items plus
cables. List available. Condition guaranteed. Trevor,
(302)737-2606, oaks@voirenetrom.
USED/EXCELLENT: lilack Diamond Racing
shelves (2), 14" by 18", ($495) $245 each; Merlin TSM
speakers, ($2100) $995; Levinson No.380S, ($6500)
$4865; Bybee Technologies pro power purifier,
($2500) $1295; Totem Model One Signature speakers,
($1995) $795; Electraglide 6' Fatboy Mk2 power cords
(2), ($2000) $795 each; Electraglide 5' Mk2 power
cords (2), (8600) 8245; Bybee Technologies Ultra
Quantum speaker filters (2), $1200/pair, $695 each;
Totem Rokk speakers, ($895) $445; Plinius M16R linestage preamplifier ($4250) $2125; Audio Research
CD2, ($3500) $1695; Wadia 850 ($4950) $2450.
Offers! (734) 485-0079.
MUSE MODEL 2 1)AC with Bessel, BNC, black,
($1900) $790 0130; can be upgraded to model 296 for
$1100. Purist Audio digital cable, RCA, ($350) $100.
(608) 242-1007 evenings (NE

You are invited to audition

The Thiel CS 6
Speakers

We also
Feature:
Evanston
847-864-9565

Hinsdale
630-789- 1990
Libertyville
847-362-5594

Chicago
31 2-642-5950

Angstrom, Ayre,
Bryston, Eggleston,
Goldmund,
Magncpan, Mark
Levinson, MartinLogan, Micromcga,
Pass Labs, Proceed,
Revel, Sonus Faber,
"I"ransparent Audio,
Well Tempered,
Zoethecus, Z Systems,
and many more.

ammo consupanTs
the Iffiest in audio and video since 1967
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Mart

NESTOROV1C SAS Mk.IV Deluxe speakers, black ash,
mint, ($5500) $2500; Naim 52 preamp, ($11,550) $8600;
N31111 135 monoblocks, ($7100) $5300; Naim CI)X CD
player, ($4250) $3195. All Naim pieces are 7months old
and are demos Roh, (612) 545-3232 days CST.'
TRANSPARENT
CABLE
Reference
XL:
Interconnects: 1m, ($8000) $3995; 10', ($8800) $4395;
30', ($11,200) $5595. Speaker cable, 10', ($10,200)
$5095. Ultra: Interconnects, 30', ($2900) $1450; speaker cable, 8' ($2300) $1150. Original owner, latest technology, mint. (309) 682-1233.
CONTACT US LAST to get the best deal among brands
like: Ii&W, Dynaudio, Akin, Gershman, Sonic Frontiers,
Bryston, Classe, Krell, Martin-Logan, Meridian, Pass,
MIT Nordost, Kimber, XL0, Straight Wire, JPS, Sonus
Faber... we probably carry your brand in our 200 product lines. Irestoldeal@aolcom, (888) 427-8124.
CELLO AMATI double stack with $8000 granite
stanch, ($25,000) $11,000; Goldmund Reference with
T3F servo arm, ($25,000) $11,000; Forsell AirForce 1,
$6800; Jadis JPL, $2500; Duntcch Sovereign, hiwirc,
$6800; CAT SL-1 Signature Mk.III, $3100; Apogee
Cepheus 6, mint, ($3000) $1600; mhl 101C, ($30,000)
$9900; Transparent Reference, 8', spades, ($4800)
$2000; Ultra, 8', spades, ($2400) $990; Krell KAS amps,
($35,000) 515,500; KRC and KRC-HR, Levinson
No.332, $3900; Quicksilver M-135 monos, $3200;
ARC IMC 1-20, AT&T, ($3500) $995; SPIO
$2200; Avalon Eclipse, $3800. (909) 627-3869.
KRELL FULL POWER BALANCED 200, $3795;
Krell KRC-3, $1895; BAT VK-500 with BATpalt,
$3295; Scquerra 1 with spectrum analyzer, $2995;
Accuphasc DP-80L/I)C-811, ($13,000) $1495; Classé
DR-15, $1195; EAI) DSP-7000 Mk.III with HDCD,
$795. Offers, trades, credit cards. (914) 216-1497
UNHAND 'THAT DWARF, MADAM! Get thee
hence to our Summer Sale! Sale! Sale! Sale! Sale!
Featuring: P513, Totem, Meridian, Aerial, ConradJohnson, Bryston, Classé, MIT Ultra Specials: Totem
Manis, $2695; Ones, $1089; Signatures, $1495.
Conrad-Johnson Premier Fourteen, Premier Twelves.
Anthem Integrated-Il', $799; Pre-IL, $749; Amp-I,
$849; CD-I, $1195. Meridian 508-24. Sonic Frontiers
Power-Two, $3495; Line-Two, $2395; Line-One,
$1795. Stratus Gold-i, $1795; Stratus Bronze. Please call
Audio Associates, (601) 898-3727

STORAGE FURNITURE for media and equipment
The Rackitn* Systems. Modular stackablc oak record
racks, component racks, and drawer units for CI)s, tapes,
and more! Free mail-order brochure; please mention
Stenrophills "AudioMart." Call (800)821-4883 or visit us at
wwweadattmcom.
DEMOS ANNUAL SALE: Polyfusion Audio 805 20bit HI)CD
Siltech interconnects, power cord.
Black Diamond Racing Source Shelf, 20" by 23".
Totem speakers: Rokk, Model One Signature.
Electraglide Mk2 power cords (Electraglidc/Fatboy),
RCA digital, jumpers (Electraglide, Fatboy), 1m/1.5m
balanced interconnects. Plinius M16R line-stage preamplifier (used). Checkpoint laser, Synergistic
Research. Quantum Leap Audio Video, East Lansing, MI.
(517) 337-8362, EST
COUNTERPOINT UPGRAI)ES. Add remote control volume to any Counterpoint preamp! 1)irect-tube
balanced outs for SA-5.1/5000. Take SA-20/220/
12/100 beyond Natural Progression Stereo. Fantastic
sound! Custom shop. Counterpoint's designer Michael
Elliott repairs, upgrades Counterpoint components.
(760) 945-0356. See www.nctimes.net/ -audio for all details!
AVALON ECLIPSE, premium walnut cluster burl,
($11,300) $4900; Sonic Frontiers IRIS 3 transport,
($7000) $3500; Classé DAC-1, Stereophile Class A (April
1999), ($4000) $1700; Cello Audio Palette, ($20,000)
$9200; Cello Master Power Supply, ($3000) $2050;
Magnan Type IA, 4', XLRs, ($700) $350; Magnan Type
Vi, 8', XLRs, ($1020) $510; Genesis 900 subwoofer,
black, ($2500) $1600. Brian, (805) 527-9739, fax (805)
529808.

CDs, LPs, Tapes
HIGHEST PRICES PAI1) for classical LPs and CDs.
Will travel. Collections of 1000+ only. Call Lawrence
°Toole; Pa Box 138, Bearwille, NY 12409. Tel./fax: (914)
679-1054.
TOP DOLLAR PAID FOR CI) and LP collections.
No collection too large! Classical, opera, tan, rock,
alternative,
audiophiles
(SIVLSC/EM1-ASD).
150,000 rides in stock. Free brochure! Princeton Record
Exchange, 20 Tulane St, Princeton, ng 08542, USA. (609)
921-0881, www.prex.com.

RATES: Private, $L25 per word; Co llllll ereial, $4.15 per word; $166 minimum on all conunercial ads. A word is defined as one or more characters with aspace, dash, or slash on either side. (Telephone
and fax numbers, e-mail and WWW addresses count as one word.) PAYMENT: All ads must be prepaid
with order. Visa/MC or checks are accepted. MAIL TO: Stereophile, Classified Ad Deparunent, P.O. Box
5529, Santa Fc, NM 87502-5529, or FAX (505) 983-6327, or SUBMIT ONLINE: classifieds
@stereophile.corn (Faxed and e-mailed ads arc credit-card only.) DEADLINE: Ads arc duc on the first
working day of the month, two months in advance of the issue in which your ad will appear. For example,
if you want your ad to run in the August 1999 Stereophile, you must submit it with payment by June I, 1999.
Ad material that reaches us after deadline will appear in the next available issue. No refunds. If you have
questions, call (505) 982-1411.
for

words.

U Iprefer to pay by check, made payable to Stereophile.
U Iprefer to pay by U Visa U MasterCard
My card #is

Exp. slate

Signature
Please mn my ad in the following months:
Category heading:

0 General

0 CDs/LPs/Tapes

U Wanted

U Employment

Copy (Please type or print on aseparate sheet.)
Name

Company

Street
State
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City
Zip

Tel.

bVanted
TUBE HI-FI ANI) SPEAKERS, tube theater amps, corner speakers, horn drivers, cautial/triaxial speakers, crossovers, tubes. Ake, ElectniVoice, JBL, Jensen, Mcbitosh,
Quad, Dynam, Scott, Lowther, Fishet Heath, Faon, RCA,
Tannoe Leak, Maraniz, Western Electric, etc. Also high-end
ARC, Conrad-Johnson, Linn speakers, cte. Also old guitars
and guitar ;unplifiers. Sonny C;ohbon, 1413 Media Lam;
Midwat Cl,, OK 73110 (405) 73 7-3312
(405) 73M355.
CASH PAII) FOR USED AUDIO/VIDEO EQUIPMENT Buy, sell, and trade by phone. Dealer for
AudioQuest, Harman/Ludo'', Marantz, NAD, NHT,
Paradigm, Paradigm Reference. Phase Technology,
Spealtercraft, Sherwood/Newcastle, Toshiba. Stereo
Trading Outlet (Since 1984), 320 Old York Road, Jenkintown,
l'A 19046. Call (215)886-1650, fax (215)886-2171. Wirer
catalog: unvw.atorom.
tsto@tstocont.
TECHNICS SP-10 Mit.3 or SL-1000 Mk.3 turntable,
good to mint Finder's fee available. (314) 233-8582 or
SLSew@aolcont.
CARDAS GOLDEN CROSS balanced 1
m interconnect and 3m hiwire Cross or Golden Cross speaker cable.
Will pay shipping to UK. Phone/en (44) 01424-845562
SONY SS-TLS SPEAKERS. (818) 843-6800
COLLECTOR BUYING MONO/STEREO, all-tube
Maranta, McIntosh, Quad, Tannoy, Ihmtech speakers,
Levinson, Krell amps, Tandberg 3001A, 14A Cl) players,
1)/A converters, etc. Scquerra FM-1, all B&O including
Cl) players, Audio Research SPIO, SPII, SP8, etc. Will
travel to pick up. Call for first, also for last offer, orjust for
information. (718) 38A7316, cell phone (917)991-0452.
SME 3012 (R)TONEARM. (206) 282-0720, (206) 7846963.
SONY ESPRIT Brian, (805) 527-9739,jvc (805) 527.9801
ONICYO INTEGRA TS-909011 FM tuner. Marie, (734)
676-1680
REFERENCE POWER-SUPPLY UMBILICAL for
Classé DR-6. XLR connectors. (781) 594-7968.
YAMAHA CX 1000 PRIIAMP, MXI000 power amp.
TX1000 tuner, Onkyo Integra M510, MSRBE power
amps; Sony SISAS-ES tuner. Call Gm % kale message (219)
836-0424.

Audio Mart Order Form

U Enclosed is payment in the amount of $

AUDIOPHILEUSA.COM — Addictive wcbsite for
LP and CI) fans. We e-mail superb monthly lists of new
and used jazz, rock, audiophile, and much more. Knowledgeable staff, great service. We buy choice record collections. Free monthly catalogs. Toll-free orders, (877)
SPIN LPS

Fax

NBS SIGNATURE, Master or King Serpent 16' XLR
(balanced) interconnects, power cord, KY speaker cables.
Call Vicenty (212) 586-60W.

Employment
SOUND CITY is seeking highly motivated individuals
for fill-time sales positions in Audio/Video and Custom
Home Theater. Outgoing persist' to sell wide selection of
mid-high-end specialty A/V products. Excellent growth
opportunity in direct-mail/catalog sales or custom. North
Jersey/NY arra, list resume to (973) 334-6115 or tall (800)
888-5343 x300

Business Opportunities
IF TECHNORX;ICAL INNOVATION and the excitement of the audio/video industry appeal to you —
Tice Audio would like to speak with you! As aTice Audio partner you will be in astrategic position to build your
future with ours as we diversify into new markets and continue our advancements in technological innovation. We
have created alimited ntunber of oppominities for -handson" partners to share in our future expansion. If you have
marketing or audio/video knowledge and the necessary
financial backing ($1 million minimum), call us at (561)
575-7577, or visit our website, wunetireatalintont, for
more information. Serious inquiries only.
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Advertising published in Sfrreophile
is accepted on the premise that the
merchandise and services offered are
accurately described, and are available to customers at the advertised
price. Advertising that does not conform to these standards, or that is
deceptive or misleading, is never
knowingly accepted. If you encounters noncompliance with these standards, please write to John B.
Gotarlay,
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Petersen
Publishing Company, 110 Fifth
Avenue, New York, NY 10011.
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Comments

continued from page 145
and then sent to Dr. Greenhill for testing.
These units were not final production
units, which is why they did not have serial numbers, as noted in the review.
We, too, found the turn-on transients of
the pre-production AR-is to be unacceptable, and felt we could definitely do better
in this area. Since WCES '99, we have
been working to refine and improve the
amplifiers used to power the Hi-Res series.
As aresult, AR-1 production units have
turn-on transients that are greatly reduced
from the units evaluated by Dr. Greenhill.
Dr. Greenhill mentioned a"rat-a-tat"
noise when driving the woofer at high
levels during asinewave test. We experienced asimilar problem with some preproduction AR-1s. It turned out that the
dust-cap material was too thin. This
caused the woofer to "oil can," or snap,
at maximum amplifier power. Production units of the AR-1 have anewly
designed dust cap with athicker material wall that is capable of handling the
high power of the onboard Bob Carver/
Sunfire amplifier. This change effectively eliminates the problem.
Thank you again.
Michael Park
Vice President of Engineering, Recaten
OSAR Audio/Video Racks
Many thanks to Wes Phillips and the
Stereophile staff for their cooperation while
evaluating OSAR Racks, and for the
Stereophrle, June 1999

enthusiastic review. They truly are the
standard for high-end audio.
What started out as my personal equipment rack with all of the "tweaks" has
turned into quite arage for other audiophiles as well. Ibelieved in the importance
of isolating the components from each
other. It only made sense that, to achieve
total isolation, each shelf needed to sit on
its own frame. This basic design principle
of maximum isolation simply was not
available anywhere. Thus, the nesting concept was born. Throw in solid build,
options for coupling or decoupling, good
looks (great spouse-acceptance factor),
and easy setup, and it was asure winner!
One distinct advantage with all of the
OSAR pieces is that you can buy them
separately. This enables you to configure a
system to suit your needs. For example, a
basic setup could include atelevision on
the Magruder 3425, with components
underneath on the Selway 2317 and 1905.
One customer has aback problem and
can't bend over, so he uses three Selway
2729s for apreamplifier and source components, with one Magruder 2106 for a
power amplifier. An all-out audio/video
system could include the Magruder 3425
for atelevision with asubwoofer underneath, straddled by two Selway systems.
Iencourage readers to check out our
website for more details: www.nemow.
micron.net/-osar (don't forget the tilde!).
Although pictures are nice, the best way to

appreciate the craftsmanship and options
available is to visit an OSAR dealer.
Now, about the OSAR name...
Kim Howard
OSAR Audio/Video Racks
Errata:
We incorrectly listed the price of the
California Audio Labs CL-10 as $1975 in
the April issue's "Recommended Components" listing. The price is actually
$1495, which make this CD changer
quite a deal. Also in "Recommended
Components," the entry for the Audio
Physic Caldera loudspeaker mentioned
that it was adifficult load for a tube
amplifier. While the impedance magnitude does drop below 4ohms for much
of the upper-bass region, the phase
angle is generally low, so agood 4ohmrated tube amplifier should not have
drive problems.
Finally, in the recommendation of the
Sonic Frontiers Transport 3and Processor
3, we referred to the T-3 as being supplied
with aUniversal I2S cable. Chris Johnson
of Sonic Frontiers tells us that that is incorrect terminology. The transport comes
with a 13W3 cable and Sonic Frontiers
offers a8699 upgrade to retrofit the UltraAnalog PS-E transmission interface onto
our SFT-1 or SFCD-1 products (or any
transport or CD Player which uses the
Philips CDM-12 mechanism).
—John Atkinson
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Archibald

he future is multichannel, and
the future is DIGITAL!" exhorted John Kellog, then of
Dolby (and he's back there now). It was
about six years ago at a Professional
Audio/Video Retailers Association (PARA)
Conference, and Iwas hopping mad. My
present back then sure wasn't digital, 1didn't want to be told my future had to be, and
the last thing Iwanted was multichannel.
And even if those things had to be in my
future, Ididn't want them crammed down
my throat, as Kellog seemed to be doing.
But it was awake-up call, and Kellog
was right. The future of back then has
become the digital present, and it's getting
ahelluva lot more digital every year. The
Internet existed, but only scientists and
government folk knew about it. There certainly weren't any dodeca-billion-dollar
stock evaluations based on it!
John Kellog was defending a major
Dolby technology initiative, Dolby
Digital, then known as Audio Coder
Number 3, or AC-3 —the multichannel
lossy compression scheme that now forms
the basis of virtually all home-theater
sound. Stereophile was up in arms about
AC-3, whose proponents were claiming
for it "near-CD" quality. It looked for a
time as if CD would turn out to be the
highest-resolution digital sound a consumer would ever hear.
Ieven wrote back then that AC-3 was
okay because, well, it was being used only
for film sound. You should have seen the
smoke come out of Tom Norton's notinconsiderable ears! "I'm going to have to
disagree with you there, Larry," said Torn
in the tone of voice he reserves for those
occasions when he's really exercised.
A whole new issue is upon us now.
Then it was AC-3 for laserdisc, which has
now been replaced by amore convenient,
higher-fidelity form: DV1)-Video. Now
we're listening to DVD-Audio —or at least
we will be sometime this fall, based on conversations Ihad last week with major consumer-electronics manufacturers.
In the April issue of Hachette's new
magazine, Stereo Review's Sound & Vision,
writer Ken Pohlmann got the scoop on
DVD-Audio with areview of aprototype
Pioneer player. Stertvphile strictly prohibits
its reviewers from reviewing prototypes —
this one wasn't even up to the pre-production stage —but Ihave to admit that I
was seriously envious. Pohlmann reports
that the Pioneer player sounds terrific.
Ken is on record as thinking that ordinary
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old CD is plenty good enough, but you
could tell he really liked DVD-Audio.
And we've been hearing great stuff
from high-bit-rate audio for the last several years: at shows, on JA's own Nagra
tapes, off computer hard disks, and
occasionally from the 24/96 material
that DVD-Video provides for, with
some of the releases from Classic
Records and Chesky.

What to do? J. Gordon Holt introduces
us to the world of DT'S multichannel on
p.122, and it's an exciting prospect. Yes,
Holses The Planets is the best symphonic
recording he's ever heard. Yes, John
Earglc has made some great surround
recordings for Delos. Yes, the late Brad
Miller was inspired when it came to locomotives and thunderstorms.
But are you really going to add three
channels of speakers and amplification,
plus asuper-expensive, upgradcable surOutside the world of
round processor, just to hear what JGH
is describing?
single-ended triodes, most
I'm ancient enough to remember the
transition from mono to stereo — the
high-end manufacturers
transition from asingle source sounding
nothing like areal acoustic environment
will be focusing on
to the space that two speakers can convincingly reproduce. That astounding advance
the new medium's
didn't matter to me —I resisted it for
years. To me and alot of others, it was just
many channels.
away of dividing in two the sound quality Iwas likely to hear. The transition from
In fact, though Ken Pohlmann wasn't
mono to stereo took asurprisingly long
willing to go out on alimb and announce
time, as did my acceptance of the different
that DVD-Audio sounds better than CD,
nature of stereo reproduction.
there just isn't any controversy about
Un—Kellog-like, Iwon't shout it at you,
high-bit-rate digital. Except for ahandful
but there it is nevertheless: Multichannel is,
of engineering right-wingers, everyone
indeed, where we're going. Outside the
who records with it, masters with it, or
world of single-ended triodes and its ideojust plain hears it thinks that DVD-Audio
logical fellows, most high-end manufactur(or the Sony/Philips version, SACD)
ers will be focusing their engineering enersounds sensational — better than CD,
gies on getting great sound from the new
better than LP, probably better than the
medium's many channels. Many of these
best analog master tape.
companies realize how powerful adriving
Audiophiles will buy it —their purchasforce home theater is in the marketplace,
es of expensive CD equipment have
and are already engrossed in multichannel.
slowed to acrawl in the last three years,
Stereophik will be there to cover it. Ican
just in anticipation of it. How could they
even see an A/V receiver in my future,
not buy something that promises master- particularly some of the ones Isaw at this
tape sound in the home?
past CES. Imentioned the one by Denon,
But that's not all —DVD-Audio offers
but Marantz had asimilar product, and
multichannel, and in that area there's serithere was also the first receiver Ican
remember from afull-fledged high-end
ous change afoot. Most audiophiles don't
listen to music on their home-theater syscompany: the Krell ICAV-300r (all right,
tems, where they have the processors and
it's only two-channel). And the surround
speakers necessary for multichannel. They
processors from Theta, Chiro, Proceed,
listen to music on their highly tweaked,
and others have certainly been designed to
ultra-pure, no-tone-or-balance-controls
hold up to the ultimate in sonic scrutiny.
high-end audio systems.
But it's going to be tough. Idon't want
three more speakers in my living room. I
don't want to hear keyboards in back of
*D 1999 17
me, and the rest of the band up front. I
No.6, June 7999. tow Muni, 233. Stcreophile (ISSN
don't want to be in the center of acircle of
40585-2544) 6publ6h61 nmmIdy $19.94 per yea 16f IIS
asideus, hy Meese Publishing Company,
6420
applause — it's bad enough in stereo,
141Ishin. Blvd, Los Am,hh.s, CA 90048 Periodicals pease
where the applause comes from the same
paid al Los /belts, CA and addinonal
°en Ganada
place as the performers.
and (STng. no. R12468-3859. P(11731.4,1TER. Send
It will be abrave new world of multiaddne (hates lo Stercophik, PO. Box 53//7, Boukkr, a)
80322-307
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channel music.
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You

DON'T HAVE TO DIE TO GO TO HEAVEN.
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conrad-johnson It just sounds right •
For information write, phone or fax: conrad-johnson •2733 Merilee Drive •Fairfax, VA 22031 •phone: 703-698-85810 fax: 703-560-5360
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conductor helical array, multiple size
SST conductors, and LGC Copper
insure maximum performance
and minimum distortion for
full range and biwire.

--^
P.O. Box 3060 San Clemente, CA 92674 USA www.audioquest.

